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i
Fi News was the brainchild of the maverick Miles Henslow ( he can be seen
here in a 1962 advertisement for Stentorian loudspeakers( and the first ever

People I

issue hit the news stands in June 1956 as aresponse to the growth in hi-fi and
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1956

the increasing popularity of stereo (which was introduced in 1948).

o

A number of factors had contributed to this growth - London had just held its

1
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first Audio Fair, since 1953 the record industry had gone over to stereo tape master
recording and the fruits of these were rumoured to be anew stereo LP format lit
arrived in October 19581, and the BBC had begun VHF/FM broadcasting in 1955.

jUdgmen

The result was aslew of new designs and products such as stereo tuners, stereo
pick-up cartridges, amplifiers, speakers... and amagazine to cover them. Since that

choose ".".".>"

historic first issue in 1956 Hi Fi News has built its worldwide reputation on top-notch
tee/01
. ;7N

reporting of high-fidelity sound reproduction.
The statement of policy in Volume 1, No. 1said: ' In Hi Fi News we shall endeavour
earnestly to represent the high standards that are essential for high fidelity sound
reproduction. We offer HiFi News to the manufacturer as amedium through which
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his goods can be displayed and

It remains our
mission to deliver
the best tests on the
latest hi-fi equipment
on the market

33

discussed, and we present it to our readers as a
paper they can trust and rely upon'.
That statement still rings true today as it
remains our mission to deliver you the best land
most truthful( tests and verdicts about the sound
quality produced by the latest hi-fi equipment on
the market.

ABOVE: HFN founder and first
Editor Miles Henslow Icircled1
in a1962 advertisement fol Stuttorian loudspeakers

The 50- year history of HiFi News has seen
hi-fi evolve from ahobby served in the main

by specialist manufacturers of audiophile ilk, into amajor international business. Since 1956
Creel

we have seen the stereo LP explode in popularity ( thankfully vinyl now seems to be becoming

F

'hip' to anew generation), the ' separates' revolution commencing, the transistor entering and

ews

finally dominating audio electronics, the compact disc coming to prominence, and digital music
emerging with the omnipresent iPod its mass market trailblazer.
This special 50th anniversary issue pays homage to the pride we have in hi-fi and HiFi News'
history with apotent mix of special features. These include Ken Kessler testing a1956 Quad
system against its 2006 equivalent; many of our technical
contributors picking their favourite hi-fi equipment of
all time; aslavishly compiled list of audio's top 50
pioneers of all time ( including contributions from
guest writers such as John Borwick and Geoffrey
Horn); plus our music reviewers picking their best
ever test discs and Barry Fox Looking into acrystal

fi

ball to see what hi-fi might be like in 2056.
I'd advise you to keep this special collectors' issue

¡uric

as we are unlikely to produce anything like it again...
until, of course, the centenary issue in 2056!

fik.ck.

Steve Fairclough • Editor
email us at: hi-finewsrdipcmedia.com
Website: www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hi-FiNews
50 YEARS QUAD
vs QUAD
OF HI-FI
NEWS
See what's inside this bumper
50th anniversary issue...

MI P49
Kit That
Changed
The World

IN THIS ISSUE...

B&W

50 landmark

p08

Cabasse
Elac
Goldster Audio
Haliaetus
Infinity
Isotek
Krell
Lehmann
Marantz
Monster
Naim Audio
Quad
Revolver
Transfiguration

products, chosen by

p06

five H'IN writers

p07
p09
p09

50 MOST IMPORTANT

AUDIO PIONEERS
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p30
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p08
p10
p24
p42
p10
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HiFi NEWS SHOW
The Hi -Fi News Show 2006 will
mark 50 years of the magazine and
feature atribute to hi-fis past with a
special hi-fi museum display.
As well as agentle nod to the past
technologies tied up with hi-fi the

MI P42
In one corner,
Quad II valve
power amps,
in the other, a
pair of Quad
II-forty amps...
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0 Most
Important
People
KK assembles the
list of audio's V Ps

MI P130
Classic Kit
Four products of
yesteryear, their
reviews dusted off..

MI P95
Meet The
Editors: A
half century of tale;
from hi-fi's hcttest
editor al chair

event will feature an impressive array

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
Ei
tAI

2006
Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

6 www.hifinews.co.uk

of speakers aid
special events.
This year's show
takes place from
22-24 September
[first day is
trade only) at
the Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow,
London.
www.hifinews.co.uti
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SUBSCRIBE TO
HI-FI NEWS!
Subscribe and get Hi-Fi News
for half price! Turn to p92 for
more details...

THIS MONTH • 50th Anniversary Issue
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2 Ken Kessler
New flagship m- c rom
ansfiguration, rocket
gifle speakers from
rance, B&VV CM?

KK looks back over 23
years of audio journalism,
remembering both the
legends and the lunches

4 Special Report

39 Letter from America

avid Allcock continues his
:ploration of locked media,
dwhat it means for you

Michael Fremer finds bliss
at aconcert hall in Dallas

etters
rviews on audio matters
•

Naim Audio CD5
CD player
ebest CD player in the
K? Maybe. The most
xpensive? Definitely.
in Colloms listens to

81

Barry Fox

Its 50 years since stereo

and now some lost off -air
tapes from 1959 have just
surfaced!

104 Sound Bites book
Read the official history of
HFN by Steve Harris and KK

113 Jon Thompson
Move over HD, bring on
Quad and Ultra HD as JVC
unveils the high- definition

VHF radio started to air

pictures of tomorrow

Naim Audio's [ 14,000 new
flagship CD spinne-

expensive solid-state

30 Krell FBI amplifier
Martin Colloms tests
probably the most

integrated amplifier in the
world. How does it sound,
and how does it compare
with the company's range of
separate amplifiers?

FEATURES
Welcome
eve Fairclough introduces
ehistoric 50th anniversary
sue of Hi Fi News

12 Next Month
sneak peek at the
w- look Hi Fi News that
aits you next month...
9

Objects of Desire

Fly high with ambituouslypriced objet d'hi-fi

CI P82

CREEK & EPOS
COMPETITION
For this special issue of
HI Fi News, we are proud to

36 On Location
Steve Fairclough is drawn
into wire talk with Gabi
van der Kley of top cable

1ompany Crystal Cable
2 Quad vs Quad

So just how good is all this

1 Hi- Fi Anecdotes
HFN writers reveal some
of the stories that don't
normally make it into print

67 50 Most Important
People in Hi- Fi
Ken Kesster compères a
countdown of the 50 top

116 Hi- Fi in 2056
Barry Fox examines what
we have to look forward to
over the next 50 years

pioneers from the history of

119 Top 50 Test Albums

high-fidelity

Five HFN reviewers and

82 Competition!
Win aCreek Destiny system
with Epos M12.2 speakers,
worth almost [ 3000!

92 Subscription Offer
Incredible half-price offer!
Celebrate 50 years with us
with a 50% discount

offer aspecial prize of some
of the best of British kit

this classic kit? KK dusts off

around' The Creek Destiny

his Quad II power amps and

HFN has had just five

CD player, the Creek

pits them against the recent

editors. Here's their stories

Destiny Integrated amp,

Quad II- forty design

C-eek M12.2 loudspeakers

110 Q&A
All your hi-fi questions
solved by our experts

95 Meet The Editors

103 Classic Reviews

and matching Epos stands.

49 Landmark Kit

See p82 for full details...

Five writers select 10 items

A dip into classic hi-fi
equipment reviews to see

of hi-fi that rocked the world

how some items fared.

writers make their personal
selection of the best music
for stretching your system's
abilities

130 Classic Reviews II
How Hi -Fi News originally
reviewed classic albums
from major acts...

137 Accessories Club
Ben Duncan's Pure Power
products on offer

162 Classic Covers

TRANSFIGURATION
ORPHEUS
NEW FLAGSHIP CARTRIDGE
Until recently, sitting

Layne. The generator

proud at the top of the

assembly uses ultragrade' SS- ii- metal core,

been reduced in price.
These are now both priced

SPHERE OF
DESTINY
CABASSE LA SPHÈRE
•

One of the more eyecatching
exhibits at the recent Munich
High End show was the
La Sphère four-way active

at £ 1995 for either the highoutput ( 0.5mV) ' V' or the

loudspeaker from Cabasse.
The unit had first been

lower [ 034mV) ' W .model
Audio Reference •

showcased in prototype form
at the CES show in Las Vegas

Transfiguration range of
mpving-coil cartridges has

wh ch promises increased

been tne Temper model, in

sersitivity by 35dB, to

01252 702705 • www.

its ' n/' and M .variants. Now,

improve the signal-to-noise

in January 2006 but now it has

audioreference.co.uk

been given a European price
of 100,000 Euros.

the Japanese manufacturer

ratio, and ' eliminating a

has anew flagship in the

usLal source of distortion

shape of the Orpheus.
Priced at £ 2750, the

wire, and a special qual ty

new transducer carries the

compound' has been used

brand ohilosophy of using

for damping around the

It incorporates a0055

The coils use 7N copper

22in four-way coaxial
driver, frequency response
of 20-22kHz, ± 3dB on axis,
frequency range of - 6dB at

ayoke.ess ring magnet

cantilever coil. Overall

generator assembly. This

weight is 9g, internal
impedance is 2.5 ohm and a

space conditions), plus
dispersion of within 2dB

response of 10Hz tc 40kHz

of reference response.
Measuring 700 x1400 x700
(whc1) it weighs in at 100kg.

is said to avoid the lack of
focus suffered by normal
'ycke' designs, which lack
the ntimate coil/magnet

(+2dB) is given in the specs.
The previous flagship

coupling of Transfiguration's

Temper models have now

BACK WITH BLACK
LEHMANN PHONO STAGE

16Hz and 25kHz ( open

Gecko Inc. • 020 8603 0480 •
www.cabasse.corn

NOVA MEETS TITAN

Lehmann has announced the
Black Cube Decade phono
stage that is said to be a
mode, with improved design

offer ' Soft-Bass-Rolloff-F lter'
and gain options. It is powered
by the PWX II energy supply

The new Isotek Sigmas

that was especially developed
for it. It was especially

features the most recent Gil
technological innovations

developed to be downward

compared to the company's
previcus pre- amplifiers.

compatible with the original
PWX. Because of this, the

and has been developed as
amid point between GII Mini

Its input stages use
the newest generation
microphone pre- amp stages
that are also found in mixing
consoles used in professional
studio electronics.
The Black Cube Decade is
the first Lehmann product to

ISOTEK SIGMAS

high- current outlets and
afurther four mediumcurrent for source
components. Unlike the GII
MiniSub or Vision, Sigmas
has been designed with
technologies, borrowing the

Sub and the Nova.

Black Cube audio sections
can be connected as well.

Direct Coupled Design and

The unit was shown at
the recent High End show

high- current aspects of the

Henley Designs •
01235511166 •

or Munich and acompany

www henleydesigns.com

was likely to go on sale from
mid- July at around £ 1000.

BELOW: Black CJbe Decade
from Lehmann

spokesman confirmed it

The idea is to
encompass the desirable
aspects of both the Nova
and Titan into asingle

Titan, but also the Adaptive
Gating from the Nova.
Isotek states: ' Sigmas
will offer unrivalled
performance and versatility
for its price. However
for those who search for
ultimate performance, the
Nova and Titan combination
remain supreme'.

armature.
Not unlike the Gil

Isotek • 01635 291357 •

MiniSub, Sigmas offers two

www.isoteksystems.com

RIGHT: The
Isotek Sigmas,
for low and
high- power
components
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NEWS
BIG SHOW
BONANZA
HI-FI NEWS SHOW

A stunning entertainment
area featuring live music,
atribute to the past
50 years of hi-fi, audio
and AV demos and all
the latest technology
will be in the Wessex
Ballroom during the
Hi -Fi News Show 2006 at
the Renaissance Hotel,
Heathrow from 22-24
September this year.
Pre- booked tickets to
the Hi -Fi News Show 2006
can now save over 30% on
normal prices via our
24- hour ticket hotline.
Just call 01733 385174 1
The
show
will
Hi-FiNews

SHOW
cLtem

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

also include
aspecial
live concert
recording!
See pgs 100101 for morel

23,24 September

TO INFINITY AND BEYOND
CASCADE RANGE

Infinity has announced
its new Cascade range of
speakers that includes two
floorstanders, bookshelvers,
acentre channel, and two
subwoofers and introduces
Infinity's new patent- pending
Maximum Radiating Surface
[MRS) flat panel transducers.
The range is as follows...
•Model Nine floorstander
with 10-150W power range,
sensitivity of 87dB, and
nominal impedance of 8ohm.
•Model Seven
floorstander with 10-100W
power range, sensitivity of
85dB, and nominal impedance
of 8ohm.
•Model Five bookshelver
or on-wall option with
10-100W power range,
sensitivity of 85dB, and
nominal impedance of 8ohm.
•Model Three Vanother
bookshelf or on- wall model
with 10-150W power range,
sensitivity of 87dB, and
nominal impedance of 8ohm.
•Model Three Ccentre

channel option with 10-150W
power range, sensitivity of
87dB, and nominal impedance
of 8ohms.
•Model Fifteen subwoofer
with 800W RMS amp output

32-150Hz (- 3dB) and 28Hz
E-6dE3).
UK prices for the range
have yet to be confirmed but
more details are available via
Infinity's website.

and frequency response of 32150Hz E- 3d131 and 29Hz E-6dB).
•Model Twelve sub
with 300W RMS amp output
and frequency response of

01707 278100 • www.

ANNIVERSARY WALTZ
ELAC FS210 SPEAKER
The FS 210 A is an
anniversary edition speaker
that celebrates the 80th
year of Elac. It uses the
Elac Xjet technology and a
distinctive combination of a
flat aluminium honeycomb
midrange ring radiator and
aconcentrically arranged
JET tweeter. Etac says: This
will allow you to exceed the
limits set by conventional
technology consequently
ensuring lower distortion and
higher output'.
The midrange unit is
run by a78mm moving coil
and high effectiveness is
said to be achieved by using
coppered aluminium flat
wire, edgewise-wound, on
aventilated capton bobbin.
For this edition ELAC has

introduced anew inner
structure and larger sound
apertures to yield an exact
upper cut-off frequency
of 50 kHz, said to give this
loudspeaker abetter quality
of sound for the reproduction
of DVD-A and SACD.
The two 180mm sandwich
woofers incorporate a
stiffened diaphragm, which
Elac says will result in abass
that is 'well controlled and
smooth'. It has been installed
with adouble flare port to
reduce friction losses and
comes with bass control plugs
for those who like to be alittle
more in charge.
Elac • 01494 551551 •
www.elac.com

RIGHT: The Elac is available

Harman Group •
infinitysystems.com

LEFT: The
Cascade
Model Nine in
real- wood
cherry veneer

QUADS
IN PAIRS
SPEAKERS HIT UK

After along wait Quad
has confirmed that its
new ESL- 2805 and ESL 2905 models are finally
available in the UK.
The speakers
are aesthetically a
step forward for the
company and Quad
claims that they have a
good build quality and
'significant performance
improvements has
already drawn a
string of superlatives
from he critics'. Both
models offer aclaimed
8ohm impedance and
86db/W sensitivity.
Quad • 0845 458 0011 •
www.quad-hifi.co.uk

in high gloss or cherry
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NEWS
THE TALL GUY
Luniummummimummue
NEW
B&W SPEAKERS b
At the recent High End
2006 show in Munich B&W
unveiled its CM7 floorstander
that, like the CM1 bookshelf
model, shares driver and
crossover technology with
B&W's 800 Series speakers.
The CM7 is athree-way
design with adriver line-up
of a25mm aluminium dome
tweeter, a130mm Keylar
cone FST midrange unit, and
a165mm paper/Kevlar cone
bass unit. Ear- tuned firstand second- order crossover
networks, made possible by
the drivers' extended linear
bandwidths, integrate the

system while optimising its
ability to resolve fine musical
detail.
The CM Centre is a
symmetrical two-way design
comprising a25mm Nautilus
tube- loaded aluminium
dome tweeter flanked by two
130mm Kevlar cone bass/
midrange drivers. An eartuned first- order crossover
network ensures the smooth
horizontal dispersion vital in
the centre channel role, while
at the same time bringing to
the CM Centre the trademark
CM sonic abilities.
Both the CM7 and CM
Centre also employ B&W's
unique Flowport technique

MUSIC BY MAINS
111=3=31111
Marantz has unveiled its
WEAVE ( Wired Entertainment
Accessible Via Electricity)
system that allows you to
play music all around the
home by using the mains
power system via Power Line
Communication ( PLC).
The key to the WEAVE
system is the ZC4001 receptor
unit accesses the main
entertainment system in your
home by means of the mains.
This allows you to listen to CD
players, radio stations and
any other component in the
main system. The ZC4001 is

about the size of aportable
stereo, and has two highperformance speakers and a
built-in amplifier.
If you don't want to move
the ZC4001 from room to
room, up to six units can be
plugged in at any one time.
To work, the main set-up
must incorporate aWEAVE
amplifier or receiver. For this
you can use the ZR6001 AV
receiver, which is the first of
anumber of Marantz WEAVE
products that will include the
company's PLC technology.
Marantz • 01753 680868 •
www.marantz.com
BELOW: Marantz offers music
in every room via the mains

8 www.hifinews.co.uk • 50TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

to delay the onset of reflex
port non- linearity, and driver
magnet systems designed
to minimize voice- coil
inductance and enhance
detail retrieval.
CM series products are
available finished in three
real- wood veneers - wenge,
rosenut and maple - each
completed by magnetically
attached grilles in either
black or dark grey.
B&W • 01903 221800 • www.
bwspeakers.com

RIGHT: B&W's CM7
floorstander shares
technology with 800 series

SPACE-AGE NOZZLES
HALIAETUS FIREBIRD
Using acoustic nozzles technology that was developed in
France by acollaboration between the European Space
Agency, the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
and the Pierre and Marie Curie University Haliaetus has
developed its space-age HA- 325 Firebird speaker that
is said to enable asmall- sized speaker tc deliver sound
quality usually only found via very large loudspeakers.
Its distinctive shape is said to provide ' perfect
aerodynamics and the curvy style is said to break up
parasitic reflections inside the cabinet enclosure tc give
smooth spectral response. The Firebird measures 400 x310
x270mm ( whd) and weighs 6kg.
Haliaetus Technologies • + 33(0)16934 5754 •
www.haliaetus.corn
LEFT: The Firebird
promises ahuge
sound from a
small cabinet

A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

Acoustica
Chester
01244 344227

The Audio Room
Hull
01482 891375

Cloney Audio
Dublin
+ 353 1283 4887

Glasgow Audio
Glasgow
0141 332 4707

Holburn HiFi

Infidelity

Robert Taussig

Sound Academy

Aberdeen
01224 585713

Kingston on Thames
020 8943 3530

London
020 7487 3455

Bloxwich
01922 493499

Grahams HiFi
Islington
020 7226 5500

Sound Gallery
High Wycombe
01494 531682

Phase 3 HiFi
Worthing
01903 245577

CLASSE

NEWS

VALVE MEETS iPOD
CONCERTINO SYSTEM
A merging of traditional valve
amp technology with the iPod
came via the cute Concertino
system showcased by German
company Goldster at the
Munich High End show.
According to aGoldster
spokesman it will retail at
around € 3000 and is meant
to deliver audiophile quality
listening from your iPod.

Small and compact enough
to fit on adesktop the system

Express offers the option of
wireless transmission to the

includes the Concertino
valve amp ( with iPod
connection) and aset of small
loudspeakers connected via
specially made triple core
cables.
The Concertino works
with all kinds of iPods and
can also be used with a

Concertino from an iTunes
enabled computer.
Goldster Audio •
+49 89 78749518 • www.
goldster-audio.com

CO player via asecond
port. In addition AirPort

BELOW: Triode- tube- based
Concertino system promises
sweet tunes from your ' Pod

A BIT OF
BRITISH
REVOLVER CYGNIS
A prototype of the upcoming
Cygnis speaker from the
British company Revolver
was showcased at the High
End show in Munich, with
arelease date set for late
September 2006.
Revolver has designed and
will make the units in Britain
and will sell the Cygnis at an
RRP of £ 5999 per pair.
Its provisional spec
includes asensitivity of
91dB/W with 6ohm
impedance, an anodised
aluminium 26mm dome
tweeter with double magnet.
and afrequency response of
30Hz to 30kHz
Other specs include a
130mm woven glass- fibre
diaphragm midrange drive
unit with doubte magnet and
a254mm doped compressed
paper diaphragm with cast
metal vented chassis and
large double magnet.
The Cygnis will feature a

solowwwwwww-111111

maple and dark cherry real
wood veneer bass enclosure
with gloss black carbon- fibre
midrange enclosure.
The Acoustic Partnership
•087 0047 0047 • www.
revolveraudio.co.uk

••84

LOOKING AFTER NANO
MONSTER I
BUMPER

I

The Bumper is anew
protective case developed
by the Monster company
specifically for the iPod nano
MP3 player.
Available in achoice of
six colour options - red,
blue, yellow, white,
grey or black
-the Bumper
also offer
additional
protection via
three Clearskin
wraps that protect
the face and back
of the nano unit from
scratches.

In addition to the
'Bumper, an iBumperKeeper
is anylon lanyard that
allows you to keep an iPod
nano within easy reach. Easy
access to headphone jack
and a30- pin dock

Photos
Extras
Seethes
Shuffle Songs
Now Playing

N•rà.
10 www.hifinews.co.uk

connector is available via a
bottom band opening.
UK price is £ 19.95.
Monster • www.
monstercable.com
BELOW: Monster's
iBumper in three
colours

BOLZANO,VILLETRI

RoundStream® Technology
Bolzano Villetri RoundStream® technology delivers cutting
edge technology for the loudspeaker market through the
introduction of Counter- aperture technology, unique only
to Bolzano Villetri.
In counter- aperture, the achievement of exceptionally
realistic reproduction of staged and acoustically generated music is delivered through our stunning 360 °sound
output loudspeake -s. The frequency is not dissipated at
an unstable distance from the driver, but is concentrated
between the two drivers to form awell-balanced distribution of sound in all directions. This is how distance zonal
problems are greatly reduced and why the listener does
not have to stay at a certain distance from the drivers.
Consequently, Bolzano Villetri speakers, through the use of
counter- aperture technology, will sound superior in a
room with poor acoustical properties.
RoundStream® Technology

1. Low & mid- frequency
radiator ( top)
2. Low & mid- frequency
radiator ( bottom)
3. High frequency radiator
4. " Surround sound"
area of sound pressure
formation
5. Means of reflected
sound distribution

One amazing fact is that counter- aperture acoustics
greatly increase the " sweet- spot" of sound. This is of enormous importance for the modern listener as they enjoy the
freedom to move around a room with minimal impact on
their listening pleasure.

For a demonstration of Bolzano Villetri's amazing loudspeakers visit
www.bolzanovilletri.com for your nearest dealer.

YBI Distributions Ltd, Exclusive Distributo's for Europe, Telephone: + 44 ( 0)20 72448240, Fax: + 44 (0)20 73704828, Email: by@ybidistributions.com

COMING NEXT MONTH...
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LATEST
PRODUCTS
TESTED!

OF THE BEST
IN Hi Fi

Audio
Aduirî
T hre egreat
NEW advice series

Groupte
REVIEWED R

We name the best
speakers, amps,
co players,
turntables and

The latest
amplifiers ,
co players,
speakers and
one- box systems

accessories

ATED

Six top high- end integrateds battle it out

Pathos
o

EXCLUSIVE TEST
Does this style triumph
deliver quality sound?

a.

35

PAGESOF
PRODUCTS
TESTED

NEW LOOK!
PURE AUDIO EXCELLENCE

The world's best hi-fi magazine is about to
get even better! Hi -Fi News is proud of its
past but is looking forward to the future...
From next month we unveil agreat new
look and ahost of new features to deliver
the ultimate coverage of quality hi-fi

• SUPERB NEW LOOK!
GREAT PHOTOGRAPHY!
STUNNING Hi -Fi!
TOP ADVICE!
PLUS!
FANTASTIC NEW FEATURES!
• Hi -Fi DOCTOR - we help you get the
most from your hi-fi
• SYSTEM BUILDER - we showcase the
best systems at all prices
• THE HOT LIST - the cream of the
world's hi-fi recommended
• HOW TO... - practical advice on all
things audio

ON TEST SECTION!
Hi Fi News gets you
closer to hi-fi with a
potent mix of the best
tests penned by top
writers and backed up
by exhaustive lab tests
that are respected
around the world.
See our new On test
section for the very
best coverage of hi-fi
equipment every month!

THE HOT LIST
The world's bes:
hi-fi is tested by Hi Fi
News to give yo Jour
independent verdicts
on the equipment that
delivers the best sound
quality. The Hot List
is an easy-to-fallow
guide to the absolute
cream of hi-fi — amps,
speakers, CD pllayers,
turntables and more...

• THE BEST TESTS - plus easy- to- follow
ratings and awards

The NEW LOOK! HiFi News (August 2006 issues
is on sale from FridaY 28 July
See www.hitinews.co.uk for details

of

your

nearest stockist
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INSIDESTORY

COPY PROTECTION

HIGH RESOLUTION AUDIO AND VIDEO
These days, most formats carry restrictions on how and
where music and video can be played. David Allcock details
how these technologies work, and how they have nearly all
been hacked' by people unhappy with the limitations they
put on the enjoyment of media they've bought

is ' inaudible' as claimed by
inventor Verance.
The system to lock- down
DVD-A is Content Protection for
Pre- Recorded Media ( CPPM),
and like CSS for DVD video, has
also been successfully hacked.
DVD-Audio discs can be read

W

and replayed on Windows PCs
hen the specification
for DVD was drawn

than those running Windows

was placed on ensuring copy

using licensed software, and as

or Mac OS. However, ayoung

protection was in place, to

with DVD viceo, the protection

up, it was designed to

Norwegian, Jon Johansen,

satisfy amusic industry that was

system was prised open through

have amulti- layer protection

used an unprotected key in the

just reacting to the perceived

avulnerability in one of these

threat of Napster file- sharing.

players, Intervideo WinDVD.

system to prevent home users

Windows Xing media player

from copying the disc, either

to write aprogram that could

onto VHS or digitally. The

unravel CSS. This DeCSS

80- bit encryption of the musical

cornerstone of this was Content

software was subsequently

data, acode embedded in the

explore the disc and identify the

Scramble System ) CSS), which

re- coded for Windows and

lead-in area of the disc, plus

tracks you want to copy, rip the

adecryption key for the music

contents to hard drive and then

formatted the video and audio

Macintosh platforms, allowing

content into encrypted data

anyone to watch or copy a

blocks on the disc, with a key'

film without having to rely on

in the player required to unlock

DVD-Copy Control Association-

the data from the disc.

approved software.

Due to the costly licensing
restrictions of CSS, it was not
, possible to play back DVD films
on computers

SACD AND DVD-A
When SACD and DVD-Audio
were being designed,

other

ahigh priority

SACD is protected by

A Brazilian cracker has made
available software that can

'At present, it is believed that all
DVD-Audio discs from major record
companies have a hidden data
signal embedded in the music'
data that's split between the

generate adecrypted PCM file

player and PSP-PDM ( Pit

on the hard drive.

Signal Processing - Physical
Disc Mark). One of the biggest

THE SDMI DEBACLE

defences against cracking has

In 2000, the Secure Digital

been preventing SACD being

Music Initiative ( SDMI) issued a

readable by ahome PC, but

series of challenges to remove

this probably also contributes

candidate audio watermarks

to SACD's obscurity outside the

from sample audio files. A

audiophile arena.

Princeton computer science

DVD-Audio uses a56- bit
key to encode the audio data,

AUDIO

SUM I: AUDIO CD

together with Cryptomeria

had successUly completed

Cypher and Verance analogue

the challenge. Tne SDMI,

watermarking technology.

meanwhile, refuted this claim,

At present, it is believed that

although in response to news

all DVD-Audio discs from

that he was going to make

major record companies that
license the format have
ahidden data signal
-

embedded in
the music
waveform,
and
there is no
independent
evidence

4444(147.,
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professor, Edward W Felten,
quickly announced that his team

to suggest it

his findings public he was
threatened with the Digital
Millenium Copyright Act ( DMCA)
by the SDMI, the RIM and
Verance Corporation.
He was forced to withdraw
his academic paper from peer
review until November 2001,
when acourt declared Felton
had not violated the Digital
Millenium Copyright Act .

COPY PROTECTION
HDCP BYPASSED
Used across HDMI to protect

INSIDE TRACK...

INTERVIEW WITH A CRACKER

high- definition video content,
the HDCP system system

HiFi News spoke to acracker known only as Jay', to hear

That disgusts us as much as anyone.

was designed to ensure that
asource device would only

his/her side of the story on the hot topic of circumventing
anti- copy technologies

Not ashred of evidence has ever been

DA: Why did you and your friends
start cracking media?

DA: Do you think DRM helps or

once acomplex handshaking
sequence had been completed.
If this failed the source would

Jay: Simple - we loved video games,
movies and music, but £25 for aCO
and double that for avideo game was

DA: What about new attempts at
anti- copy measures put on music

Jay: Any format which can't be cracked

either reduce the resolution
to standard definition [ SDI

CDs - are they any good, do they
discourage you?

it was areal elitist thing until Jon

or simply refuse to transmit

crazy. No-one where I
lived could afford
that. So we fitted some old PCs with CO

information across the link. With

burners and started from there. Later

Jay: These systems don't protect

started producing cheap hardware, and

high- definition video sources

we got online and found others all over

the discs, they just corrupt the disc

it exploded. Everyone Iknow has two

only supplying high- definition

the world with similar problems with

information. If you bought aCD that

or more players. DeCSS put billions of

video across HDCP-protected

media pricing. The music companies

had been scratched with sandpaper,

dollars into the hands of Chinese- player

digital links, it would be

make aCD for less than € 2, then expect

wouldn't you take it back?

impossible to copy the signal.

us to pay 12 times that on release, yet

Many who purchased
high- end video displays afew

the artist is lucky to see € 1per disc;

DA: Yes, Iexpect it to be perfect.

it's ajoke! We're not greedy, we don't
believe in selling copies, we provide
the programs for people to copy what

Jay: Right, the copy- protection systems

produced to support these allegations.

transmit high- resolution video
to acertified video receiver

years ago are now finding that
their displays are not allowed to
present high- definition due to a
lack of HDCP inputs on HDMI or
DVI sockets. They are faced with
having to buy anew display.

they want. It should be their right, and
it should be their right to buy media at
sensible prices, not get ripped off by
giant companies who don't give adamn

to boost the inflated profits of media
companies who don't care about us?

hinders formats? It helps media
companies get behind new formats.
or copied is doomed! Look at OVO,
Johansen gave us DeCSS. The Chinese

makers and blank disc manufacturers,
and made OVO the fastest growing

pre- treat the CO with sandpaper, that's
what you're buying when you get aDRM
CO. You have no choice. That's what
they think of music lovers. If they don't
care about us, why should we give a

format on the planet. Everyone will buy
some titles, but they'll wait until they're
cheaper before they buy, and use the
copies initially, but for presents, etc,
everyone buys some DVDs. Without
DeCSS, people wouldn't have bought
players, and due to the cost of the discs

damn about them?

most people would still be on VHS.
DeCSS was the greatest thing that ever

DA: Do you believe the piracy

happened to promote OVO.

While Sky's new HD satellite
receiver includes analogue

about users.

high- definition outputs, these
can downscale the resolution to

DA: Do you feel what you're doing is
justified?

problem is as bad as the RIAA, IFPI
and MPAA say it is?

DA: And what about future formats,

SD, or be deactivated. To beat

Jay: Absolutely! Look, the media giants

Jay: Not even close. If we were all as

will this idea still hold?

this problem, outboard black

would be charging €30 for aCD and

bad as these companies say, record

boxes costing less than £ 200

€40-€50 for aOVO without us; it's the

Jay: No doubt, after being used to
getting DVDs from the ' net, markets

have been released that will
take the high- definition video
signal out of the digital domain

ability to copy which keeps retail prices

stores would have closed years ago.
Look, we believe that people are

and friends, no-one will buy anew

inherently good and this has been

system without this easy availability,
and the shops won't stock either the
discs or the players without demand.

and allow it to be provided

realistic. These guys buy the law, buy
governments and buy retailers; the
public has no protection for its rights,

without restriction in the

we're all they have left. Every retailer

proven repeatedly. Audiophiles spend
afew hundred Euros on apiece of wire.
I
can buy an eight-gang duplicator for

analogue domain.

has regular sales where they sell OVO
titles for under € 15. If they can afford

burning CDs for €400, this will burn
80 CDs an hour, in aday I
could run off

most easily cracked and duplicated. The
new Toshiba HD-A1 player is already

The winner will be the one which is

BLU-RAY DISC AND HD-DVD:

to sell at these prices in sales, why

800 CDs with printed inlays. If we were

being examined by afew groups I
know.

COUNTDOWN TO CRACK

don't they just sell for that anyway?

all as bad as the media companies say

If Blu-ray wants aseat at the table, it

The next generation of video

Piracy would plummet.

we are, then none of us would have

needs to be crackable or it will go the

jobs, we'd all be making afortune

way of SACO, nowhere! You want to
know whether to buy HD-DVO or Blu

systems uses amore advanced
encryption and revocable key

DA: Bought the law?

selling pirate CDs. Most people just

system, with the Advanced
Access Control System IAACS1

Jay: DMCA, the gag law paid for by

want to copy the odd disc they hear or

Ray? See which can be copied, that's

Hollywood and patrolled by their pet

are interested in. They're only whining

your best bet until it's cracked - either

system being adopted by both

guard dogs, the RIAA and the MPAA.

because their profits are down, not that

the format will fail, or media companies

Blu-ray and HD-DVD camps.

They roam the ' net finding people to

they're making losses.

will screw you with software costs.

AACS means that unique keys
will be used in every model of

screw over who can't afford to fight,

player, not just those unique to
amanufacturer. Theoretically,

country where they have no jurisdiction.

DA: How about the allegations
about pirates and crackers being

if the key in agiven player is

It's bad enough they run around America
uncontrolled, now they think they own

involved in organized crime and
even funding terrorism?

compromised, then future
discs could revoke that key and

the rest of the world. The consumers
have very few rights, and the media

Jay: That's crap; we know it and
they know it, but they have the big

Audio_DVD_Audio_Tools.rar

prevent it playing. However, the

companies want those off them. We're

advertising budgets so they can buy the

ramifications for the industry

the only ones who stand in their way

press! None of us would contemplate

SDMI challenge discussed at
Princeton University

are worrying as amanufacturer

and remind the consumers of the

dealing with these people. Unlike the

www.cs.princeton.eduisiedmi

of arevoked player could be

rights they deserve. Why should every

home of the RIM and MPAA, we don't

besieged by thousands of

government spend money enforcing

tell another country to think and act

Homepage of Jon Johansen

users whose expensive players

copy- protection law, which only goes

like us or we'll invade your country.

www.nanocrew.net

then try to reach into every other

USEFUL LINKS:
DVD-Audio copying software
www.lexiq ueduson. f
r/down loads/

unexpectedly stop working.
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LETTERS

SOUNDING OFF...

This month snobs, snake oil and mains pollution. Send in your
views on all things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi -Fi News, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or send your views to:
hi-finewsapcmedia.com - please name your e-mail ' Letters'

THE NAIM GAME

BLIND FAITH

Like ¡ irony

or

your readers as gleaned ir urn the ' Letters' pages 1I

Iread Michael Fremer's

difference, it would have kept

don't really have an interest in home cinema, but seeing Naim had

article regarding the apparent

what little credibility it had.

come up with their solution to a ' one box' apprcacn Ithought I'd

demise of the high- end in the

It is also sad to see HiFi

read the review (
HEN, June 2006). At last, acompany with credibility

US with great amusement.

News heading down the same

He lays the blame for this

path. Ibought the March 2006

unfortunate situation firmly on

issue for the loudspeaker

reading about the FM/DAB module no report on the performance of

Stereo Review and Audio - two

group test. Iwas expecting

that aspect of the n- Vi. Lots on the cinema performance. Then Isaw

magazines that haven't been

your usually thorough tab tests

the name of the reviewer: Paul Miller. The home cinema ' enthusiast

published in years!

and ablind listening panel but

on your reviewing team. How about Martin Colloms? He seems sadly

putting their expertise into home cinema. Read on, Ithought.
It was amostly well-balanced and comprehensive review, but after

The real culprits are the

it turned out to be asubjective

missing from your magazine in recent issues. Martin was always

so-called high- end magazines.

review. You have the illustrious

someone who gave ( gives?) abalanced review and aid not let his

When Stereo Review published

Paul Miller with you. Use him!

enthusiasms for any particular format intrude.

blind tests showing no

Kit Fonseka, by e-mait

Martyn Miles, Oxon

apparent difference between
amplifiers, they responded with

Steve Fairclough replies: ' You

an almost hysterical attack on

make agood point with regards

why blind testing doesn't work

to Paul Miller. Most readers

and why subjective reviews

will have noticed that more

were superior. If instead it

and more equipment now has

did conduct welt- designed

accompanying lab tests and

blind tests that did show a

will continue to do so in future'.

ABOVE: How did the n-Vi
perform with FM/DAB?

ABSOLUTELY HORRIFIED

EMC certification hoops to

TV and various other systems

make sure that their products

dotted around the house...

Iwas horrified to read Barry

was April is coincidence!). It

neither radiated RF nor

Fox's article about PLC in

seems not so tong ago that

dumped any rubbish onto

your April 2006 edition ( I'm

manufacturers were having

the mains. Now it seems the

broadcasts on Radio 3

assuming the fact that it

to jump through expensive

utility companies are to be

are indeed compressed.

given carte blanche to tear up

The processor used to be

the rule book. Is there nothing

switched out for live evening

in their supply contracts

concerts, but this practice

that specifies mains quality?

was abandoned afew years

After all, there is adifference

ago and the processing is

between mains which picks

now permanently in- circuit.

up general broadband hash,

The digital platforms are

and mains which the suppliers

unadulterated ( low data- rates

have deliberately polluted by

notwithstanding!).

adding specific frequencies.
Ihope my own hi- ti system
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Incidentally, just to put
Jim Lesurf's mind at rest,

All of which leaves me
bemused when Iread reviews

(using the Lyngdorf CD player

of expensive FM tuners. Since I

and TDA2200 amp) may suffer

know of no single FM network

less than most because of its

in the UK that is uncompressed,

RF shielding, but goodness

what is the point?

knows what will happen to the

Name and address withheld

YOUR VIEWS

RAFFIA: THE GODFATHER
As Iread John Crabbe's

CABLE GUYS
because he's convinced himself
that they do. It's awonderful

Ihave been reading an article
that included amention of a

issue that he uses raffia mats

day he sold his Quad 22/11/
ESL- 57 set-up but is now
making the best of abad job.

English scene.

Golden Sound product [ KK's

under his speakers Ifelt awarm
and cosy feeling come over me

Ican see John on aSunday
morning sat in his

Chris Mitchell, by e-mail

Listen Up, May 06]. Ithen

as Iimagined the scene in his

single- flower pattern

was amazed. Tweeters that

listening room.

armchair with pipe,

operated in the microwave

admittance in the May 2006

He'll be using what was the

had alook at its website, and

check slippers and

band ( how microwaves

dining room in his house so

cup of tea listening

of 2GHz get to the end of •

as not to upset the domestic
harmony in the main living room

to some Elgar. The

aspeaker cable wasn't

raffia mats will make

explained). Rings to slide

and on some hand- built wooden

no difference to the

over your cables to ease the

shelves in one corner will sit a

sound quality, but

flow of electricity, or some

Garrard 401and Quad 33/303/
FM3 feeding an ageing pair of

John is content

such nonsense.

Spendor BC1s ( teak finish with

RIGHT: The

beige grilles) on stands with

quintessentially
English JC

catalogue appear to be
totally worthless rubbish

castors. He'll still be ruing the

All the products in the

at extremely high prices.
Why do magazines such
as yours promote such

WELL DONE Hi -Fi NEWS

stuff? Does your integrity
not make you feel some
guilt over persuading some
enthusiasts with no technical

Ihave just read David T's letter
about home cinema and feet I

screens and all things to

that we shall ever get DAB

produce TV in the home ( Igot

sufficiently widespread for of

have to pen areply. Why can't

rid of my TV and enjoy life

adequate quality) to be able to

knowledge from wasting

he understand that, as I'm
interested in the best possible

much more without it).
At ahi-fi show id like to be

use on the move. For example,

their hard-earned cash? Or

we don't have it at home here

reproduction of music at
home, Idon't wish to purchase

able to hear the music without
loud explosions etc, from

is it because your magazine
couldn't survive without the

articles about home cinema.
If Iwant to see afilm I'll go
to the cinema but even there

nearby rooms. Idid enjoy a
demonstration of five- channel
music by HiFi+ at Manches:er

Iwould prefer the sound to

in January, but Idon't want it
at home.

come from the same place as
the picture, not from all round

The radio installed in

in remote West Wales.
In conclusion, well done
Hi Fi News for realising that
many of us don't want all
these distractions and for
cutting down on such features.
David, as the BBC always

advertising income these
charlatans contribute?
Another example of a
useless accessory is the
multi- hundred pound mains

says when promoting its own

lead, and which are endorsed
by the hi-fi press. Perhaps
somebody could enlighten

me, it is often distracting;

the car is good enough for

publications: ' othe- magazines

iPods ( Idon't own one and

background music when

are available'.

me how afew metres of

don't want one); plasma

travelling. Irather doubt

Phil Thorogood, by e-mail

special lead would make any
difference after the mains has
travelled hundreds of miles

Hi- Fi SNOBS
Iam convinced that people who pay thousands of pounds
for their hi-fi equipment are just being ' hi-fi snobs, with
'oneupmanship' as part of their game.

around the national grid, and
BELOW: Do only
hi-fi snobs buy

is then rectified, reduced to

expensive kit?

smoothed in the amp etc?
D. Jones, Ruislip

50 or so volts and heavily

Iam aclassical music fan with modestly priced
equipment, bought one piece at atime, over the years.

Andrew Harrison

It consists of my second purchase of aCreek integrated

replies: ' There is alot of

amplifier, a4330 this time, aPure DAB tuner, apair of

pseudoscience and snake
oil about, and it is our aim

B&W DM 602s3 speakers, excellent, by the way, apair of
Apollo speaker stands, self assembly, and acheap, but very

to report on the genuine

effective Pro-Ject Debut 2turntable. All reasonably priced
but together they produce avery cohesive and

rather than whimsical; as Ken

non-fatiguiging sound.

various accessory brands,

Room acoustics play alarge part in the overall sound of

Kessler said when he listed
'some were comically bogus'.

any system and my music room seems to possess synergy.

As for mains leads, incredibly,

Why pay more? Unless you're ahi-fi snob!

they can make adifference...

Ralph Warfield, Bath
• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't he published'. Letters
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our O&A pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of refi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
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Heritage

1972 saw the introduction of Mark Levinson's
JC-1 preamplifier, aconcrete, functional symbol
of Mark Levinson's approach to audio
reproduction. It evidenced asignature blending
of vision and science. It was the beginning of a
series of groundbreaking audio components
that helped to establish the high end as we
know it today.
For over thirty years Mark Levinson components
have defined the term ' high performance'.
Mark Levinson.
Since 1972.
The same name.
The same enduring standards.
The same extraordinary level of satisfaction.

-narhi

mono

Bvinson

11 o :3 2 0 !.".7..;
e^ter

d.sp,ay ! testy

•

symmetry

.11011001M1

REAMP LiFIE R
NS 3205
ance

mote

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

standby

OBJECTS OF DESIRE

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

FLYING HIGH

Highly- priced hi-fi statements are sometimes presented as the items to covet,

complete with an ' if you have to ask how much, you can't afford it' style of price tag...

Aard

Clearaudio Statement •
circa £50,000

Russ Andrews Silver Signature
PowerKord • £ 1500

T+A P10 pre- amplifier • £4900
Continuing T+A's top V- series of

Statement by name, statement by nature,

If high prices mean high desirability, Russ

this huge deck includes two platters

Andrews' Latest cable earns its place on the

[upper for humble record, lower for

page thanks to astartling £ 1500 price tag

belt-drivingl, connected only by the force

for this mains lead. For less than 1metre.

of magnets. It's all self- levelling, thanks

The existing Signature version has had the

to amassive pendulous counterweight

silver treatment, using pure silver inside in a

hanging below the wedding cake.

'unique' weave to reduce airborne RFI.

www.clearaudio.de

www.russandrews.com

WE THINK: Literally bullet-proof, using

WE THINK: How much?

Panzerholz wood/resin composites

high- end components - including the V 10
valve integrated amp and G 10 turntable
-comes aseparate stereo pre- amplifier.
It boasts 10 ' highly selected' valves in a
double- mono construction, and aresistor/
relay switching volume control that gently
ticks as the volume is adjusted.
www.taelektroakustik.com
WE THINK: German tech know-how meets
the sweetness of valves
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CUTTING EDGE TF("
,2eze4rAai Neuep- cea,res

www.siltechcables.com
Unique Process

F twe f

it!

Then we serve you aNEW
Dimension in sound!

-.
0••• PO»

Timeless Perfection
Distributed in the UK by:
R.T. Services Tel: +44 ( 0) 1235 810 455 lFax: +44 ( 0) 1235 810 324
E-mail: info@rtsaudio.co.uk IWeb: www.rtsaudio.co.uk

OBJECTS OF DESIRE

Triangle Magellan
Grand Concert SW2 • £ 25,000
French specialist Triangle previously had
the stupendously- priced Magellan at
£20,000 as its flagship. Its new top- dollar
design, redesigned throughout with new
drivers and subtly redubbed the Magellan
Grand Concert SW2, now carries a
handsome swing tag of £ 25,000, buying
you three cabinets aside totalling 100kg.
www.triangle-fr.com
WE THINK: Can your ceil“ng can handle
this 2.15m edifice?

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

Hifidelio ST- 64 • —£ 450

Apple Mac mini • £ 449

Welcome to the machire. This table- top

Modesty- priced, smaller than alunchbox,

statemen7 is the latest wireless 'satellite'

the Mac mini is more than just acool-

unit -. rom Hifidelio which allows streaming

looking, cool- running PC - it also has

of music over ahome network from an

potential as afully-fledged media server,

iTunes- equipped computer, either wirelessly

complete with DVI video out, and Toslink

via 802.11g or by wired ethernet. An alarm

digital audio in and out, plus Apple's simple

clock means you can wake to the delights

Front Row media browsing software. As an

of its d.gital amp playing through built-in

intuitive and robust digital hub, it leaves

loudspeakers.

Windows in the dust.

www.hermstedt.com

www.apple.com

WE THINK: Promises crystal clear lifelike

WE THINK: The thinking person's choice

sound with 100% digital signals

for asimple home media server
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LISTENUP!

IN MY OPINION

It was 23 years ago
today I
began to...
Vintage gear, the rise of all things digital and the legends met
along the way... Ken Kessler looks back over the highs and
lows of more than 20 years as aHiFi News audio scribe

1

'If Iimmodestly
take credit for
anything, it was
to help kickstart the ongoing
love affair
with vintage
hardware'

tjust dawned on me that
I've been with HiFi News for

almost half its life: 23 years

-only two years cut, give or take
acouple of months. In the spirit
of this issue, and praying you'll
allow me to wallow in the sort
of self-indulgence that would
have been out of place in Sound
Bites (
the official history of HFN),
Isuppose the time is right for
noting afew personal highlights.
1983, the year in which I

a coarse

and boorish Yank, was

joined HFN, is regarded by

allowed to dine with the likes

many as the darkest in audio's

of Raymond CooKe and David

history, and not just because I

Hafler ( American, but oh- so-

appeared on the scene: so did

cultured!) and Peter Walker

Compact Disc. However much

ABOVE: An early picture of the author engaged in some critical listening at home

and Alastair Robertson-Aikman

CD has matured it's noteworthy

minor work on turntables,

limited. Thus, to this dày, I

solely because they knew I

that the hobby per se has been

valve amps, speakers and even

believe that ' The Anachrophile'

revered their achievements and

increasingly less joyous, less

tape decks. CD players? Digital

provided acost-effective path

had little time for the charlatans

hands-on, less ' communal' than

processors? Faggeddaboudit.

to audio bliss for those of us

and snake- oil vendors that then-

who couldn't afford brand-new

ruled the audio scene. Iwas, in

audio more ' corporate' and less

it was before digitalia made

Because I1) came from the USA,

But back to my arrival.

Krell and Apogee and Meridian

some ways, then, ayoung fogey.

accessible in enthusiast terms.

where people are decidedly less

and Mark Levinson. More

miserable than in the UK, and

importantly, it removed any

HI-FI NEWS

SATURDAY MORNING

2) Ihad already been an audio

stigma from owning second-

So, to Hi Fi News, Iowe the

If an analogy is needed, Iwould

casualty for half my life, my

hand gear. ' Second-hand*

honour and pleasure of having

paraphrase remarks from a

heart belonged firmly with the

became ' pre- owned', and if I

met most of the dignitaries of the

fellow Saturday Morning Sad

vintage gear. Ibelieve to this day

may immodestly take credit for

Golden Era who, although most

Bastard, who does all of his own

that then- Editor John Atkinson

anything. I'd like to think it was

were retired by the time Iarrived,

work on his cherished Lancias

must have seen that, because he

to help kick-start the ongoing

still hovered on the fringes, or

and Alfa Romeos. According

immediately allowed me to pen a

love affair with vintage hardware

appeared at hi-fi shows, or at

to Mark Webb, who's also an

series called ' The Anachrophile',

still practised by so many of you.

awards dinners. Paul Klipsch,

electronics wizard, the newer

in which we celebrated audio

they are, the less that the

equipment of the past.

independent tinkerer is able to

My obsession with the past
led to an unexpected benefit.

Remember, please, that as

Saul Marantz, Stan Kelly, Donald
Aldous, Edgar Vilichur, Arthur

No, make that honour. Quite

Radford, Sid Smith, John Gilbert

tweak, service, or repair them.

recently as 23 years ago, the

obviously, nothing compares

and countless others, some still

So, too, audio equipment. Even a

average amount of disposable

with having met anumber of my

with us, most departed. If Iowe

klutz such as Icould undertake

income in the UK was still quite

heroes. Ihave no doubt that I,

anything to Hi Fi News, it is the
privilege Ihave been afforded in

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

KR'S FAVOURITE AUDIO/FOOD MOMENTS

meeting most of the true giants.
Isuppose the only shocking

1)

Eating Hunan- style fried bread with Monster Cable's Noel Lee in San Francisco, 1984

thing about the passage of my

2)

Washing down Maine lobster with a1976 Mouton- Rothschild with Serge and Hervé of darTZeel in Geneva, 2005

time in audio, beyond the loss of

3)

Eating dim- sum at the Peninsula Hotel in Hong Kong with importer Sherry Chung, 1994

hair and increase in girth, is that

41

Eating Fugu fish with Be Yamamura and Kanno-san of Acrolink, Tokyo, 2005

my page rate has only gone up by

5)

Eating olive all'ascolane every September since 1989 in Milano with Enzo Natali

£10 since 1983. If only it had kept
up with petrol. D
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BOTTOM
CLARITY LOUDSPEAKER

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS' commitment to Martin Logan
has been rewarded with a line of hybrid electrostatic
speakers so comprehensive that it now encoonpasses
every permutation of home theatre and audiophile
performqnce, and a price band from entry-leN.,e1 to
cutting edge. Because of their sheer beauty - both
aural and visual - the Statement Evolution 2, Prodigy,
Odyssey, Ascent i, Aeon iand Clarity have es:ablished
hybrid electrostatic technology as the obvious choice
for those who want state-of-the-art sound without
suffering a profusion of ugly boxes.
All of the speakers are immediately recognisable
as Martin Logan products because of the peerless,
oft- imitated, room-friendly appearance, with the
captivating see-through panels and furniture grade
finish. Best of all, the sound is as clear as the panels
themselves. This year, in recognition of its astonishing
performance and sensible price, the Clarity - the
'baby' of the line - won the coveted EISA award,
proving that the Martin Logan look and the sound
are acknowledged across Europe.
For the new season, Martin Logan has applied its
years of experience to even smaller, room-fr ,endlier
systems suitable for awider range of applicaions,
by launching a second hybrid technology called ATE
Martin Logan had already demonstrated its skills
with home theatre applications with the Theater iand
Cinema icentre-channel models, the Script imain and
surround speakers, the awesome Descent selfpowered subwoofer and its baby sister, the Depth.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTV/
T 020 8971 3909 F020 8879 7962
www.absolutesounds.com info @ absolutesounds.com

Thanks to ATF, an even wider audience can savor the
Martin Logan experience. The ultra-compact Fresco
hybrids can be used horizontally or vertically, wall or shelf- mounted above or to the sides of plasma
or other flat- screen display, while the Mosaic and
Montage floor- standing models have the loo!k of a
'baby Clarity'. Even the subwoofer's size has been
addressed: the new ATF designs work wonderfully
with the Grotto, literally a miniature Depth!

e

CD PLAYER TEST

H

1

11 55
Top- of- the- line multi- bit DACs, a
power supply in aseparate box and a
price- tag of over £ 14,000...
Martin Colloms marvels at
Naim's most expensive CD
player yet, the CD 555, a
machine the company
promises will take
CD replay to a
level simply
unimagineable
adecade ago
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I

Naim's new CD 555 is its

from other makes can't ce

gnore the big news items
-the tens of thousands of

most expensive yet, and will have

repaired due to the lack of vital

flat- screen sales and home-

to be seen to substantially raise

components. Only recently did

cinemas- in- a- box, also those

the bar to justify its existence,

Naim run out of some spares for

deservedly popular pocket music

particularly in view of its

the original CDS, launched 15

stores, typified by the ultra

illustrious predecessors.

years ago.

sleek, chic iPod - and instead

HiFi News continues to rate

please focus on traditional

Naim's previous best, the

salient features. This is a

two- channel high-fidelity graced

CDS3, and we are led to believe

two- box system comprising a

by its evolving musical values

that much of its technology

player and its separate power

and atradition of sustained

and components have been

supply, the latter designated

development and improvement

incorporated in the CD 555. So

the NA PS555. The combination

that spans some 50 years of this

just how did Naim reinvent its

sits well inside the dedicated

High-fidelity may not be as
it's still important, especially as
it defines the measure of good
sound reproduction. Many ' pod

Naim CD 555 CD player
©

'We introduce what could be the
Porsche Carrera of players. Just
CD is what this machine plays'

£ 14,295
www.naim-audio.com

So, let's summarise the

journal's publication.
newsworthy as it once was, but

DETAILS

#

01722 426600
Cool, calm, precise
Perhaps not as rhythmic
as the Naim CDS3

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Nairn CD 555, CDS3,
Marantz CD- 7CD players

users have been known to catch

Amplifiers: conrad-johnson 350SA ,

their breath when they first hear

flagship CD player? The truth is

audiophile band, priced at

the sheer quality, the enhanced

that there's no quick answer. The

£14,295. You can buy the power

Krell EPB700cx power amplifiers, c- j

information content and the

deeper you research the design

supply separately, at £ 3995,

ACT- 2pre, Nairn NAC 552,

thrilling involvement available

story, the more you learn. In one

and more of this later. ( For

Cables: Nairn, Transparent and

from agood stereo system.

sense that's the key: adedicated

comparison, acomplete CDS3 is

Cardas interconnects, Transparent

attention to detail, with nothing

currently priced at E7875.1

Reference XL speaker cables.

There's nothing wrong with
those Polos, Puntos and Clios

left unexamined, untuned,

but you could argue the world

unweighed, left in the balance.

would be apoorer place without

The build and finish are

Speakers; Sonos Faber Amati

exemplary and both units feel

Anniversario, Avalon Eidolon Diamond,

as if they weigh aton. No less

Quad ESL- 63

a911, a ' Benz SLR or aBMW

SPARE TRANSPORTS

than seven transit screws, of

M3. Likewise, while data-

So much faith has been placed

three colou—coded sizes, grace

reduced download has become

in the anticipated stature and

the underside of the player.

something of ade facto standard,

lifetime of this machine that

Since it is forbidden to invert the

reassuring action; function is

the 20- year- old CD format

in the face of the likely future

machine with transits removed

confirmed by illumination. The

panel and work with aconfident

has the potential to leave it for

unavailability of major spare

they must be carefully removed

modest yet effective display is

dust! So in the spirit of such

parts, particularly that rare

from underneath while the

located on the front panel, and

comparisons, we introduce what

'pure' CD transport, Naim will

player is kept upright - easier

includes data on the operating

could be the Porsche Carrera of

lay down two spare transports

said than done.

CD players. No universal format

for every ' 555 that's sold. We

Like the CDS3 the ' 555 offers

capability here; just CD is what

know that many of the older

fixed audio outputs at anominal

this lean machine plays.

generations of CD players

2V maximum from an assignable

display may be programmed

DIN, RCA or simultaneous

to auto mute ' off to maximise

state, tracks, elapsed and
total time plus programmed
tracks. As with the CDS3, the

DIN and RCA outputs. Naim's

sound quality. Any user input

allegiance -emains with DIN,

subsequently re- energises the

for this connector format's

display, including amomentary

compatibility with the rest of

brightening when moving from

Naim's electronics, and it still

one track to the next.
It is recommended that the

sounds better.

player not be stacked on the
MASSIVE MACHINERY

supply unit, and its polished,

This dreadnought

hard alloy feet could well mark

top- loader has been engineered

the paint finish of this or another

for sound quality, and has a

product. Designed to stand on

massive machined alloy lid,

its own platform, ideally ahigh

ABOVE: Two custom power cables

counterbalanced by atungsten

quality two-tier floor- spiked

link the CD 555 CD player to the

counterweight, an ultra dense

audio stand, the CD 555PS

separate CD 555PS power supply.

metal. The operation is powered

supply should be located on a

By the way, it is not recommended

at progressive rate for aflawless

lower deck, which will remove

to stack the units in use!

action. The alloy disc clamp

its potentially sound- injurious

is machined from solid and

vibrating and electromagnetic

has atri lobe form. Chosen

field from the immediate vicinity

to complement the top- load

of the sensitive player. Two

feature ergonomically, an array

custom power cables link the

of functional control buttons

units, direction coded and each

are clearly identified on the top

specific to its function.
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System link facilities are
provided for unified control,

onto alightweight physically

resonance' feet designed to

self- resonant spinning disc

quickly couple energy out

both RCA for RC5 and also RJ45

moulded from thin plastic.

from the player structure and

comms interface for multi-

We have reluctantly come to

down into the stand. That

room installations. The power

an understanding that noise

inert platfcrm constitutes the

switch is logically located on

-unwanted music energy and

mechanical reference plane

the power supply and the unit

vibration - as well as stray light,

on which the vital system

uses astandard grounded and

may severally or individually

components are then spring

detachable IEC power cord.

affect the stability and quality of

suspended, this being the most

the recovered audio modulation,

effective vibration isolation

As befits aflagship player,
the 555 comes equipped with
Naim's top- grade remote

its error rate and jitter.
For the CD555 the issue of

control, called Flash 2. It has

environmental noise control and

motion sensing ( to switch it

isolation has been brought to

off when left untouched for a

critical attention. Some of the

method yet devised - aside from
quirky magnetic or perhaps
pumped air systems.
ISOLATION
Digital circuitry in the player

'From a mechanical viewpoint
the CD 555 has design parallels
with a top-class turntable'

is supremely isolated from the
analogue parts, and these two
sections, plus the transport,
form the player unit. All three
components enjoy their own
non-magnetic, mass- loaded

period(, updatable programming

benefit should be immediately

suspension structures, are

and alarge illuminated display,

obvious while other parts of

designed for alow swing

and can control all products in

the process can exert amore

frequency. Because of this

the range.

subtle influence, requiring some

feature all transport locks must

acclimatisation on the part of the

be applied before moving this

NATURAL RESONANCE

listener until their true weight

player or significant damage

Ifeet the foremost issue for

is realised, for example when

may result. The CDM PRO2

Naim has been to try and view

the player is removed from your

die-cast transport has been

this machine as avariety of

system. This is certainly the case

bolted into amachined- from-

turntable rather than aCD

with the CD555.

solid platform, this suspension

player. In contrast to digital

From amechanical viewpoint

employing leaf springs with

audio data stored in asolid-

it has design parallels with

sapphire bearings. Light

state memory, for aCD player

atop- class turntable. These

absorbing coatings are applied

ABC VE: Powerful Flash 2remote control

it is present as aform of

include amassive 6.5mm alloy

to the disc environment to

features atilt switch that ' wakes up .the

optically registered signals,

base plate, arigid foundation

absorb stray optical radiation,

unit frpm standby when picked up

radio- frequency modulated

fitted with four hardened ' zero

including that from the laser
head and servos.

BELOW: The CO 555PS power supply is afine cosmetic match for the CD player whose fascia and side panels are of 19mm-thick billet

Special internal cable forms

whi•e the top plate is 35mm, these made from homogenous metal rather than the usual extrusion. Meanwhile, the power operated lid

were designed to maximise

has alight- proof construction, and benefits from acompact counterweight which removes the possibility of injury on power failure

the mechanical and electrical
isolation. As with previous
designs the last possible
source of vibration, the mains
transformer is removed to a
remote power box and the pair
of supply cables for the control/
digital and the analogue section
are also designed to minimise
mechanical coupling.
Even the CD clamp has been
upgraded. Now alow stray field,
four magnet type, it is machined
from alloy block and has hard
contact surfaces to try and avoid
secondary, frequency dependant
resonances.
POWER SUPPLIES
I
he power suppues are
massively augmented with a
more powerful transformer,
the whole designed for reduced
coupling between system
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'The Nairn 555 offers substantial
gains in almost every traditional
subjective hi-fi parameter'

RIGHT: Chosen
to complement
the top- load feature
ergonomically is an array
of control buttons on the
CD player's top panel
cables and the multiple
supplies. There is avery
generous provision of 63 supply
regulators, 17 alone for the
analogue section.
As for the digital path, ultra
low jitter circuitry is used for
the various clocks, which are
locked to amaster oscillator
of great stability. A PMD200
HDCD digital filter leads to the

hyperactive, over

selected multi- bit DACs, the top-

of vibration

exuberant, noisy and

of- the- line PCM1740K by Burr

inputs. The aim

Brown, one per channel. Almost

is to increase

complete isolation is provided

the signal-to-noise

'555 appears cool and calm,

between digital and analogue

ratio - the effective

highly focused and almost

sections. Save for the signal link,

dynamic range - though

mechanically precise That

digital conversion is achieved by

not necessarily in away

acknowledced reference

discrete circuitry for the current-

that can be judged by the

to- voltage converters - these

academic measure of electrical

even careless.
By comparison, the

progress while
the CD 555 was

much faster than the usual

signals in the lab. Rather

choice of integrated circuits,

the aim is to achieve this by

while the sensitive DACs

addressing those aspects which

moderate loss of image focus

are also accorded their own

affect actual use, when music is

was heard to clear after some

electromagnetic quiet room'.

actually playing

Output filtering and drive is
by zero- feedback buffer stages

running in. From new,
an initial richness and

hours. It was pretty stable by

player operated under direct
comparison, the CDS3, snows
that the ' 555 offers sLbstantial
gains in almost every traditional
subjective hi-fi paramet:er
NOISE FLOOR

the end of day one and seemed

Perhaps the most striking aspect

SOUND QUALITY

to warm up quickly when

is the ultra quiet noise floor.

subsequently powered up.

Such subjective assessment may

providing aprecision seven- pole

Iwas fortunate to have aCDS3

filter. This cleans the output,

on hand as well as my trusty

reducing stray high- frequency

Marantz CD- 7, for listening

in that adomina'it strand of

signals from contaminating the

comparisons. Trie main project

this player's performance

measuremerts and then only

succeeding electronics.

was undoubtedly the ' 555 but we

could best be described as

with extreme difficulty. But
the effect on trie listener is

Analysis proved interesting

only be associated w;th certain
combinations of laboratory

also wished to assess whether

'understatement'. This isn't a

has been taken to ensure the

the new power supply could also

negative comment, rather it

immediately sensed, and when

purity of supplies, of signal

augment the CIDS3.

relates to the supreme sense of

experienced on famit,ar tracks,

control and precision present in

it can have an uncanny effect. It

Every conceivable step

paths, the mutual isolation of

Installed after the usual

critical sections and the control

careful experiments with

the sound. It has the ability to

sounds like adeep black velvet

of microphony, avoidance of

location and cable routing, I

make much of tne competition,

texture in the silences present

self- resonance and control

occasionatly dipped to monitor

over awide price range, sound

after the notes have ceased.
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position included clearer,

tower, perhaps a5% reduction.

more percussive and better

This will of course depend in

differentiated bass. The bass

the quality and consonance

seemed to offer new levels of

of the selected interconnect

instrumental character plus

cable. Ieven used Transparent

greater slam and impact. There

Reference XL here for the

was greater resolution and more

RCA- only comparison.

subtle tone colours heard in the
midrange, plus clearer, and still

RHYTHM

more articulate and delicately

Regarding traditional Naim

resolved treble sounds. Image

qualities, the overall gain in

depth was significantly improved

'fidelity' does inevitably provide

while still greater improvement

some commensurate overall

was heard in both image

lift, though Ididn't feel that

'In my view it is likely that the
Naim CD 555 is the best
player available under £251e
focus and stage width. Here it

the ' 555 offered much of an

showed what could be termed

absolute advance in rhythm,

its strengths in an international

timing and dynamics over the

audiophile context.

CDS3. Ilaboured hard on this

True to Naim's prediction the

ABOVE: Top- loading mechanism is fully automated, operated by pressing the ' Door'
button on the player or from the Flash 2remote control handset
Sounds seen to come out of this

some of the natural quality of

darkness. By comparison, other

reverberation and recorded

digital audio sources appear

acoustic recordings.

to add sorne kind of subliminal
noise between notes, masking

point, trying tc unravel the

player was at its most ' Naimlike'

complexities oí the listening

when operated exclusively via

experience and thus convey

DIN format cabling to aNaim

tne impression this player

NAO 552 pre- amplifier. Out of

made on me. Perhaps the best

that context, the DIN signal

Ican do is to relate my feeling

output was still the best, using

that the less ' perfect', less

interconnect running DIN- to -

precise and less ' careful' CDS3

phono. Electronically switching

rhythmically flowed just alittle

the output only to the phono

more. Conversely Ihave found

socket gave avery good result,

that such impressions can be

but clearly afew notches

alearned expe-ience and that

BELOW: Dedicated external power supply unit 555PS feeds the player through two

Further gains that guarantee
the player's new reference

industrial Burndy connectors. The CD555 player gives the option of DIN or PCA phono
outputs, and the unit can be controlled remotely through an external RC5 input

CD 555
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subsequent mental adjustments

to attain apinnacle of sonic

can be made with continued

grandeur from standard CD

exposure which then allow a

that would have been thought

player's performance to sum

unattainable adecade ago.

as awhole listening experience

The spinning silver disc is

DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS

and not one which has been

digitally coded, and in theor;

Maximum output level

analytically dissected for review.)

was claimed to be immune to

S/N ratio ( A-wtd)

Notwithstanding this small

2.05V
104.5dB

the well-known disturbances

Distortion, lkHz, OdBFs/-30dBFs

reservation, my scoring for

of the analogue world. Again,

Frquency response 20Hz-20kHz

the ' 555 in global terms puts

in theory, all good CD players

Digital jitter

it about 30% ahead of the still

should be almost perfect, and

Resolution fa - 90dBFs

amazing CDS3, more than

be essentially indistinguishable

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz

enough to justify its presence

from each other. And yet, from

Dimensions

on the market, and in my view is

an audiophile viewpoint, how

Weight

likely that it is the best CD player

wrong those assertions hawc

available under E25k!

turned out to be.
- he

CD 555 is proof that

LAB REPORT
Naim's choice of crystal clock

for aCD Player as for any other

reference incurs ahigh-ish

new power supply opportunity,

audio component, and that a

but thoroughly inaudible

this option could be heard to

truly obsessive yet balancer:

pitch shift of +275ppm and

significantly tidy up the older

attention to engineering detai:

goes on to demonstrate that

design. Deficiencies which

may result in aglobal gain in

aclock error need not lead

had previously gone largely

sound quality for the genre.

to clock jitter. Indeed, the CO
555 incurs just 115psec of

we could presently conceive

jitter, afabulous result that

new energy source was heard

has been left to chance, and

represents the baseline for

significantly to de- clutter the

the result is aplayer which

16- bit data ( Fig. 1). On the

CDS3 sound, providing some of

has amore perfectly silent

analogue front, the player's

the clarity, purity and harmonic

background, one from which

integrity of the new reference

music appears, almost magicall;

response
'mildly
engineered'
hastreble
a that

player. Evidently noise floors are

illuminating the soundstage, a

rolls- away to -0.8dB at 20kHz

lower, and these appear to have

sound full of detail and subtlety.

with crosstalk also increasing

reduced audible ' distortions',

finely foc'used and precise,

to -62dB.

perhaps through improvements

highly resolved over the entire
frequency range, seeking to

maximum 2V output is

establish anew balance of

lower than that recorded

felt to be just ashade downbeat

rhythm, drive and dynamics in

for the CDX2 lab tested last

compared when used with its

close association with those

month ( 0.0008% versus

standard supply.

aspirational audiophile values,

0.0019%) courtesy of the

transparency, natural timbre and

CD555's altogether superior,

satisfying image depth.

all-discrete multistage
analogue buffer, which also

product of the smoother, more

-2•00 -1100

0

1000

Jner Preewrie

Fig 1: Jitter spectrum
E.
2

a
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Fig 2: Distortion vs digital signal level

in jitter. In an absolute sense,

perception is astrange by-

400
-3510

Distortion at the player's

the augmented CDS3 was also

Ihave no idea whether this

>63dB
12kg

everything matters in design,

No technical detail that

±0.05dB

445 x121 x419mm ( whd I

Turning to the CDS3 and the

in the comparison, and the

+0.01-0.8dB
<115psec

POWER SUPPLY

unnoticed were firmly addressed

0.0008% / 0.005%

El •
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I
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Fig 3: Linearity lkHz, 0to - 120dB

precise sound. However, taken

HEROIC

provides alow < 10ohm source

overall, the improved ' 555 power

This player's execution is heroic

impedance. Distortion is uniformly low as far out as 20kHz where, at 0.0009%, the

supply exerts apowerful effect

both physically and technically,

C0555 is not only showing the CDX2 aclean pair of heels ( 0.03%1 but also giving

on quality, actually lifting aCDS3

while it remains easy to use

Meridian's GOB ( 0.00075%) arun for its money. At medium signal levels (- 30dBFs)

nearly halfway to afull CD 555.

with its flawless expression for

distortion remains impressively low at -0.005% from 20Hz-20kHz.

In my estimation, based on

apowered, top- loader. The lab

my multiple session scoring, a

performance is highly impressn»

distortion versus decreasing digital signal level ( Fig. 2) is slightly erratic at 1
kHz

sound quality gain of 13% over a

for CD, revealing fine tow- level

(black trace). At 20kHz ( red trace), the result is more typical. Linearity remains

standard CDS3.

linearity not to mention state- o'

unaffected and true to within ldB down to 110dBFs ( Fig. 3), which is beyond its

Nairn's new power supply is

the- art jitter. What's more, the

notional 104dB A-wtd S/N ratio. PM

also compatible with the CDX2,

player performs as well in all-

•For full HiFi News test reports on the CDP-300's CD, OVO A, DVD and Dolby

whose own mains supply is then

Naim systems as when operate::

Digital performance, please log onto www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech

disconnected by removing its

as an independent component.

detachable mains cable. Ideally

Once well installed, run-in

However, as we observed with the CDX2, the normal trend of increasing

you should try out these options

and fully understood, Ithink

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

for yourself, particularly where

that it would be hard to find a

Naim has invested asmall fortune in both the mechanical and analogue engineering

dedicated Naim audio set-ups

completely musical equivalent

of its flagship CD555 and the work has paid off big time. The company has succeeded

are concerned.

at any sensible price. The Naim

in generating atruly international audiophile reference player with an enduringly

CD 555 drives straight into the

satisfying inner core that is seen to progressively grow on the critical listener. Atour

PINNACLE

recommended category and is

de force, this machine raises the quality of reproduction from the Red Book CD to a

The Nairn team has pulled out

an obvious contender for CD

level that would have been thought unobtainable adecade ago.

all the stops on this project

player of the year.
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AMPLIFIER TEST

AQuestion of

3alaincp

With the Fully Balanced Integrated ( FBI) amplifier Krell
promises all the power and control of its big pre-/power
designs in asingle cost-effective, user-friendly package.
Martin Coltoms investigates the claims...
DETAILS
Krell FBI integrated amp

K

'The FBI will
be fearless in
the face the
industry's
best but also
most awkward
speaker loads'

ell has a25- year record
,
nhigh- end amplification,

with enviable product

and design longevity, and yet it
it 114,900

still has the ability to surprise.
Last year we were astonished by

020 8971 3909

the award- winning eight- pack
Evolution pre power combo and

www.absolutesounds.com

0
e

this class act is now followed by
anew generation of mainstream

Power, best in class

'EVO amplifiers. These include
the 402 stereo chassis, which

Pre/powers less veiled

will soon be reviewed, this

Dan D'Agostino decided to take
the FPB platform and recast it
as the FBI, on the face of it the
world's most capable integrated
amplifier. This claim is based on
one technical parameter taken
alone, namely that in the much
admired FPB tradition, this unit
is capable of doubling its rated
8ohm output into 4ohm loads
and then doubling it yet again
into 2ohm. Like the FPBs, the
new FBI will remain essentially

replacing the 400cx.

performing well in my own

Existing Krell stand-alone

system for years now.

power amplifiers belong to

However it seems while the

fearless in the face of some of
the industry's best but also most
awkward loudspeaker loads.

the FPB series, atopology and

new Evolution series was under

technology that has established

development, there was still felt

the finish is asuperlative

the fascia of hand- machined aluminium

reference standards in its

to be life in the FPB format. In

diamond- milled alloy, off-

finished in diamond- milled alloy, apointer

class for some years. The FPB

particular, a300W/ch design

setting the block- like, rather

to what this amplifier is all about: power.

400cx and FPB 700cx are key

could be successfully configured

military styling. Fully remotely

All functions can be accessed via the

examples. The 700cx and its

to meet the latest EU power

controlled, the amplifier fascia

remote- control handset

direct antecedents have been

harmonic legislation. Krell boss

is nonetheless dominated by a

BELOW: Ahuge volume knob dominates

n n n
LJ LJ LJ

MUTE

OTAND

POVVE
•

As befits a £ 15,000 product.

KRELL FBI • £14,900
THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

INTEGRATEDS

The relative merits and disadvantages

integrated rather than when built as a

of integrated versus separate audio

separate requiring its own supply and

XL. This was one well and truly

REVIEW SYSTEM

pampered amplifier.
Isuspect that Iwas hoping

Sources: Naim CD555 COP CD player

for the benchmark sonic

and power supply

components for the signal control

casework. In this case, we are looking

performance of something like

Amplifiers: conrad johnson ACT- 2

and power amplification functions

at asaving of perhaps £ 5000.

an FPB400cx enhanced by the

pre- amplifier, conrad johnson 350SA

anticipated advantage of an

and Krell FPB700cx power amplifiers

have frequently been discussed. For

One of the design problems which

now I
will stick to what I
feel are the

must be solved for separate audio

on- board, directly coupled line

Speakers: Sonos Faber Amati

advantages of an integrated design like

components is their use of individual

pre- amplifier. The recognised

Anniversario, Avalon Eidolon Diamond,

the FBI, on the basis that it does reach

power connections and the potential

strengths of the Krell technology

Quad 63

the expected quality standard.

circulation of ground currents between

were certainly present in spades,

Cables: Transparent and Cardas

them. Unifying the pre- power grouping

namely effortless high-level

interconnects, Transparent Reference

don't need to buy costly pre- power

addresses this issue and can deliver

replay, an inspiring consistency

XL speaker cables

interconnect cables with the inevitable

better and more consistent sound.

of quality at all sound levels

An obvious advantage is that you

regardless of loading, plus

happy hours listening to the FPB

impose. Instead, the control section

of asingle centralised signal ground

ample power for all conditions.

400cx and 700 series designs

is short path, hot-wired to the power

for pre- and power sections via the

And not least, it was capable

over recent years, yet Iconsider

amplifier, located inside the unit.

integrated approach can provide benefits

of those rock- solid bass lines

that some of the inherent quality

Generally it is likely that an onboard

in dynamics and rhythm, resulting in a

for which the marque is justly

of the in-built reference power

control pre- amp will cost less when

'faster' more involving sound.

famed. But in my opinion it did

amplifier was diluted when using

not fully match my experience of

the installed pre- amplifier.

losses which even the best of them

huge central volume control,
and arguably this is what this
powerful amplifier is all about.
SOUND DUALITY

Done well, the proper organisation

'The Krell is probably the best
integrated available anywhere
near this power capacity'

to be possible, by comparison
the ' integrated' was perceptibly
veiled. An almost clinical clarity
and sonic precision is familiar
from the 400cx while this FBI

Ilooked forward to installing this
unit, having run it in for several

Where aspacious, near
limpid transparency was known

Installed on aFinite Elemente

the company's ' 400cx.
Invoking ' theatre mode', unity

was rendered marginally less
confident, and was perceptibly

days at athird of its rated power

point-decoupled sound table,

using aCD player on endless

the all- black FBI dominated the

gain, bypassing the onboard

softened. Likewise, where a

repeat that Ihad plugged into

listening space, even more so

pre- amplifier, this facility

near- crystalline focus and

the main Si RCA phono input.

when the blue numeric display

showed that the underlying and

expansive image for the 400cx

The amp had also been bench

was powered up.

well regarded performance

has set reference standards,

of the well known ' 400cx was

this integrated provides a

tested and thoroughly exercised

A dedicated power spur

via its various inputs and at

provided aclean ultra- low

essentially available from the FBI

significantly narrower sound

many powers, currents and

impedance supply; speaker

package. Now Icannot put off

stage with marginally less

frequencies, both within and

and interconnect cables were

the moment of truth any longer,

precise image focus. Where

beyond the audible range.

generally Transparent Reference

and must disclose the overall

a ' 400cx can be shown to

result when the FBI is used

approach 75% of the reference

BELOW: With alab- measured 400W into 8ohms doubling into 4ohms and yet again into

as intended. My commentary

performance of the FPB700cx

2ohms it's no surprise the Krell integrated has cheeks made of up massive heatsinks

inevitably reflects hundreds of

itself, the new FBI achieves
about 50% of that level judged
for overall sound quality
STILL BEST IN CLASS
It is ironic that by general
industry standards this
FBI result is actually pretty
damn good, indeed better
than most equivalent prepower combination built with
respected separates. However
reluctantly, Imust recognise
that if viewed objectively, the
indications are that it is probably
the best integrated amplifier
available at anywhere near this
exceptional power capacity.
Potential competitors that I've
encountered in the past year or
two just don't come close. Noting
one example which is clearly
not acompetitor, consider
the much more costly Ongaku
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AMPLIFIER TEST

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

FBI ENGINEERING/DESIGN FEATURES

(Audio Note( which offers less
than one tenth the power.

To deliver arated total of 2400W, even

Imperturbability in the face of adverse

with power supply-friendly, balanced

output loading is asignificant benefit

amplification, you need ahuge power
transformer and this Krell amp has it,
namely 3kVA. Its sheer bulk and mass

and will help maintain sound quality to
the amp's full power.
Many advanced Krell technologies

Massive heatsinks are located
on the left- and right-hand sides and

loudspeakers, it is quite

should not be obstructed: convection
heat flow is essential for this very

and controlled, yet mellifluous

Even when used with sensitive
different to the FBI, less taut

are incorporated into the FBI including

powerful design. All-transitor, the
high- current output stage operates

and flowing, thoroughly musical

dominates the build of this product.
In the FPB tradition, its huge supply

fully- balanced topology right to

at avery low level of feedback, and

focused and transparent.

is distinguished from most of the
competition by being fully regulated.

the output terminals. Power supply
regulation can have apowerful influence

this linear topology achieves asound

This confers excellent signal-to-noise
ratio, improves low-level detail and

on sound quality and is rarely applied to

confers very clean, high-level dynamics.
It also improves the bass no end.
To deliver such high power without
compromising the choice of linear
output transistors, Krell has adopted
the balanced approach for some time
now, where the selected standard

power amplifiers on grounds of cost. But
Krell has done it for years and the FBI
integrated is no exception.
The CAST interconnection is also
included, providing for low installation
cost, long cable run, and current- mode
linking of systems.
While electronically controlled, the

and involving, and beguilingly

quality largely independent of output
loading or loudness. This constitutes the

EXCEEDS PERFORMANCE

bedrock of the sound of the bigger Krell

ground through mentally
disconnecting from the FPB

amplifiers. Lower powers are Class A,
while adynamic tracking bias system
delivers optimum bias levels for low

Seeking to find more neutral

experience, as delivered the FBI
exceeds the performance of the
known solid-state opposition by

distortion at higher powers.
The 3kVA power toroid is alow-noise

virtue of its general neutrality,

high regulation example of the art and
allows this amplifier to maintain rated

its substantial clarity and
focus, plus apowerful dynamic

voltage devices are arrayed in sufficient

precision volume control uses an array

level on programme peaks regardless of

bass, together with ageneral

numbers to deliver exceptional

loading down to 2ohms. Yet such amps
will still sound alittle better and run

authority and competence,

output current headroom; this the

of solid-state switches to operate a
attenuator ladder' of selected discrete

equivalent of torque for amotor engine.

resistors for premium sound quality.

cooler on more normal speaker loads.

and an unrivalled load drive
tolerance. Recent speaker
reviews have included designs

FRONT & REAR PANELS

FRONT

COO

Massive volume control is
beautifully weighteo while
the balance control available
via the remote handset leaves
one of the channels untouched
while attenuating the other
in graduations of 1dB, up to a
maximum of 4d8. While some will
find the blue readout rather bright
in subdued light conditions it is
readable from adistance

REAR
Signal inputs include one balanced
XLR, one CAST ( the proprietary Krell
format) and four RCA line inputs,
including 'tape'. Adirect, unity gain
'through' Home Theatre facility may
be selected. Meanwhile, a12V link
line is provided for remote power
control with associated systems,
multi- room and home cinema. Two
sets of loudspeaker outputs are
provided on high- contact pressure,
gold-plated binding posts
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KRELL FBI • £14,900
DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS
Power output

420W/ch

Channel separation ( 1
kHz)

better than 100.7dB

Channel balance

better than ± 0.05dB

Total harmonic distortion/300W

71.8dB

Signal-to-noise ratio/'A' weighted

nearly - 109dB

Input overload margin

6.5V rms flat-out

Dimensions

43 x25.4 x44.5mm ( whd)

Weight

63.5Kg

LAB REPORT

ABOVE: The FBI is also available in abrushed silver finish

'The Krell exceeds the known
solid-state opposition by virtue of
its substantial clarity and focus'

Ireffleey

Fig 1: Distortion at 500Hz ( blue trace is 1W: red trace is 1
00W)
level °
We/
-20

of high sound quality that also

upbeat and invoking. It was

present tough loading for an

capable of crisp powerful bass

amp. To preserve their inherent

lines with exceptional low-

quality at peak levels, such as

frequency extension even witt

achoir and orchestra at full

tough speakers and the treble

-80

blast, and maintain clarity and

register was detailed and nicely

100

natural timbre, the amplifier

judged. High quality stereo

must be able to reach full output

images were also possible.

level in the face o7peak current
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As is expected from Krell

demands rising in some cases

designs the lab performance

to 50 amps. Here the FBI is pre-

is first rate, this low- feedback

18

20

22

frequency ( kHz)

Fig 2: Intermodulation distortion ( blue trace 1W; red trace at full power)

eminent, and car drive these

design providing low- order and

Built with more than atouch of generosity with respect to power, this lusty

larger loudspeakers to realistic

low levels of distortion under all

performer kicks out no less than 420W/ch ( 26.2d8W) into 8ohm loads, either

levels even in large areas.

conditions, with very high power

singly or both channels driven, for a1% clip point.

Concerning general

and output current. The controls

Could it really double this again into 2ohms? Well, not quite. I
got astill

operation, it worked well, with a

are accurate and operate with

amazing 1500W/ch into this load and on amusic related regime you could get

smooth accurate volume conzrol,

precision white the build quality

from both channels at least 40A peak, mighty handy for driving the likes of a

plus trouble- free input selection

is exemplary, even if Iwould like

Krell Resolution One or aSonus Faber Amati Anniversario. The Latter result

and options. Balanced and

the option to dim that rather

certainly beats the specification of 1200W/2ohm.

single- ended sources provided

actinic blue LED display.

comparable quaDty, though I

The FBI compares well

Checked for distortion at mid power ( Fig 11 down to a - 105dB noise floor,
a500Hz driving tone gave rise to second and third harmonic at better than
-70dB 10.03%) and then with nothing of consequence higher than - 100dB. Such

could not check the CAST input,

with highly rated pre- power

lacking asuitable source.

combinations and in fact

low order harmonics are considered relatively harmless to the ear even in rather

provides asipmficant cost

greater quantities. By 1watt all harmonics were better than - 96dB, showing

OVER CRITICAL

saving, this not including the

excellent linearity. The full power high frequency intermodulation is shown in Fig

Ihave to confess that initially

implied deletior)

fwas over critical cf this

pre- power interconnect cable.

while the in band potentially audible difference signal at lkHz is way down at

amplifier, anticipating magic

It provides aráatively compact,

-103dB and is judged inaudible.

from its integrated potential, and

space- saving integrated

atop quality

2. There is amoderate cluster centred around the driving tones, 19 and 20kHz,

instead finding afine amplifier

package of exceptional power. It

of quite excepticná power and

has versatile inpuis, balanced,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

load drive, uniquely equipped to

CAST and SE, and is remarkably

Being along time user of the Krell FPB400cx and FPB700cx amplifiers I
initially

face the most difficult audiophile

easy to setup and operate.

made some inevitable comparisons between them and the FBI. However, taking the

loudspeakers.

With comprehensive protection

FBI on its own merits as an integrated amplifier shows that Krell has delivered afine

systems and an o-i
-board circuit

amp that has exceptional power and is almost uniquely equipped to handle the most

In fact it presents music
on alarger scale, with abroad

breaker, it should provide a

difficult audiophile speakers. Combine that with first-rate lab performance and

generous tonal oa,ance, free

trouble- free life and certainly

top-notch build quality and you have an integrated that's clearly best in class.

of coloration and it is generally

may be recommended.
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SUPER

NATURi--,

EXPERIENCE

NO VOODOO. JUST PHYSICS.
The speaker's fit, finish and attention to fine detail rival those of any speaker regardless of price, and they deliver first-rate overall system performance."
Steve Stone

Stereophile Guide to Home Theater

You can hear what this speaker is about with ease. There is nothing pushy
or obvious about the MS4. Just the opposite. It is subtle, even relaxed in its
demeanour, but it is astonishingly good at showing what is on your recordings,
without unnecessarily pulling them to shreds."
Alvin Gold

Hi Fi News

"Euphonia MS4 sets the standards in regard to low and high- frequency
definition; it is outstanding for its beautiful workmanship and still keeps a
favorable price."
Udo Pipper Stereo

IN ADMIRATION OF MUSIC
DALI UK +44 ( 0)845 644 3537

DALI USA + 1360 733 4446

DALI Deutschland + 49 6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 96 72 11 55

FEATURES
Wide Dispersion

3D Audio

Low Resonance Cabinets

Time Coherence

J

e

Hand Crafted

Amplifier Optimised

MALI
www.dali.dl<

ON LOCATION

Clear
Gabi van der Kley
at the Crystal HO in
Arnhem, Holland

Y'a

Centre in Arnhem, Holland
an exclusive interview with
van der Kley and to find ou
more about Crystal Cable..
Hi -Fi News IHFNI: What made
you decide to start the Crystal
Cable company?

fthe content of the usual

speakers prominent alongside

Hi Fi News postbag is a

Marantis DV9600 universal

trained concert pianist, although

Gabi van der Kley IGVDKI: As

true reflection of the role of

player and the Sphinx PJ18 AMP.

you'll only find her recordings

aresult of R&D we had come

under her maiden name of

up with abeautiful concept:

women in hi-fi then for most

110

Although only in business since 2004
Dutch- based cable company Crystal
Cable has already chalked up an
impressive number of hi-fi industry
awards from around the world.
Hi -Fi News Editor Steve Fairclough met
the company's President and CEO
Gabi van der Kley recently at Crystal's
headquarters in Arnhem
the world. Van der Kley is a

She's the lady or to be more

men its acase of persuading

precise President and CEO)

Gabriella Kàfer, so she has been

to be able to make acable of

their wives to accept large

behind Crystal Cable - anew kid

steeped in the love of music

exceptional sound quality in an

Loudspeakers in their lounge.

on the cable block but one that

from childhood.

Gabi van der Kley is clearly

has already made asignificant

ultra- thin jacket. This was a

She's married to Edwin

non existing formula and we

an exception to that sort of

impact with at least eight major

van der [( ley the man who

wanted to take up the challenge

stereotype. For astart her office

awards at hi-fi shows and from

runs cable company Siltech)

and start anew company'.

has its own hi-fi system with

audio and AV magazines around

but the Crystal philosophy of

apair of Mart rtogan Summit

HFN: What are the key
technologies that make

'The aesthetics of our

Crystal Cables different in

cables mean male

performance terms from other

customers have the

high- end cables?

chance to easily

GVDK: »Material, metallurgy,

convince their

isolation and construction'.

spouses about the
need for change

HFN: Clearly the range has
almost ' delicate' appearance in
comparison to some speaker

in their hi-fi

cables. Do you think it has an

uipment'

appeal to male audiophiles
and, if so, what is it?

00001101

9•1

0111111111111111111101
Crystal connects on
-Oat the company's

production plant
I
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CRYSTAL CABLE • HOLLAND
CONTACT CRYSTAL

the highest RF/EMI rejection in

GVDK: ' The very pure silver

GVDK: Many reasons - they

the market without requiring

Crystal Cable uses has acrystal

are practical, soundwise and

complex layering'.

structure. That means by

To find out more about Crystal Cable

solidification of the metal you get

you can go to the company's website

aesthetical. The huge practical
advantage is that you can easily

HFN: Does having amusical

round shaped crystal boundaries

at www.crystalcable.com or send

hide the cable if you want, plus

background mean that

touching each other, but having

an e-mail to: infolacrystalcable.

the cables are flexible so the

you have a ' better ear' to

-bad

no need to keep one metre

hear differences in musical

touch. Those bad gaps are

contacted directly at: World Trade

distance between the wall and

reproduction through hi-fi

filled/injected with gold, which is

Centre Arnhem- Nijmegen, Nieuwe

the equipment.

systems and cables?

the only metal that can be used

Stationsstraat 10, 6811 KS Arnhem,

for this. It makes the way of the

The Netherlands. Tel: + 31 26 353

electric signal smooth and in

9045. The UK distributor for Crystal

Soundwise: the tight, slim

com. Crystal Cable can be

coaxial construction makes

GVDK:

that the cables aren't reacting

musical background - it is the

line again. You can compare this

Cable is Absolute Sounds - the

on moving them along; there

fact Iam awomen and amother

with aspring/river with stones

website is www.absolutesounds.com

is no space or air in between

of four Females have much

-the water will bump against

or call +44 ( 0)20 8971 3909.

where you could have noise or

better hearing from nature

the stones and have adisturbed

distortion.

anyway. But joking aside, of

flow The bad gaps in the crystal

course Ihave practised ears

structure of the silver are the

GVDK: *Our unique solution

customers have the chance

because of my background as

stones in the water'.

for speaker cable termination

to much more easily convince

apianist but Inotice that most

their spouses about the need for

people involved in hi-fi have

HFN: Some people have

pin adapters; these allow the

changes in their hi-fi equipment'.

developed a -special listening

described the crystal

dealer/customer to change

ear". As amusician you enjoy

packaging as being ' Chanel for

termination without trading in the

HFN: On your website it says

listening; as ahi-fi fan you listen

men' - how important is the

complete set of speaker cables.

that the compact design

to the differences'.

presentation of your products

You can change the splitters to

to their success?

spade, banana, single wire or

Aesthetically: all male

don't think that is my

places" where they don't

and specialised technology

is to use splitters with four-

bi-wire or even add some length

of Crystal Cable comes

HFN: How widely available is

from research in aerospace

the Crystal Cable brand around

GVDK: 'Packaging is an added

engineering. Can you explain

the world?

value that emphasises the value

use high- quality German made

and luxury style of the product.

adapters that are chosen by

what part of/how that

without loss of sound quality. We

research has been adapted

GVDK: 'Crystal Cable now has

The marketing and packaging

measuring and listening to reach

for Crystal Cable?

distribution in 40 countries in

style of Crystal Cable has

the perfect result'.

Europe, Asia, North and South

became akind of trademark

GVDK: 'In aerospace engineering

HFN: What are your plans for

they are always looking for

'Most people in hi-fi have developed a

the future of Crystal Cable?

strong, light and heat- resistant

"special listening ear". As a musician

GVDK: ' We feel that we have a

you enjoy listening; as a hi-fi fan you

complete range of audio and

materials and constructions.
Kapton is one such material and,
used as an insulator, is one of
the reasons for the extraordinary

listen to the differences"

Kapton is an incredibly thin

America, and we are currently

in the first two years of the

headphone cables, earphones

negotiating with South Africa'.

company; surprising, artistic and

and other related products.

exceptional - recognizable'.

film/foil with extremely good
mechanical properties. Combined

to widen the market with iPod
cables. We are also developing

sound quality and the ultra- thin
appearance of Crystal cables.

video products but are looking

We would like to establish our
brand name and keep supplying

HFN: Can you explain why the

with our advanced metallurgy and

silver/gold combination in

HFN: Can you explain the

customers with the highest

coaxial, ultra flexible compact

your cables can help to deliver

importance of your splitter

quality audio and video cables

geometries, our cables provide

better sound/signals?

concept and technology?

with an exceptional design look'.

• Gabi va 1er Kleî
hi-fi iher offie
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THE NAD MASTERS SERIES
Owning it Says a Great Deal about You

Introducing the Masters Series from NAD. The Masters
Series positions both technology and design firmly
into the future and sets a truly impressive benchmark
in performance and value.
NAD's prpcluct philosophy has always been to offer
audio and video components of exceptional quality,
outstanding value and unique operational simplicity.
NAD has evo'ved from those core values over some 35
years and the Masters Series is the finest statement of
excellence the company could make.
And owning an NAD Masters System says more about
you than you night think. It makes a statement about
you, too. This is quality that speaks for itself - and you
will recognise that fact.
The first products available are the M15 surround
processor. M25 seven- channel amplifier, M55 universal
disc player, M5 CD/SACD player and the M3 dual mono
integrated amplifier.
Ask for a Masters Series audition at your nearest NAD
authorized Custom retailer today. It won't disappoint.

masters of the art

Lenbrook UK : The UK Distributor for NAD
Unit 2, Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
Call: 01908 319360

www.NADelectronics.com/mastersseries

NAD

LETTER FROM AMERICA

IN MY OPINION

To Dabs and acosy
concert hatt of fame
Some say that the best way to appreciate the sound of your
home system is to get out and listen to more live music.
Michael Frenner does just that, at adream of aconcert hall
dd

D

and an excellent sight- line from

allas. - Quick! What
are you thinking?

every seat.
Mr. Melson took me into

The Ewings?

BIOGRAPHY
MICHAEL FREMER

Barbeque? The grassy knoll?

areas not accessible to the

Michael Freiner is aSenior

Whatever your mind googled,

public, including the spotlight
room, the only location from

Contributing Editor at Stereophile

it probably didn't link to one of

magazine, aContributing Editor at
UltimateAVmag.com, and Editor/

Yet that's what Ifound in Dallas

where the forest of cables
can be seen that hold up the

Owner of the online music review

the world's great concert halls.

hall's famous • mothership',

website www.musicangle.com. He's

adramatic- looking backlit

also contributed to The New York

concert after 12 years as Music

acoustic canopy that can

Times, The San Francisco Chronicle,

be raised and lowered to

Consumer Digest, and The Bergen

PHOTO: GITTINGS

recently. The occasion was
conductor Andrew Litton's final
Director of the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra. His will be afamiliar
name to many as he was Music

complement the programme.

Record [New Jersey) among many
other publications.
Fremer appeared on the

Director of the Bournemouth

ABOVE: The Concert Hall with its acoustic

ANALOGUE ONLY

Symphony from 1988 to 1994.

canopy, moveab'.e to sLit the music

Ialso visited the recording

History of Audio documentary on

studio where all of the concerts

The History Channel and has also

are archived. Incredibly, the

been on MTV, The Today Show, CNN,

The program was enticing:
Bernstein's Chichester Psalms

conducted by Mark Melson, the

and Mahler's Symphony No.2

orchestra's Vice Ptesident of

recordings are produced both

and hundreds of other radio and

in C minor. Talk about multi-

Artistic Operations.

digitally and on 1
4 in 15ips
/
analogue tape using studio-

television shows throughout the USA

grade Otan idecks. These

listening experience, home theatre

The concert hall, a

culturalism! The opener was
commissioned by an Anglican
cathedral in the UK, composed
by aJewish- American bisexual
and performed in Hebrew,
followed by the ' resurrection .

collaborative effort by Pei and

'The contrast between the brilliant
sonics in Dallas and the screech of
NY's Avery Fisher Hall was clear'

symphony, written by a

talking about the high- end audio
and the ongoing, unlikely resurgence
of LP vinyl records.
Each month in Hi Fi News magazine
Michael Fremer brings you news and
views from the USA.

Bohemia- born Jewish convert
to Catholicism, performed in

famed acoustician Russell

could be the only symphonic

Dallas, Texas!

Johnson, was named for one

recordings currently being made

in both locations. Bass was

of the three founders of Texas

in the analogue domain.

stupendously well developed

Iheard the first half of the

and focused. String tone was

PRIVATE TOUR

Instruments. An inviting,

My hosts arr anged aprivate,

curvaceous space, warmed

program 10th row centre and

silky- rich; the brass, burnished

pre- concert tour of the

by African cherrywood, the

the second half in the private

and biting. Voices in the chorus

magnificent Eugene McDermott

relatively cozy hall seats just

box next to Ross Perot's. The

reached the ear full-bodied,

Concert Hall in the Morton H.

2056. The proscenium- free

with aconvincing breath of life

Meyerson Symphony Center,

stage results in great intimacy

sound was rich, warm, lucid,
inri vet detailed and revealing

I've rarely heard in concert.
The contrast between the

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

EUGENE MCDERMOTT CONCERT HALL

brilliant sonics and comfort in
Dallas and the cold, waiting-

Though billionaire Ross Perot founded

Planning aryl construction for the hall,

string section to help the celli and

room like screech of NY's Avery

the building, he insisted it be named

which opened 6September, 1989 took

double basses breathe'. The pipe organ

Fisher Hall was all too obvious.

10 years in total.

features 61 keys, 32 pedals, 84 ranks,

Ironic, since one hall was named

65 stops and 4535 pipes. The hall's

for afamous manufacturer of

after Morton H. Meyerson, CEO of
Perot's company, EDS ( Electronic Data

The heating and air conditioning

Systems). The Morton H. Meyerson
Symphony Center includes apublic

equipment is in aseparate location to

greatness, the orchestra's prowess

tubed hi-fi gear, and the other

assure that only good vibrations reach

and Mr. Litton's musical direction can

for the CEO of acompany that in

space featuring meeting areas and
restaurants as well as the concert hall.

the seats. There's aspecially designed

be heard on the Delos Mahler's 2nd

1954 marketed the world's first

40ft hollow area under the right-hand

f0E3237 CD) among others.

transistor radio the Regency
T4I ayear before Sony. O
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Heatherdale Audio Ltd

Walrus Systems Ltd

202 Findon Road, Findon Valley,
Worthing, West Sussex BN14 OEJ

Audio Destination Ltd

11 New Quebec Street,

Suite 7A Market Walk, Tiverton,

London W1H 7RW
Tel: 020 7724 7224
Email: contactewalrus.co.uk

Devon EX16 6BL
Tel: 01884 243 584

www.walrus.co.uk

www.audiodestination.co.uk

Tel: 01903 872288
Email: heatherdaleehili-stereo.com
www.hifi-stereo.com.co.uk
e
hiVeréeeer Miyrdereofie

Email: infoeaudiodestination.co.uk

50

YEARS

OF

HI-FI

NEWS

TANIOY.

PRESTIGE
4-Jo z80yeare giume Ace leMe Ivey tiz
kudpeakz defOn.
Take, for instance, the timeless design qualities of our Prestige
range ;wonderfully individual and totally unlike any other.
Consistent application of cutting edge technology and traditional
manufacturing values gives every model in the Prestige series
its individual status as ahigh performance loudspeaker for the
discerning music lover.
Enhancing the passion for audio amongst music enthusiasts is
that other illustrious and individual British audio institution,
Hi Fi News. Tannoy would like to congratulate the magazine
on achieving its own fiftieth anniversary milestone in 2006.
Distinctive, distinguished and proud, both Tannoy and
Hi Fi News have transcended mere fashion and continue to
capture the imagination of music connoisseurs all over the world.

.44 ( 0) 1236 428230

E enquiriesetannoy.com

Tannoy United Kingdom

T: .44 ( 0) 1236 420199

Tannoy North America

T: (519) 745 1158

F: ( 519) 745 2364

E inquiriesetannoyna.com

Tannoy Deutschland

T: 0180 1111 88 1

Fi 0180 1111 882

Ei infoetannoy.com

tannoy. corn
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OLD vs NEW SYSTEM
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BATTLE OF
THE QUADS
19% vs 2006

,••"-
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;
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NOW.
AMPLIFIERS:
•OC-twentyfour pre- amp
•Quad II- forty power amps
ANCILLARIES:
•Yter speaker cable and
interconnects
•GM Accessori
equipment rack
•Audio Tappeto carpet
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Ever wondered how components for
sale in the shops today compare to
hi-fi's stars of yesteryear? Advances
in construction methods, technology
and materials available have born
fruits in pricing, reliability and
finish, but what about sound quality?
Here Ken Kessler compares current
equipment from Quad with that
available half acentury ago

I

acommon

coming up with the idea. ' KK,'

two systems.

He mused, ' how would you fee.

wh ch to me rr Ean1

about comparing asystem from

asrgle source anc pre- amp.

twas adrearn assignment,
and it took great control no:
to kiss Editor Fairclough for

'con ro
tetween the

1956 with one avaiable in the

It just made ware sense to me

shops today, like- with- like?

to tim tthe ' test' to amp- and -

Just to see if there's been any

speakers against amp- and -

progress since Eisenhower was

speakers.

your president"'
Yes, please, sir-1

IDEAL SOLUTION

It took us, on, amilliseconc

So i• took ano:t er millisecond to

to realise that such ashowdown

aweciate that the deal solution

would consist of Quad gear, and

wcul.c be the Quad 99 CD- P.

that I
just happened to have all of

which combines aterrific CD

the equipment in my * museurn•.

plae -with apre- amp, providing

But there were two caveats.

path lixed anc variable outputs.

First of all,

cculdn't face

lo\:e this unit, which is my circa

using the Quac 22 pre- amp

E111139 referenœ C: player; it's

because 11 50-year- old
pre- amps are usually too noisy

th -oven in for tree. And it works

to use, and 21 it's absolutely
slaughtered by the new
QC-twentyfour. Aso,
Iwanted

like getting ad gita. pre- amp
beau -ifully wi .tva.\.e and solidstate power arnps
Speakers • crmed the second
caveat. Ialreacy owned
'run-in ESL-53s and didn't
want the hassle of securing
some 988s. So Ichecked
with Duad's Dave
Pa:ching, who

I>

1956
...AND THEN
AMPLIFIERS:
•Quad 22 pre- amp
•hod li power amps
ANICILLARIES
•Yter speaker cable and
intercomects
•litiAccesson
equipment rack
•Audio fsppeto carpet
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'Which decade
would win? The
findings would
prove to be
both amusing
and - yes - a
bit surprising'
or sloppy journalism. Whatever
way you cut it, we're stuck with
it. But if you need proof that the
ESL was available when Miles
Henslow launched HiFi News,
grab acopy of : he 1956 HiFi
Yearbook. It's on the front cover.
CABLES
ABOVE: The Quad 22 pre- amp - or control

wnich decade was the winner.

unit in Quad parlance - offered inputs for
'Discs', Radio', ' Tape' and ' Microphone';
the OC twenty-four on the other hand

magazine was born, please

Armed with all the necessary

The findings would prove to be

note that the misnomer ' ESL-

gear, Iset up the Quad 99

both amusing and - yes - abit

57' is ccllector's shorthand to

CD- P II with Yter interconnects,

surprising.

distinguish it from the ESL- 63.

resting on the GM Accessori

To Quad, it is simply the Quad

glass-and-perspex-andaluminium tables. Yter speaker

offers five straight line-ins

Now some of you are
thinking, ' Is Kessler dyslexic?

Electrostatic. Unfortunately,

gave it his blessing: Quad

Did he not say -1956 -?So isn't

some innumerate idiot dubbed

maintains that the 988 is simply

cables ( ditto) tcok the signals

the original Quad ESL therefore

it the ' ESL- 57' and the name

abetter- built, more dependable

from amps to speakers.

ayear too young?' Here, for the

stuck; bowing to the inevitable,

ESL- 63, with negligib:e sonic

With CDs from Keb' Mo, Art

umpteenth and final time, is the

now it's even called that

differences. Besides, Iwould be

Garfunkel, the Judds, Fleetwood

explanation:

on Quad's official website.

Mac ( blues eral, Dean Martin

Blame the rapid spread of this

and Green Day, Ilistened first to

misinformation on the internet,

the all- 1956 system of Quad Ils

'mixing it up' by swapping the
amps and speaker; to find out

As for the Quad ' ESL- 57'
being available when this

THE 1956 SYSTEM

Quad made audio history with the ' 57
-the world's first production electrostatic
loudspeaker. The design uses stretched sheets
of mylar for its drive units that are coated with
an electrically- conductive paste
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Following the development of stereo records
in 1958 Quad released its 22 pre-arrp. It was

The 15 watt mono Quad Il power amplifier

designed to be used with apair of Quad II mono

is acovetable classic with areworked version,

amplifiers and featured tone controls

remained in production until 1970. Even today it
called the Quad Il Classic, currently available.
(See ' The Inside Track On...' above right.)

D 1956 V QUAD
THE INSIDE TRACK ON...
In preparing this feature, we discovered
something that complicated the project
... but in agood way: Quad offered what
few other brands could, which was a
current version of something available
in 1956 — the Quad II-Classic monoblock
power amplifier.
Aside from Klipsch's immortal
Klipschorn. I
am hard-pressed to name
another 50-year-old audio product that's
either never gone out of production, or
that has been revived as anear- replica
and is currently in the stores.
McIntosh's sublime MC275 is abit
too young for the 1956 cut-off date,
and I
don't think that any of the current
Tannoys or Lowthers qualify as exact
replicas of their 1956 offerings.
Narrowing the field only to products
available in the UK in 1956 land, yes, the
Klipschorn was on sale here), another
candidate would be Ortofon's SPU
cartridge. That, however, would have
been mono and the comparison here
is in stereo because current products
are, well, generally accepted to be
stereo. After all, unlike primary source

OLD- OLD VS NEW- OLD? QUAD'S II- CLASSIC
left Huntingdon with the fit, finish and
build quality of the II-Classic. And even
though I
have every confidence that
my Quad-serviced, original Ils are fine
examples of the breed, only access to
atime machine would ensure that my
originals vs II-Classics was fair in terms
of their performance being absolutely up

disrespect to Peter Walker. Instead, look
at it as an affirmation of his greatness:
the circuit is absolutely unchanged in
the II-Classic!'
Inevitably, CE rules and the need to

to specification.
We were conscious of one thing

the valves and an IEC three- pin mains
socket with on/off switch — all of
which are welcomed by everyone bar
masochists and Opus Dei members. The
colour is more in line with current Quad
production, too. But the Quad II-Classic

throughout the listening sessions: we
simply cannot deny the effects of the
passage of time on any hardware from
the 1950s. Nor would the hardcore
deny that the modern KT66s are direct
equivalents of the KT66s of the 1950s.
So each generation of Quad II had an
advantage and adisadvantage: the
originals bore what may be better tubes,
but aged innards. The II- Classics were
brand-new, but with KT66s that might
not have been equal to the UK glassware

appeal to amodern mindset meant the
addition of decent speaker terminals,
aphono socket for input, acage over

has more in common with its 1956
counterpart than differences. I
love it
to pieces.

So, yes, apair of II-Classics is worth
every penny of the £2000 price tag
because they really are Quad Ils for the
21st Century. Let's put it another way.
The II-Classics drove, to Hate night)
listenable levels, the Wilson Duette. The
originals didn't.
Not even factoring in that the
II-Classics are brand-new, and less
likely to fail, that they feature sensible
socketry and valve cages, they're
prettier, ad nauseum. I
have to say
that the Quad II-Classic is the audio
equivalent of Lamborghini reintroducing
the Miura. KK

of ahalf-century ago.
Keeping that in mind. I
have to state,
with no small measure of anachrophilic
anguish, that the II-Classic is so much

components from 1956, amplifiers and

more rewarding aproduct than even a
mint original that I
almost feel like a

loudspeakers can be set up in pairs to
qualify as such.
Where the Quad II- Classic differs
from the original is that no Quad Il ever

heretic, or atraitor. Unclean. Adisgrace
to the Saturday Morning Sad Bastards
Club. On the other hand, as Quad's Dave
Patching comforted me, 'This is no act of

THE 2006 SYSTEM

The Quad ESL- 988 replaced the much
loved ESL-63 and is of similar size and
proportions. Compared with its 50-year
old predecessor, the ' 57, it has anew
power supply, improved diaphragms,
astrong strong heavyweight moulded
base and new grille assemblies --01-

OC-twentyfour pre-amp employs a
single military spec 6111 WA twin
tube. It sports two sets of main
outputs, two complete tape loops,
and five high-level inputs, with the
one marked ' phono' being for the
connection of an outboard phono stage

Quad II-forty power amp monoblock
offers 40W per channel output from
apair of KT88s valves. The input and
rectifier tubes are military spec, which
the company claims assures longevity
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QUAD 1956 VQUAD
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and original ESLs, followed by

909 and the Il forty power amps,

sound and usable power. The

the 63s driven by the 909, then

II- Classics ( or, for that matter,

with their greater power output.

surprise, however, was the little

the II- forty, followed by the new

the Ii- forty( produced better

Additionally, the noise floor was

II- Classic.

15W II- Classic ( see panel, p45I.

lower- octave performance than

so much lower - because of the

This absolute treasure more

most listeners - the estimable

aforementioned greater dynamic

than made up for its lack of

Quad devotee Dave Chesky
excepted - would dare to expect.

Then, to confirm any findings,
Iswapped the amp regimen.

range as well as the fact that

sheer grunt with such finesse

Itried the original Quad Ils

the newer units are intrinsically

and coherence and downright

with the ESL- 63s, and fed my

quieter - that the newer set-up

politesse that it reminded me

cherished original ESLs with the

THE STING

exhibited greater retrieval of

of Peter Walker's oft- repeated

three modern amplifiers. But

But here's the sting: the 1950s

minute detail.

belief, paraphrased as: you don't

ESL, in some ways, is more

have to listen at ear- shattering

revealing than its younger, taller

first, old vs new.

Conversely, the older
system sounded sweeter, more

levels, or to stomach- churning

ALL IN THE FAMILY

descendant. It was far better

romantic, more lush -

bass to enjoy even truly majestic

Dear, dear Peter Walker must be

at exposing the differences

by-products of both the amps

works. Backing off the SPLs

between the amplifiers' sonic

by afew dB resulted in the

where his comfy

character than the ESL 63.

most satisfy sound of all four

chair has ' Closest

And at times, it proved hard to

amplifiers, and into both sets of

Approach To the

choose between the II- Classic

speakers. In every case, voices

and the il forty when power

smiling up there in hi-fi heaven,

Original Sound'
embroidered

'Conversely, the older system
sounded sweeter, more romantic,
more lush - by-products of both
the amps and the speakers'

across its back.
Aside from the
obvious differences
in bass extension
and maximum
attainable sound
pressure levels, the
family resemblance

was not an issue. So

is as genetically
solid as that between
Ingrid Bergman and

here's my verdict on

U.& -10

the 50- year gap:

AMPLIFIER

If you told me I

Isabella Rossellini.
Using an SPL meter

could only own one

•••.••••••••••••«•••mea••••••/•••»•••••••
------=-

system, it would

to ensure that Iwasn't

be the original

hammering the older

Quaa ESLs with a

kit - Isettled on circa

pair of H- Classics.

85-90dB at 2m - Iwas

If you insisted that

overjoyed to hear that

Ifill alarger room

the performance in the

than my 12 x18ft
studio, or that Imust

'The modern equipment offers
greater headroom. It's faster for
transient attack and decay, the
dynamic contrasts are wider'

embrace level and
bass, Iwould drive
the ESL 63/988 with
the Il forty. But even
the ' least magnificent'
permutation - the 909
driving trie original
ESLs - was still, well,

midband was close enough from

and the speakers. If you

system- to- system to bypass all

want sound that caresses

but the most careful of listeners.

you more than it informs

Which is where reviewer practice
comes in to play.

you, the 1950s system is the one

ABOVE: AQuad advertisement

for you. It reeks of analogue and

from the July 1956 issue of Hi Fi News

Once past the initial

magnificent.
For me, it means that
Quad is one of the only
companies in the world
of audio that has - like Patek

valve virtues. It is the difference

(left( and acurrent Quad ad, where the

Philippe, Ferrari, Ronnie Isley,

impressions, if levels and

between an automobile that

emphasis is on detail and subtlety

BB King and Philip José

bass are not drawn in to play

takes you on an adventure, like

as determinants, there is

a1978 Lancia Fulvia, and acar

revealed more of the relative

output of 1956... in many ways,

Farmer - not just matched its

D

no denying that the modern

that turns reality into avideo
game, eg anything made in

qualities than anything else, but
Ididn't neglect neither imaging

it's gotten better.

equipment offers greater
headroom. It's faster for

Germany after 2005.

nor bass nor attach. The fat

•Ken Kessler is the author of

transient attack and decay, the
dynamic contrasts are wider and

Of the modern systems, the
909- driven set-up had more

but tight lower registers of the

Quad - The Closest Approach, the

backing to Keb' Mo's take of

definitive and authorised history

the bottom registers are tighter

punch and impact than the rest,

'For What It's Worth' favoured

and more controlled. This was

but the Il forty was the best

the 2006 system, but the original

of the brand. It is available from
the Hi Fi News Accessories Club

to be expected especially of the

compromise between valve

ESLs driven by the Quad

(see p1371, 01234 741152.
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LINN

REDISCOVER MUSIC

Rediscover music with the new MAJ K System from
Linn: adedicated stereo music sys-,em designed for
those truly passionate about music.
The MAJIK System is the resuilt of more than 30 years of
Linn's experierce in developing systems to recreate the
emotion of alive performance : nyour home.
The MAJIK system comprses. the MAJIK CD player,
MAJIK KONTROL pre-an-plifier and MAJIK 2100 power
amplifier. Inckidually, each component is designed to
deliver exceptional sound quality from stereo music, and
working togetner as acomplete system, offer aleap in
performance bat simply cannot be ignored.

5th July 2006, Chris Books Audio, Warrington, Tel 01925 261212

Through its simpf city and focus or celivering the most

6th July 2006. The Audio Works, Cheshire, Tel 0161 428 736/
6th July 2006. Ideas, Cardiff, Tel. 0845 890 3001

musical performalce, the new MAJIIIK System will have

7th July 2006, Martin Kleiser, Beaconsfield, Tel. 01494 681 300

you rediscovering favourite CDs and cherished vinyl

18th July 2006, Auceo 7, Horsham, Tel. 01403 754 1'54

recordings.
To experience the system for yourself, visit your Linn
retailer, or reserve your place at one of our forthcoming
MAJIK Musical Evenings listed opposite.
For more information visit ow-website or call us on
0500 888 909

20th July 2006, Audio-T, Brighton, Te:. 01273 609 431
20th

21st / 22nd July 2006, Superil, Manchester, Te'. 0161 835 1156
26th July 2006, Audio-T, Eastbourne, Tel. 01323 731 336
26th July 2006. Flamingbox, Wiltshire, Te!. 01985 845 440

28th / 29th July 2006, Audio Designs, East Grinstead, Te... 01342 314 569
28t', / 29th July 2006, Audio Designs, Horsham, Te.. 01403 252 255
22nd September 2006, Studio, Eton, Te

THE NEW MAJIK SYSTEM FROM LINN: REDISCOVER MUSIC
www.linn.co.uk

01753 631 )00

Esoteric:
serious hi-fi for the initiated

Born of an obsession with perfect
reproduction of the finest detail, these
components are precision instruments,
finely engineered and beautifully designed.

This range of components is, quite simply.
peerless. Listen once and you'll remember
it for ever.

For further information contact
Symmetry on 01727 865488 or
info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
TEAC's unique VRDS-NEO clamping
mechanism, precision machined from
www.teac.co.uk

ultra-dense materials

by TEAC

KIT THAT CHANGED
THE Hi Fi WORLD
LANDMARK KIT
Turntables, speakers and areel-to-reel tape recorder or two...
We asked our experts Ken Kessler, Martin Colloms, Keith Howard,
Steve Harris and David Allcock each to select ten pieces of
equipment that were alandmark in the history of hi-fi
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The most accurate, transparent and natural

Performance
"Iknow of no other speaker I'd
rather own, regardless of price."
-Sam Tellig - Stereophile magazine

,New ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single`pointsouree" driver, so incredibly linear
and cohesive that nothing elm prepare you for
the revelation that Mill untbld. No colouration,
no distortion, no artefacts - just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

QUAD
...the closest approach to the original sound

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6X1.1, Tel 0845 4580011. www.quad-hifi.co.tili

mommr

»

IM.11.1.WW11

of the other tuners to aspire to
RADFORD STA25 POWER AMP

its silky, wide-open sound, and

(19651
If any amplifier qualifies as Britain's first ' super amo', the battle is

42 years on, even amint one

drawn between the top Leaks, the Quad II and Radford's 25W/ch

descendants - the Sequerras

stereo masterwork from 1965, the clear winner in any side- by-

and DaySequerras - outperform

shows areas where its direct

side demo. Like the Dynaco Stereo 70, this medium- power classic

it. But this was the tuner that

used EL34s in push-

showed how good FM could

pull mode, coupled to

sound ... if the radio stations

transformers the likes of

served up the signal.

which Japanese collectors
levels. Pair this with LS3/

QUAD ESL- 57 SPEAKER
119571

5As or Quad 57s, and you

Whatever anyone tells you, this is

will understand how some

the greatest single hi-fi product

fi simply defies time.

of all time, the first viable

covet to almost sinful

KEN KESSLER

Ken Kessler
began writing
for Hi -Fi News
in 1983. He
has apassion
for valves and
mono vinyl and
aknowledge of
vintage gear that
is unsurpassed

full- range electrostatic and the
speaker that showed those with

AR TURNTABLE

amplifiers, and Audio Research

critical faculties that it's hard

(ca. 19611

began with modifying Dyna

to beat apanel. One year ahead

Edgar Villchur combined the

amps. And there's still nothing

of its 50th Anniversary, apair of

best technologies - belt- drive

under £ 2000 to touch it.

template for every audiophile

DECCA LONDON
CARTRIDGES

sub- chassis - to produce the

mint ESL 57s will still embarrass
today's finest speakers in every

and athree-point suspended

area bar maximum SPL.

deck since: Thorens TD- 150,

1197051

ROGERS LS3/5A

Aristons, and, yes, the Linn

DeccaS ' Positive Scanning'

(19761

LP12. The difference is that the

design works on asum and

BBC's mini- monitor remains

AR was abudget deck, but it will

difference principle first

the finest small loudspeaker

still blow away its descendants.

developed over 60 years ago,

ever produced. Because it was

This is the ' daddy', whatever

and it doesn't fall neatly into

optimised for the toughest

Linn acolytes tell you.

any conventional family of

instrument of all - the human

Alastair Robertson-Aikman's

cartridge design. But the system

voice - it works brilliantly with

masterpiece addressed every

DYNACO STEREO 70

still yields the most exciting

everything. So astounding is its

parameter of cartridge handling,

POWER AMP

performance available from

performance that it is one of very

and did it so well that, despite it

(19591

vinyl, vivid in away that divides

few audio products to increase

appearing at the tail- end of the

EL34s, ultralinear circuit,

audiences down the middle. If

in value. Lack of deep bass and

heavy- tracking moving- magnets

available as akit, strictly

you love that sound you'll know

maximum output levels aside,

and flourishing w th the ultra-

utilitarian, 2x35W - David

why devotees won't be shifted.

it's one of the most listenable,

low- tracking- force m- ms of the

lovable speakers of all time.

Rafter's brilliant and completely

1960s, it still worked well with

affordable stereo valve power

MARANTZ 10B TUNER

amp provided more pleasure for

119641

SME 3009 TONEARM

music lovers of limited means

The Marantz 10B, designed by

(19591

adjustable in every dimension,

than any other valve amp ever

the legendary Dick Sequerra,

First appearing in 1959, the

variable anti- skate, user-

produced - production hit six

arguably lifted performance

SME 3009 is, deservedly,

adjustable damping - it still

figures. Its topology can be

higher than any tuner before it.

the best-selling high- end

embarrasses just about

found in nnumbor of modern

It raised the bar that enabled all

tonnnrm of all timo Designer

.?verything else.

moving- coils.
Accurate tracking force,

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECKS

KOETSU MOVING- COIL CARTRIDGES

(1960s1

09700

Although accepted as ausable source in the late 1960s, the audio

Moving- coil cartridges have been around for more than a

cassette - even after Advent and Wollensak : weaked it - still

half- century, since the early 1950s. But when Sugarlo's

suffered in comparison to the LP. When Nakamichi decks arrived

hand- made Koetsus arrived in the West from Japan in the mid-

from Japan, audiophiles had to take the format seriously. Why?

1970s, m-cs found their Enzo Ferrari. With sound

Nakamichis exhibited Japanese attention to detail, addressing

possessing warmth, space and realism,

every parameter, enabling users to extract more from slow-

the Koetsus were - and remain - as

speed, /
2 in tape.
1

seductive aproduct as has ever

Their transports were

been issued. Others come and

marvels of mechanics,

go, but true connoisseurs still

the electronics were

stay with Koetsus, especially

stunning. Even today, a

the Reds and Blacks. Another

Dragon will knock your

analogy, then: Koetsus are the

socks off.

Patek Philippes of cartridges.
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Bass Rnspor.se

tSY;
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TZEFERENCE

lb

SERIES

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always

arrays, with elliptical dome tweeters. Titanium

been different. As the name implies, it's about

dome Hypertweeters. Ultra- low distortion

an absolute standard. Objectively verifiable

motor systems. Adjustable boundary

performance, not marketing hype.

control - the Reference Series bristles with high
end technologies to achieve one simple goal;

The latest range raises the benchmark higher

totally accurate reproduction of the

than ever. With aperformance envelope that

recorded signal. If this is what matters to you.

extends way beyond the limits of human hearing,

chose KEF Reference.

they're crammed with technologies found
nowhere else. Radical new Uni Q point source

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

KEF Audio ( UK), Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone. Ke nt, ME 15 6QP U.K.

T. + 44 ( 0) 1622 672261.

000
F: + 44 (0) 1622 750653

www.keLcom

GOODMANS MAXIM
LOUDSPEAKER

BBC L53/5A ( 15 OHM)

(circa 1961)

(1976)

A child of its time, the tiny Maxim

This BBC- designed miniature was intended for outside broadcast

was born. 26 long by just 14cm

use in vans, but did some things so well that it rapidly acquired

wide. It used high quality custom

an enthusiastic following. Many manufacturers were licensed to

drivers and even now it looks

build it, many tens of thousands. My favourite version is an early

unbelievably small, equal to

Rogers or Audiomaster build - before the KEF Bextrene cone

just afew piled up paperbacks.

bass- mid driver underwent one of its periodic shifts and before

Yet operated within its modest

the late, radical redesign to 8ohms with anew bass driver and

dynamic range, adetailed, low

crossover. Well set up and fed high- quality sources, it remains

coloration, and surprisingly full

one of the most convincing loudspeakers ever made, exceptionally

size sound emerges that was

well focused and articulate, when operated within its admittedly

considered quite astonishing for

limited loudness range capability.

the time.

MARTIN COLLOMS

Mine are nearly 30 years old and their endurance speaks

HFN contributer
Martin Colloms
is achartered
engineer and a
true heavyweight
in the world of
hi-fi reviewing.
He co-founded
Monitor Audio
in 1973

volumes about the build
RADFORD STA 22 Ill AMP

quality of the selected KEF

(1966)

drivers. It's alittle known

It was already adecade old when

fact that the 19mm hard

Iborrowed one of these classic

dome tweeter fitted to this

stereo power amps back in 1976.

speaker actually performs

In my blind multi- amp listening

quite well to 40kHz - in

test for Hi Fi For Pleasure Ifound

fact well suited to SACD

that the STA 22 III beat alater

bandwidth!

generation of more powerful
high-tech solid- states including
models from Phase Linear,

SPENDOR BC1/

be said to have perfected this

Accuphase, Quad and Technics.

ROGERS BBC L53/7

spring- suspended, sub chassis

119681

genre in the shape of the

by awell-balanced mid, tidy

In the moving- coil world this

highly successful LP12. Allied

bass and an unusually articulate

moderate size, 40 litre broadcast

to the then- perfected NAIM

sweet treble.

monitor's phenomenally low

amplification, the LP12 swept all

The turntable contained ahost

coloration, smoothness and

before it, redefining the art of LP

of primary design solutions,

LINN ISOBARIK

lifelike quality rivalled that of the

replay, especially for rock.

LOUDSPEAKER

Quad and embarrassed many

(19761

much larger and more expensive

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH XA

resonant machined platter, belt

Driven actively by Naim

models. The design forever

TURNTABLE

drive from asynchronous motor

'six-pack' power amp array, the

changed our expectation as to

(1963)

and aprecision ma nbearing.

Isobarik could deliver awesomely

what was really possible from

The XA was introduced in

All these features were later to

deep, dynamic and tuneful bass.

box/cone technology.

The amp's sound was typified

Its low- frequency dynamics
matched those of the mid and

NAIM NAP 250

treble, here delivered both

119751

namely asprung sub- chassis,
afelt mat, atwo-part non-

1963 and came with an arm

be adopted by the likes of Linn

property matched to the deck.

and Thorens.

QUAD 57 FULL RANGE ELECTROSTATIC

forwards and vertically to give

Based on ageneric amplifier

improved power response in the

circuit by RCA's semi- conductor

LOUDSPEAKER

room acoustic. This six- driver,

division to illustrate the potential

(1955)

sealed- box three-way design had

of their new durable silicon

Affectionately dubbed FRED, [ Full Range Electrostatic Doublet,)

aconcealed inner bass driver, an

power transistors, Naim's

Quad founder and designer Peter Walker constantly pushed

arrangement previously known

Julian Vereker then proved that

boundanes in his work. This first loudspeaker was asensation

but here newly patented and

he could master the subtle

when first shown in 1955, as Gilbert Briggs put it, ' caused quite a

relationships between the fine

flutter in the moving coil speaker dovecot'.

clubbed the Isoharik principle'.

detail of component choice,

A two-way, open- back design, its high- voltage, constant

build topology and sound quality.

charge, push-pull operation and

AMPLIFIER

'Race tuned', this stereo power

light as afeather diaphragm

119811

amplifier came equipped with

provided and still does) an

The Lentek Integrated set

his major improvement of afully

extraordinarily clear, delicate and

enviable standards for sound,

regulated power supply, still rare

natural sound. Proving the merit of

style and build - aUK Krell

over 25 years later.

the electrostatic principle, the * 57

LENTEK INTEGRATED

left contemporary speakers for dust

before Krell came into existence.
Designers Phil Swift and Derek

LINN LP12

in respect of low coloration and

Scotland also designed atruly

[1972]

natural transients, even if it would

heroic suspended sub- chassis

Recognising certain strengths

not play very loud. It lasted almost

turntable, atechnical tour de

in earlier designs including

adecade until its successor the

force. They pair went on to found

the Ariston RD11, Thorens 150

ESL- 63 emerged, another classic.

their own company, Audiolab.

and AR turntables, Linn can
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Minimalist masterpieces!

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY AND CAPTIVATING GOOD LOOKS
CREATE A STRIKING IMPRESSION IN ANY ENVIRONMENT.
W HEN YOU STRIVE FOR PERFECTION IN YOUR WORK,
WHY ACCEPT ANYTHING LESS IN YOUR HOME?
SIMPLE TO USE AND DESIGNED WITH THE FUTURE IN MIND
ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE. To LOCATE YOUR
NEAREST DEALER CALL ACTIV DISTRIBUTION ON 01635 291357
OR LOG ON TO VVVVW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Visit:

Mt%

LIEENIA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

I\I

. 1 SLAVE AMPLIFIER

www.leema-acoustics.com

Phone: + 44 (0)1938 811900

kIL,11'1.1

Email: info@leema-acoustics.com

ENGINEERED

STEREO AMPLIFIER

\ '.''

SOUND

ADVANCED PRE- AMPLIFIER

EMM LABS CDSD/DAC6E

LINN ITTOK LVII

(20051

119791

Until the arrival of this Ed Meitner combination in my listening

Linn's first pickup arm

room Ihad been faintly disappointed with SACD, which all too

epitomised more than any

often sounded analogue in the worst sense: soft and bloated. But

other the step- change in de -in

this multichannel

emphasis from minimising

player/DAC

effective mass - the SME 301Yi

combination at

approach - to maximising

last delivered on

structural stiffness. In short, it

SACD's promise of

was designed to extract the very

transcendent sound

best from the new generation of

quality. Aworld- class

moving- coil cartridges.

CD player too, it's
wish list for when I

MERIDIAN PRO-MCD
(19841

belatedly catch the

This was the product which

gravy train.

convinced audiophiles at home

right at the top of my

and abroad that specialist hi-fi
manufacturers could take CD

AR TURNTABLE
(19611

Now in Mk Vguise, it is still

and wring something extra

manufactured by SoundField Ltd

from it. Based on the original

When Edgar Villchur turned his

-and stands as testament to the

top- loading Philips transport but

attention from speaker design

psychoacoustically optimised

with Meridian's own analogue

to turntable design, he came

surround- sound we could have

circuitry, it set Meridian on

up with something remarkable

had 30 years ago.

apath to becoming one of

the archetypal suspended

the industry's pre-eminent

subchassis turntable on which

KOETSU BLACK

so many others were later

(late 1970s1

exponents of digital audio.

KEITH HOWARD

Keith Howard
is Consultant
Technical Editor
at Hi -Fi News
and has been
writing about
all things audio
since 1978. Part
scientist; part
engineer!

based. It had belt drive, spring

This was the first ' everyman'

QUAD ELS

suspension of low resonant

cartridge from the famous Mr

(1955)

frequency to isolate it from

Sugano, and aproduct you had

It was FVHunt's discovery that

itself the last in along line of

vibration and - unlike the Linn

to own once you'd heard it. It had

constant charge operation made

once successful British recorder

LP12 - offered both 33 and

an autnority to its sound that

it linear in operation which

marques. A product you'd keep

45rpm. And it was relatively

other well- regarded moving-

opened the door to practical

today, even if you never used it.

inexpensive. Awork of genius.

coils simply couldn't emulate.

electrostatic loudspeakers.

CALREC SOUNDFIELD
MICROPHONE

LINN SONDEK LP12
(1972)

full- range, push-pull,

Famous or being the first truly

(19781

The LP12 was more than a

constant charge electrostatic

portable professional digital

Peter Walker's Quad ELS
became the world's first

SONY PCM-F1
119811

Michael Gerzon's Ambisonic

turntable: it came to symbolise

loudspeaker, and thereby an

processor, the PCM-F1 is

multichannel theory created

afresh new attitude to the whole

enduring audio industry icon.

actually more signifcant than

-with input from Peter Craven

enterprise of reproducing sound.

and Calrec chief designer

It tock us from atime when

PIONEER D-07

people's early take on digital

Ken Farrar - the Soundfield

turntables were characterised by

119921

audio. Some said its sound

microphone, with four capsules

wow and rumble measurements

This double- speed DAT machine

was indistinguishable from a

in acoincident tetrahedral array.

to awhole new world.

was the hi-fi component that

live micropnone feed; others

first alerted the wider audio

complained that it sounded

that because it cemented many

world to the benefits of 96kHz

'mechanical in away analogue

TACT MILLENNIUM

sampling. Though never aDAT

did not. And so an enduring
audiophile battle line was drawn.

(19971

fan, Iwas knocked out by the

Today the audio world is abuzz with talk of digital amps like the

sound quality improvement at

TacT integrated pictured below. But when the original Millennium

96kHz when Ilent my review

appeared this was anew technology. What's more, Class D's

sample to Tony Faulkner to use

WADIA 2000 DECODING
COMPUTER

tradi'.ional
.
virtue of greater efficiency wasn't the Millennium's

at some recording sessions.

(19881

prime motivation: it aimed to beat, the best that conventional
linear amplifier technology could offer. nfuture histories of audio,
this is one switching amplifier that's assured iconic status.

This was the first DAC to

REVOX A77
(1967)

digital filtering. This remained

Quite simply, the A77 was

Wadia's principal USP through

use time doma noptimised

the open- reel tape recorder

success ve product generations.

everyone aspired to owning.

The result was auniquely

Elegant, and Swiss in the best

muscular, fully- developed sound

possible fie, engineering) sense,

quality tnat changed many

it was just so much classier

asceptic's mind about CD's

than the competing Ferrograph,

inherent capabaities.
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www.usheraudio.com

Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005 " Golden Ear Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005 " Editor's Choice Awards "

The Absolute Sound

* 2005 " Best Show at CES " Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES " Most Recommended Flagship"

Colt

The Audiophile V

Stereo Sound

f

CP-8571
3-way system. Be dome tweeter 1.25" ( 9980-20BeA),
mid- low woofer 7" ( 8948A). and low- bass woofer 8" ( 8955A)
sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt / 1rn
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz - 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 282 Hz and 2.52 kHz
weight. 80.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions ( wad xh): 31.5 cm x76 cm x 124 cm

CP-8871
3- way system : Be dome tweeter 1.25" ( 9980-20BeA).
mid- low woofer 7" ( 8948A). and low- bass woofer ex2 ( 8955A)
sensitivity. 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3 dB): 25 Hz - 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 276 Hz and 2.72 kHz
weight: 105 kgs ( including base)
dimensions ( w xd xh): 31.5 cm x85 cm x 137 cm

Chief Design Consultant

Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:886-2-2381 6299

Fax:886- 2 71 1053
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9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email:

Ohiaudio.co.uk
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BBC LS3/5A
LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE/GRACE G707

LOUDSPEAKER

TONEARM/SUPEX 5D900 CARTRIDGE COM BINATION

(1975)

119751

Recently, when Rogers found

Perhaps it was astroke of genius on Lion's part, of ptrhaps there

20 pairs of genuine new- old-

was an element of luck. But when the Scottish corrpany started

stock LS3/5A speakers in a

importing the beautifully- made Grace tonearms and Supex

warehouse, buyers fought over

moving- coil cartridges from Japan, the resulting combination - as

them at E1500 atime.

even Linn's detractors have

Not bad for aspeaker

to admit - had amagic

standing afoot tall and designed

that has seldom if ever

more than 30 years ago.

been recaptured

Created by the BBC as a

by other record-

Grade 2monitor, small enough

playing

to work in confined spaces such

combinations,

as outside broadcast vans, the

Linn- based or

LS3/5A set the standard for all

otherwise.

'quality miniature' Loudspeakers
that were to follow.

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC

company's 7D150 has aspecial

KRELL KS- A50 POWER

('57') LOUDSPEAKER

place in history, particularly

AMPLIFIER

(19551

for the UK. It was the one

(1982)

How could anyone follow the late

basic but well- made belt- drive

When the Krell KSA series

Peter JWalker's original Quad

suspended-subchassis deck that

burst on the scene in the

ELS, ' the world's first full- range

offered adecent, dependable

early 1980s there was really

electrostatic loudspeaker'? To

sound at ar fairly affordable

nothing to compare with it.

quote one speaker designer, ' You

price. Later, Ariston, Linn and

Reviewing the Krell KSA-50

hear it now, it's still amazing. It

others all followed the Thorens

power amplifier in 1983, Martin

must have been fantastic when it

layout.

came out!'
Contrary to myth, it even

Colloms pronounced it ' head

STEVE HARRIS

Editor of HFN
from July 1986
to August 2005,
Steve Harris
loves jazz,
blues music,
vintage hi-fi, and
anything that
makes music
come to life

and shoulders' above the UK
SPENDOR BC1

competition, and justifying its

has ample bass, when in good

LOUDSPEAKER

high price for that era) of E1250.

Philips CD100, which had

condition. And to follow? Walker

(19721

Today, an unending procession

nothing more lhan arow of

himself produced another

While still workrng at the BBC,

of ' muscle' amplifiers are still

lights to tell you where you were

landmark, the ESL- 63 of 1982,

the late Spencer Hughes came

really just wrestling for the

on the disc. Philips only had

whose derivatives are still in

up with his own 8in Bextrene

crown that Krell created.

production today.

cones, formed at home with
the help of an electric fire.

PHILIPS CD100 CD PLAYER

SME 3009 TONEARM

These were used in the first

0983)

CD100 sounded nicer - still

(19591

BC1, along with aCelestion

Sony's first CD player, the

grey, brittle and lacking in

In 1959, dissatisfied with the

HF1300 tweeter Adding the

CD- P101, was far more

transparency, but less harsh

crude tonearms then available,

STC 4001 supermeeter allowed

sophisticated than the little

than other early players.

Alastair Robertson-Aikman

the speaker to be classed as

built his own, and did it to the

purchase tax. For adecade the

standards. The arm got such a

BC1 remained the benchmark

RESEARCH AR- 3

good reaction from friends that

for serious British speakers.

LOUDSPEAKER

he put it into production at his

ACOUSTIC

119591

precision engineering company

SHURE V15/III CARTRIDGE

It was Edgar Villchur

-initially at arate of 25 units

(19741

who created the first

per week, using individually

Other companies pretended that

modern box speaker,

machined parts. And the

their cartridges would track at 1

able to provide decent

beautiful, camera- finish SME

gram, but only Shure's V15 really

bass performance from a

really was ' the best pickup arm

coutd - so Shure even ran some

domestically- acceptable

in the world'.

ads showing photomicrographs

cabinet. Villchur's

TURNTABLE

uspite or because of this, the

professional' and avoided

best possible engineering

THORENS TD150

14- bit chips, hence the need
for 4- times oversampling, but

of the groove damage caused by

'Acoust cSuspension'

rival models.

speakers used the

After the superb V15/III came

compliance of the air

119661

the less spectacular V15/IV,

enclosed in the sealed

It's true that the real landmark

with its dubious front- mounted

cabinet to help control the

was Villchur's Acoustic Research

tracking brush. Nevertheless,

drive unit. In 1959 came

turntable of 1961, introducing

things carre back on song

the AR- 3, which added

the belt-drive/suspended-

with the V15N, later revived as

Villchur's next innovation,

subchassis idea which so many

the VIM./ xMR, which was in

the dome tweeter.

others copied. But the Swiss

production unti 2004.
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Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

Sy

STEMS

eodd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns .co .uk, e-mail - info ehenleydesigns .
co .uk
1

AUDIOLAB 8000A AMPLIFIER
119831

SHANLING CD-T100 CD
PLAYER

This most un -British integrated amplifier, the Audiolab 80004,

(20021

preferred absolute truth over euphonic rose- tinted glasses.

Chinese audio pre 2001 was

Launched in 1983 and selling for the low price of only £ 250, the

considered ajoke. The Shanling

8000A provided tone controls, two pairs of speaker terminals and

CDT- 100 changed all that,

an m-m/m-c phono stage, together with exceptional build quality

boasting build, design and sound

for its price. The 8000A as we knew it was discontinued when

quality to wo-ry the very best and

TAG McLaren purchased Cambridge Audio. But following TAG

at amodest price. With ahigh

McLaren's withdrawal from the market Audiolab returned this

quality top- loading CD transport,

year, now owned by IAG, fittingly, with anew version of the classic

both valve and solid-state output

8000A. This amplifier can credit itself with bringing thousands of

stages, plus achoke rectified

music lovers to the high- end.

power supply, the CDT- 100 has

DAVID ALLCOCK

won many friends for both its

David Allcock
started writing
for Hi -Fi -News
in 2001. His
passions include
both digital and
analogue audio,
and he's also
an expert on
computer audio

stunning design and sound.

PIONEER A400 AMPLIFIER
(19901
No frills amplification from the
Japanese? That is what the 4400
introduced us to when it was

INFINITY IRS
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

designed power supply. Still in

released in 1990. It sold more

production today in Signature

than 25,000 Jnits in its first 18

119801

form this design maintains its

months and stayed in production

Sufficient numbers of

position as one of the most

for six years. Its fair to say this

audiophiles had the $45,000

dependable, finest- sounding

amp introduced more people to

needed to buy this 2.2m- high

turntables in the world.

the concept of high- end sound

monster that the company went

on abeer bi..dget than any other

MARTIN LOGAN CLS II
SPEAKERS

single component.

750kg and using servo control to

119891

reign in its six 300mm drivers,

Though Martin Logan released

REGA PLANAR 2/3
TURNTABLE

MARANTZ CD12 LE CD
PLAYER

the IRS Vis still considered by

its signature full- range

(19771

(19881

many to be one of the finest

electrostatic panel CLS in 1986,

Still in production today, the

On.y 500 of these two- box

speaker systems ever made.

it was the CLS II, introduced in

Planar 3is still capable of

masterpieces were ever made.

1989. that established the design

holding its own in the budget

BASIS DEBUT GOLD
TURNTABLE

The transport was based around

as the reference full- range

marketplace, though the Planar

aPhilips CDM-1 Pro die-cast

electrostatic speaker. During its

2was discontinued by Rega

transport while the DAC was

(19861

production the CLS II became

in mid 2005. Always stunning

the classic TDA1541AS1. Its

The Basis Gold Debut turntable

areference when it came to

value, the Planars 2and 3have

musicality still makes this a

featured afluid- damped

imaging, transparency and

captured many amusic lover's

highly desirable item and it's

four- point suspension, amassive

resolution, while bringing anew

heart and given many their first

considered by many to be the

14kg platter and aKrell-

aesthetic to the marketplace.

taste of high end vinyl -. mind.

first truly high- end CD player.

on to sell nearly 1000 units to the
public. Tipping the scales at over

RE VOX B77 REEL -TO -REEL TAPE DECK

ORACLE DELPHI TURNTABLE

(19771

(1979)

The B77 appeared in 1979 as areplacement for the A77, which

Twenty seven years old and still aglamour model, the

had been in production since 1967. The B77 has been produced in

Oracle Delphi, now in Mk Vguise, still has astunning finish,

over 50 variants as this ostensibly domestic machine crossed over
into the professional world. Indeed, over the years many of these

extraordinary sound and stops people in their tracks when they
see it. Introduced to astunned hi-li world in 1979, this turntable

machines found homes in radio stations, including those owned

was famously acclaimed 634 times better than aLinn by Peter

by the BBC.

Montcrieff in IAR, and the Oracle successs story began.

Known for their

Continual improvements to

excellent sound,

the ease of setup, drive

flexibility, rugged

system and

build quality

suspension has

and ease of use,

kept the Delphi

the B77 is still

at the forefront

sought after today by

of analogue

audiophiles wishing to

reproduction

hear analogue tape at

sonically, to complement

at its best.

its startling aesthetics.
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amr
audiophile aps
bias king
horning
hyperion
metaxas
mfaudio
shanling
3d shanling
3d sonics
supravox

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't find any compromise. "
"...deliver astonishing sound for a very modest price. "

hyperion

"the 938 is incredibly musical and effortless, making
the best of any music it is asked to play, whilst
astounding transparency tells you the result of every
modification made to your system and its set-up."
-David Allcock, Hi Fi News

hispiru hi-fi
%A-

-It's hi-fi that images in 3D, goes loud without
sounding forced and creates an almost
tangible presence of real musicians in the
room. But, most of all, hi-fi that prickles your
scalp every time it catches your eye and
every time you hit ' play'. "
-David Vivian, HiFi Choice

3d shanling

Distributed in the UK by:

eieté hi-fi
Tel: 0870 909 6777
infoerealhi-fi.com
w‘vw.realhi-fi.com

To find your nearest '

4,4t

e41 hi-if Dealer visit wvt w.realhi-fi.com or call us today.

Fil- FI news

STOP ME IF
.1
"
6
YOU'VE HEARD THIS
ONE BEFORE...
Concorde, athreatened punch-up, ablind listening test ruined by an
assault to the nose, not to mention irritating show visitors and shop
assistants whose knowledge is way off the mark... here our writers
reveal the stories that don't normally make it into print
SILENCE IN STOCKPORT

blaring. There were always some

KEITH HOWARD

cars on which the timer failed

IN A FIX

Iwas at ahi-fi show in Stockport

and the alarm only stopped

BARRY FOX

in late 1980, not so long after

when the batery was flat.

the controversial KEF R105 was

Philips and Sony chose Jamie
Cullum's Twenty Something

introduced - aloudspeaker

ROSS WALKER ON HIS

for which there were great

FATHER, PETER

note inside the sleeve boasted

expectations, but which

KEN KESSLER

about ' the ultimate audio

disappointed many. A speaker

We were at ashow at the Russell

quality [ because) Direct Stream

shoot-out was aheadline

Hotel, and acustomer came up

Digital technology reoroduces

feature of the show, in which

and Ile said, * What's the input

the original sound without any

the audience voted in aseries of

sensitivity of your AM tuner?'

distortion.. Nothing will ever

knock-out comparisons between

And Peter said, it's so

sound the same again'.

two pairs of unidentified

many millivolts per meter, and

speakers, auditioned blind. I

the man saic, ' Idon't think it is

'This album was recorded and mixed entirely in the analogue

was at the back of the room

at all.' Peter picked him up by

domain.., analogue tape gives it awarmer and also clearer, more

with the late Paul Benson,

his lapels, lifted him up off the

realistic sound... the analogue format has worked just fine since

then outspoken editor of Hi Fi

ground, shook him and said,

the days of Louis Armstrong onto the Beatles, and through to the

Answers [
and my boss), when

*If you don't believe the bloody

White Stripes. Don't fix it if it ain't broken'.

someone scuttled round to tell

answer, ther don't ask the

us the hot news that the R105

bloody question!•

had been eliminated in the first

to promote SACO. A publicity

But the sleeve no:e has record producer Stewart Levine saying:

throwaways. The child at

the National Television System

round. A shocked voice nearby

LITTLE VOICE

B&W•s door had spent the last

Committee which chose it.

asked, ' What was preferred

BARRY FOX

two years collecting enough

Unofficially NTSC has often been

to it?' To which Benson pithily

Bowers and Wilkins has a

junked parts of the company

cruelly called Never Twice the
Same Colour.

replied, ' Silence!'

research and development

most prestigious speakers to

depa-tment in Steyning, Sussex.

build himself acomplete pair,

ALARM BELLS

One day an engineer answered

lacking only one voice coil. He

committee hearings took

BARRY FOX

the door to asheepish child,

had grown tred of waiting for

place at RCA's Laboratories in

Did you ever find your car would

asking if the company could

the R&D department to throw

Princeton, New Jersey, where

not start after avisit to the

spare avital component, the

one away so plucked itp courage

the system was developed.

Some of the acrimonious

Heathrow Hi -Fi Show? When

voice coil, fo- one of B&W's

and asked. B&W stumped up the

Team leader George Brown laid

Concorde was still flying it taxi'd

most expensive loudspeakers.

voice coil and the ente prising

on afinal transmission test. A

past the hotel car park every day

The penny quickly dropped.

child became the proud owner of

colour camera was focused on

and rewed up for the New York

B&W keeps alarge skip outside

apair of studio speakers.

abowl of colourful fruit in one

flight. The low frequency roar

the R&D department. It only

triggered every car alarm sensor

needs emptying twice ayear

STRANGE FRUIT

in the park. Inside the sound-

because children from the

BARRY FOX

lab on aprototype colour tube.

proofed show hotel visitors

local school continually remove

The North American TV system

Just before the test Brown

never knew their alarms were

any worthwhile electronic

was officially called NTSC after

took abanana from the bowl

laboratory, and the received
signal was displayed in another

ID
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and painted it blue. For the

blind listening test. Ross Walker

rest of the day the engineers

of Quad supplied four identical

at the receiving end struggled

Quad systems using ESL 63

SINGING ALL THE WAY TO
THE BANK

desperately to find out how

speakers, which we installed in

BARRY FOX

their new system was faithfully

four identical bedrooms at the

US jazz singer and pianist,

reproducing the colour of red

Penta ( now the Renaissance)

Blossom Deane was in Australia

apples, orange oranges and

Hotel. Peter Belt was to apply his

and needed to transfer some

green grapes, but resolutely

PWB treatments to one of these,

money from her account at a

converting yellow into blue.

taking care that nothing would

London bank. She telephoned

be visible. Visitors would be

the bank from Australia and

SMELLY SOCKS

invited to listen in all four rooms

spoke with aclerk who said

STEVE HARRIS

and indicate whether they felt

he could only authorise the

All the really big lies are

there was adifference.

transaction if Ms Deane could name and describe at least one

founded on agrain of truth.

member of the London bank staff. She racked her brains but

With up to 100 listeners

In the late 1980s Peter Belt,

taking part, Ifondly and foolishly

could not remember enough to satisfy the clerk. ' But Ican sing

who'd previously made PWB

imagined we'd have something

you eight bars of ' Sweet Georgie Fame',' she offered. Alright,

headphones, arguably laid the

like astatistically- valid

said the clerk, who still had abattered copy of the song Blossom

foundations for today's hi-fi

experiment...

'tuning products' industry when
he began selling his ' ionising'

Deane first recorded 25 years ago. The singer sang eight bars of
the chorus down the line and the transaction sailed through.

But the results, frankly, were
disappointing. John Vizor, then

or polarising' devices. These
claimed to improve the sound
by dealing with ' adverse charge
fields' in the ' electro ionic
environment'. They certainly
polarised the industry. While

'There is only one aerial and it is
feeding a lot of TV sets, so the signal
is slower getting through to them...'

Unfortunately, the difference
wasn't the kind cf thing we
were looking for. It was just that
the occupant of that particular
room had left his dirty washing
in the bottom of the wardrobe.

Belt followers enthusiastically
took to sticking small ( lcm)

Editor of trade journal Private

really did have avastly different

And this included some
extremely smelly socks.

squares of Belt ' electret foil'

Eye- Pi. struggled manfully to

atmosphere to the others, and

on their equipment the hi-fi

extract adefinite answer from

this was very noticeable indeed,

establishment fiercely rejected

the listeners' voting forms, but

even as we were squeezing in

all his claims out of hand.

actually these proved nothing.

through the narrow passage

BARRY FOX

However, Ihave to say that

between the room's bathroom

At ameeting of the Royal

one of the four small rooms

and wardrobe.

Television Society, members

In 1988 the Hi -Fi Show
provided an opportunity for a

ARIEL NONSENSE

swapped tales of the best
technical nonserse they

SOUND OR MUSIC?

had heard from ignorant or

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

opportunist sales. staff. One RTS

In 1961 pianist and composer William Worden put into production apatented tonearm that was

member had asked the sales

designed by his late father who was also an audio enthusiast.

assistant in alarge elect-onics

Made in lacquered maple with detachable headshell, it aimed to eliminate tracing distortion by

store why the set he was

articulating the headshell as the stylus travelled towards the record label, at which point the arm

demonstrating still showed a

was straight. The offset angle was controlled by arod linkage. The arm was well reviewed and Iwas

long delay displaying teletext

interested in areplacement for my Decca ffss pickup; it cost ' twelve guineas'.
One of the company's magazine advertisements showed adrawing of ahand clasping just the

pages. ' There is only one aerial
on the shop roof and it is

headshell, poised over the grooves of an LP. Itook this page to Cheltenham's then posh store

feeding alot of sets on display,

Cavendish House, which stocked mostly stereograms but seemed to cater for the occasional specialist

so the signal is much slower

request. ' No' the assistant said, ' we don't stock that'. Then he gave the ad further scrutiny. ' Idon't

getting through to them', the

think' he concluded, ' it would be very convenient having to hold the pickup over the record like that.'

salesman assured.

(A Worden Arm was for some years part of my system in the mid- 1960s.)
Much later, when Iwas writing record reviews for the magazine, Ireceived two LPs produced in

OUT OF LINE

1978 by Suvi Grubb at EMI. There was adisparity between the sound of each lone from London, one

BARRY FOX

Pittsburgh) that Icould not reconcile - surety producers had a ' philosophy of sound?' - and duly said

Another Royal Television

so in print. After publication Iwas invited to lunch at

Society member recallea how

Selfridges' Hotel as guest of an EMI executive. Half

he had seen an early sales

way through our seemingly congenial meeting he

demonstration of 625 line TV in

announced: ' Mr. Grubb wants to punch you on the

the 1960s. and had complained

nose!' We chewed over the complaint, but Ihad to

that it did not look much better

suffer awithering conclusion.

than the old 405 line system

'We think, Christopher, that you are more interested

previously used in the U.

in the sound than the music'.

'That, sir,' said the salesman

Suvi Raj Grub ( left) with composer and

transmissions, and the BBC is

conductor Otto Klemperer

currently broadcasting only 300

'is because they are still est

of the lines'.
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shadow audio:)

20 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes
KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
info o. shadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk
*subject to conditions

Product Choice

Special Offers

Can't go the distance? ° °

We have one of the largest product
selections in the UK - all under one
roof.

At Sh3dow Audio we are always trying to
find ways to offer our customers that little
bit extra.

Many customers would like to come and
see us but they are just to far away....

If any product does not meet our
approval then we simply won't sell it.
Why would we want to sell aproduct
that our customers won't enjoy?

WEappreciate your business because if it
was rot for our customers, we would not
be here doing what we do - doing what
we love!!

Such alarge choice may seem alittle
daunting - don't worry. At Shadow we
really get to know and understand our
customers so that we can recommend
the perfect product or system with
ease.

Will this in mind, look out for the many
diFerent special offers that we run and will
be running throughout the year. If you are_ •
interested in aproduct then make sure
you ask if we are running any special offers with it. You never know you may get afree
cable, free delivery and our 30- day home
trial scheme.

(FREE) Shadow
E-mail Newsletter
Imagine receiving the latest Hi Fi
information and special offers for FREE in
your E-mail Inbox - imagine no more!!
At the same time the new Shadow Audio
Web Site is launched so to will our monthly
newsletter. Jam packed with not just the
most up-to-date information, but special
offers that are to good to be missed!!
Sign up early!!
Just send an email to:
info@shadowaudio.co.uk with the words
'ADD ME' as the subject.

Solution: 30- day Money Back Scheme*.
While this scheme does not apply to all
products, it does apply to many new/
popular ones.
It is our way of gibing you reassurance
when buying aproduct that you have not
been able to first listen to by visit•ng us.
As long as customers continue not to
abuse this scheme, we will continue to run
it, for it has been very successful so far.

NEW - KW2505; SUPER ALL- IN- ONE
The new Musical Fidelity kW250S super all- in- one
incorporates apair of 250 watt monoblock amps, a
tube hybrid preamp, phono stage mc/mm, 24- bit 192k
upsampling CD player, 24- bit 192k upsampling FM and DAB
tuner, digital input on the back panel and ipod input on the
front panel. Whew!

Its as simple as that!

(NEW) Web Site
Coming Soon!
For the last few months we have been very
hard at work building anew web site, which
is sure to make the same impact in the
HiFi Industry that our often very innovative
advertising does.
The new web site is designed to offer you the
most interesting and exciting way to discover
the latest Hi FProducts and find the right o
for you in the comfort of your own chair, so
or wherever you do your web browsing.
When you see the new site you will instantly
recognise it as Shadow Audio... watch this
space as you won't have long to wait!

We are now taking orders for the KW205S!

Turn the page to browse through some of the most exciting HiFi products available today

1

4

The finest selection of Hi Fi Products in the IIK
all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic,
Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Border Patrol, Bryston, CEC, Custom
Design, Croft, EAR Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion, Isol-8,
IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Living Voice, Lumley, Manley Labs, Marantz, McIntosh, Micromega,
Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC,
Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio,
Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ,
VPI and many more,

'subject to conditions

r , free next day UK

Li

delivery. Mon - Fri*

LL

free mains
cord x

Bryston B100 551

Wilson Benesch

This new amplifier from Bryston is only
their second integrated amplifier in 32
years. Not only will this 100wpc Amplifier
bring your speakers to life but your CD Player
and any other digital sources as well with its
stunning optional onboard D/A Converter
(4 inputs).

Wilson Benesch products are unique in every detail.

Was it worth the wait? You bet! Don't just take
our word for it - come and listen for yourself!

The ACT. and the Curve are the most accurate
loudspeakers that the company has ever released. The
Structural elements are all drawn from engineering
materials more commonly seen in advanced engineering
systems and include advanced composite structures,
steel, Neodymium Iron Boron Motors and unique polymer
diaphragms.The structural integrity of the Curve is another
benchmark and provides aclarity and precision that would
be impossible to achieve with conventional loudspeaker
materials technology. Stunning in every respect!

Super Scoutmaster Signature

Hyperion 938

Adirect development of both the state of the art VPI
TNT HR-Xand the Scout entry level turntable.

The beautiful piano high gloss
finish and attention to detail
can hardly fail to impress but its
the noise this speaker makes

The standard Scout uses an all acrylic platter, this
one uses acomposite platter manufactured from
two slabs of acrylic, sandwiching asteel plate.
The bearing is the same design as used throughout
the VPI range and is very much at the heart of the
Scout's design. Harry Weisfeld has taken the drive
system already used in the awesome HR-X.
Ships with aJMW - 9Signature Tone
Arm, critically acclaimed Worldwide
and is wired with Nordost Valhalla «,
Micro Monofilament tonearm
cable.

edhors
choke
311,X.P
340a

est

Acoustic Energy

EAR/Yoshino

Return of the ultimate minimonitor.

Shadow Audio are very
excited and pleased to
represent EAR/Yoshino in
Scotland.

214
-M-

All EAR amplifiers are truly original, including the
custom transformers, metal work, printed circuit
board. All the work of Tim de Paravicini.
Tim works by asimple premise: If he designs it, it
must be abetter design than anything else, or he
will not manufacture it. His sole goal is taking audio
to the furthest possible point of development.
Current research is taking him further along this
path than any single competitor.

We also have the incredible AE1 Mk
Ill on demonstration as well!!

•

te6 e

II

that will leave most speechless.
Listen to other speakers and
in most cases you'll find one
aspect, one area that you wish
you could change to create
that perfect loudspeaker. Listen
to the Hyperion 938 and the
first thing you'll ears will tell you is just how balanced the
938 is. You really cannot fault its performance in any area.

When aproduct wins this many awards in asingle year, you
know to expect something pretty special!

It S18 years since the AEI Reference
first wowed reviewers and became the
audio- industry benchmark for compact
loudspeaker design. To celebrate the
AE1 is back for 2005/6 in its completely
original form. Designed from the outset
as asemi-professional monitor,
painstaking attention to detail in the
design and construction of cabinets,
crossovers and baffles ensure the new
'Classic reproduces complex, dynamic
material as faithful as the award
winning original.

et

free intercnt
cable'

free pair of

speaker stands*

Show on the right is the Curve.The Curve borrows much of
its design elements from the fabulous A.C.T. loudspeaker
but is available at almost half the price. In terms of height
it is smaller than the diminutive two way Arc but remains
capable of achieving 200 watt peak program.

The performance of the VPI
Super Scoutmaster truly
challenges the very best available.

p,

r,

We have the full- range of products on
demonstration and the following will be arriving
shortly:
Master Disk Turntable.
Primary Drive Loudspeaker.
Acute Valve CD Player.

1

Marantz Premium Series
In the long search for the perfect hi-fi, the
Marantz philosophy is simple: to maintain
the purity and integrity of the original
signal at all times. This, they believe, is the ,
only route to achieving true hi-fi sound
quality.
Premium series are built to respond to
the steepest signal attacks with incredible
speed and accuracy, so none of the
subtleties in the ebb and flow of the music
are lost. Neither is the scale of music or
truly massive sound stage.
Marantz has one of the finest design teams
in the world delivering
premium quality
at far less than
premium prices!

Select refinements from the balanced
single-ended Class Acircuits of the XA
series amplifiers have been incorporated
into several new X.5 series models,
significantly improving their subjective
performance while keeping the high
wer and reliability.
an
I
Pass Labs X350.5 and
equally sensational X1 two box pre-amp have just

The entire natural colour and dynamics; from
the thunder of aBosendorfer piano to the subtle
whisperings of aStradivarius are delivered with
startling precision.The air, space
and emotional content of
the recording come to life.
The actual air and physical
presence of the performing
artists are thus recreated
with uncanny palpable
realism.

Look out for these special codes on selected Hi Fi Products

Best Part- Exchange
"rices anywhere

(FREE) Shadow Audio
niewsletter

For full details of our extremely
comprehensive range of products, our

Send an email to info@shadowaudio.co.uk
with the words'ADD ME' as the subject
line and we will add you to our email
newsletter list. Simple !!

extensive used listing, links to reviews,
technical information and much more,
visit ww.shadowaudio.co.uk
See our classified listing at the back of
this magazine.

30- clay money

‘-•

back guarantee \

a lle
re

Shadow Newsletter coming soon!'

e

free rext day UK
delivery. Mon - Fri*

*subject to conditions
free mains
cord*

U

r

free intercnt
cable*

,
0

free pair of
speaker stands*

Mdntosh

, 1 A•

For more than 55 years, they have earned asupreme
reputation for performance and reliability. The
exceptional longevity of McIntosh products owes :o
adesign philosophy established with the very first
McIntosh amp: that every component will be created
with capacity so great that it will never be operated at or
near it.; stress point.

VERDICT
JungSon JA- 88D
"tune your system around this amplifier and
you'll get startling results_"
"..you have here before one of the best budget
audiophile buys in along time. Power, pace,
punch, clarity and insight -it has them ai - and
for just f899. Enough said."
David Price, HIFi World, May 2006
JungSonJA-88D Amplifier

McIntosh is one of our best selling brands and its easy
to hear why...

" classic, well- crafted,
and timeless - there
really is nothing quite
like a McIntosh"
IsoTek / Nordost Special Offers
On the following IsoTek/Nordost mains filtration
systems:
IsoTek NOVA ( new)
IsoTek -itan ( new)
IsoTek Sigmus ( NEW)

MiniMax Valve CD Player
'For what it costs, this player is no less
:han brilliant; it's afantastic'do-it-all'
Dackage that delivers swingeing body
JICWS tC all other machines here in tine

VERDICT

,
lbemeie

Eastern Electric M520

£ 1495

"So to the price; i
would have thought between £
and £3k to be about right, so at just £ 1295, then, this is
one exceptional value amplifier, in material terms. "

£995

IsoTek GIIMinisub
IsoTek GlISolus

£ 1695

QinPu A8000 MK II

"The balance between araw earthy sound and
refinement is extremely well judged, and there
can be few that could fail to warm to the Qinpu's
emotional and powerful response."

£545
£ 325

Nordost THOR

£ 1599

FREE delivery, FREE Isol8/1soTek mains cable worth
£49 and a30day money back guarantee*.

Dominic Todd, Hi Fi World, April 2006

Nordost THOR
The Nordost Thor is an
upgradeable solution to AC
mains power distribution.
By systematically improving
the quality of the input
and output power cords
the performance of the unit increases dramatically.
Upgrading through the range of Nordost cables,
utiliîing Shiva, Vishnu and Valhalla, prioritising the input
cable first will offer major performance enhancement,.
The THOR is astunning achievement.

GII Minisub

Titan

Sigmus ( NEW)

Nova

"In action, it's aterrifically musical amp,
painting asolid, authoritative sonic picture,
finessed by ahigh level of detail."

miff
SOUND AND VISION

1

WHAT Hi- Fl, Marcs 2006
Eastern Electric M520

VERDICT

With our experience, free expert advice, customer care and service - you can't go wrong!

3

4

New Web Site
Coming Soon!

Can't go the distance?
(30- day money back*)

For the last few months we have
been very hard at work building anew
web site, which is sure to make the same
impact in the Hi Fi Industry that our

Many customers would like to come and
see us but they are just to far away... the
solution: 30- day Money Back Scheme'

often very innovative advertising does.

While this scheme does not apply to all
products, it does apply to many new/
popular ones. Call or email us for more

Watch this space

*subject to conditions

,
0

11) 30-day money
back guarantee"

exa free next day UK
IF delivery. Mon - Fri*

o

free mains
cord*

e

free intercnt
cable*

e

free pair of
speaker stands

JAS Audio Loudspeakers

Manley Labs
Award-winning Products
The Manley Labs range has won so many awards
that there simply isn't enough room to list them
all here!
Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk or
www.manleylabs.com for further product
information. On each web site you can read the
many wonderful reviews from the most famous
reviewers and enthusiasts on the planet!
Manley Labs build products with alove and
passion that is nothing short of inspiring...
The end result? Hi Fi that really does stimulate
the senses!

Stingray

Can you buy abetter range of speakers even at twice
the price??
"In some ways it always feels more rewarding to
review aproduct that punches above its weight
and this is aspecial little speaker that sets aprice/
performance yardstick that is hard to beat"
Chris Thomas, JAS Orsa, HpFi+ Issue 42

JAS Audio have just introduced new models, all of
which are floorstanders. Orsus (£2,299), Orior Grand
(£2,995), Odin (£4,495) and the truly magnificent
Plato ( f13,995).
Twin ribbon tweeter technology gives you
electrostatic speed and transparency coupled
with ultra fast bass units for unheard levels of
depth/scale. Beautiful cabinets complete what are
astonishing loudspeakers.

(£1,895) - Integrated Amplifier
Using the brilliant EL84 tube for the output stage
means Stingray can be factory configured for
either 25 watts of TRIODE or 50 watts of Ultra
Linear mode push-pull operation. ( UL Mode is the
Standard Configuration.)

Orior Grand ( NEW)

Orsus ( NEW)

Odin (NEW)

This little amplifier swims with the sharks: fast,
agile, fluid, and with consummate authority.
Exceptional value for money, it should
definitely be added to
your short list if you are
looking for anew
valve integrated
amp.

0 •
Audio Zone
Audio Zone is aCanadian company, started in
2003 by George Tordai and Peter Daniel. The
luxury of being exposed to Hi Fi equipment
from 1960's to present day from almost every
manufacturer for the past 45 years does have
an effect in developing agood ear for sonic
signature. Good, bad and the ugly.

It is well crafted, nicely styled and has
performance beyond its price tag."
"Surely one of the most purposeful
integrateds on the market, this wonderful
alluring sounding amplifier is not all things
to all men - yet is all the better for it. "
Channa Vithana, Hi-AWorld, June 2006
AMP- 1Integrated Amplifier

The most important factor that became
apparent, they both love music and this
message is transferred beautifully across into
every Audio Zone product.
Four products are currently in the Audio Zone
line and each has won much praise around the
world: AMP- 1, DAC-1, PRE-T1 and AMP- 2mono
blocks.

VERD1CTeeee£
4 I4

1

SHADOW AUDIO BEST BUY
JAS Audio Super Tweeter (£ 649 pair)
Why change your speakers when you can
easily improve them at afraction of the cost
of anew pair.
Connect the JAS Audio Super Tweeter to you
existing speaker terminals and then place ead
unit on top of each speaker - that's it - simple!
Housed in abeautiful aluminium cylindrical
shape cabinet, each speaker weighs less than
21b. Using avey special twin-ribbon tweeter
with 1
00kHz frequency response it drama
improves soundstaging, clarity,
layering, openness, airiness
and resolution. Get ready to
discover and restore what up
until now has been missing
from your music!

Call Shadow Audio today on 01592 744 779 or email: info@shadowaudio.co.uk

44>ei
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50 MOST IMPORTANT
AUDIO PIONEERS
H

i- Fi News felt that the
occasion of our 50th

Anniversary was a
perfect opportunity to

honour the very people who gave
us the hobby about which we're
so passionate.
This saw John Borwick,
John Crabbe, Geoffrey Horn,

Hi-fi isn't solely about equipment. Far
more important are the people behind
the faceplates, the engineers, designers
and entrepreneurs who gave us our
hobby. Ken Kessler explains how we
settled on alist of the 50 top names

Keith Howard and Iconcoct
alist of over 80 names which

Transparents Karen Sumner

we eventually managed to

and the precious few others who

whittle down to 50. But every

fight the good ficht.

one of them deserves to be

*Influence' is the key

among the final tally. With very

word above all, especially in

How does one decide the
relative importance'? Imean,
Ray Dolby vs Peter W'alker?
Gilbert Briggs or David Hafler?
Complaints and omissions to the
usual address...

few exceptions, we ruled out

determining the final pecking

journalists and salespeople, who

order. While thiswitl upset

are, in the main, mere parasites.

their fan clubs, no-one can

with itchy mice, the original

dispute, forexample, that Peter

nominations also included A.C.

it wasn't for alack of trying.

Goldmark's invention of the LP

Barker, Rex Baldock,,James

Ishiwata, Ted Jordan, Harold

Let's just say that audio still

had greater impact on audio

Bongiorno, Bruce Brisson, Hugh

Leak, C.G. McProud, Bebo

holds little appeal for the distaff

than, say, Voigt's horn, or that

Brittain, H.A.M. Clark, Martin

Moroni, Etsuro Nakamichi,

side, but honourable mention

Armstrong's work with FM

Colloms, Sidney Corderman,

Yasuo Nakanishi, Harry Pearson,

goes to industry luminaries

radio is of greater mote than the

Norman Crowhurst, John

Jim Rogers, Harvey Rosenberg,

such as Kathy Gornik of Thiel,

founding of Monster Cable.

As for the absence of women,

To spare those of you

Curl, Dan D'Agostino, Tim De

the Shure Bothers, Sid Smith,

Paravicini, Laurie Finicham,

A.R. Sugden, Floyd Toole, J.

Edward Fowler, Ricardo

Walton, Roy Wellington, Kenneth

Franassovici, Roger Furness,

Wilkinson and Be Yamamura.

Julius Futterman, John Gilbert,

You can imagine the sheer

Gordon Gow, Sidney Harman,

torment of having to drop any

Thomas Henitz, F.V. Hunt, Ken

one of them.
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industry, whose most famous

0

IVOR TIEFENBRUN

product was itself agiant: the

Founder of Linn

corner- mounting Klipschorn

Possibly the most contentious name on the list, but Ivor Tiefenbrun

which used the corner itself

has also been influential ir the fullest sense of the word, though

as acontinuation of its folded

often nthe negative. In hawking his Linn LP12 turntable, he created

horn. His company survives

aTi.ndset that, to this day, affects the way hi-fi is demonstrated and

him, and still manufactures the

sotd; at the same time, he turned the bulk of the British audio press

Klipschorn 60 years on. (
KHI

imo abunch of brain- dead parrots. However, he insisted, rightly, that

O

the sound of asystem can never be better than the source signal, for

JAMES MOIR

the rest of the system will only amplify faults from the source. IKK/

Acoustician

Extraordinaire
Moir's main connections with
hi-fi are fourfold: 11 as a

0

AMAR BOSE

member of HFIV's original

Founder of Bose Corporation

advisory trio, 21 his 1958 book

Dr Amar Bose, Professor of Electrical Engineering at the

High Quality Sound Reproduction,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, found conventional

31 extensive review and

loudspeakers inadequate at reproducing the ambient sounds of

measurement work done for the

aconcert hall. He designed the 901 Direct/Reflecting speaker in

magazine and 41 the unstinting

1968, which remained popular for 25 years. He also researched

help he provided for the Audio

the i3coust cneeds of in- car stereo and ' lifestyle' systems giving

Engineering Society. Beyond that

full-range sound from ccmpact cabinets, his mini- satellites now the

there was abewildering range of

dominant format in compact home theatre systems. /
JB1

activities, spanning such matters
as hearing- aid assessment,
concert- hall measurements,

asliding low-pass filter for

its scia state equivalent, the

power- station insulation, and the

DICK BURWEN

removing hiss. He is now in the

Sequerra Model 1, which lives

design of artificial ears. IJC)

Audio processor maven

0

headlines again for his Burwen

on today as the DaySequerra.

In the early 1980s, before DSP

Bobcat digital enhancement

He even holds apatent for a

provided tools for cleaning up

software. (
KHI

miniature vacuum tube. IKKI

less-tnan-perfect sound, Dick
Burwen designed what are

RICHARD SEOUERRA

regarded as the best ana.egue

Designer of the world's

E!)

O

DOUG RIFE
Creator of MLSSA

Until Doug Rife created DRA

PAUL KLIPSCH
Inventor of the

Laboratories' Maximum- Length
Sequence System Analyser,

products of their type: the

finest tuners

Klipschorn and audio's

measuring loudspeakers'

— NE71)00

Sequerra was the brains behind

sharpest wit

acoustic behaviour had been

Transient Noise

Eliminator, which suppressed

the first true high- end FM tuner,

Irascible and irreverent, Paul

beyond small manufacturers

vinyl tcks and pops, and the

the Marantz 10B of the early

Klipsch was one of the giants

with limited technical resources,

DNF1201A Dynamic Noise Filter,

1960s. He followed the 10B with

of the fledgling post-WW2 hi-fi

and even further beyond most

0

JOHN BOWERS
Founder of B&W

Loudspeakers

John Bowers [ pictured centre]
pursued his researches into
loudspeaker design as asideline
to the retail shop run with
his partner Roy Wilkins. He
experimented with non-standard
drive units in the Pl speaker
hav:ng an ionic tweeter and the
07 using an arc of elect-estatic
tweeters on top of alarge bass
enclosure. In 1979, his 801
mon tor was adopted by EMI,
Decca and others.
He also created aResearch
Establishment housing 20
graduates and support staf to
produce asuccession of novel
desighs including the Nautilus
(1993) and Diamond Dome
tweeter 120051. DB1
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NOEL LEE
Head Monster and

founder of Monster Cable Inc.
Not the tiirst to adoress the
importance of cables, but the
first to understand how to sell it
beyond the confines of the audio
community, Noel Lee turned
speciay wire into acommodity.
-le registered his company
name back in 1978, and began
producing and selling his first
cables from his garage.
Monster Cable now turns over
more than the rest of the wire
makers combined. Detractors
don't realise that Lee is amusicloving audiophile to his marrow,
while his riva:s rarely admit they
owe him their homes and cars. If
we had adozen more Noel Lees,
high- end audio wouldn't be in
deep shit. IKKI

equipment reviewers. MLSSA

paid to DIY projects in recent

collaborated with Arthur Radford

principles, and which stir serve

Clanged all that by offering

years, and how he has put his

on ateatuie published in

as the basis for many derivative

affordable time- windowed,

older Pass Labs designs into

Wireless World in October 1965,

solutions to bass extraction from

quasi-anechoic measurement

the public domain. He is also

with the title ot 'A Non- resonant

small boxes to this day. (
CHI

capability to anyone with aPC

agreat communicator whose

Loudspeaker Enclosure Design'.

and measurement microphone.

restless sea -ch for new design

It promoted the virtues of the

MLSSA has helped develop

approaches is infectious. (
KHI

transmission- line method

Nee Author of audio

of back loading, extracting

textbooks

countless loudspeakers since its
introduction. (
KHI

O

gi A HARRY OLSON

ARTHUR R. BAILEY

realistic bass from manageable

Harry Ferdinand Olson was

Developer ol

enclosures. Radford, ° fv1C.

arguably the mid- 20th Certury's

JEAN HIRAGA

transmission- line speakers

IMF ano otner manufacturers

foremost expert on acoustics

Audio journalist famed

Dr. Bailey, alecturer at the

subsequently produced several

and sound reproduction with

Bradford Instnute of Technology,

speaixer designs using these

along list of achievements

for rocking the boat
A Frenchman of part- Japanese
origin, Jean Hiraga is an audio
journalist whose work over
the past 30 -plis years has

0

ARTHUR MEDLEY RADFORD
Director/Owner Radford Audio Ltd

had aS. gnificant influence on

Arthur Radford developed aparticular interest in transformers which

audiophiles nboth countr'es

lasted all his life, often jokingly remark that he was atranstormer

and elsewhere. An advocate

designer who dabbled in audio. Hi-fi interested him and he

cf valve amplifiers, ho -n

researched valve ampjfiers, in particular the design of trie output

loudspeakers and moving- coil

transformer which decided the overall performarce.

cartridges, he did mucn to

His amplifiers became leaders in their fie.d arid are cherished

re- popularise these ' obsolete'

to this day He is also remembered for designing loudspeakers in

technologies in the West. HFN

conjunction with A.R.Bailey. (
CHI

readers of acertain age will
particularly remember him for
his iconoclastic ' Can we hear
connecting wires?', published in
the August

0

977 issue. (
KHI

0

RAYMOND COOKE, OBE
Founder of KEF

Coming from aBBC background, via several years as technical

NELSON PASS

assistant to Gilbert Briggs at Wharfedale, Cooke launched his own

Legendary amplifier

company in 1961 with some expandec polystyrene non- circular

designer

flat- fronted drive- units which seemed to promise anew age. Indeed,

Nelson Pass first carre to

KEF's B1:39 bass driver later became ubiquitous, while its inventor's

audiophile attention with the

ideal of propery-researched manufacture led to huge success via a

Threshold Stasis 4004 of the

stream of high)/ regarded loudspeakers. Eventually, Cooke became

mid- 1970s. What makes him

in effect the British audio industry's spokesman. 00

unique is the attention he has
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discover
our
anniversary
peak : onsult ( 93 years)

accuphase ( 33 years)

leben ( 12 years)

nagra ( 55 years)

davinci audio labs ( 10 years)

siltech ( 23 years)

spectral ( 29 years)

viola audio laboratories ( 5years .
i

Participating Dealers
Aucio Republic
7E ,
Otley Road
Headingley
Leeds, LS6 4BA
Tel:: 01132 177294
email: ancrew.jules@virgin.net

The Audio Room
2 George Street
Hedon
Hull, HU12 8JH
Tel: 01482 891375
email: hifi@theaudioroom.co.uk

TI-se Audio ,Consultants
7 Comet House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston, Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA
Tel: 0118 981 9891
email: infoaaudioconsultants.co.uk

The Audio Works
14 Stoz.kport Road
Cheadle
Cheshire, SK8 2AA
Tel: 0161 4287887
email: larry@theauclioworks.co.uk

Grass Dance Audio
Crieff. PH7 4AB
01764 650 573
email: roderickbowers@grassdance.demon.co.uk
Hazlemere Audio
High Wycombe
Tel: 01494 865829
email: info@hazlemereaudio.co.uk
HMF Audio
London
Tel: 02084 065699
Mob: 07768 654088

(20 years)
C

IX. I . /
4 .)
1

UI
re% rnneit r‘
V

JK Distributor: R.T. Services was established in 1986

Tel: +44 ( 0) 1235 810 455 lFax: +44 (0) 1235 810 324

E-mail: info@rtsaudio.co.uk lWeb: www.rtsaudio.co.uk

Accuphase, DaVinci Audio Labs, Leben, Nagra, Peak Consult, Siltech, Spectral, Viola Audio Laboratories

to his name. In alifelong
association with the RCA
research department, he
wrote textbooks that became

o

GUY R. FOUNTAIN
Founder of Tanroy

Loudspeakers

standard works - including

Guy R. Fountain directed two

Applied Acoustics, Elements

ci .stinct lines of loudspeaker

of Acoustical Engineering and

development. He is best known

Musical Engineering. Elected

for his public address systems

to the National Academy of

wnere the name has become a

Sciences in 1959. Olson also

generic term ( even listed in the

received numerous industry and

Oxford Dictionary). The name

academic awards. [
KHI

Tannoy is an abbreviation of
tantalum alloy.

(s)

Equally famous in audio

BENJAMIN
BAUMZWEIGER
BAUER

circles is the Tannoy Dial

President of Columbia

having ahorn- loaded tweeter

Technology Centre, Stamford,

radiating into an expanding horn

Conn., USA

cut through the centre of the

Concentric loudspeaker ( 19461

After accumulating numerous

main magnet. Thus the bass

degrees in 1937 Benjamin

cone continues the horn flare

Baumzweiger Bauer joined

to produce apoint source at all

Shure, makers of pick-ups

frequencies.

and microphones. He became

The larger Tanrioy speakers

the company's Director of

became popular ir professional

Engineering and Vice President,

studios and remain cult items in

leaving in 1957 to join CBS

Japan to this day. LIB1

Laboratories. Baur's involvement
with microphones repeatedly
led him back to the record side

Prestige models received rave

on this and other matters found

more than 100 patents ( U.S. and

where he was responsible for

notices, while Grado has also

expression in various articles

foreign) for original research in

numerous improvements to

been granted personal nonours

and booklets. IJC)

the field of electronics. (
KK)

recording quality. IGHI

for his skill and integrity. OC)

e

O

G

ED

JOSEPH GRADO

Founder of Grado

N.H. SCOTT

H.A. HARTLEY
Term- coining

Founder of HH Scott, and

WILLIAM Z. JOHNSON
Founder of Audio

Reearch

awhole lot more

speaker- maker

Although the name ' Scott' no

William Zane Johnson, who

Entering audio manufacture via

Hartley ( whose name is

longer figures in the ranks of

started Audio Research

pick-up cartridges in 1953, and

sometimes coupled with Turner

high- end audio manufacture,

modifying others' products,

with abackground in

due to an early partnership) has

its past was illustrious, and

demonstrated in the mid- to- late

Laboratories

micro- engineering as a

two claims to fame: ( U invention

the brand fought against

1960s that solid-state was not

watchmaker, Grado devoted all

of the absorbent box- type

Marantz, Fisher and McIntosh

necessarily the godsend that
the propeller- heads felt it to

his resources to this one area,

enclosure he called the ' Borne .;

during the Golden Age of

and although aprestigious range

and 12) his jocular 1927 use of

Audio - the 1950s anc 1960s.

be. Persevering with tubes, his

of headphones would emerge

the expression ' high fidelity',

Scott himself invented the RC

company grew into abrand that

in later years, that disc- playing

which despite subsequent

Oscillator, the selectively tuned

has, for over 35 years, never

speciality allowed him to create

regrets then became universal.

RC circuit, various RC filters

relinquished its position among

and the modern sweep c:rcuit.

tie top 10 high- end brands.

astereo moving- coil device

The flared dr ver used in

whose descendants made

Hartley's Boffle featured an

He is perhaps best known for

More than any single individual,

record- playing history. Both the

extraordinarily compliant

inventing the Dynaural Dynamic

he kept valves alive. IKK)

non- moving- coil Signature and

suspension, while his tnoughts

Noise Suppressor, and held

ED

PAUL GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS HELMUTH VOIGT

ED

MICHAEL A. GERZON
Lectirer in

mathematics, Oxford
University

Owner/Director Voigt Patents Ltd

Michael Gerzon spent most of

Voigt's achievements in audio mainly occurred strictly before
the Hi Fi News era but such was his influence on this industry's

his short life researching in the

people and practices that it is impossible to leave him out.

field of acoustics. He produced

Designing for Erglish. Edison Bell aseries of unicise microphones,

many highly respected papers

toodspeakers, disc cutters and amplifiers (which incorporated

in subjects such as matrixing

negative feedback as early as 1921e) he had control of the complete

and ' with height' systems of

recording chain. In 1933, he started Voigt Patents, developing his

surround sound and investigated

Domestic Corner Horn loudspeaker which was generally accepted

human auditory perception.

as the best available; many are still in use. 1GH)

He became involved in 1975
with Peter FelLgett and the
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GOLDMUND
SWISS

MADE

Since it's foundation in 1978 Goldmund has dedicated its goal to the accurate reproduction of sound and image.
Extreme technology and mechanical precision are two fundamental components needed to achieve the successful,
accurate and unpolluted reproduction of original source material. Using no compromise in design ensures Goldmund
can manufacture the most advanced equipment, components that open the door to transparency, clarity,
timbre, dynamics and musicality. You move closer to the original performance, move closer to the music.
Welcome to aworld of new sensations, uniquely Goldmund.

symmetry

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Ambisonics system, leading to

and monographs on all these

the development of the famous

subjects remain standard

Soundfield Microphone which

references. BBC research was

could provide aset of signals

primarily directed at raising

capable of subsequent editing

sound quality performance

into numerous formats. IGHI

within the Corporation itself. This
all changed around 1975 with the

SPENCER HUGHES
Founder of Spendor

development of the bookshelf
LS3/5A monitoring loudspeaker.

Known as .Spen .,Hughes used

This was ideal for domestic use

this and ' Dor .[ from Dorothy,

where space was limited, and the

his wife's name) to name the

BBC licensed its manufacture

company he established in 1968

to companies including Rogers,

around the time he left the

Sperdor and Harbeth. OBI

BBC. He'd been involved there

ALEC REEVES OBE

with speaker design and was

Inventor of PCM

able to apply the experience to
production of the Spendor BC1.

Alec Reeves had nothing to

This became so popular it sold

do with high quality music

like hot cakes, qualifying it as

reproduction. When he patented

one of the most successful first

pulse code modulation in 1938, it

models' ever to come from a

was with telephony in mind. But

new audio firm. [
JO)

45 years later PCM was to have a

ED

profound influence on domestic

THOMAS STOCKHAM

audio through the introduction

Inventor of the

of CD. Today digital audio is

Soundstream digital recorder

everywhere, and mostly it stilt

Tom Stockham set up

relies on Reeves' coding system'.

Soundstream Inc in 1975 and

By the way, he also invented

launched the world's first

Oboe, the most accurate

commercial digital audio

bombing system of WW2. (
KHI

recorder in 1976. Based
on aHoneywell 16- track
instrumentation recorder and
running at asampling frequency

O

RICHARD HEYSER
Famous for thinking

outside the box

ALASTAIR ROBERTSON-AlKt4AN
Founder of SHE
Alastair Robertson-Aikman's SME [ Scale Model Equipment)
company produces precision parts for Rolls-Royce and others.

of 50kHz, it was used by Telarc

Although his day job was

In 1959 he designed his first pickup arrn which quickly earned

for its early digital recordings.

working on advanced aerospace

areputation as the best to date. Later models became pest-

Stockham did pioneering work

projects at the famous Jet

sellers, culminating in the Series VI/986). A range of nigh quality

on digital audio in the process,

Propulsion Laboratory in

turntables has increased the SME reputation for unique design

including using TPDF dither

Pasadena, Richard Heyser

and .mpeccable finish worldwide. The tcnearms, particularly the

years before its benefits became

still found time to immerse

3009, have set the standards for arm design for over / 0years. (./B)

widely known. ) KHI

himself in high- quality audio
and become one of its most

O

D.E.L. SHORTER

influential thinkers. A formidable

BBC research engineer

theoretician and inventor of

range moving- coil cutting

ARTHUR CHARLES
HADDY

heads. This led to FFRR discs
with range up to 12kHz; later

D.E.L. Shorter was for many

Time Delay Spectrometry,

years asenior engineer at the

he also strove to forge links

Chief Engineer, Recording

work enabled him to double

BBC Research Department,

between measurement and

Division, Decca Records

that. Post-war, he began the

investigating and supervising

the listening experience, and

At Decca, Arthur Noddy

development of stereo discs

projects in psychoacoustics,

wrote memorably penetrating

worked improvements to the

us ng his high frequency ability

room acoustics, microphones

loudspeaker reviews for the US

recording process, including the

far acarrier system but this

and loudspeakers. His papers

magazine Audio. (
KW

construction of wide frequency

system was rather impractical
so he reverted to Blumlein% idea

0

of using both sides of the record

J. ROBERT STUART

groove. He later cooperated with

Chairman and Technical Director of the Meridian Group

Western Electric in the USA to

Bob Stuart worked at Marconi Instruments where he acquired his

ensure that by 1958 the world

M.Sc., authoring at this time anumber of interesting designs in

used the same system. /
GM

Wireless World. Branching out as aconsultant, he fathered the
Lecson amplifiers and then joined with industrial designer Alien
Boothroyd to form Boothroyd Stuart Ltd. Together they started up
Meridian to make audio equipmeVnt. Latterly he became amember

O

RALPH WEST

Educative Reviewer

As alecturer in radio and related

of the DVD Forum and helped develop and promote the MLP

subjects, West coupled his

compression format for DVD-A. IGHI

teacning skills with an almost
instinctive grasp of electro -
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FREE YOURSELF.
FREE YOUR MUSIC

The world's first computer-free full spectrum room
correction system is here. In the new RCS 2.2 XP, Tact's
legendary room correction technology is now accessible
entirely from the front panel - no computer setup required.
Realize the power and versatility of Automatic Room
Correction: visit www.tactlab.com for more info on this
latest technological breakthrough from Tact Audio.

Reality check: It is a measurable fact that acoustic
room interactions contribute 30-40 percent to the
quality of the sound that actually reaches your ears,
regardless of how good your system is.
Your room is the greatest limiting factor in your home
audio.

RCS 2.2XP

RCS 2.2 XP

2006 - Stereotimes

The award-winning RCS 2.2 X

Editor% & Publishers Choice

got amakeover. It now features

Hall of Fame Award

Dynamic Room Correction &

RCS 2.2X

Automatic Room Correction. Anew

2004 - HiFi News
Best Amplification
Technology

Free your music: Automatic Room Correction is here.

Tad

DSP engine and board design give
you the ultimate tool to define
your listening experience.

www.tactlab.com

AUIDIO

O

PETER JAMES
WALKER, OBE

Owner/Director rhe

Acoustical Manufacturing Co
[QUAD]
Peter Walker started his
career in audio in 1936 with
the manufacture of amplifiers
for public address. Frustrated
by the limitatons of movingcol designs and : nspired by
Professor Hunt's 1953 book
Electroacoustics, he turned to
electrostatic principles. He
eventually produced the world's
first wide-rarge electrostatic
design and took it to market
in 1957.11 is on this unique
achievement the his fame
rests and his subsequent work
on later designs cont!nued until
his retiremert. (
GH)

(I) D.T.N. WILLIAMSON

in direct- disc recording,

acoustics. This enabled him to

perfcrmance, and yes, price tags.

design the Voigt-derived Decca

But above all, he made high- end

Corner Speaker in 1949, while

audio aspirational. Basically, he

Theo Williamson's early

with pioneer cutting machines

as HFIV's main loudspeaker

gave us respect. iKKI

en-iployment is not known but

and an unerding stream of

he had been acontributor

lacquer blanks. Intrigued

reviewer for 20 years from the

0

Industrial Scientist

eventually supplying the BBC

SAUL MARANTZ

to Wireless World in 1943

by groove behaviour, he

'The Father of High End

before joining trie Applications.

employed photomicrography

Audio'?

Laboratory of The Marconi/

to produce revelatory pictures

Starting an eponymous company

Osrarn valve factory at

cf the waveforms, and also of

J. GORDON HOLT

in 1952, Marantz produced a

Hammersmith, in 1944.1n his

stylus wear. These operations

Founder of Stereophile

contirual run of no- compromise

spare rime he worked on an

revealed

magazine

products at atime when the

amplifier design that defined the

deer in LP grooves, leading

Over adecade before

specialty audio industry was just

modern valve ampli fci. Wireless

to the manufacture of various

subjectivism hit the UK in

beginning. It is arguable that

World published the circuit in

Watts record- cleaning devices

the mid- 1970s, Gordon Holt

his line was the template for

May 1947 and it had an instant

— hence ' Dust Bug Cecil'. (
IC)

established Stereophile in the

h.gh-end systems. His first- ever

appeal worldw de, making

US, amagazine that was, in

pre- amp even included ar input

W lliamson widely known in

many respects, the precursor of

for TV sound - over 50 years

hi-fi circles. In 1948 ne left M/0

launch date, he was always
at pains to explain why things
sounded as they did. L/C]

0

EDWIN HOWARD
ARMSTRONG

the audio press we have today.

ago! Under his aegis, Marantz

and

Working as astaffer on High

produced so many classics that

cooperating with Peter Walker

It was Edwin Armstrong's

Fidelity, Holt became frustrated

we can only provide apartial

on his electrostatic project. IGHI

drive and technical prowess

that measurements didn't

list: the Model 70 pre- amp,

account for the differences he

which sold over 130,000 units,

heard, so he left to start his

the phenomenal Model 9power

own magazine, the first issue of

amp, the legendary Model 10B

which appeared in 1962 and is

tuner with oscilloscope. li<K1

still going strong. (
KHI

MARK LEVINSON
The only high- end name
known to non-audiophiles
At the cusp of the 1960s/1 970s,

(1)

oined

O

Ferranti in Scotland,

of unwanted

the! created high- quality

CECIL WATTS
Groove ConsuLtant

First

a

Pioneer of FM radio

pano tunar and

broadcasting. In July 1939, he
made the first FM broadcast
that proved the system's

dance band music an, Watts

superiority to AM. But FM radio

subsequently became involved

was to prove an albatross for

GILBERT BRIGGS

Founder of Wharfedale Wireless Works

A unique amalgam of manufacturer and audio propagandist, ' GAB'

Mark Levinson set the

first became known to most hi-fi enthus.asts via his ". 949 book

standards for nigh- end audio

Sound Reproduction. He'd been making loudspeakers since 1933,

by adding to what was geek-

but while cont nuing in that role into the 1960s, maraged to mount

targeted hardware the sort of

asuccession of popular live/recorded concerts and procuce atotal

panache and glamour normally

of 13 more audio- related books, inducing Loudspeaker: The Way and

associated with luxury goods

How of Good Reproduction and Audio Biographies. And .
twas all done

like cars or jewellery. He

w:th huge verve, aided by generous doses of Yorkshire wit. (
IC!

raised construction standards,
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11-1IEL

Thiel loudspeakers are world renowned for their high performance sound,
innovative engineering, stunning design and exquisite craftsmanship.
Since 1976 Thiel has directed it's efforts toward designing and manufacturing loudspeakers
that translate electronic information in to sound as accurately as possible, with the goal of
faithfully rendering all the tonal, spatial and dynamic information on the recording.
Thiel believe this approach is the only way to preserve all the sonic details,
both broad and subtle, characteristics that make listening to music so enjoyable.
We invite you to discover for yourself that, what other speaker companies do well,
Thiel does extraordinarily.

symmetry

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Armstrong, who found himself
mired in legal wrangling over it
with the mighty RCA. In January
1954 he jumped to his death
from his 13th- floor New York
apartment. ( KH)

0

PETER JAMES
BAXANDALL

Inventor of ' proper tone

controls'
PJB wrote many articles on
audio- related subjects, mainly
in Wireless World; rather naively,
he published in the October 1952
issue acircuit for which he will
be known to most readers: the
famous Baxandel Tone Control
Circuit. This was copied by many
manufacturers world-wide, who
produced tens of thousands of
units in total, for which he didn't
make apenny! In the BSRA
Journal of August and November
1951, he also published apair
of articles on transistor circuits
which were invaluable to valvetrained designers. 16/-11

0

PERCY WILSON
'A Man for all Sonic

Seasons'
A technical civil servant,
Wilson became involved
in sound reproduction as
amathematically inclined
hobbyist. Having in 1924

CD

STANLEY KELLY

Consulting engineer and designer

Stanley Kelly, after adistinguishec wartime career ir radar, designed numerous crystal cartridges and

contributed avital thesis on arm

other devices. He , nvented the flip- over stylus to play 78s or LPs. His norn-lcaded riboon tweeter - still

geometry to The Gramophone,

known as the Kelly ribbon tweet

he joined the magazine as

Kelly went on to produce complete loudspeaker systems ' or domestic, industrial and professional use.

its Technical Editor in 1953.

His reviews and other contributions to magazines were keenly read and his test laboratory featured

Wilson's probing mind had

many self- built devices. IJB)

--

set new guali:y standards arid was later manufactured by Decca.

also greatly illuminated horn
acoustics, and he threw himself
Company, repeating the formula

into becoming an authority on

of popular amps sold in both Kit

ambient sound from s:ereo

electronic versions of the pre-

and assembled form, at atime

recordings. Wide international

of marketing affordable kit ard

electric devices which had so

when component prices were

sales were reached fo- his !ell.

assembled hi-fi units. OBI

enthralled him in the 1920s.

high. His Dynaco amps electively

MkIPI and Stereo 70 amplifiers.

provided high- end sound for

The A-25 bookshelf loudspeaker,

DAVID HAFLER

the masses. He researched

designed nDenmark, became

Founder of Dynaco

surround sound and introduced

abest-setler. Before retiring,

the Quadaptor ovovide

Hager also set up the Hatter

08

David Hafler designed aseries

°

AVERY FISHER
Founder of Fisher

Electronics

Avery Fisher is best known as a
music- lover and philanthropist.

CD

The Philharmonic Hall at the

RAY DOLBY

Inventor of noise reduction and surround sound processes

Dr. Dolby, an American working in Britain, designed his Type A

Lincoln Center in New York, built
on the site of aformer Fisher
factory, was renamed the Avery

noise reduction system in 1966 to recuce the background hiss on

Fisher Hall in 1973 following a

professional tape recordings. Splitting the audio spectrum into four

generous donation His audio

bands and manipulating only the low-level signals made the system

career embraced significant

virtually inaudible. His simpler Dolby B system became an industry

improvemems in the design of

standard for domestic tape cassettes. He later concentrated on

amplifiers, tuners and speakers

improving film sound at the recording stage and in the cinema, witn

including the first transistor

Dolby 5.1 now the de facto standard for multi- channel playback. (
JB)

amplifier and the stereo radiophonograph. Regarded oy many
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The Best just got Better

New L.III INTEGRATED amp

STEREO amp *

24 bit / 192kHz CD player

*****
Kandy MkIll Integrated amplifier

Kandy Integrated amplifier

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIll CD
HI-FI CHOICE

WHAT Hl- FI? SOUND AND VISION Feb 2002

2Ce4 Awards

Kandy CD player, Amplifier & Speakers

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

,er

2003 Award.

Kandy MkIll integrated amplMer
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

et 2002 Award.

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier

Frw, St.,
p.11 2000

Kandy CD

nO3

Kandy CD

14 -KANDY

WHAT HI- FIT SOUND AND VISION , a,ch 2030

Free Sta,
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Free Star,
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Free Statrs
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

2003

Kandy MKIII integratee amplifier
(Ivy Sta,
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Roksan Audio Limited
www.roksan.co.uk

HEN_EY DESIGNS

Tel: 01235 511 166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

EDGAR
VILLCHUR
Founder of
Acoustic
Research
Edgar Villchur gained a
Masters in Education degree
at New York University and it
was there, while teaching in
1954, that ne discovered anew
design for loudspeakers.
In order to reproduce low
frequencies, dynamic speakers
at the time were both large and
boxy. Indeed, abass speaker
capable of a40Hz tone typically
stood 14ft tail - hardly asize
compatible with the domestic
listening environment.
Villchur came up with
the first comme r
cially viabe
air suspens on loudspeaker,
thereby offsetting stereo's
need for two sound- sources by
permitting hem to be small
without losing bass extension.
'Instead of making one mcre
attempt to Lnravel the Gordian
knot, Icut it,' was how he
described his approach.
This breakthrough launched
Acoustic Research ( An
where Villchuns suspended
belt- driven turntable joined
his compact speakers in
establishing the eventual hi-fi
norm. Vikhur also proved to
be amaster of explanation
when hiswritings on audio
basics were published as
Reproduction of Sound, stibl the
most intelligent and digestible
book on the subject. 00

as the first to market upscale

the Walkman - the first true

absurdly high value lor money.

on June 21, 1948. He had

aucio systems, his use of highest

high- quality pe sonal audio

The list above is all you need

achievec asix- fold increase in

quality components earned his

product that would slip into a

to know, but throw in working

playing time, compared with

prockrcts the name ' Rolls. Royce'

pocket. Controversially critical of

alongside Edgar Villchur at AR

the previous 78 rpm discs, both

of hi-fi. OBJ

the West, he also made Sony a

[see above), the virtual invention

by reducing the record speed

major force in the music industry

of the modern music centre with

and packing the grooves closer

AKIO MORITA

when it bought CBS Records in

KLH, projection TV for Advent,

together. An eight- foot stack of

Founder of Sony and

1988. (
KW

the world's best- sounding table

78s stood alongside a15in pite

top radios for KLH and again - a

of LPs to prove the point. A new

father of the Walkman
In

946, Akio Monta co-founded

the company which 12 yeas

HENRY KLOSS

lifetime later - with Tivoli, and

material callec Vinylite made

Co-fourder of

you're talking pure genius. IKKI

the finer grooves possible and
it also substantially reduced

later he renamed Sony. Under

KLH, Advent, Cambridge

his leadership it pioneered

SourdWorks, Tivoli etc

numerous new technologies,

It's ullikety that any i-idividual

in 1980 creating al entirely

started as many successful

Peter Goldmark introduced the

new product category when

companies in audio, all of which

33 1/
2 rpm long- play ( LP) record

he inspired development of

were noted for products of

at awell- staged demonstration

a)

PETER GOLDMARK
CBS Director of Research

surface lime. UBJ
So, who would you nominate in your
top 50 most influential people in audio?
Write to us at the usual address...
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The Reference Range
•\
Our upique combination of stateef-theart electronics and tuned hand-built sealed cabinets; for4s the user
the ultimate in sub-bass control. Deep and powerful enough for the most demanding movie so d-p:ack,
yet subtle, agile, fast, and accurate for the highest fidelity in music listening. It's just like being du. I`
Reference 100M1:11
Available in 8Real Wood Veneers (only 278x278x316mm)
Fully Microprocessor Controlled with DAMP 2nd Gen
4Memory user presets
Huge 10" driver.
OUTSTANDING VALUL!
More Features at this price point
than ever before.
Remote Control.
High Level Lead included.
Spikes included.

99.00

Reference 200
20,jatts, 10" driver.
Digita
ere.
Twin crossovers.
Remote Control

Reference 150 MkII
150 watts, 10" driver.
I
>
igitat Display.
Twin Crossovers.
Remote Control.
£499.00

Refe
ce IMkIll
250 scaUs 10" driver.
Twin Cnáiios.ers.
Digital Display.
Large fluted port.
Remote Coiltrol
£799.00

£3

Reference 800
800 watts, 18" Radial Driver.,
Twin Crossovers.
Digital Display.
Digital Power
Remote Control
£3000.00

Best Buy
20(12 _

AWA
2005
RDS
1=143
Best Buy ,
.

V:6• er m%en

-

Saux1
aid v
IN. wt.
nraluteg

Mum
3EST BUY
The Reference series is an awesome adjunct tccompliment the most discerning einemcia>sic sytem.r Massively engineered ultra
long-throw super-rigid sub-bass drivers of exquisite design and finish.
Add to this the battleship constuction, beautiful finish, and attention to the finest and smallest detail. which ensures the Reference
Series delivers adroit punch and solid slam — without the dreaded overhang — Highly Musical!

When subwoofers look and sound this good, there is truly no alternative.

www.mjacoustics.co.uk
01945 467770

100% UK Design
100% UK Manufactured
100% Hand Built
100% UK Dedication

Come and audition the line up at the
Heathrow HiFi News Show in September.
We would love to see you there!

TECHTALK

IN MY OPINION

Lessons from ahalf
century of sound
It was 50 years ago that the BBC gave us our first taste of
stereo radio and we could hear it without buying any new kit.
If only this example were followed today, says Barry Fox

A

'Plummy voiced
BBC presenters
told listeners how
to space their
radio and TV sets
a few feet apart
and sit facing the
pair for stereo'

lot of tomorrow's
mistakes could be
avoided oy looking back

at what happened yesterday.
That's why the Digital Radio
Mondiale consortium made the
same mistake as the BBC made
in

995, when promoting ahigh

quality DAB service when there
were no radios.
The BBC has , ust done it
again with HDTV, announcing

Original Sound in Cornwall and
specialises in digital restoration.
Brown identified the
recording as using Network 3
Radio for the left-hand channel
and BBC TV for the right. The
TV channel sounded poor and
was slightly late compared with
the radio channel. So he used
aSADiE Artemis editor to slide
the two channels into sync and
used CEDAR noise reduction to
clean up the tracks.

free reception of the World Cup
and Wimbledon in HD, when

MEGAPHONE

viewers must pay Sky or acable
company to receive the free

Brown listened to the content,

programmes - and very likely

deduced that the broadcast

not get the equipment instated

came from the Welsh Eisteddfod

until after the World Cup anc

and checked with the Llangollen
Eisteddfod organization to

Wimblecon have firished.

establish that the recording was
made in 1959, on July 3rd.

TESTING STEREO
The BBC has not always been

Says Brown: 'Although it's

sa clumsy. Flty years ago we

apparent that the recording was

were getting our first tastes of

ABOVE: BBC promoted DAB before kit existec; unlike stereo

made by direct connections,

VHF FM radio. It was mono only

VHF FM mono radio and the

mis -match between the radio

rather than placing mics in front

but sounded superb through a

other channel as TV mono.

and TV speakers.

of speakers, the TV channel

Last year afreelance

sounded inferior to the radio

decent empl fier and speakers.

Plummy voiced presenters told

The 40 5 - line TV system also

listeners how to space their

broadcast engineer in Liverpool

channel. When the image finally

used FM for its mono sound. In

radio and TV sets afew feet

bought a ' job- lot' of old tapes on

shifted into place it was quite

the late' 50s BBC engineers

apart and sit facing the pair.

eBay. One of the tapes contained

exciting!'

Because there was no digital

cooked up aneat way to test

arecording of astereo

stereo without anyone needing

processing involved the two

broadcast, made off- air onto 1
/
4in

to ouy anything new.

signals wee almost in sync.

tape at 3.75 ips. The engineer

The effect was stereo, albeit in

sussed what it was and gave

quality spoiled by audio

it to Mike Brown, who runs

The tests involved
transmkting one channe! by

I've heard the cleanup and it
sounds terrific.
'So as far as Iknow the BBC
does not have acopy,' says
Brown. ' I've tried several times
to contact BBC Archives via the

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

Treasure Hunt page on the BBC

MONO TO STEREO AT THE BBC

website but have not received
even an acknowledgement."
If you know of abetter way of

•The first all- electronic TV

•The first VHF FM mono radio started

using the German PAL system. Britain's

transmissions started from Alexandra

from Wrotham in May 1955

was the first olour TV service in Europe

getting through to them, which

Palace in November 1936.

•In 1958 the BBC started experimenting
with stereo broadcasts and 625 line TV

to be available.
•Radio 3started going stereo in July

doesn't involve going to Ealing

•Transmissions shut down in
September 1939, for World War Ii.

in the UHF band.

1966 - the PCM distribution network

window with amegaphone, I'd

•The TV service started up again in

•The first 625 line programme, BBC2,

was switchec on in 1972, bringing stereo

be happy to hear about it!'

June 1946, using the same VHF 405

began from Crystal Palace in April 1964.

to many regions ( except poor relations

line system.

•Colour TV kicked off in July 1967,

Scotland and Wales).

and standing outside their office

Over to you, BBC. CI
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COMPETITION

il

iteleet your
Destiny

in this month's competition we are proud to offer the
top- spec Destiny CD player and amplifier from Creek Audio,

together with classy Epos M12.2 loudspeakers, which
together complete aformidable music system worth E2980!
,ritish orand Creek
:ias been around for

T

with higa-perforrning but good

player and Destiny integrated

of Creek's longstanding aidio

value hi-fi comoonents. But

amplifier, each oriced at £ 1200,

25 years now, after

electronic engineeering within.

the brand also proved it could

'hese stylish un'ts nave all the

rtroducing the classic CAS

do high end if it wanted, as

engineering and build quality

,040 integrated amplifier back

demonstrated when it showed

you'd associated w th multi -

i-i1981. Over the years Creek

On the tP.st ber ch Paul Miller

the world ,ts Destiny series last

thousand pound oigh-end hi-fi,

has been aname associated

found the Dest ny CD player to

year. Comprising the Cestiny CD

and with the distilled knowledge

have exceedingly low distortion

STATE OF THE ART

figures in both trae midband
ano t-eole, less than 0.0005%,
whits the jitter was astateof-the-art 115picosezonds.
In both cases, this really
's as good as it gets.
It also stood out on
aresolution tes .,

EP>
\r
51WJ5
%NOV"

oso

v
D es1114 ,

cKji"
pc,vEl

New

020°
For more information ajout these fabulous prizes see: www.ueekaudio.corn & www.eposacoustics.com

CREEK/EPOS SYSTEM
YOU CAN WIN THIS SYSTEM!
• Destiny CD player
WORTH £ 1200 1
• Destiny integrated amplifier
WORTH £ 1200 1
• Epos M12.2 loudspeakers and stands
WORTH £ 580 1

showing accuracy to ± 0.1dB over

at different volume

afull 100dB dynamic range. The

Epos Acoustics is another

Destiny amplifier was no less

classic British btand, founded

impressive, exceeding its 100W

in 1983 and quic4y thereafter

pe channel rating and providing

earn ng areputation for its high-

useful burst power of up to

performanœ music monitors.

400W into low impedanc.e loads

The Epos M12.2, pr ced at

under dynamic conditions. Five

£450, is adevelopment of the

line- level inputs are included

highly popular 612 design, and

on the amp, plus another for a

features a 15Orrm bass/mid

tape or recording device, and

driver and 25mm ' Nightingale'

there's an option on an . nternal

aluminium dome tweeter.

phono stage that will ccpe with

Measuring Just 200 x375 x

moving- magnet and moving- coil

250mm, this conpact design

cartridges. The pre amo stage

is available in a: hoice of real

of the amp is unusual, offering

wood veneers, light cherry, dark

a 'purist' passive mode as well

cherry or black. A matching

as more typical active version,

set of Epos ST12 stands worth

the latter giving more consistent

£130 completes this unmissable

results with varying sources and

competitiori.

£2980

CREEK/EPOS SYSTEM PRIZE:
ENTRY FORM
Complete this entry form ( please answer all the questions) and
then send it in to: Creek/Epos System Competition,
Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must
arrive no later than Friday, 4Aug, 2006

IPlease answer the following three
questions:
1. The Destiny CD player was found to have extremely low
distortion when lab tested by HEN. But how low?
D 5%

D 05%

D 0.U05%

D < 00005°A

2. The Destiny amplifier offers aswitchable passive or active
pre- amp section, but what are the advantages of active
operation?
0 It gives you more buttons to play with
D More watts
0 Better consistency with different sources and volumes
D More purist operation
3. Epos M12.2 loudspeakers is adevelopment of aprevious
classic Epos design. But which one?
D ES25

DES22

D ES14

D ES12

Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime Tel
email

Competition rules
2006 11 The competrtron Is

l .,

to UK readers aged 18 and over.
, . nemployees of IPC Media.
lute Sounds or their agento.
is readers are not elrgrble to
•te 1
:
1
1there rs no cash or other
"

.',

ernatwe to the prrze offered. While
effort is made to ensure that
informaban regardIng the pnie s
at the lime of going to press.

.'
.'

..

Media cannot be held responsible
any errors or discrepancies. 61 The
will be selected shortly after the
'.ate and roll be contacted by
Ihe Editors decision will be final
binding and no correspondence wIl

Hi- Fr News magazine. published by
IPC Media. MI collect personal Information
To process your entry Would you like lo
recewe emails from
News magazine
and IPC containing news, special offers.
and product and service Information and
take part rn our magazine research wa
e- marl. If yes. please lick here CI •
Hr fi News magazrne and IPC would
like to contact you by post or telephone
to promote and ask your opinion on our
magannes and services Tick here if you
prefer not to hear from us LI
IPC may occasionally pass your

entered into The winner's name volt be
bed in the July 7006 issue of Hr- ti

details to carefully selected organisations
so they can contact you by telephone

61 ¡ he winner should be prepared

or post with regards to promoting
and researching their products and
services. Tick here if you prefer not to be
contacted.0

co-operate with publicrly arising as a
lt of winning the prize. 7) Entry to this
petition ¡ moires acceptance of the

um

Ail L
the property of IPC Media

m.

2116.111.. JIM
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LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)
0.

-

TTIM.

Bryston

Marantz
Wilson Benesch

Roksan

Chord

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey

qTry searching
LOOK at our website
LISTEè in our demo rooms

For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.
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35 High Street, New Malden,, Surrey KT3 4BY
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NAG RA

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

THE LONG, RICH
HISTORY OF NAGRA
Sturdy, reliable and abenchmark in both the studio and
at home, after more than 50 years a Nagra still tops any
audiophile's wish- list when it comes to recording sound

Nagra know-how has been
recognized by consumers as
well as audio professionals. The
company has received numerous
awards, including three Oscars®
and one Emmy®. More recently
the PL- Pand our Pyramid
Monoblock Amplifiers, have
received the Component Of The
Year ICOTY) award from Stereo
Sound magazine in Japan.
Nagra's support
embraces awide
array of
areas.

The 1997 PL- Ptube pre- amp was the
company's first consumer product

In 1992 Nagra went digital with this
fourtrack recorder dubbed the Nagra-D

Nagra hi-fi products are
designed and manufactured

It

by the same department of

records

skilled engineers, technicians
and mechanical experts that

the
International

since 1951 produced the best

Piano
Competition.

portable recorders in the
world. For Nagra, the first and

A

most important quality of hi-fi

atalent tank of future pianists,
some of the live concerts for

itself. The very frst Nagra
recorder, developed by Stefan

equipment and recorders is to
reproduce or record the exact

Claude Nobs personal archives
(festival president) and supports

Kudelski in 1951, simply called

the Montreux Jazz Overseas.

product of its long and rich

the Nagra, used tubes for its

message from the musicians.
That's why hi-fi is not aseparate

history. The PL- P, whose shape
and style was inspired by the

microphone pre- amplifier and

entity from recorders, they are

lmost ten years ago, in
1997, Nagra launched

the PL- Ptube preamplifier, the first consumer

History sometimes repeats

success from the public as well
as press and other prestigious

'Our future CD player, due this
Autumn, includes digital technology
developed for the Nagra-D'

hi-fi manufacturers. Today
the Nagra hi-fi range spans

aThorens turntable winding

both part of the professional

from DIA converter to various

spring mechanism to run the

audio division. This allows

amplification solutions, both

motors! Forty-six years later the
company started manufacturing

our products to benefit from

legendary Nagra IV- Sanalogue
recorder, has since enjoyed

tube and solid-state. This
autumn. Nagra will release a
long-awaited CD player.

products dedicated to the highend hi-fi market using tubes!

See www.nagraaudio.com.C1

TIMELINE
NAGRA
•
•

1968 the Nagra IV replaces the

•

Nagra III
1971 the SNN, subminiature
recorder designed for the CIA

55 years of know-how as well
as being aware of the latest
technological trends. This way,

1951 Stefan Kudelski builds
the first Nagra recorder

in 1960, is open to public sales
•

1983 Nagra develops the

lots of innovation and unique

lightest portable

'tricks used for decades in

video recorder with Ampex

our recorders are adapted and

•

used in our new products. For
instance, our future CD player,

1992 introduction of the
Nagra-D, afour- track digital
recorder

due for release this Autumn,

•

includes digital technology
developea for the Nagra-D, thu

•

worlds' best portable recorder

format

1997 introduction of the PL- P
tube pre- amplifier
1998 introduction of the VPA
845 tube amplifier

• 2005 introduction of the PMA
The Nagra IV appeared in 1968 and
allowed the use of 7in tape reels

and PSA pyramid amplifiers
• 2006 autumn, release of first
Nagra CD player
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for ultimate performance
NAGRA has been shaping audio history since 1951.
The high-end product range is tailored to the
same professional standards as the traditional
NAGRA recorders: at the pinnacle of sonic
performance.
Contact your NAGRA dealer for an unforgettable
listening experience.

PL-P and PL- Lpreamplifiers

9111111)
DAC converter

MPA amplifier

VPA tube amplifiers

MORA

PMA and PSA amplifiers

swiss made
www. nagraaudio.com

Ditsributor for United Kingdom:
www.rtsaudio.co.uk
R.T. Services tel: + 44 1235 810 455

fax: + 44 1235 810 324

Awarded the world's most
prestigious distinctions,
among them
3 Oscar and 1EMMY

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

LASER VINYL

The LT-2XRC laser turntable plays LPs,
singles and 78s to audiophile quality

noise. No contact also means
no wear on records.The removal
of physical contact allows the
lasers to concentrate on what
really matters: the sound.
With models starting from
£7700, the Laser Turntable is
definitely worth atest drive. For
more, see www.laser-vinyl.co.uk
or phone us on ( 0)7940 11 88 50
to arrange ahome audition.
New product in 2006: For
use with any turntable, the ELP
Declicker (£ 2010) removes clicks

.1•11b.

and pops as you play, and its

ALASER LEGEND

high- resolution 88Khz 24- bit
digital output makes it perfect
for vinyl-to-MP3 transcription.

No contact, no wear, no arm, no cartridge, just stunning
music from your LP collection - and it's all done with lasers.
Let Laser Vinyl let you in on one of audio's best- kept secrets

ir

he ELP Corporation has
been building and selling

1997 and has hand built and

might, however, oe forgiver

TIMELINE
LASER VINYL
•

e• -

Inc ( USA) to develop the laser

An inside link at the scanning head

•

1984 Robert N. Stark joins
Finial to design the high

that contrcls tie f•ve Laser beams

speed servo and analog signal

f••••,
o
o
o

1983 Robert E. Stoddard
established Finial Technology
Turntable

the Laser —urntable since

sold over 1000 machines. You

D

processing systems of the

*VD

Laser Turntable.

'It doesn't like dirty records!'

'

•

1989 CTI* Japan acquires all

for never having heard of it.

Weft neither do t. A ' rock on a

or maybe you have adim and

stick' does one thing the laser

rights to the Laser Turntable

can't: it pushes dust and dirt

from Finial company of the U.S.

••

distant memory of The Finial.
In Europe, at least, the fact that

conversion and amplify the

into the crevices of the track,

ELF had perfected the Laser

signal, from its m- m level.

while c-eating static to gather

Turntable, seems to oe one of
the best- kept secrets of the
audio market.
In 2003 an upgrade in sound
quality and the introduction of
remote control saw ELP divert its
attention from the sound archive

The LT-2XRC model has the
highest spec.fication and car

National Library of Canada

see the dirt as information rir d
•

'The removal of physical contact
allows the lasers to concentrate on
what really matters: the sound'

in the US towards the wider

play all record sizes up to 12in at

play it. Record cleanliness

audiophile market. Laser Vinyl

:3:3, 45 and 78 rpm. The LT-1PC

is therefore important. Once

Ltd, as its name suggests, was

plays everything most of us have:

cleaned there is of course no dirt

setup specificaly to retail these

7m, 1in anc 12in vinyl at both 33

in the crevices to dull the somnd

and 45 rpm.

and since the Laser creates no

*CT! becomes ELP in 1997
1991 Announcement of first
LT models Supplies LT- 1X to

yet more. The lasers, however,

kibranes and record collectors

ncredible machines in Europe.

•

1997 Comapny introduces new
models: full production- quality
machines

•

2001 Supplies LT-1XA to
The Library of Congress,
Washington, DC

•

2003 Introduces new models
with wireless remote control
and improved sound quality

•

2004 Laser Vinyl Ltd. created
specifically to represent
ELP Corporation in the UK

static, records stay clean.

While the machine controls

The Laser Turntable only

its low power, cool and harmress

pkays black vinyl, as the lasers

blue lasers, with aseries of

are tuned for black, so your

contact, no inertia problems and

mirrors, using oigitally controlled

picture discs and clear Black

no load induced speed regulation

servos, rest assured that the

Sabbath 12in singles won't play.

problems, there is simply rc

De- clicker. Based on mastering

light sensors produce an analog

Also, you may have heard that

rumble, wow, flutter or surface

studio technology, the

2006 ELP launches the

reduction, in real time, for any

it -eturns from the side of the
record groove. The ELP Laser

auditions
•

Declicker offers digital noise

signal directly from the laser as

Turntable output still requires

and Europe via home based

Witn no arm, no cartridge, no

For use withi all decks, the Declicker
remcves clicks and pops as you ) lay

make of turntable

aphono stage to perform RIM
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the Dawn of a
new Era

Only available at:
Stratford HiFi, Leamington
t"ouch Audio, Ashby de la Zouch
Audio Destination, Tiverton
Sevenoaks, Lincoln
Kronos Hi Fi. Dungannon

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs. 01235 511166. www.henleydesigns.co.uk. e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

SILTECH

AHISTORY OF
SILTECH CABLES

TIMELINE
SILTECH

1983 start of Siltech silver
cable. The name comes from
silver- technology.
1985 first export of pure
silver Siltech cables with

For over 22 years Siltech has set about creating the very best
in audio cables, each product boasting aunique combination
of cutting- edge technology with superb craftsmanship

first- generation pure silver
metallurgy
1989 Siltech pioneered and
invented the flat- ribbon
technology with expanded
extruded Teflon called the
FT- 12 loudspeaker cable
1990 exceptional review of
this FT- 12 by Martin Coltoms in
Hi Fi News
1992 Silted improves the
metallurgy by optimizing the
crystallography
1993 Siltech introduces
world's first gold cables, the
FTM-4 Gold and LS- 288 Gold
1997 Siltech pioneered world's
first silver- gold alloy cables
(Metal Generation 3 = G3I
1999 Siltech developed
world's first silver- gold wire
with double Kapton insulation
2000 100W single- triode
monoamplifier with silver- gold
hardwiring, solid silver- gold
terminals and silver- gold wired
output transformer
2001 Higher purity silver- gold
wire called G5
2002 Siltech invents amixed
metal technology of silver gold- copper for the MXT series

S

iltech was started by two
audio enthusiasts after

they finished university
in 1983. Their main objective

was the development of puresounding audio cables, later to
be followed by electronics under
the brandname of Sphinx. This
brand was sold in 1995 to enable
the couple to concentrate fully
on the design, development and
manufacturing of cables.
Since 1992 Edwin van der Kley
has led the company, bringing
with him afundamental desire
to investigate and analyse the
sonic properties of different

The Siltech laboratory uses
the latest precision equipment to
analyze from mic-oscopic to high
current signals of frequencies

From the Professional Series comes

2003 Best silver- gold

the New York interconnect - listen

metallurgy ever, introduced: G6

for impressive bass performance

used for Signature cables
2003 Siltech co- develops a
revolutionary wire twisting

'Siltech can analyse accurately the
fundamental behaviour of cables
before listening tests are started'
frcm DC up to 70GHz. Backed up

Today Siltech is asuccessful

machine with adjustable
laylength and unmatched
precision
2004 Siltech introduces
world's first silver- gold G5 wire
with PEEK insulation

by real-time magnetic analysis,
Siftech can analyse accurately
the fundamental behaviour of

specialised cable factory with ïi

2004 Siltech designed alow

passion for music, specialising

impedance amourphous wire

in audio cables and OEM

suitable for speakercable

audio, video and digital cables

manufacture.

2005 Siltech developed anew
siver-gold spade SSP005 with a
new fine- mold technique

before the extensive listening
tests are started.

2006 Siltech SATT: world's

materials. Hi-fi fascinated him
from an early age. Having had
both auniversity education in

first full re- crystallization
process on aterminated cable
2006 world's first super phono

electronics as well as in music

HMI Classic Mk 2digital

(classical clarinet), combining

cable, officially certified by

cable with partly amorphous

the HDMI organisation

wire ( Compass Lake Phono(

technical research with listening

I

tests came naturally.
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Put on apair of Ultrasone PROline 750 or PROline 2500 headphones with patented
S-LogicTm technology and you'll be immersed in an amazing 3D environment.
A world where decentralised speakers allow you to hear sounds coming at you from
all directions, perceive distance, pick up every chord, every note, every living breath.
www.ultrasoneuk.com

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

KEF

KEF HITS 45

As technologically innovative now as it was 45 years
ago, KEF prides itself on cutting- edge loudspeakers that
continue to redefine what's available at all price points

IlKEF®

F

market place.

with aflair for the unusual

1992 KEF Audio found itself

and controversial in terms of

equipped with new ideas, new

loudspeaker engineering, design

personalities and new products.

rom the very beginning
KEF was destined to
become acompany

and use of materials.
By 1973 the company

recognition of this important

Arevolution in your room. the new

Th i05: outstanding value, genuine

3000 home cinema speaker system

audiolhile son& and aslim cabinet

Under new ownership in

But the same philosophies
of solid enginee-ing from

-

was evolving the concept of

innovation to provide the finest

1961 Founding uf KEF

computer- assisted ' total system

quality product available at its

by Raymond Cook ( above)

design', at atime when the

particular price- point remained

1966 Company astablishes

world's first 4- bit microprocessor

firmly at the bed- rock.

relationship with BBC

was still in its infancy!

1969 Development of the

KEF's founding father,
Raymond Cooke, sadly died

Celeste, the first real small

growth world-wide followed,

during 1996, but with the

loudspeaker

peaking with amassive

knowledge that all, of his original

More than ten years of

970 Company wins Oueen's
Export Award

onslaught on the lucrative and
influential US market in 1985
with the setting up of KEF
Electronics of America. This

1973 First in the KEF
Reference 207: lucid, sweet and with a
state-of-the-arttitanium Hypertweeter

Reference Series
1975 ' Total system' concept

me.

1977 Model 105 released

was seen as the appropriate
and noble principles remained

1984 Launch of the Reference

intact, and would always do so

104/2 floorstander

The four cornerstones of

1985 Launch ol KEF in America

KEF's success over 45 years are

1988 Birth of Uni 0

quality, honesty, dedication and

1988 Firs: KEF custom

innovation. Read the full story at

installation speakers

www.ketcom/allhistory.asp.

1992 Under new ownership
1996 Death of Raymond Cook

KIT200 .DVD-based 5.1 digital instant
theatre in one, eye-catching package

2000 Launch of the KEF ' Egg'
2004 KIT 100 revealed
2005 Launch of the new 0
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'WOULD LIKE TO
SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FI NEWS AND CLAIM
MY 50% DISCOUNT
El UK 6- month Direct Debit: £ 12.84 Saving 50%
El 1year by eequeicredit card: £30.81 Saving 40%

Great reasons to subscribe:

Europe, annual subscription: €53.74 Saving 50%
Ili USA, annual subscription: $72.32 Saving 50%
E Rest of world, annual subscription: £45.21 Saving 50%
Complete this coupon and send with your payment to:
UK HI- F1 News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061,
Haywarcts Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3BR
(no stamp needed)

o.•
Hi Fi News Subscriptions, PO Box 272,
Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3BR, UK ( please
affix correct postage)

* Even more hi-fi value — now 13 issues ayear!
* FREE delivery by priority mail direct to your
door every month, anywhere in the world.
* No price increases during your initial
subscription period

YOUR DETAILS:
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* Our best ever subscription offer — half price!
Pay just £ 1.98 an issue

Forename.

* All the latest news, products and technical
features every month
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Address.
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Home tet:

If you woild like te tern etnails from Pi Fi News aid IPC containing news, special offers
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* Never miss an issue, stay up to date with all
the latest hi-fi news and reviews
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safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. 1
understand that this instruction may remain with
IPC Medra Lick and 1. so detais win be passed eleczyonically to my Bank ix Building Society.

Signature
II am over ill)

This guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that take
part in the Direct Debit scheme. The efficiency and security of the Scheme

Date

is monitored and protected by your own bank or building society. If the
amounts to be paid or the payment dates change, IPC Media will notify you
at least 10 days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise
agreed. If an error is made by IPC Media Ltd or your bank or building society,

HURRY! OFFER CLOSES 25TH AUGUST 2006

you are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the

table irae by
tL,K.4
,
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Debits can ONLY be paid through abank or building society. Your Direct Debit
price will stay the same for one year from the start date.
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ANNIVERSARY SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!

WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE

First published in 1956, HiFi News is the world's longest established audio
magazine. To celebrate 50 years of audio excellence, HiFi News is offering
you the chance to subscribe at half the price. Pay just £12.84 by convenient
direct debit every 6months or save 40% and pay just £ 0.81 for your 13
issues. Don't miss this amazing offer!

Hurry! Offer closes 25th 4ugust 2006

Call nowiente INi
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MEET THE EDITOR
OF HiFi

Yeti' s

•1956

f.‘

1982

1956

1965
04 '

1986 .2005

- .*

Five decades and just five editors, proof that editing hi-fi's best
magazine has bever been just ajob but apassion. So enjoy, as all five
offer an insight into their time in the hottest seat in hi-fi

L

ike many others,
Iwelcomed Miles
HensloWs brave decision

Hi -Fi News

bier^

to Launch ahi-fi magazine in
June 1956 the growth of high
fidelity as ahobby had begun
around 1948 with many exservicemen, like myself, keen to
combine their recently acquired
knowledge of electronics with
alove of music. But things took

'Miles always
left his editorial
until the very
last minute
-the messenger
waiting
downstairs'

several years b hot up.

MILES HENSLOW
EDITOR: 1956-1965

Ex- Hi Fi News
Technical Editor
John Borwick
remembers
Miles Henslow,
founder and first
editor of HFN

In the event, Miles timing

1956

was excellent. The first London
audio fair took place at the
Washington Hotel just two
months earlier, Gilbert Briggs

1958). What's more, the BBC

and sending it to the printer

of Wharfedale had given the first

had begun VHF/FM broadcasting

for typesetting and return. In

of his demonstrations of live-

in the previous year. All this

contrast to today's slick desktop

versus- recorded sound in the

produced arush of designs

publishing techniques our

Royal Festival Hall in 1954 and

for stereo tuners, then stereo

methods were primitive. Once

since 1953, the record industry

pickup cartridges, amplifiers and

the optimum number of pages

had gone over to stereo- tape

speakers lin pairs].

was decided for each issue,
by means of asliding scale

master recording. The fruits
of this were rumoured to be a

PAGE MAKE-UP

relating the number of editorial

new stereo LE' format [ major

A major monthly G.:,sk was

pages that could be ' paid for'

issues would begin in October

editing all the received copy .

by the expected number of
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advertisements, we got the

or change around articles,

handed me one glass and raised

printer to supply astapled

was frantically redoubled. I

which were shorter or longer

the other high saying, ' Let's

wrote large slabs of the new

'dummy' of blank pages. We

than planned. Last of all, Miles

drink to the new magazine, The

would then cut up proof copies of

mag, resorting to anumber of

habitually delayed sitting down

Tape Recorder. We've got about

the ads and editorial illustrations

pseudonyms - the funniest of

to write his editorial until the

ten days to get it out.'

which was 'Jack Forage'. Miles

and texts. The latter were

very last minute - with the

supplied as long galley proofs;
the diagrams and photographs

printer's messenger already

arrived as inch- thick blocks of
wood carrying metal images.
These were all allocated to

Iknew that he had been

was finishing the page makeup and called to me next door,

waiting downstairs. It was not

infuriated by the recent launch
of amagazine called Tape

unusual for some eleventh- hour

Recording. He hated the idea of

time?' As ajoke, Ireplied 'Jack

crisis to develop which meant

arival publication dealing with

Porridge', as areference to

that Ihad to travel out to the

audio matters, which until then

my Scottish background. Miles

'What shall we call you this

pages in the dummy and stuck

printer and supervise changes

had been an HFN monopoly.

into place using agrim

misheard me and translated

on the production line itself.

What Ididn't know at the time

'porridge' into'forage'.

jam-jar of wallpaper paste and
an equally mucky paintbrush.
We were always in amad

was that he'd consulted his

We both chased up BBC

THE TAPE RECORDER

solicitor to check that it was

colleagues to get the first Tape

Only afew weeks after Istarted

legally possible to bring out a

rush, being held up by late

Recorder into the shops for

work at HFN, Iarrived one

supply of articles, illustrations

morning to find Miles grinning

magazine with atitle so close to
that of the other.

published aHiFi Yearbook since

February 1959. Miles had also

or ads. Often Ihad to unpick

from ear to ear and holding a

pages if an extra ad turned up,

tray with abottle of champagne

of both magazines, and our

which had to go in regardless,

ingredient to the workload. He

and two glasses. He poured,

scramble to produce HFN

stepped down as editor in 1965.

hand, Ihad joined the crucial
first post-VVWII band of hi fiers. Then in 1951 the Royal

Ibecame Technical Editor

Hi-Fi News

Festival Hall opened and I
soon found myself attending
several concerts aweek. Also,
the silent microgroove LP disc
had arrived. But not yet stereo,
and to provide a spaciousness
more akin to that heard in the
concert hall, Ijoined others in
experimenting with reflected

JOHN CRABBE
EDITOR: 1965-1982

From contributor
to Editor and now
the magazine's
oldest ( and
wisest) voice,
JO explains
HFN's DIY roots

A

san incorrigible DIY
type, Iwas making my

own radios by the age

sound via upward- facing
speakers. This was happening
commercially, too, notably via

1956 and this added another

'The prime role
of HFN was to
serve and
educate DIY
folk.., new gear
then comprised
a mere dribble
by today's
standards'

Decca's Corner Speaker, but
most dramatically in one vast

features, which persuaded me to
take it more seriously, eventually

was arun of months without

Lowther scheme employing a
huge array of angled plate- glass

joining its team of contributors

builders or dabblers.

sheets. The LP was at the root of

and finally its staff.

something to engage the

all this, triggering agreat flurry

That was agreat moment,

of hi-fi activity which prompted

as work and hobby now became

This changed as people became

fresh manufacturers to take a

one, aconflation inclining me

more affluent and could afford

serious interest in supplying DIY

to believe that the magazine's

ready-made items, which in

components and ready-made

prime role was to serve and

aworld of mass production it

amps, tuners and speakers.

MORE AFFLUENT

educate DIY folk. It should of

was becoming steadily more

course also carry reviews of
WIRELESS WORLD

difficult to equal. Those endless

the better- recorded discs and

Crabbe articles about built-in

At that time the more technically

the latest equipment - though

concrete speakers would hardly

inclined enthusiasts regarded

new gear then comprised

generate great surges of reader

Wireless World as the prime

amere dribble by today's

of 13, and by 17/18 was keenly

interest today, and while my

source of magazine guidance,

standards. But as Isaw it,

quasi- constructional ' Touch of

involved with audio, building

and those with an urge to offer

HEN's central function was to

amps, mounting drive- units, and

Tilt' feature of July 1998 wasn't

their ideas in print saw it as the

provide constructional data and

playing with pickups.

completely ignored, in earlier

obvious medium to use. Thus

instructional support.

National Service then

despite the emergence of HiFi

This worked well in my early

times it would have produced an
avalance of enquiries.

intervened, following which I

News my own articles appeared

days, with issues becoming

met other enthusiasts ( c.1950),

for four more years in WW, with

noted for the DIY projects they

one of whom taught me to

fact that despite the latter-

HFN seeming little more than an

featured, not the equipment

make moving- coil pickups. So,

day dominance of equipment

irrelevant upstart. Until, that is,

reviewed. There were exceptions,

with acopy of Gilbert Briggs'

reports, the Editor hasn't so far

arespected colleague enthused

of course, although Iused to

Sound Reproduction always to

felt prompted to abandon the

over one of its constructional

feel very uneasy whenever there

mag's most ancient contributor.
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But Itake heart from the

• BM - 3 u MIG VW

HI-FI EDITOR,

II

nOctober1982 HFN/RR
acquired anew publisher,

frame and moved the equipment

Despite its teething problems,

reports to the centre of the

the sonic promise of the medium

Paul Messenger, and

magazine. If reviews were what

was that it would lead to new

anew editor, myself. Paul

readers most wanted,1would

approaches to amplifier and

guaranteed me aclean slate,

place them in the centre of the

loudspeaker design. Which it did.

editorially: as long as the

arch of content. Ironically, it

1resolved that HFN would ride

financial numbers improved I

was aJuly 1966 HFN review by

that wave for all it was worth.

could do what Ifelt necessary

John Crabbe of Ortofon's S 15TE

One casualty of that decision,

to makeover the grand old

moving- coil cartridge that was

which 1regret to this day, was to
replace the long- running ' Quality

lady of audio publishing into

the prototype for what Iwanted

amodern miss. Ihad already

to achieve with the magazine's

Monitor' feature with aCD

eliminated the yellow border in

equipment reviews. Yes, that

equivalent. If I'd had the space.

January 1982, but the first step

review featured measurements,

Iwould have continued doing

was to commission freelance

but they were not the point of the

both. But Ididn't.

graphic artist Paul Carpenter

review. Instead, they reinforced

to transform the look of the

and explained the subjective

There was alot of change
in ashort time, but the readers

magazine with anew logo and

findings in amanner that really

responded positively. By the

afresh interior design. Then,

only Martin Colloms in the early

spring of 1986, the magazine's

it was time to redesign the

1980s was equalling.

finances and circulation had
both risen considerably. I

content, to reject old dogma in
favour of material that mattered.
In place of the rather

CD ARRIVES
It \Nub

compact disc, launched

JA recalls 10
years, and nearly
750,000 words!

had alot more Iwanted to do
with HFN but fate stepped in
Iwrote numerous features and I

haphazard arrangement of

in the UK in the spring of 1983

the form of Larry Archibald,

content that had been the norm

that stimulated the resurgence

publisher and owner of the

interviewed over 60 composers,

since the beginning, Ifitted

of interest in what we were

small American magazine

engineers and musicians. The

each issue's content into an iron

beginning to call high- end audio.

Stereophile. Larry offered me

latter included flautist James

not only aclean editorial slate

Galway who, tired after a

but also the opportUnity to buy

hectic tour, dismissed all my

into the company that published

questions in 10 minutes with

Stereophile. It would have been

monosyllabic replies.

'It was time to
redesign the
content, to
reject old
dogma in favor
of material that
mattered'

11111MIAIVS
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On test:
4budget amps
5cassette decks
& R Combrid

Accura
Double- Blind Te

1982

I

My final review to appear in

May 16 1986, Ileft the magazine

HiFi News was of the KEF R107

that had come to occupy my life.

loudspeaker, in the July 1986
issue. The late Raymond Cooke,

A LOT OF WORDS

KEF's founder, subsequently told

In the 10 years to then, I

me he had read the review aloud

contributed to 116 issues,

to KEF employees. Iassume

offering nearly three-quarters

he meant it as acompliment!

of amillion words. Ireviewed

Looking back, it was one heck of

loudspeakers, amplifiers, CD

aride, and 50 years after it made

players, cartridges, headphones,

its debut, HiFi News is still one

accessories, and one turntable.

heck of amagazine.

But if the magazine lacked

Kessler. Since his 1984 American

tyou pick up amagazine
from five years ago, it will

colour, the content was vibrant.

odyssey when he'd visited

look pretty old-fashioned.

When 1arrived, the contributors'

almost every notable high- end

Pick up amagazine from 20

roster was simply extraordinary.

maker in a24- day marathon

years ago, and you are entering

With such luminaries as Barry

trip] Ken had become the leading

adifferent world!

Fox, Dr Malcolm Hawksford, Ben

reporter of the international

Duncan and Tony Faulkner on

high- end scene.

When I
joined HFN in 1986,
the magazine was almost

hand, we probed more deeply

entirely black and white, the

into the mysteries of audio

BITING CRITIQUES

pictures small and poorly

engineering and hi-fi perception

Angus McKenzie continued his

reproduced. In those days,

than any of our rivals.

popular rack) column until he

journalists often referred to

Through the late 1980s and

had to give it up for personal

photographs as ' smudges', and

early 1990s, Martin Colloms'

reasons in 1989. The slot was

it's easy to see why.

carefully- referenced group

taken over by ex- BBC local radio

tests and single- model reviews

newshound Trevor Butler. Later,

as something advertisers had to

charted the sometimes

the rad.o cudgels were taken up

pay for. So, apart from the cover,

painfully- slow development of

by another ex- BBC man, John

we were grudgingly allowed

CD player sound quality, and the

Nelson, whose biting critiques of

just three single colour pages

maturing of the ' high end'.

Birt and Birtism were ajoy.

Colour printing was regarded

The late ' 80s see
arelaunch, and
more colour...

folly to turn Larry down, so on

-and these were inconveniently
scattered through the magazine.

Our other chief high- end

Ialso enjoyed working on

reviewer was of course Ken

the HFN Test Disc II and Test
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Disc III compact discs, and on

with, and thanks to some great

covermount CDs. Iremember

designers and our excellent

one heart- stopping moment,

in-house photographers, the

though. About to go to press,

magazine started looking

having sold the issue into the

good. But amove to desktop

news trade on the basis of a

publishing was now overdue.

'I had the
satisfaction of
putting
together a
publication that
was uniquely
well endowed
with great
writing talents'

wonderful free CD from asmall
British record label. Imade a

DESK-TOP PUBLISHING

call to finalise some minor detail

Unfortunately, we had to endure

-only to be told by the label's

arather disastrous interim

big boss that the whole thing

phase first. From late 1993 we

was off! It turned out that the

supplied our pasted- galley paper

marketing man we'd dealt with

layouts to asmall third- party

didn't really have the authority

studio in the wilds of the West

we thought he had. We talked

Country, which used Apple Macs

our way through it in the end,

to make the pages up on- screen.

but this was asalutary reminder

The supplier could not cope,

very different company culture.

satisfaction of putting together

that, rather than dealing with a

and several issues were late

Unlike most of our previou;

apublication that was. Ithink,

simian subordinate, it's always

on the bookstalls over the next

managers, IPC had firm ideas

uniquely well endowed with

best to talk to the organ- grinder.

12 months. But at last, in 1994,

about editorial vision,

great writirg talents. Ifeel a

this nightmare ended when we

marketing and branding.

twinge of guilt at mentioning so

In the early 1990s, our
production system was still

took delivery of grey Apple Mac

archaic, editing typescripts

workstations.

with ared Biro and pasting- up

In 1999, Link House was

The bold and confident

few of them here. But having

relaunch we carried out in 2000

finally quit the editorial hot

would simply not have happeneci

seat, Ican only say it's astill a

layouts with Spraymount. We did

acquired by IPC. It soon became

under the ancien régime. For

pleasure tc be able to contribute

get more colour pages to play

clear that we were now part of a

nearly two decades Ihad the

to this great magazine.

and then the rest of the world).

EDITOR SINCE 2005

Steve Fairclough
looks to the
future of the UK's
oldest hi-fi title
in aworld where
computers and
the iPod rule

Harrison and Patrick Fraser who

century and Ifound myself being

Editor. What Ithink lias at he

are both bona Ide hi-fi nuts and

offered the opportunity to edit
HiFi News magazine.

heart of this is history and

can happily talk the hind legs off

quality, not least the quality

adonkey on any audio subject.

M

mother's old Bush

of hi-fi writing offered by the

As for the iPod? Well, any

and major disadvantages in

incomparable Kessler, the

such universally popular device

editing atitle that has along

deeply informed verdicts of

that gets more people listening

history but Ihave to say Iwas

Martin Colloms, the technical

to music ( digital or otherwise) is

already aware of these having

expertise of Keith Howard, and

afantastic opportunity for future

been Deputy Editor of Amateur

the enthusiasm and laboratory

purchases of hi-fi, provided iPod

Photographer (
now over 120

testing skills of Paul Miller.

years old) and Editor of Stamp

users are educated to appreciate
quality music reproduction.

Magazine (
now over 70). The

THE STAFF

major ' plus' is that you tend to

As well as the sum of the talents

Hi Fi News ai'ter ayear in

have afairly loyal ' fan base' of

of its freelancers much of tne

charge? Well. Ifirmly believe

readers who buy the magazine

strengtn of HiFi News also

that we should be proud of our

to feed their love of the subject.

comes from the abilities of its

past but prepared to focus our

The major disadvantage is that

staff. Iinclude my predecessor

energies on the future. Exactly

this very loyalty understandably

Steve Harris ( who remains an

what that future is will become

entitles readers to have strong

integral part of the team), as

clear in next month's issue...

So where does that leave

opinions about the magazine and
they can be very resistant to any
changes you make.
MASSIVE AFFECTION
Nowhere was this loyalty more

yearliest memories
of ' hi-fi' are using my

well as the duc of Andrew ' Harry'

be heartening news for any

There are huge advantages

STEVE FAIRCLOUGH

Ihave to say that this would

Fast forward aquarter of a

strongly represented than when
Ken Kessler and Iattended the
Consumer Electronics Show

turntable to play 45s and the

)CES) in Las Vegas last January
-there Idiscovered amassive

latest 12m singles from my

affection for HiFi News

favourite bands - the Stones,

from all around the world.

Genesis and U2 they were big

Indeed, it was transparently

in my homeland of Ireland well

clear that Hi Fi News has an

before they conquered England

iconic status worldwide.
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Atower of

STRENGTH?

ON TEST ATE', 30th
ennirteurg weak*,

Latest i
Pod
,
,,e‘sonet

HOME
ENTERTAINMENT

'There are huge
advantages
and major
disadvantages
in editing a
magazine
title that has a
long history'

W
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acoustics
-

Vienna Acoustics Grand Series
is an all-new range from this
premiere speaker house. Noted
for their rare combination
of dynamics, sweetness and
transparency; these lovely designs
build

upon

their

previous

offerings in every way. Grand
utilizes the finest Scandinavian
silk dome drivers, polymeric
bass and mid-bass drivers and
the highest quality crossover
components.
From crisp, clean veneers—a
Viennese hallmark—to sound
quality that is the foundation
of

their

carefully

crafted

reputation, these new Grand
offerings are lovely in every
sense of the wont.
Beethoven Concert Grand is
featured here in cool, elegant
maple. Other available finishes
include a warm cherry and
flawless piano black lacquer.
An

optional

hand-selected,

book- matched, rosewood is
also available.
Vienna Acoustics Grand Series
- beauty person:fled coupled
with sound quality that is
expensive, exquisire and refined.

Ra.
Exclusive Distributor of Vienna
Acoustics for Great Britain

et

North Road Bridgend Industrial Estate
Bridge

-:

CF31 3TP . UK

Tel: + 44 (
0)1656 768 777
Fax: - 44 ( 0)1656 766 093
www.rel.net

Just one reason.
...is all you need to visit this year's HiFi News Show and that's the
one piece of music that stirs your soul like no other.
MUSiC: This year's event is all about the real sound of music. Hearing your special song sound
exactly as the musicians heard it in the studio will forever change the way you feel about your passion.
Why not take your favourite piece of music to the Hi Fi News Show and ask one of the many exhibitors
to play it on their fantastic systems, allowing you to hear it as it was meant to be?

Vision: This year's Show also welcomes those who enjoy pictures with their sound. An area

is dedicated to home entertainment systems so you can almost feel what it would be like to dodge
swords in Gladiator or duck laser beams in Star Wars, courtesy of vivid, life- like images and stunning
surround sound.

Passion:

The Hi Fi News Show is about quality, passion and the
latest in technology. Whether you're into music, movies, radio or TV, we've
got arange of exhibitors and products that will quite simply alter the way
you'll enjoy entertainment at home or on the move. Your horizons will
expand immediately with your first experience of audio perfection and the
thrills derived from afavourite film will multiply when seen and heard
through the finest of home cinemas.
Don't miss the experience of sound and vision at its very best.

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
CLAM

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September

More FREE entertainment and value than ever before including:
Massive free to enter competitions • Fantastic live 50 years of hi-fi display •
Live music of different genres • Keynote speakers from the industry • Meet the Hi Fi News experts •
Technical AV demonstrations • O&A sessions with the biggest names in the industry •
Exclusive multi- channel cinema experience from DTS • System builder demonstrations and advice •

BRANDS EXHIBITING INCLUDE: Absolute Sounds, Absolute Studio, Acoustica, Acustica Applicata, Acoustic
Signature, AMR, Audia, Audio Analogue, Audio Research, Audio Valve, Audiocraft, AudioLab, Audiofreaks, Audion, Avalon, Avid
Hi Fi, Basis, BCD Engineering, Benz- Micro, Beyerdynamic, Blue Angel, Cardas, Clear Audio, conrad-johnson, Copland, Chord
Electronics, Crystal, darTZeel, DreamVision, Dwin, DIS., Dyer Audio, EAR/Yoshino, EAT Valves, Ecosse, Emilie, Envizio, Finite
Elemente, Fone, Gersham, GRAAF, Hanoi, Harmonix, Henley, HiDiamond, Hi Fi Furniture, Hi Fi News, HFN Accessories Club, IAG
Group, Jadis, Joenit, Karan Acoustics, Kingsound, Koetsu, Krell, Kuzma, Leema Acoustics, Lizard Wizard Audio, Luxman
Lyngdorf Audio, Magnum Dynalab, MartinLogan, McCormack, Metz, Merlin Loudspeakers, Mimetism, Mission, MJ Acoustics,
Monrio, Moth Group, Muse Electronics, Musical Fidelity, Naim, Nitty Gritty, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Oracle, Overkill,
Pathos, Perreaux, Pistol, PrimaLuna, Pro-Ject, Ouad, RPM Audio, Reimyo, Roksan, Select Audio, Sonus faber, Sounds 4
Enjoyment, Sounds of Music, Target, Theta, Townshend, Transparent, Triangle, Tri Planar, UKD, Unison Research, Van Den Hut,
Vienna Acoustics, Vifa, Visonik, WEGG, Wharfedale, Wilson Audio, Ypsilon, Yter, Landen Audio Systems...
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Celebrating 50 years of audio excellence
Hi Fi News: 1956-2006

•

Admission price: Adults £8.00, Children under 16 FREE

www.hifinewsshow.com

•
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7AeSilon STEf00 sinife
ended hy6rilmonolock
amplifiers.
The cfassica( architectural.
sfin 9 is
reminiscent of 'The 'Parthenon of [hell
native greece and the music they
recreate ir tru(y worthy of the
air.
7-he upsilon 'is arc a -)
Vonder,
perhaps Me Zighth "Wonder of Me
'More Since history has attached
superlatives to what are now inferior
products, a new vocahufary must he

created for upsilon. 'The ..S'Z'Tsoo i
foinedhy a matchinyeD 'Transport,
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2re--21mpfifier.
Consideryourrelfinvited-to experienci

ypsmagv; ROCKPORT
TECHNOLOGIES,
PURIST AUDIO
DESIGN and
HARMONIC
RESOLUTION SYSTEMS.
On demonstration at
..S.'OUNDS O'F MUS9C,
Cross in 7land Zeal Sussex.

To experience the
pinnacle of music
replay please call
01435 867438
or e-mail
Amadeusaudio@aol.co.uk

HARMONIC RESOLUTION SYSTEMS

MXR AUDIO STAND

Rockport
Technologies
and HRS are
now
available in
the U.K.
through

Amadeus
Audio

?Yeas° call 0(435 867438 to
rnae an aryniintinent.
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CLASSIC KIT

1983

1980

Over 50 years HiFi News has reviewed thousands
of new pieces of hi-fi. Some are enduring classics,
even if they weren't recognised as such. Come with
us on ajourney into sound, to see how they were
rated at the time...

«OM
Omornee
1987

1980

1980: NAD 3020
FIRST REVIEWED
ISSUE: JANUARY 1980
REVIEWER: MARTIN COLLOMS
PRODUCT PRICE AT
LAUNCH: f80
Lle•
A • nrcurd re,seit”dte

The humble NAD 3020 was tested as part of agroup of eight
amplifiers, including British pre/power units - the Quad 44/405
and Exposure 11111V Mk II. Most remarkable is the way the
panel, including Marianne ( Mrs. Colloms), John Atkinson,
Ivor Humphreys, Paul Benson and David Prâkel, collectively
scored the little NAD
the best when using
its line input...

9,

WHAT WE SAID....

CO

=PJ4T

Rarely does one
encounter anew product
such as the NAD 3020,
whose engineering concept is virtually
spot on and whose promotional
literature is both informative and well
written. Even more surprising is the
typical price quoted of around £80!
Meanwhile, the specification for this
unit is exhaustive and complies with the
new IHF procedure.
For example, the 3020 may be used
as acompetent pre- amp to
partner almost any size of
power amplifier.

OS

Eight amplifiers

Itc —ereel—mutrter.r..z.

While this amplifier is
rated at 13dB/W, POW1
the manufacturer's
claim for higher powers under transient
conditions was verified, and up to
16dB/W undistorted was available,
with continuous power levels at the
15.5dB/W level. An interesting feature
of the 'soft clip' facility was revealed by
the overload recovery time. At 30ms this
was poor in the conventional mode, due
to over,oad asymmetry in the power amp
output, but once the 'soft
clip' was engaged, the
recovery time was reduced
by afactor of 5.
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similar result was obtained, namely a0.45 range about a5.65 mean. In my opinion, these numerical judgements are sufficiently close
as to be of little consequence in estalhishing relative preferences for amplifier sound quality.
However, if one were to rely on the numerical scaling for the models on disc inputs only, aranking order is obtained with first BM,
then Quad, Sony, Rogers, SAE, Pioneer, Exposure and NAD, but this ranking is subsequently contradicted by the auxiliary input data
which offers NAB, followed by SAE, Pioneer, Rogers, Sony, Quad, Exposure and BGW: an almost perfect interchange of places!
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SOUND BITES!

The 'must- have' book on the history of hi-fi.
If you love hi-fi you'll love Sound Bites...
•50 yearsof Hi Fi News and hi-fi folklore
•Written by legeld3q hi-fi scribes Ken
Kessler and St3ve Harr:s
•Histories and ; nforsnation on classic ki .
•The most infor math/3 and entertaining
book on the hisltuy of he hi-fi business
ever written
•Stuffed full of ane:dotes, faithfully
recorded hi-fi histoty, and bags of
humour

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO MISS IT!
From the pubtishers of

Hi-FiNews
visit our web site for second hand listing

WHERE TO BUY SOUND BITES
SOJN0 BITES costs E14.99 from leading
3oeXshops. Please ouate ISBN 0-862%242-0
voi. san also order it by post, free of d&rx,
troll Black Books.
-el 01562 69296; fax: 01562 630592 o
-g:
to www.aarons-boaks.co.uk
You car order Sorc Bites online at
•www.amazon.co.wK
•www amus cdiect.com
•wwwhifiac:essoriesclub.com
The Hi Fi News Ac:essories Club can be
cont3cted at 01234 741152 or you can
e-mail your orders to:
salesfflnifiaccessoriesclub.com

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

coustic

a

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

Independent audio consultants

•

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

SCOTT
L-1ci Ico
t-sa I

•

densen b203

'ocal electra 1097te

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

nv,2,rt.n

°gam summit

10 .00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582 485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co u-

aucio reseaci . audioquest aloia b&w . beyer . blueroom . clearaudio copland . densen focal jm labs
grado . harman kardon . hutter. kef . koetsu . krell martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire roksan rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber .'beta traisparent audio . vibe . veiodyne . wilson audio
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CLASSIC KIT REVIEWS

‘1"

1983: NAN NAIT
FIRST REVIEWED
ISSUE: SEPTEMBER 1983
REVIEWER: MARTIN COLLOMS
PRODUCT PRICE AT
LAUNCH: £ 180

:ii ii

Naim Audio's amplifiers were already established as the
natural partner to Linn's turntable and loudspeakers. But
the emerging Flat Earth mentality meant that companies
Like Linn and Naim
were not always
best friends with
the hi-fi press of
the time..
3:17,"JUCIC.
Oro.

g.p,

MOM

911,

WHAT WE SAID....

i;

Understandably, circuit
information was absent
and the following details
are therefore based on my
internal examination of the unit.
Physicalty, the NW is constructed on
asingle printed circuit board, with the
high quatity, toroidal power transformer
chassis- mounted at apoint where the
minimum hum induction is produced.
The output stages draw power from
one dual rail unregulated supply (± 20V
approx) with the compact capacitors
audio grade 6500uF types.
Aseparately rectified supply feeds
the preamp section, with an integrated
circuit regulator to buffer the high gain
m-rn input section from
the line amplifier and
control section.
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Unite simply, this amplifier sounded great. I
cannot
remember having been so quickly convinced and
won over by such amodest integrated amp model
in the past. Matched against avery big field, which included some
dreadnoughts, the NAIT held its own, but before revealing exactly
how, perhaps I
should point out its weaknesses first. 4o input of
our early sample was completely noise-free, and afaint background
hum could be heard from the speakers, even at minimum volumes
and via all inputs. Likewise, volume settings in the last 10-20% of
rotation may be required with some sources, resulting in increased
hum, though not enough to cause any real disturbance to the
reproduction. The balance control was dismal, with
an imprecise feeling and poor action, and as the
centred balanced position is unmarked, this added to
the confusion.

HFN/RR had requested
areview sample of the
NAIT when rumours of
its conception surfaced, but lobbying
since then has failed to elicit apositive
response. There would appear to be
several reasons behind this apparent
noncooperation — Julian Vereker
(Iaim's designer and proprietor)
apparently feels that established
technical review formats do not
investigate what he considers to be
the real factors concerned in amplifier
subjective performance; and he would
like the NAIT's inevitable compromises
to be evaluated on apurely subjective
!oasis. That reviews are theoretically not
in the company's best interest is also
relevant: increased demand due to a
favourable review may upset production
planning and marketing
schedules.

3

CZ

Despite Mr Vereker's apparent reluctance to have
the NAIT measured, I
can see little to criticise at
the price, ( assuming the CH2 problem is solved
as promised). Continuous rated power has little meaning and in
practice the NAIT got louder than it has any right to!
This small simple amplifier achieves avery good sound at a
modest price - forget the specification, just listen to the music,
and if it will go loud enough with your chosen speaker
and cartridge, the results will bear comparison with
those from some of the industry's more respected
offerings lo date.
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1986: MERIDIAN MCD-PRO
ST REVIEWED
ISSUE: FEBRUARY 1986
REVIEWER: JOHN ATKINSON
PRODUCT PRICE AT
LAUNCH: [675

e
,

In 1986, just afew months before leaving HFN and moving
to the US to take pole position on Stereophile, Editor John
Atkinson gave athoughtful appraisal of Meridian's highlypriced, UK- tuned CD
player. Bear in mind, at
4111.111111.1111111111.11111111L.
£675, you could almost
have bought two Linn
Sondeks...
wog ,

WHAT WE SAID....

Hardly amonth goes
by without anew
'audiophile' CD player
being offered to the world's music
lovers. 'Audiophile' CD player: surely the
terms are mutually exclusive, any true
believer remaining loyal to black disc?
Well, many people believe that part of
the continuing problem with CO sound
—if there is aproblem, of course — is
that the main proponents of the system
are large corporations from whom they
wouldn't buy as simple apiece of kit as
an amp, let alone aCD player. Obviously
the way would then be open for small
companies, whose reputations depend
on of the sound quality of
their products, to plug the
resultant market gap.

CO

Did the PRO-MCD significantly change my lifestyle?
Did I
forswear vinyl? Did I
lose the right to wear my
HFN/RR Golden Ears badge with pride?
I'll pass by the answers to those questions. The most notable
attribute of the PRO-MCD sound was the absence of high frequency
nasties, an absence sufficiently marked that avisiting American
audiophile felt the sound to be ' mellow'. I
took that as high praise:
too often in hi-fi, aforward balance is mistaken for transparency
and over- bright high frequencies compared with those experienced
live taken for increased ' detail'. With each change of equipment
Ihave been striving for an increase in transparency without a
concomitant rise in HF; to keep the response flat but more nearly
approaching the quality of live high frequencies; to keep the speed
and attack also typical of real life without lapsing
into asoggy mess. The Meridian is 'mellow', yes, but
without aloss of high frequency detail or 'speed'.

I;

Broadly, the measured
performance is very
similar to the basic
MCD, differences being confined to the
fine detail. In particular, the levels of
ultrasonic spuriae were significantly
lower than the MCD.
Channel separation is also between
6-15dB better, probably reflecting the
better power supply arrangements.
In some areas, however, noise and
linearity, things were actually slightly
worse, presumably due to
the extra electronics in the
signal path, though Iwould
imagine this is irrelevant.

During the time the PRO-MCD was living in my home,
circumstances dictated that my record deck was out
of action. for three weeks, therefore, my tistening
was almost entirely devoted to CD via the Meridian machine.
And do you know, I
didn't miss the Linn as much as I
feared.
In fact, something must have been very right with the system as
on anumber of occasions I
found myself following one disc with
another with another, achain of musical association unbroken by
interruptions arising from dissatisfactions with the sound. (Audio
Research owners will be familiar with the phrase ' SP10 nights',)
The Meridian must therefore be doing something well, or at
least nothing particularly nasty, to give that degree of musical
enjoyment.
The only CD players 1have heard to rival the transparency of the
PRO- MCC have been the top Sonys, the ' 502 and ' 552/702, both of
which are more expensive ( one slightly, the other very much so).
Ihave to admit that areturn to the Linn was still welcome, but if
you put CEI sound quality uppermost and can live with the limited
facilities, this Meridian is for you. I
suspect that it will
be the first CD player to be regarded as a 'classic'.
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CLASSIC KIT RE

1987: LINN SONDEK1112
FIRST REVIEWED
ISSUE: NOVEMBER 1987
REVIEWER: PAUL MILLER
PRODUCT PRICE IN 1987:
LP12. £ 450, LVII: £ 399

Already around 15 years old in 1987, the venerable LP12 was
tested by Paul Miller as part of agroup that comprised the
Heybrook TT2, Omega Point Silver
and Alphason Sonata turntables. By
this stage in its life, it had already
been treated to Nirvana and
Valhalla upgrades, and was only
aLingo away from what Linn still
sells today...
1.1

OM

WHAT WE SAID....

CO

Fortunately, the religious
fervor surrounding
this particular piece
of engineering has declined in recent
years, but Linn's design remains an
archetypal blue- print for all today's
suspended-subchassis turntables...
The 4kg platter is machined from a
zinc-aluminium alloy cast and
undergoes some 12 stages of
preparation and finish to ensure that it
remains totally balanced when rotating.
This outer platter forms aprecise fit
with the sub- platter, however this latter
component is machined from an alloy
of marginally different density so that
transmission waves are
effectively damped by the
slight mistermination.
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Lab Report: As expected, both rumble and electrical
noise were at the limits of practical measurements.
What noise there was appeared to be centred on 10,
11 and 12Hz with acomplex drone at 22Hz, some 151113 lower. Peak
wow was alittle disappointing ( by Linn standards) at 0.105%. Ihe
fundamental wow modulation occured at 3Hz with atower 13Hz
flutter component resulting in apeak figure of 0.045%. The disc
impulse showed avery fast attenuation of the primary surface wave
with alittle low frequency 'float' due to the felt mat.
By contrast, the impulse energy of the Wok tonearm proved
alittle more lively. The seni-decoupled counterweight appeared
to ' break' at 270Hz while the maim bean held on
to acommendable 900Hz - the low- Qrise and fine
structure surrounding this peak is evidence of the
constrained damping at each end of the hollow tube..

33
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Linn's stancing Ittok
LVII tonearm has
also undergone many
minor 'tweaks' that have ensured
its competitiveness. However, the
underlying design remains unchanged
—asubtle combination of great
rigidity and controlled decoupling.
Evidence of this may be found in the
bonds between materials of slightly
different mechanical impedance, such
as the headshell/tube and tube/bearing
assembly... Furthermore, die to the
close proximity of the counterweight to
the stainless-steel bearings, it is the
rugged alloy neadshell that determines
much of the arm's inertia, and therefore
its effective mass. With avalue of
13.5g, it is best suited to the lower
compliance moving- coils, such as Linn's
own Troika, which has
an appropriate dynamic
compliance of some
12.3cu.

Si

Indeed, this great stability and preservation of
delicate notes was recognisable as ahallmark
throughout all recordings. The tactile quality and
realistic poise encountered at mid-frequencies was similar in some
respects to the Townshend Rock turntable ( reviewed September).
Inevitably, the tracking margins were compromised at higher
levels, whereupcn aslight ' fuzzy' distortion was introduced — of
course, the high frequency resonant structure of the arm will tend
to incur avery slight coarseness or hardness to the upper octaves
anyway. High level saxophone ( Sadao Watanabe or
Phil Woods) was aparticular culprit, and could result
in some momentary compression of the soundstage...
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REL has applied more than two
decades of experience in building
the finest sub- bass systems to
the all new R- SERIES.
Introducing R- SERIES
Beautiful: As always with REL,
finish quality is to the highest
standard with eight coats of
piano black lacquer creating a
mirror finish so deep, you'd
swear the paint is still wet.
Simple: By locating the
illuminated control panel forward
underneath the enclosure, system
tuning adjustments are far more
convenient to make. Athick
frosted glass security panel
prevents tampering once the
system is calibrated.
Performance: The new R- SERIES
starts at less than one cubic foot
(actually, just 11.5" per side) and
produce sound pressure levels
loud enough to frighten your
neighbours. Deep, concussive

R-505 shown. Also available R-305 and R-205

bass that is shockingly fast and
._,It

tactile makes the R- SERIES the
perfect partner to awide range

7
,
4„rbeikt
,•f

of quality loudspeakers, giving
you hi-fidelity, full range sound.
4

Experience the style,
quality and performance

—

ee)

-zez• •

REL R-SERIES has it all.

REL.Acoustics Ltd.
North Road . Bridgend Industrial Estate . Bridgend . CF31 3W. Great Britain
Telephone: + 44 (0)1656 768 777 . Fax: + 44 (0)1656 766 093
www.rel.net
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Want to know how to get on the level with alinear tracking arm? Or are
you at aloss over compression? Our team of experts are here to help...

On the level with Clearaudio linear arm
KEN KESSLER
US- born Ken

Q

some damage or the arm rails

to the platter by measuring the

Kessler is

Clearaudio Evolution turntable

and bearings are dirty, and/or

space from LP surface to arm
rail at both the lead-in and the

Ever since buying a

'the Hunter

with the original linear

if the cartridge down force is

S. Thompson

tracking arm, I've yet to en joy

insufficient.

of -11-fi'

playing afull side of an LP.

The arm often supplied on

run- out areas of an LP, using
an engineer's caliper or similar

and writes

My dealer set the turntable at

the Evolution was aL3- S, now

That then will give ahorizontal

exclusively on

agradient but Iargued that

discontinued. The current arms

LP surface and an equally
horizontal arm movement.

turntables are supposed to

have been heavily developed and

Senior Contriburting Editor.

fcr hiFi News as our

be flat. Ihave to get up and

improved since the early days

Watch ou: for answers with

keep skipping tracks as the

and Isuspect friction is alot

attitude'

cartridge gets stuck in the

lower This therefore allows the

use, which incidentally on mine,

grooves of the record. Help!

slope to be decreased and/set

has abubble position slightly

MK Cheah, Malaysia

my TO1 up as flat as 1can.

STEVE HARRIS
Steve Harris is

The best way ihave found is

the Consultant

A

Editor of Hi- Ft

Reference PR and Clearaudio

News and
edited the title

Note where the bubble is
now That is the reference point 1

to the left of centre, not to to
the right as would suggest a

first to aim for correct geometry,

downward sloping arm. Make

initially ignoring the bubble

sure the rails and bearings

user replies: 'Clearaudio says

level, and first checking the

are thoroughly clean. Now try

the difference in height from the

turntable itself is absolutely

playing arecord, increasing

between 1986

lead in to the lead out should be

dead level, then make sure the

down force until mis tracking is

and mid- 2005.

very sbght, maybe 1mm. That

arm rails are absolutely parallel

no longer apparent.

Dave Denyer, Audio

He has probably ' orgotten

would indicate to me abubble

more about hi-fi : han most

position only just to the right

of us can remember...

of centre (see right), although
again, this is assuming an exact

PAUL MILLER

tried this exactly as Clearaudio

the nventor of

suggested and it does play the

Ht Fi News lab

whole side of all but the most

test equipment

scratched LPs without skipping.

-tine QC
Suit?. - and
1

level of the turntable. 1have

Paul Miller is

is Technical

The trouble is 1can certainly
hear that the VTA is different
from one end of the side to the

Director cf tfte magazine.

other Hence Icannot accept

He's also awhizz at all

this as correct. Sure if you set

aspects or AV tecnnology.

these arms up to be parallel
to the LP surface they can be

L
.ANDREW

HARRISON
Andrew

prone to skipping, but only in
my experience if the LP has

:Setting aparallel tracking arm to track correctly

Harrison
_owed Hi Fi
News in 1998

Put ' em on The Market

as Technical
when launched in 1983, the price

e.cli -or and

Ihave apair of Celestion

Steve Harris replies: Quite

nas been

SL600 speakers that Iwant to

obviously, your first step should

of the Celestions was just £700/

Deputy Eoitor fo - the past

sell secondhand. How might I

be to advertise your speakers in

pair The SL600 apparently sold

five years. He's agoldmine

reach atarget market for these

the back of Hi -Fi News, which

particularly well in Japan, and the

items and how much might

will cost you amere £8.

speaker definitely has afollowing,

•of knowledge or high! fidelity

aulo and home
entertammert technology.

I.

they be worth? They were qu te

As to price, we've recently

so you will probably find abuyer

expensive when Ibought them

seen aLeicester- based dealer

fairly easily The big question is,

in the late 1980s.

offering apair of SL600s at £500.

do you have the matching stands

Tom, by email

This isn't bad considering that

for the speakers?'
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READER QUERIES

Each month the best tweak

Readers Tweaks
NI/ weigh ng scales

specialist amplifier

Given the price of

recently troke down.

stand. So instead of

supports : hese days it

Ken Kessler and Steve Harris that tells the

They were adesigner

throwing it away, I

might even be worth

history of hi-fi and HiFi News. You can

digital model originally

thought id try it under

gettirg scales for th s

email your ' top tweaks' to:

costing E.60 witlh a

my trusty old Leak Stereo

purpose alpne. And if you

hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com

t
-ansparemt glass base

20 amplifier. Suffice to

hearc no nprovemelt

or post them to our usual

and sprung feet in

say ' the difference wasn't

you'd have avital tool in

Croydon address marked

each corner, not really

subtle'. A great free

the battle against obesity.

so differert from an

tweak that works.

Roger Thomas, Amersham

tip wins acopy of the superb
book Sound Bites, worth £ 14.99, by

'Readers' Tweaks'.
sound
bites

At aLoss
Q

I've just ordered aSlim

Devices Squeezebox 3music
server. In your valued opinion.
which lossless codec offers the
best in sound quality?
Alan Bridgens, by email

A AH replies:

By its very

definition, lossless' means
that no information is being
irretrievably deleted from the

ABOVE: Slim Devices Squeezebox 3music server

original audio file; so if the
question was framed which

where Keith Howard found that

on the basis of player support and

you already use an iPod or iTunes,

lossless codec is most faithful

compression ratios offered by

compatibility with awide range of

for example, the Apple lossless

to the music', the answer ought

Apple, Microsoft, FLAC, Shorten,

source audio material. Since the

codec may be the more versatile

to be all of them! We looked at

Monkey's Audio and LPAC are

Squeezebox supports Apple and

choice, enabling you to use the

lossless compression in May

about the same 1iypically aound

Microsoft lossless codecs as well

same losslessly compressed files

2005 Kossless Leader, p921,

2:11, so decisions could be made

as FLAC, the choice is yours. If

on different

Musical Fidelity amp wanted!
Q

computers/players.

Transparent sound

amp that works with Musical

Q

wanted to know if you could

Fidelity and my Ruarks?

Alastair Robertson-Aikman's listening room which contained

help. Iam looking to buy

Paul Carpenter, Shen field

I'm very new to hi-fi and

aMusical Fidelity A3.2cr

Quite some time ago Iremember reading an article about

alarge number of Quad ESL- 63s behind acurtain made from
what in my ignorance Iterm ' sonically invisible .material.

power amp to go with my

A

A3.2cr pre- amp and A3.2cr

equivalent to the .A3.2cr is the

ESL- 63 elsewhere in the house), I'm thinking of doing the same

CD player. Ihave looked on

current A5 power amplifier,

for my system, which includes an SME 3009/11 arm and Garrard

eBay, etc, but can't locate

which Musical Fidelity's

401. Would you be able to tell me what the sonically- invisible

one. I'm running my system

Anthony Michaelson says is

material is and its source?

with Ruark Templars ( abit

far superior!

Leslie Holmes, Malaysia

KK replies: The closest

Having recently acquired aset of Quad 989 to displace my

old but they sound
good). If 1

A

can't find

type obtained from the firm Maison Henry Bertrand [England) Ltd,

the amp I

52 Holmes Road, London. NW5 2AB. Tel 020 7424 7000. Fax: 020

KK Replies: According to AR-A himself, the material is chiffon, a

want can you

7424 7001 But Iwould like to add that every time Ihave visited the

suggest an

SME Listening Room since its last re- fit - some ten occasions - the

alternative

system has been played with the curtains fully opened!

GOT ANY Hi -Fi QUESTIONS? WE CAN HELP YOU...
If you have any hi-fi query you can send e-mail your question to hi-finewsapcmedia.com and mark it ' Q&A'. Alternatively yu can
'snail mail' us to: Hi -Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street. Croydon CR9 1HZ. If you want apart cular expert to answer •
it please make this clear and we'll get it sent to them for ar answer. We regret that due to time pressures we can't a-fswer anytechnical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
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T0118 981 9891

the

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

audio

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Eloquent speakers...
...come and listen to what they have to say.

For
Gainu""
further
É7informat.
.b
.Coflident
,
on about
cFinal
any '
6of
O'oour
id products
• éaTc-please iisit
our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

ACCUPHASE • AESTHETIX • AUD10 ANALOGUE • AUDIO PHYSIC • AYRE ACOUSTICS • BENZ- MICRO • BRINKMANN • CARDAS
COINCIDENT
NORDOS -

DALI

ECLIPSE- TD

NOFTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE

STAX • STEREOVOX

CLEARAUDIO

ESOTERIC • FINAL » FUTUREGLASS • GAMJT • GRAND PRIX AUDIO • L
YRA » MONO PULSE • NAGRA
PASS LABS

PATHOS

SYSTEM AUDIO • THIEL • TRANSFIGURATION

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either M4lurction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parting outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

PEAK CONSULT • QUADRASPIRE

VELODYNE

7Comet House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

V.RTUAL DYNAMICS

SILTECH

SME • SPECTRAL

WHEST AUDIO

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:00
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
ow website: www.audioconsultants.co uk

INSIDEVIEW

IN MY OPINION

High Definition?
That's so last year
You may be pleased as punch with your new HD- ready plasma,
but JVC already has technology that may replace today's HD
television system altogether. Jon Thompson has the details

S

o, are you all ready for
HD? Well I'm afraid this

HD thing is so last year.
You might try and impress your

SD:768 x576
pixels

'You might try and
impress your friends with
your Quad HD system
(3840 x 2160), but even
that's not really
state-of-the-art. What you
really need is Ultra HD
(7680 x 4320)'

HD: 1920 x108C pixels

friends with your Quad HO
system ( 3840 x2160), but even
that's not really state-of-the-art.
What you really need is Ultra
HD ( 7680 x4320), previewed at
the NAB ( National Association
of Broadcasters) Show this year

OUAD HD: 3840 x2160 pixels

in Las Vegas. On this occ:asion,
JVC and state Japanese
broadcaster NHK, demorsttated
aproof of concept for atrue 8k
display system.
ABOVE: arough visual comparison of the different resolutions
TRUE 8K GLORY

offered by standard PAL television ( 768 x576) against HD, Quad

NHK had originally developed

HD and Ultra HD, the leter boasting 16x more pixels than HD

ULTRA HD: 7680 x4320 pixels

an 8k- capture camera,
but required JVC to build a
complementary projector to
deliver these images in true 8k
glory. By way of guilding the lily,
the pictures were then paired
with a22.2- channel surround

22.2 surround sound appeared
to be more of ag•mmick than
anything of real substance.
So now that you are sitting
comfortably with your new High

range of each microscopic pixel
was also called into question

BIOGRAPHY
Jon Thompson

unless technologies like SED
are utilised. Canon and Toshiba

Jon Thompson works in the film
industry as both aproducer and a

sound system. Several demo

Definition- ready plasma, I'm

are at the forefront here, but as
the first 20,000 units are going

sequences nad been shot with

bound to wonder how long it will

to the Beijing Olympics, don't

Digital film Supervisor. His company
is based in Soho, the heart of the

the 8k camera but the material

be before the industry moves to
Quad HD and then, somewhere

expect to see any real devices
until the end of 2007.

British Film industry, and is called the
'The Hat Factory'.

along the road, to Ultra HD.
Before this happens, there's

GAINING MOMENTUM

legend Dino De Laurentiis, include

was filled with tiny heac5.., but
the most impressive pa- twas

plenty of technology to crack.

Conventional HD is now being

Decameron: Angels & Virgins directed

For example. Ultra- HD also

that on each tiny head you could

demonstrated that producing

supported by HD-DVD which is
gaining momentum with titles

by David Leland and Behind the Mask:
Young Hannibal, the prequel to the

clearly distinguish, with pinpoint

the optical lens quality to
achieve the required resolution

including Million Dollar Baby, The

Silence of the Lambs series.

Last Samurai, Phantom of the

is incredibly hard. The dynamic

Opera 12004), Rumor Has It (
DVD/

that really blew the visitors away
included awide shot of acrowd
at afootball. match. The oictu-e

sharpness, anose, eyes and
mouth. By comparison, the

Current projects, with film

Jon has also worked on Cold
Mountain, Harry Potter and Tomb
Raider 2, not to mention many

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

independent films.
ULTRA HD
HO -OVO combo), Training Day,

While HD has apixel count of 2,073,600

hybrid that begins with filming using

red and the blue components, making

Full Metal Jacket and Un forgiven.

and Quad HD has apixel count ot
8,294,400, Ultra HD increases this to

a4:2:2 camera. The projector is really

this atrue 4:2:2 device. With an eye to
history- making, JVC was the first to

The new Superman movie is

two projectors in one. The first is an

33,177,600 pixels - 16x more than HD.
The JVC/NHE 8k projection system

Bk D- ILA projector that produces Bk of

demonstrate a4k projector, as well as

also going to be released on
HO -OVO while The Da Vinci

luminance on the green channel, while

being the first to demonstrate atrue 2k

Code and Spiderman 3, will

designed to deliver Ultra HD is atrue

asecond 4k D- ILA projector carries the

projector back in 2001.

emerge from studios supporting
Blu-ray instead. D
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Hi-Fi IN 2056
A

So, just what will we watching and
listening to in 50 years time and what
sort of equipment are we likely to find
in our homes and on our racks? Barry
Fox examines the technologies and
formats of the future for some clues

nycne can set themselves
up as afuturologist. Like
selling bulletoroof vests

anc nuclear fall out shelters,

which generate no complaints
because hey leave dissatisfied
customer; dead, its avery safe
gig. By the time afuturologist
has been proved wrong, he is

on what and how we will be

heavy royalties, designed : o
stop Chinese factories making
cheap players and stealing
market share from the ' old
school' companies in Japan
and Europe. DVD was also tied
up with regional coding to let
Hollywood go on staggering

probably dead.
But trying to speculate

DVD. The format was tied up in
atight licensing scheme with

10 years and be good for rep,Ar

lormat before the tape deck

the release of movies, and so

for several years after that.

spare parts run out. Eut the

avoid the need to print enough

Attempts to make us upgrade

watching and listening in 2056 is

borderline between consumer

reels of 35mm film fo service

and computer technology is

thousands of cinemas round the

blurring. That's the dilemma

world at the same time.

well worth ashot. Many people

from CD to DVD-Audio ano

tocay are still enjoying LPs, a

SACD failed miserably, just

system that was launched in

the current move to make us

for someone who just wants to

1948. We are getting cracking

replace DVD with blue laser

look, listen and enjoy.

as

DVD was initially slow to take
off because the ' old school'
players were expensive,

pictures by up- scaling the PAL

discs looks destined to flop. In

colour TV system that was

short, consumer entertainment

USEFUL FIX

region- coded and there were

started ir 1967.

formats that we chose over the

For my sins Ispend alot of time

pitifully few PAL movies to

next few years could stilt be

reading patents for inventions

watch in Europe.

around in 2056.

that electronics companies are

And plenty of audio ouffs are
avoiding tow- bit, rate DAB in

The same certainly cannot

favour of the same FM stereo
system that the BBC began

be said of computer- based

The Chinese steamed

Cevei.oping in their labs and are

in, completely ignored the

not ve lreacy to talk about. This

licence schemes and made

U.).79 çjttpr._S(2j_sIG
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ABOVE: Btu-ray and HO-DVD discs alongside

ABOVE: Deleted back catalogue will become

ABOVE: Despite current trenes, hardware

ABOVE: Now ' ear this! In the future,

Betamax, VHS, Video 2000, Hi- 8and

athing of the past as download services

in the future may take us back to the good

advances in both prosthetics ano materials

laserdisc media. The most competent format

such as iTones an hugely increased home

Fld days' with single- ,
:
unction devices that

science may allow audio - and visual

isr't always the will1er, and as formats ale

computer storage capacity mean consumers

don't rely on scftwate updat2s and the

-sources to be connected directly to the

sunerceded we risk losing archve material

will have access to anything at any timo

vulnerability to viruses this entails

listener's aural and opticlerves

broadcasting 50 years ago. We

formats. Just think of all these

gives me ausen_il fix on what

supermar ket player

have had CD for 25 years and

PC discs and tapes we can

new technologies and formes

unbelievably cheap.

look likely to have it for several

never again access because the

we are likely to be offered.

decades to come.

readout hardware and software

Although the computer
industry continually tries to

has long become obsolete
And let's hope that all tnose

Unfortunately I've also seen

were

The Chinese players also
hacked regional coding because

enough formats fail lo know that

the supermarkets did not want

the only safe advice is to expect

money- back demands from
customers who had been or

make us believe that anything

digital master recordings

the unexpected, and not assume

over five years old is fit only for
recycling, we expect aTV or

that Decca made with anow

that the best format will win.

audio system 10 last for at least

be transferred to amodern

defunct video tape system will

s thdt

For alesson on why tc
expect the unexpected, think

holiday to Orlando and bought
discs that did not play in the UK.
This double whammy - exactry
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the opposite of what the

becoming areality and over

recordings and movies should

industry had planned - gave the

the next decades download

ever become unavailable. They

the biggest challenge will be

industry exactly what it wanted.

speeds will increase, while

should - and will eventually -

delivering th power to do

DVD became the fastest- selling

hard disk and memory chip

become available for download;

everything on offer. Conventional

consumer electronics product

storage explodes in capacity and

for afee of course.

ever. Did anyone predict that

collapses in price.

scenario? Ithink not.
But even the dumbest

How hard disk capacity

My conviction prediction is
that the most seismic change

As portables get smarter

battery chemistry is fast running
out of room for improvement.
The most likely source of

increases and solid-state

in entertainment that comes

future power will be adose of

futurologist can predict that one

memory is made does not

from the internet will be an

tiny glass marbles, so small

blue laser system will have a

matter afig. What matters is

end to the dinosaur concept

that they flow like water, with

very hard job unseating the DVD
powerbase; and two systems

how the new higher capacity

of deleted back catalogue.

hydrogen and oxygen gas safely

stores will be used.

The idea of hunting through

trapped inside to create afuel

haven't aprayer.
From there flows apretty

One option is to push'. Once

record racks will become an

cell that is far more efficient

capacity becomes no object

unhappy memory. Everything

that any battery. Recharging will

safe but further out prediction.

the music companies and

will be available to anyone who

be by buying apacket of glass

The spread of electronic

movie studios can continually

is prepared to pay. Old discs

marble fuel.

cinema, with films delivered

download all their new releases

will still sell of course, but like

to your local Odeon by wire or

onto aserver store in the home,

antique furniture.

satellite, will happen slower

with the option to watch or

than predicted because the

listen to excerpts before clicking

and listening to all this

cost of avideo projector is still

'Yes' to buy. So we then get the

entertainment?

'There's a huge amount of research
going on into ways of coupling audio
direct to the optic nerves'
four times the cost of afilm

chance to browse without going

projector. But it will happen. As

to arecord store.

old cinemas go bust and new

The store will probably

So how will we be watching

There is already ahuge

Home and pocket computers
will switch on and off as quickly
as

today's dedicated CD players

because all the necessary
computer control software
will be stored in solid-state

amount of research going on

memory. Initially manufacturers

into ways of coupling audio

will jump on this as away

and video signals direct to

to offer one- box- does- it- all

the auditory and optic nerves.

instant- on devices that can be

This will restore sight and

programmed by broadband

hearing to some blind and deaf

or radio instructions to do all

people. There is no reason

manner of new things as soon

why it should not be used to

as these are dreamed up.

ones go electronic, we shall

be ahard disk in acupboard

inject entertainment direct into

see simultaneous releasing

under the stairs, distributing

humans around the house.

But after afew years users
will have suffered so much from

of all movies round the world.

its goodies around the house

Then there will be simultaneous

by wireless. All new houses will

be watching aflat panel screen

there will be apendulum swing

home video releasing too.

have repeater modules in the

and listening to loudspeakers,

back to the days when TV sets,

walls or doors to amplify and
NANO- TUBES

pass the signals from room to

Iiu ( ue5tion th,2n is how the

room. The likes of B&O will sell

entertainment will be released.

the modules for DIY fitting on a

Very possibly the absurd blue

wet weekend.

laser format war will kill off

But more likely we will still

viruses and upgrade bugs that

'The most likely source of power will
be a dose of tiny glass marbles, so
small that they flow like water'

No hard disk will ever

both formats. There will then

be large enough to store all

because it is ashared

radio receivers and disc players

be newer, higher- capacity

available music and movie

experience.

did one thing at the press of a

formats, based on ultra-violet

material, of course. At some

lasers, discs coated with nano-

stage some material will have

quality that has long been

tubes to channel the light,

to be deleted, to make room

available from light and

to be the good old days. Enjoy

and holographic imaging. All

for more. This is sometimes

comfortable headphones, the

them while Microsoft lets you.

are being patented. But by the

portrayed as the fatal flaw in

solitary listening experience

time they are ready the window

server storage. But intelligent

has never kicked speakers

who predict that music and

of opportunity for any mass-

auto- deletion, on ' first in, least

out of the home. Why should

video will merge, with all future

produced optical disc system

used, first out' basis will help

direct injection by implanted

entertainment offering achoice

electrodes change that?

of sound and pictures, and 14.1

may have closed. Nimbus has

After all, CDs and DVDs and

Despite the high sound

button, and did it well.
These may very well turn out

And beware futurologists

already stopped pressing CDs.

LPs take up an awful lot of shelf

Each is now burned to order.

space. Today we take stuff to a

FLEXIBLE FRIENDS

jumble sale for someone else

The biggest changes will be

grow us eyes that can watch

turned off the whole idea of

to store) and inevitably regret

in portable entertainment.

ascreen while we look at

going to ashop to hunt for a

some losses. In the future we

The ongoing development of

something else - like the road

factory- produced disc. Internet

shall delete and regret. The big

flexible, roll- up screens will

ahead. Nor will it change what

Consumers could soon be

surround. Fifty years of human
evolution will not be enough to

or wireless downloading

difference will be that the lost

finally let apocket set deliver

stereo pioneer Alan Blumlein

will take over from retail

material will be available for

large pictures. Developments

discovered in the 1930s. Two

distribution.

fresh download, at aprice.

in miniature phase- array digital

speakers take up less space

It is already possible to

speakers will let apocket device

than 15 and can create a

The iPod generation is of
course already well accustomed

download every patent ever

beam sound so tightly at the

magical spread of sound. And

to music downloading, video

published, from internet sites.

owner's ears that there will be

with eyes closed the pictures

downloading is already

It is absurd to think that music

no need for headphones.

always look better.
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HiFi 2000AD
In 1967, HFN writer Eric Robjohns looked into his crystal ball to
predict how the hi-fi landscape might appear in the year 2000.
Did he get it right? Here we print an abridged version of the original

W

at follows is
aforetaste of
what we might
reasonably

expect to occur in the field of
hi-fi up to the year 2000 AD.
First, the three years up to
1970 will probably not see any
revolutionary changes, apart
from the proposed extension
in the UK of VHF stereo radio
broadcasting to the Midlands
and North. But by 1970 or
shortly thereafter, men will
be landing on the Moon, and
the dawn of the true Space
Age will herald anew era of
international communications
which may include stereo radio
broadcasts relayed all over the
world via achain of satellites
circling the Earth in 24- hour
orbits. By 1980 the whole of
Britain and Europe will probably
be served by stereo VHF
transmissions using SHF links,
and it may be that occasional
'live stereo programmes will
be exchanged between world

120 dB or more at full power,
11.(erief
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including the BBC, via the relay
run, however, stereophonic
programmes will be exchanged
between countries on a

enough to enable indoor aerials
to be used in all but the most
difficult areas.
Speakers, too, will be largely
astandard product, possibly
with electrostatic mid- and
treble- range units and an ultrastiff bass unit. The speakers
will either be built into the walls
of the room, or, if moveable,
will be in * slim' enclosures not
unlike those of today but with
superior acoustic properties.
The long-playing disc of the
year 2000 will probably be only
7in in diameter and about half
the thickness of present-day
EPs; it might even be made of a
transparent plastic.
The grooves will probably
not be cut mechanically,
but instead will be cut by a
stereo' micro- laser' which
may enable cutting to be
carried out at double- speed
or even quadruple- speed.
The recording characteristic
may be flat from about 300

broadcasting authorities,
satellite chain. In the long

and FM sensitivity will be great

'The plastic material in which
records are pressed will embody a
tiny amount of radioactivity'

Hz upwards las in the days of
78's!); new plastic materials
with very silent surfaces should
make this possible., thus
reducing stylus accelerations
at high frequencies during

recorded tape basis, as are

reproduction.

mono programmes today,

hand, conventional AM

smaller devices) take over from

although it is likely that this

long- and medium- wave

valves, amplifiers in particular

exchange will be in agreatly

services are likely to be ' run

are going to get appreciably

in reproducing these disc's

The greatest problem

increased quantity. Colour

down', and may be discontinued

smaller, and also there will be

will be dust. Several means

TV will also parallel these

altogether, although a ' pop'

fewer differences between the

will be used to reduce

developments, and even this

music service for :motorists,

products of one manufacturer

this nuisance. The plastic

may eventually be enriched by

teenagers, and other users of

and those of another.

stereo sound. Programmes

small transistor portables is

such as the recent Our World,

likely to be maintained.

covering the entire world, in

Now as regards equipment

material in which the discs

Amplifiers will become to a

are pressed will embody a

large extent standardised, with

tiny amount of radioactivity,

fewer controls than at present,

and so will the stylus of the
best pickups, and this will

colour and perhaps with stereo

for receiving these broadcasts,

and there is no doubt that

sound as well, will become

and also for reproducing

tuner- amplifiers will rule the

have the effect of keeping the

commonplace and may well

tomorrow's discs and tapes,

roost by 1980, if not before, and

air in the immediate vicinity

take place every week by the

there is little doubt that the

these will have specifications

of the grooves and stylus in a

turn of the century.

future trend will be towards

far superior to those of today.

state of ionisation, and so will

two things: miniaturisation

The VHF band will become very

prevent tiny dust particles from

broadcasting will thus be well

and standardisation. As silicon

crowded and demand great

clogging the extremely fine

established; but, on the other

transistors ( and perhaps even

selectivity, S/N ratios witll be

grooves. •

Compatible stereo VHF
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"in ternis of dynamics. it
positively threatens to jump
off the rack. "
Positive Feedback

"what we have here is the
proverbial giant killer. "
Dave Clark
"the bass is solid, controlled
and ideally extended, creating
arock- solid floor for the
music. "
Sou ridstage

i'tu putting my money where
my mouth is and buying the
review sample. "
Positive Feedback

DK Design & LSA Loudspeakers

DK Design Signature Amplifier

LSA]. Statement Loudspeaker

SAVE £. 1,505 - SPECIAL PROMOTIONAL OFFER
DK Design and LSA products on there own
are products not to be taken lightly. Put them
together and you have the makings of a system
far greater than the sum of its parts. In essence
you have a system that will bring you closer to
your music than has ever been possible without
spending a huge sum of money. In fact spending
huge sums of money is no guarantee of an
exceptional system either!

metropolis music
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
tel: 01435 867 438
please call for additional
product information and
I
ilerature.

To celebrate this DK Design and LSA combination.
Metropolis Music and its Dealers will be running a
special promotional offer, which gives you not only
your dream system but a large saving as well.
This truly astonishing combination at £ 11.500 is
available at the special price of just £ 9995. That
is asaving of £ 1505. Call your nearest Dealer
(below) to arrange an audition now.

brands
Bladelius
Boulder
BAT
Copulare
DK Audio
Dynamic Precision
Hansen

dealers
Hovland
Innersound
Kharma
Lumley
Mastersound
Music Tools
Sourd Lab

Audio Images
Cloney Audio
Lintone Audio
Kronos Hi Fi
Rochester Hi Fi
Sounds of Music
Zouch Aucl ,c)

(t) 01502 582853
(t) (+ 353-1) 288-9449
(t) 0191 477 4167
(t) 028 8775 3606
(t) 01634 880 037
(t) 01435 865 212
(ft 01530 414 128

TOP 50 TEST
ALBUMS
From Bartok to the Beatles to an astonishing 1960s live recording
of Billy Cotton you'll want to rush out and rescue from the bargain
bins, our music reviewers trawl 50 years of music to bring you the
platters that matter when it comes to testing your system
ud..
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angel

you need not worry about zingati...

Please call for further information and to
receive abeautiful free full colour br ochure.

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk

We sell products that are
worth that tittle bit of extra
effort..
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channels. The pressings here

Smith Square, make avibrantly

had areputation for slightly

engaging sound with the lower

spicky surfaces but the presence

string parts adding acomic

isn't ouite there on the CD set

rhythmic counterbalance. Dry or

(which has the bonus of session

soggy? It depends on accurate

interchanges between producer

system setup.

TOP 50 ALBUMS

and composer).

DEBUSSY/
RAVEL

SCHUBERT
Piano Sonatas D6641784
Vladimir Ashkenazy

String Quartets

Decca SXL 6260

Guartetto Italiano

The late Angus McKenzie once

BARTOK

Philips SAL3643

told the pianist he should leave

String Quartets 3and 4

One of the most

Decca, as he found his LPs

Juilliard String Quartet

beautiful of all string quartet

over- modulated. Repeated

Cf3S 61119

recordings: virtual perfection!

chords in the finale of the A

With wrde-spaced mics this

Ricardo from UK importer

minor Sonata made this a

was newar easy to reproduce

Absolute Sounds borrowed

fearsome test for cartridges.

as cohesive. The finale of 4can

one cf my copies for the Hi -Fi

Origin Live's DC motor for the

also sound unbearably raucoJs.

Show some years back. Choice

LP1 2finally cleared the problem

With each

system upgrade,

between the maroon- label

for me: aclincher for the kit's

this 196:3 pressing has sounded

original and the PolyGram

effectiveness.

more ard more musical and

pressed reissue, 416 665-1 can

it's agreat test for stylus rake/

only be amatter of taste.

downforce adjustments.

Ashkenazy Schubert
1.1ungsnan molcKly
12 rye..

MAHLER

DO,
14,

Symphony 2Resurrection'
Harper, Watts, LSO and Ch/Georg Solti
Decca SET 325/6

CHRIS BREUNIG

A pressing to
assess timing
and arecording
to help assess
your stylus
rake... classical
music reviewer
Chris Breunig
brings you his
top 10 test LPs

The end puts colossal demands
on the cutting engineer and

Never released digitally, this

various recuts were made.

was aclever fusion of music

But my test was always the
spaced timpani at the start
of the third movement, with

and drama recorded separately,

°ECU

from 1975. Günter Her-manns

echoes flying around Kingsway.

STRAVINSKY

A lovely recreation of the hall's

The Firebird
LSO/Antal Dorati

BRAHMS
Piano Concerto 1

« .

Curzon/LSO/Szell
Speakers Corner SXL 5023

WAGNER

16038

The Golden Ring

Superb dynamics,

VPO/So(ti

timbral

Decca SXL 6421

soundstaging. The SOL reissue,

now superbly transferred by

/.

Speakers Corner. The slow

LER CMPHONY No.2

ResurreuL
Heather Harper NW Watts

movement preserves arare
degree of musical dedication

LONDON SYMPHONY GEORG SOLYI

and concemration where you

,

key figures in sound.

Mercury AMS

resolution and

A great recording often reissued,

was the engineer: one of DG's

this was asampler from the
ground- breaking Vienna Ring

though, was as good as the

production. It also included

original. Passably transferred to

Solti's lovely performance of the

digital ( when it greatly excited

Siegfried Idyll in chamber form.

former HFN publisher Paul

The Rheingold excerpt included

can hear both pedal noise Fort)

Messenger], it was relatively

two of the effects auciophiles

lhe pialo and vocalises from

disappointing as a 180gm

savour: Donner's hammer

both soloist and conductor. The

ambience. Solti's Chicago digital

audiophile LP reissue some

blow ( done on a 100 sq ft metal

acoust cadds alovely bloom.

remake came as aletdown,

years ago - let's hope Speakers

sheet) and the Rhinemaidens'

although it too appeared on LP.

Corner can do aproper job

subterranean acoustic.

BRITTEN

some day.

ROSSINI

War Requiem
WAR
REQUIEM

Vishnevskaya, Pears,

X01'P
Hee

String Sonatas 1-6

STRAVINSKY

ASMIF/Neville Marriner

The Soldier's Tale

Decca SET 252/3

Aigu ZRG 506 and 603

Sir John Gielgud, Tom

Solo singers,

Now subsumed

Courtenay Boston

LSO and Ch/Britten

eüe4 fliTIG

Chamber Players

chorus and boys' choir,

into Universal's Decca catalogue

orchestra plis aseparate

the Argo label was abyword for

chamber group - John

quality. Rossini's sonatas for

Nothing shows up timing/

Culshaw's masterly Kingsway

two violins, cello and double-

articulation defects in

Hall -ecording shows what

bass, here expanded to 17

loudspeakers or amplification

can be achieved with just two

players recorded at St John's

better than the spoken word.

DG 2530 609
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REVUE DU SON
DU F-CME CINEMA

"It is an extraordinary
turntable in many ways,
from the innovation of

EAR/Yoshino
Coombe Grove Farm
Ermine Way, Arrington
South Cambridge, SG8 OAL
Tel: 01223 208877
Fax: 01223 208761
www.ear-yoshino.com

its design to the gripping
clarity of its sound. "
"Make no mistake: this
is a high- resolution deck,
yet the music always
comes first - whatever
tonearm (tonearms) you

Master Disk Turntable

EDITOR'S CHOICE

111•FICHOICE /7
magnum /

choose."
Jason Kennedy, HFC Feb 06
Master Disk Turntable Review

a. Master Disk Turntable
b. Primary Drive Speaker System
c. 912 Professional Pre-amp
d. acute Valve CD Player

e,t

7
:14.14, le Pevbevvi,i,evi,

DAVID CHESKY

DEBUSSY

Area 31

12 Etudes

FeCKIE LEE JONES

Mitsuko Uchida

CheskySACD288
Combining jazz

Philips 464 698-2

and Spanish

Originally

urban influences

touted as a

in modern

new- technology
'128- times

orchestral music

oversamplecr

in an exciting way, composer
David Chesky's concertos for

recording in 1990, this is now

violin and flute also benefit

included in Philips ' 50 Great

here from Chesky Records'

Recordings'. Uchida's playing

fabulously live and natural

is wonderful, but there's also

RICKIE

sound - asound that's even

endless fascination in the sound

Rickie Lee Jones

fuller and deeper, perhaps even

as she pours torrents of notes

Warner 256 628

more musically involving on the

into the huge, reverberant space

It's agood thing CDs don't

SACO multichannel layer.

of Snape Maltings. A challenge

wear out. When you put on

for many systems.

'Easy Money', agood system is

LEE JONES

CHRISTINE
COLLISTER

HARRY JAMES

carry on listening to the next

Love

The King James Version

song, the magnificent ' Las:

Rega Research ENS 002 ( LP and CO)

Sheffield Lab LAB- 3 ( LP)

Chance Texaco'. The US CD

simply one which makes you

This purist

Jazz record sales

issue sounds quite dfferent and

recording was a

were at alow ebb

is worh tracking down. And the

labour of Love,

in 1976, but the

LP? Awhole * nother ball game.

Rega boss Roy

great swing- era
trumpeter and

Gandy setting out
to capture his favourite singer

leader Harry James was still

MOZART: PIANO
CONCERTOS NOS 20
AND 27

on acarefully- refurbished

fronting afantastic big band.

Studer A80 eight- track and a
custom mixing console built

Along with Thelma Houston's /
Got The Music In Me, surely the

Daniel Barenboim/English
Chamber Orchestra

by Rega chief engineer Terry

most successful of the original

EMI ASO 2465 ( LP]

Bateman. Whether or not CC is

Sheffield Lab direct cut discs.

Barerboim

your favourite singer too, it's a

It's OK on CD too.

recorded al, the

MOZART

concertos with

Clarinet Concerto K622

the ECO between

sonic trumph.

Mozart piano

Antony Michaelson/Michaetangeto

1967 and 1974. The results may

Chamber Orchestra

have divided the critics, but

Musical Fidelity MF 017 ( LP and CD)

the warm and lively genius of

You can't not be impressed by

Pie youthful Barenboim was

someone who can make music

superbly captured. You cou,d

as well as equipment to play it

(and should) by the CD box

on. In November 2003, Musical

set for only £ 19.99, but Istill

Fidelity boss Antony Michaelson

treasure the LPs.

took his clarinet to the Henry
Wood Hall to record this - with

ART PEPPER

Stereophile editor John Atkinson

Art Pepper Meets The Rhythm
Section

MILES DAVIS

as producer and Tony Faulkner

Kind of Blue

as engineer guaranteeing

Fantasy OJC 338

Sony 480410 2

audiophile cred. What's more,

.Il/C VICJ-61339

A predictable choice, maybe,

this recording is available on

but it had to be included. Sony's

good oU vinyl too.

three- track master tapes

Which jazz
masterpiece was
remastered to
the correct pitch
only to appear
five years later
with poorer
quality sound?
Steve Harris has
the answer...
ad hoc encounter that wound
up being adefining moment
in Pepper's career. It's now
out on 180g vinyl ( Analogue
Productions AAPJ 310), but even
my 1980s Boplicity LP, a
non- audiophile issue on
standard thin vi-ryl, wiped the
floor with the CDs.

JENNIFER WARNES
Famous Blue Raincoat

much- publicised remastering of
1992 from the original

ure, sinnple, uncluttered, this
1957 -ecording captHred an

STEVE HARRIS

-OP

s.

Classic Records ( Rock The House) RTHCD 5052
Another disc that chose itself,

corrected the speed ( pitch) on

from 1989. It's hard to beat

the first three tracks for this

the opener 'zirst We Take

gold iMasterSound .series

Manhattan', driving, heavily-

release. The 1997 Columbia

produced but vibrant with its

Legacy issue ECK 649351 added

full-bodied mix spiced up by

an alternate take of ' Flamenco

Stevie Ray Vaugnan on guitar.

Sketches' but absolutely threw

If you're system's not working

away the sound quality.

well, it can sound like araucous
mess. Be Warned
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audio analogue
audio research
avalan
bauer audio
copland
dps turntables
dream vision
ecs
epos
focal
grado
harmonic
hyperion
jadis
¡as audio
koetsu
krell
lavardin
magnum dynalab
martin logan
martensen
myryad
opera

Only if you have never seen the DPS will you
not know that this is the neatest and most
understated of all high performance record
players.

DPS
rid * sec
upon excess; it doe,
not rely on heavy
engineering
but
upon the subtle and
clever solutions of its
designer and maker,
Willi Bctuer.

DPS3 employs the same motor as the DPS2
but with aunique true three phase supply
giving the smoothest torque delivery available.
DPS and DPS2 can be upgraded to DPS3.

pathos
prima luna
cled
roksan
shanling
sonace
sonus faber
stands unique
stax
sugden
sunfire
sterling broadcast
stratton furniture
theta
townshend
transparent
unison research
vivid audio
wadia
wilson audio
& many more...

Gui for

bauer audio

io

demonstiotions by appointment
new & used high-end audio
informative web site

Models (exc tonearm):
DPS2 / DPS3
Ask about the special, near
legendary Shroeder tonearm
option.

sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577

HOME
ENTERTAINMEIE)T
SHOW
Joiri my et 'the nome {41-erTommee

Zemeteeence MaInckteeter ttc
21-22 October zoo&
-f-or nli Th intuit iii hi-{4 + home

Practical Hi -Fi Obsessive about hi-fi.

astigloi

4.1.1ioste-eetertminment-ehcw. CeN,

www.practicalheco.uk

Knowsley st

hc›.4

65 Bridge Street

88 Bridge Street

43 Friargate

81 Whitegate Drive

33/35

Manchester

Warrington
WA1 2RF

Blackpool
FY3 9DA

Bolton
BL1 2AS

Lancaster

M3 3BQ

Preston
PR1 2AT

0161 839 8869

01925 632179

01772 883958

01253 300599

01204 395789

01524 39657

84 Penny St
LAI IXN

TOP 50 ALBUMS
BILL HALEY & HIS
COMETS
Shake Rattle And Roll
Decca 1954 01.5560
Looking for
the album
that started
rock'n'roll? Here
it is. Ayear before
either rock's real father, Chuck
Berry, or the vanilla rocker Elvis

poets released an album with
near- zero production values and
little discernable musical talent
but loads of profanity, obscenity,

THE WAILERS
Catch AFire
Island 1973 9241
Long before

undisguised drug references

•Bob Marley and'

and acouple of William Blake

was prefixed

poems for good measure. They

to their name,

make the Sex Pistols look like
The Teletubt3ies.
MOB DYLAN HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED

The Wailers
were Jamaica's top band.
Then Johnny Nash's cover of
Marley's composition ' Stir It

Presley scored their first hits,

Up' became an international

the seminal ' Rock Around The

smash, and Island Records

Clock was tucked away in the

cashed in, signing The Wailers

middle of this vibrant eight- song

and releasing the world's

10in long player. Still sounds

first crossover reggae album.

great today.

Arguably, they never made a
better one.

iga Tile winierru_Es

NC4ireICAW

rxzirap
ariCarai

WrarAP

KRAFTWERK

BOB DYLAN

Autobahn

Highway 61 Revisited

Vertigo 1974 6360
There had been

Columbia 1965 C12389
Marking the dividing line

fully electronic

between rock'n'roll and rock,

albums before,

Highway 61 Revisited was

from Tonto's
Expanding

folk music hero Dylan's
controversial first fully- electric

Head Band to Tangerine

rock album. Too rock to be

Dream, which had attracted

folk ( or even fok-rock(, but

the attention of the rock

THE BEATLES

too lyrically sophisticated to be

cognoscenti, but the Krafties'

AHard Day's Night

rock'n'roll, this album was the

22- minute epic, Autobahn, took

Parlophone 1964 PMC1230

black vinyl pill that transformed

this burgeoning new music

The Moptops had already

disposable teen fodder into pop

overground and opened the door

conquered the world when

philosophy over night.

for everybody from The Human

they released this, their first

League to Donna Summer and

movie soundtrack. Here, their

Afrika Bambaataa.

talents are in perfect balance,
with their increasingly brilliant

VARIOUS ARTISTS

songwriting energetically

Saturday Night Fever

zapped to higher levels by the

RSO 1977 2658123

JOHNNY BLACK

Moptops, mid'60s anarchists
and the arrival
of Emo... HFN's
rock reviewer
pinpoints the
'10 albums
that changed
the course of
popular music
ard was roundly dismlssed by
many critics as no more than a
stLpider versior of heavy metal.
Nirvana was, however, anything
but stupid. Ten mitlion album
sakes later everybody

new

that

this was the birth of grunge.

MY CHEMICAL
ROMANCE
Three Cheers For Sweet Revenge

youthful exuberance of their

The soundtrack

performances. And, being afilm

to alow- budget

Reprise 2004

soundtrack, it tapped into vast

teen- exploitation

As ateen angst rock sub-

new audiences worldwide.

flick, this busted

genre, Emo had been around

disco wide

for awhile, but Three Cheers

open, just as the Blackboard

boosted it to anew level of

Jungle soundtrack had done for

pLblic acceptance with fight

rock'n'roll in 1955, and A Hard

and powerful cuts kike ' Cm Not

Tapestry

Day's Night did for The Beatles

OK' and ' Helena'. h their wake

Ode 1971 77009

in 1964. Featuring The Bee

came the flood of Fall Out Boy,

For piling . rony atop irony,

Gees, Tavares, Trammps and

I-Fead Automatica, Panic! At The

nothing qt_ite comes close

more, if you only want one disco

Disco and

to this one. The first multi-

album, this is it.

CAROLE KING

platinum feminist- icon singer-

THE FUGS

1527766

songwriter album came from

NIRVANA

the former music biz song

Nevermind

factory employee who had

OH 1991 24425

more.

It ain't over yet.

rig eolitêfficE.

co- composed ' He Hit Me And

With the sound

The Village Fugs

It felt Like A Kiss'. Even the

of Kurt Cobain's

Broadside 1965 Broadside 304

title, ' Tapestry', reeks of cosy

band radically

With mid-' 60s rock growing

domesticity but, PC or not,

enhanced by

increasingly safe and

songs like ' IFeet the Earth

sophisticated, abunch of New

Move', ' You've Got A Friend', and

Dave Grohl, Nirvana's second

York Jewish anarchists beat

'Natural Woman' are timeless.

album came out of nowhere

new drummer

;.14.

CUISOPI
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
Congratulates Hi Fi News on bringing music
lovers half a century of news and reviews on
the world's finest and most desirable names

WHAT'S

WI

AT THE
TUBESHOP

Gol,DEX
1)1AGON

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"

211bee

(cede Cee

Roy Gregory - Hi Fi+ magazine

WHAT'S
And here is one of the world's most desirable
systems - the Krell LAT-1000 loudspeakers
powered by the Krell Evolution One and Two,
on demonstration only at Pinewood Music,
together with the EVOLUTION 505 CD/SACD
player (
below). Performance beyond Hi Fi.

AT THE

Yi Orr, TUBESHOP
Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all aboui it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

,
iititi
r
¿ .ilEt. ,
FM_ a
s, WITAR

I

Krell Evolution 505
kreil,

audio research

jadis,

sonus faber, martin

logan,

IIMEe SHOR C°04
Oli CALL
0870 922 04

copland, wilson audio, darTZeel, ujiittrin, koetsu, prima
luna, pathos, unison research, synergistic research, chord
cable, transparent, yter, bcd, futuregiass, finite elemente

Tel: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

Teir

LA RdEST SELECTION

OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

JUICE
NEWTON

DEAN MARTIN
The Essential Dean Martin
Capitol CDP72435-98487-2-3 CD, 2004

Greatest Hits

Dino, not Frank, is the voice

Capitol COP 746489 2
CD, 1987

with which to sample the finest
sound ever: Capitol recordings

Somewhere amid rock and

on the 1950s. But where to start?

country lived Juice Newton, with
avoice that soared in the best

Fortunately, this recent best- of
includes most of the cream, and
ample Reprise material to make

C&W fashion without evoking
images of corn, paving the way

it acareer overview. Vintage,

for such artists as Mary Chapin
Carpenter and earning the

KEB' MO'

modern, mono, stereo - all
delicious. Go on, pour yourself

Peace... Back By Popular Demand

that scotch.

as Pam Tabs. Buy this just for
'Break It To Me Gently', where

BACK BY
ÇOPULAR
FPIIAND

Okeh/Epic EK 92687 CD, 2004

she shows her range, but then

Quite simply, aperfect album.
Keb Mo' - abaoyboomer who

ready yourself for the bass and
percussion on ' It's A Heartache'.

obviously enjoyed the 1960s
-chose the best- ever anti-war

ART GARFUNKEL

songs and made them his own.

Breakaway

In addition to performances
to reduce some to tears, the

Columbia 468873 2CD, 1975
OK, Ishould find the vinyl. OK,

sonics, especially the lower
registers, percussion and voice,

it's so syrupy and schmaltzy

match any audiophile LP or CD

ART GARFUNKEL • BREAKAWAY

ever issued.

HOWARD TATE

LOUIS PRIMA

Get It While You Can

Capitol Collector's Series

Verve V6-5022 LP. 1
1
)66

Capitol COP 794072 2CD, 1991
My old man said

My desert island

but noisy. The
performance,

KEN KESSLER

Time to test that
midband! Vocals
are the key here
as Hi -Fi News'
'audiophile'
reviewer'
Ken Kessler
selects 10
albums to make
your system sing

greatest and
he was right.

of any type ever made. Recorded
by EMI for the BBC in 1961, this
killer album is so good that Ihad

Sublime music

to find acopy for SME's Alastair

Louis was the

disc. Sound is
OK - wide, open,

however, is transcendent,

from start to finish, with sound

and anyone who responds to

quality to die for, especially the
handful of stereo tracks here.
Brass and sax that are in the

soul or R&B will understand
immediately why cultists kept a
vigil until his rediscovery after

respect of other artists such

30 years on the MIA lists. Hey,

room, and the counterpoint of
Louis' voice with Keely's? Its

it was this or ..lackie Wilson

paired textures wouldn't be

-that's how mazing Tate's voice
is. A midband challenge.

matched until Lou Rawls met
Dianne Reeves in 1989.

LOU RAWLS

J. GEILS BAND

At Last

Sanctuary

Blue Note COP 791237 2CD, 1989

EMI America AMS 2004 LP, 1978

that you can feel your waistband
expand. But damn, the guy
sings like an angel, and the
engineering is so lush that you'll

Robertson-Aikman. And only
partly for the nostalgia.

WILLY
DE VILLE
Miracle

understand what ' liquid sound'
really means. ( Equally, you ought
to buy the best of Barry White.)

DeVille has been apersonal

BILLY COTTON

favourite since Mink DeVille blew
fresh air through the stench

Polydor POLFI 39 LP, 1987

Wakey Wakeyll The Billy Cotton
Band Show

of the punk era. His first solo
point in the singer's career,

outing, Miracle was aturning

His unrecognised

This neglected

C5 Records C5 513 LP, 1988
This should've ended up in the

masterpiece,

treasure is one

bins: corny material, alabel that

better than any
of the Philly

of Geils' defining

says mono. Which it isn't. But

moments

what the sleeve contained just

Love' making it on to Knopfler's
soundtrack for Rob Reiner's film

between R&B

may be the finest live recording

The Princess Bride.

soul material
and surpassing - by virtue of

and rock. Choosing to work with

his experience, brilliant guest

producer Joe Wissert, the man

musicians including Bobby

behind many of Earth, Wind &
Fire's and Boz Scaggs' biggest

Watson, George Benson and
Ray Charles, and those duets
with Dianne Reeves - anything
he ever recorded in full- on jazz
mode. Add in sublime recording
quality and material to make you
smile and this is amust- listen.

hits, might have seemed an odd
choice at the time, but it worked.
Find the vinyl, or grab the CD.
Go to the track ' ICan't Believe
You'. Turn your system up to the

no little thanks to producer
Mark Knopfler, with 'Storybook

DeVille's vocal textures reveal
just how well asystem handles
voice, but this LP is here
because it contains 'Assassin
of Love', which packs so much
into asingle track ( especially
the extended CD single version)
that it's all you need to assess
every parameter. Also listen out

point where it will probably blow

for Guy Fletcher's synthesizers

Rawls died in January this year.

up if fed too much sheer majesty.

and Chet Atkirs' guitar work on

This is his memorial.

What away to go.

'Heart and Soul'.
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'Binany Star' Cryo Digital

Power Cables-Distribution &
Mains Conditioning

nk

Cryo Reference Analogue

Cryo AV-HDMI Cables
We also have
an Excellent Range
of DIY Products
& Kits
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e
r
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Á
Details of Our Full Range of Audio Cables o
(r
ear
Please See Our Website or Phone
0115 8779089 or 07967 859333
www.the-missing-link.net
Í...121
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audioaero
artemis
arcici
bc acoustique
black diamond
earmax
rossner
kr audio
wlm

Artemis purist line & phono preamps/300B power
'Sound quality bordering on the amazing...'

estfge, Capdole, Prima
SACD, 24/192 CD with
,"uriique, STARS 2 resamplind
•

Exclusive distributor:
The Audiophile Club, PO Box 6477, London N13 4AV
www.theAC.co.ub
Tel: +44 ( 0)20 8882 2822

Enjoy the music

TOP 50 ALBUMS
4

experience in arranging a
sidelong piece. The result, Floyd
meets the orchestra and choir,

DARK SIDE OF THE
MOON
Harvest SHVL 804 119731

is somewhat rubato in its timing
thanks to Waters and Mason

Ididn't discover'

having to count bars while laying

this album

down the rhythm track before

until my late
teens, when

the classical band had arrived,
but the new textures from brass,

an escorted trip to the Dark

violin and choir showed the

Side was arranged by afriend,

possibilities beyond the core rock

courtesy of his blossoming hi-fi

band- plus- effects sound they

system, including large and

had been building on. Side two's

bass- capable speakers set up

short numbers aren't bad either.

either end of acandlelit room.

You could be forgiven for : hinking

MEDDLE

spectacle had me enthralled,

that the band's label Harvest had

Harvest SHVL 795 ( 1971)

UMMAGUMMA
STUDIO
Harvest SHOW 112 ( 1969)

Needless to say the stereo
bringing dawning awareness

A few years,

of why even repeating the

double LP - the first two sides

post- Barrett, were

band's name required ahushed

showcasing afree- form rock

spent touring and

reverence. Hearing ' Money', I

band carving sonic maelstroms,

evolving anew

knew Ihad to learn that bass riff,

including live favourites Eke

direction. Meddle

7/8 timing be damned.

put two different bands on this

'Careful With That Axe Eugene',

showed they'd found it. A few

ei

ANDREW HARRISON

Set your system's
controls for
the heart of
the sun... HFN
deputy editor
Andrew Harrison
selects his 10
top albums, with
something of a
Floydian theme...

the Barret classic 'Astronomy

bluesy numbers on side one

Dominé and 'A Saucerful of

-tuneful and cheerful enough,

WISH YOU
WERE HERE

Secrets'. The stand- out for me

even showing odd humour in the

Harvest SHVL 814 119751

remains ' Set The Controls For

'Seamus' wailing dog serenade

Dawn- of- time pedal bass and

The Heart Of The Sun', causing

-act as filler between two of

keyboard G minor chord provide

grief for one flat- earth hi-fi

the band's defining moments.

the most atmosheric opening to

dealer who refused to play ' funny

'One Of These Days' trades on

any album, period. Shine On You

fag music' on dem!

ashuffling bass riff powered by

Crazy Diamond opens and closes

Binson echo unit, topped with

the album: Gilmour's squeaky-

wild screaming slide guitar,

clean Stratocaster front pick-up

lost. The playing is torniquetight and the production second

UMMAGUMMA LIVE

chorus' double negative was not

while side- long • Echoes' is the

precision follows, preparing the

LP 2assembled

tone poem to end them all.

scene for the haunting Bb- F- G- E

to none, even if the final master

four solo spots

Its sonar- like piano opening,

refrain before synched bass and

tape runs sharp in order to help

from aseemingly

ethereral cavernous layers, not

drums tom-tom their way in to

squeeze almost three LPs worth

to mention plain scary middle

the C major resolution. Bliss.

of material onto two.

IS THERE ANYBODY
OUT THERE? THE
WALL LIVE

Harvest SHOW 1/2 119691

random group of
musicians: Wright's Sysyphus'

section have the power to

[sic] dirges with organ and piano

transport you to places not of

ANIMALS

like the soundtrack to agothic

this earth.

Harvest SHVL 815 119761
Animals is

EMI 82453 ( 2000)

parts dubbed ' The Grand Vizier's

OBSCURED BY
CLOUDS

characterised by choppy rhythm

This album is acomposite of two

Garden Party', leaving Gilmour to

Harvest SHSP 4020 ( 1972)

guitar and ' 70s synth strings,

shows recorded ayear apart at

norror; Mason gives athoughtful
percussion narrative in tnree

Cold and bitter,

Earls Court. A great live feel to

overdub countless guitar layers

Recorded just

some extraordinarily well-

to form the quintessential Floydy

before Dark Side

harmonised dual lead guitar,

the variety show, with powerful

swirl that is ' The Narrow Way'.

of the Moon, here

and Waters' polemic against

drumming and visceral LF

Meanwhile, emerging leader

we can hear more

christianity, corporate fat cats

effects underpinning the cabaret

Waters drew in listeners with his

of the high-grade

and Mary Waterhouse. Stand

show above, complete with

ol.de worlde summer pastoral
acoustic piece ' Grantchester

production values that would

out track for me is Sheep,

Waters' room- smashing ' One Of

continue to endear the band to

with its heavily vocoded parody

My Turns' and Gilmour's dashing

Meadows', incorporating

ahi-fi audience. Based on their

of the 23rd Psalm, which if

solos atop a420- brick wall.

trademark Floyd bird and river

soundtrack for an underground

noises... only to end the side

French film La Vallée, rocky

decipherable, was taken as a
sign of awell- resolving hi-fi in

with the bizarrest Celtic-themed

anthems like ' Free Four' are

my younger days.

tapes effects mash up, Layering

balanced by more folky numbers

his own voice played at double-

like • Wot's... Uh The Deal', and

THE WALL

speed!

the waspy VCS3 synthesizer that

Harvest SHSP 4111 ( 1979)

became part of the band's sound

'We don't need no

made its first appearance here.

education' was

ATOM HEART
MOTHER
üidr

The title track is an instrumental

the anthem through the school

Harvest SHVL 701 119701

barnstormer that would briefly

yards of Britain as the country

A proto-Meddle.

become aconcert opener in the

was on the verge of embracing

giving the band some important

pre- Dark Side days.

Thatcherism. The irony of the
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CLASSIC REVIEWS
So, you've read our pick of the
landmark kit, plus aselection of
reviews of classic equipment. But what
about the music? With over 50 years
of past reviews from which to choose
we were certainly spoilt for choice, but
here we revisit some classics...
SIMON AND
GARFUNKEL
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER

album. Iwasn't sure which

sold 300,000 making it the

Nowhere, though, does the

Fragile. That album suggested

fastest- selling album in the

album dissapoint, highs are

that the excellence of The Yes

history of the British record

followed by further

Album was athing of the past.
It was good enough but had all

that its thunder has inevitably

(Fred Dellar on the difficulties faced when endeavouring to assess

the connotations of asampler,
atrack from Rick here and one
from Steve to follow. But this
one's different; here's aband, a
cohesive unit, working together
and joins showing.

the fastest- selling album in the history of British pop music)

The music lays somewhere
in that great nebula between
the constellation of the Moody

it is quite brassy in places and
incidentally includes acouple

and they fit perfectly on this
way the band would head after

FRED DELLAR, 1987

more far reaching musically,

Edge. Yes sound as if they'd put
all the pieces together again

reflective mood.

and suffers only from the fact
been stolen by the latter. Rather

It's apity that Bill Bruford left
the band after Close To The

after release, the album had

up to the all the expectations

follow-up to Bookends, lives

Fred Dell« Dec 1972

intriguing sample of Bono in

'My views on The Joshua Tree? By
the time my review copy arrived'
the album had sold 300,000'

This, the eagerly awaited

Atlantic K50017

copy arrived, just 48 hours

CBS S63699
Adrian Hoe June 1970

YES
CLOSE TO THE EDGE

Blues and the dead star that
industry. As it happens. Ithink

highs,

was once Crimso. It's ethereal
rock, mystical but undeniably

of tracks not written by the

The Joshua Tree is magnificent,

forming what is

performers. It is nice to see the

outstripping, in musical terms,

virtuey a

beautiful. And it doesn't lay too

featured musicians credited by

The Unforgettable Fire, U2's fir st

well above

heavily on the mind, ' Siberian

name on the sleeve and again

encounter witli the production

sea level

Khatru', for instance, bounces

CBS has given us the full lyrics

team of Daniel Lanois and Brean

plateau,

through the stratosphere like a

and tracks.

Eno, an encounter which saw

windswept but unsurpassable in

ricocheting comet. Halley's and

the band reaching out from the

beauty. Probab:y the best roc:k

not Haley's, of course. Rock's

murmurings about the

restrictions of a hard- running

album of 1987, though I'd love to

moved on since those days,

inordinate amount of time taken

rock band to grab at the ring

be wrong.

and in the hands of people like

There have been trendy

by Simon and Garfunkel to put

marked ' music for universal

this record together. But with

acceptance'.

the final result approaching

Boro explains all by

perfection in many respects,

claiming: ' We heard about this

Icannot see that it matters a

thing called the song, and we

hoot how long they took.

thought it would be nice to have

As before, some interesting
audio effects and all in all a

afew of them'.
So Ihey've continued to

PINK FLOYD

Yes it's heading in the right
direction.

MEDDLE
Harvest SHVL 795
Fred Dellar Feb 1972

THE CLASH
LONDON CALLING
CBS Clash 3

The two faces of the Flcyd.

Fred Uttar March 1980

Rather lice those masks that

worthy successor to Bookends in

write songs, wistful songs,

adorn every other theatrical

all respects.

heart- aching songs, angry yet

poster. Side one is beaming

Ialso indulge in atouch or

not impatient songs. And The

Floyd, highly irreverant, amusing

two of Clash- rock. In fact, my
collection boasts not only the

When the mood takes me,

U2

Joshua Tree finds U2 spreading

and, dare Isay it?, slightly dated.

THE JOSHUA TREE

them out in almost Ferde Grote

The reverse is the band at

Island 576

fashion, supplying images of

its most serious worst, bogged

widesc-een Ame-ica, even down

down in electronics, relieved

Co but also

to the fine detail of ' The Edge'

only by ameagre organ riff.

the American

Fred Dell« June 1987

first two British albums by
Strummer and

It matters absolutely nothing

providing aRy Cooder Paris,

if Icare for The Joshua Tree

Texan- styled lead in to ' Running

good-timey Floyd, blues- howling

release.

or not. By the time my review

To Standing Still', aparticularly

dogs, Kop choir and all!

Nevertheless,
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It's side cne for me then,

'singles'

Ihave to admit that London

Vocalist Mick Hucknall is both

heads for

Calling, the band's latest use

sinful and soulful, the rhythm

with such alacrity.

of vinyl, is not all that it might

section hit it crisp and clean,

And if you, like me, imagin

4..e•195 6

have been and certainly not

while the laugmentedI brass

that the single, ' Does Your

the masterpiece that some

team sounds as if it knows the

Mother Know', with its Stones'

gallery rabble-rousers would

quickest way back to Willie

riff and chameleon- like

have us believe it is. I'll accept

Mitchell's studio.

switches, suggested that Abbe

that it finds The Clash trekking

might at last be atoning for past

I'm sold. Just one playing of

down some new roads - but

the bluesy ' Sad Old Red' and I'm

deficiencies, then Ican only

only some turn into motorways,

anybody's. Well, Simply Red's,

state that you've been conned

others remaining pure cul-de-

at least.

by the Swedish equivalent of

sacs. Iaccept that every double-

'find the lady'. For the truth is

helping brings its own supply

THE WHO

DIRE STRAITS

that ' Does Your Mother Know' is

of problems; that few bands,

WHO'S NEXT

BROTHERS IN ARMS

the only track of consequence

including The Clash, are able to

PoLydor 813651-2

Veftwo VEfiFI 25

on the whole album. All right,

supply enough quality material

John Atkinson Jul

1984

Fred Cellar Jan 1986

I'll admit that such items as 'As
Good As New' and the title track

to prove 18 ace tracks. But the

could convince deejays and

really disappointing thing about

Some may feel that Pete

'It's the same old story with a

London Calling is not so much

Townshend's experiments

cf fferent ending', Mark Knopfler

influence record- buyers. But

the material but rather that the

with ' Rock Opera' - Ialways

s,ngs on soporific ' Ride Across

then so did the awful ' Chiquita',

whole shebang lacks something

think of that inflationary term in

The River'. But, in fact, it's

which lies in wait on side two,

in the way of real power. Which,

capital letters - such as A Quick

really The same old story with

ready once more to display

on aClash offering, is simply

One or Tommy pointed the way

no difference at all - lots of the

the horrors of Brotherhood of

unforgiveable.

towards amore mature musical

sort of guitar chords that nit

Man cloning. Icould provide

style. I'm afraid that Ithink they

the button marked ' tranquility',

further gory details - about

The blame can be fairly

Frida's ' IHave A Dream' solo,

placed upon the shoulders of
Guy Stevens, aproducer of
impressive track record, who
on this occasion has simply
been aligned with the wrong
band. True, The Clash aid the

'The lyrics on this record are
unrelenting - like listening to an
endless fight next door'

increasing prices and
ever- decreasing supplies?

NWA

PETER CLARK, 1989

dive into the bubble- bath with

perhaps, but then, why should I
depress you in this age of ever-

songs like 'Jimmy Jazz', an

IGenre-defining Straight Outta Comptomwent on to reach double

olde-tyme nod in the direction

platinum sales status; Pete Clark's whereabouts are unknown)

of Jelly Roll Morton that doesn't

STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON
Priority BRLP 534
Peter Clark Dec 1989

quite register, and ' Lover's
Some facts: NWA stands for

Rock', aconfection of icky-sticky

just led too many musicians

and vocal impressions of Dylan

quality that also doesn't make

into afeeble cul-de-sac: for

that Mike Yarwood would be

niggers with attitude and

the grade. But it's Stevens who

me the glory of The Who was

proud to call his own. It's all

the title of their LP alludes

remains the real villain of the

the way they managed live to

very likeable. If you could knock

to the particularly violent

piece, supplying an album in

light the fire of swaggering rock

.t down with your fist it would

part of LA. They are rappers

need of instant re- mix.

energy, not the way otherwise

probably rise, smile, and shake

and their subject matter is

disconnected songs could be

you by the hand.

what they would describe as

SIMPLY RED

glued into astory of sorts.

But likeability isn't enough.

an unflinching look at their

VVhere Knopfler has formerly

environment - drugs, violence

that fire best, doctored or

3rovided above- average scores

and the police. The lyrics on

not, but of the studio albums,
only Who's Next gets near. From

for above- average movies, he's

this record are unrelenting

now creating backdrops for

in their unpleasantness

When Ifirst heard that Simply

the sequenced beginning to

not- very- exciting films that do

-the cumulative effect is like

Red were to tour with James

'Baba O'Riley to the cynical

not yet exist.

listening to an endless fight

Brown, Iwinced. The thought

thrashing of ' Won't Get

of Brit- funk newcomers even

Fooled Again', Who's Next

ABBA

this record, it is without ahint of

appearing nthe same stage

-astatement, not aquestion

VOULEZ VOUS

dynamics or melody.

as such soul royalty made me

-best represents what all the

Epic EPCB6086

fear for their very existence.

excitement was about.

PICTURE BOOK
Elektra EKT 27
Fred Cellar Jan 1986

But after tuning into the band's

Live at Leeds may represent

next door. As for the music on

Fred Cellar Au. 1987

As one would expect from a
Iguess if Drury represents

initial brace of singles and this

Glyn Jones recording, individual

debut album, it seems Ifeared

sounds have the power of

the gie and chips brigade then

in vain. For the Mancunians

real instruments, but the CD

Abbe get the nod from the

probably represent the UK's

transfer reveals tape hiss and

smorgasbord set. On Voulez

best bet in the blue-eyed soul

compression that would be

Vous they once more offer their

stakes since the Average White

better left unheard.

array of hors d'oeuvres and

Band showed that they were

Maybe the master tape

again, ultimately provide nothing

rather better than their moniker

wasn't cared for; for Who

that reaches any part at all,

suggested.

archivists only.

let alone those that Heineiken
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SEVENOAKS SPECTACULAR

'SUMMER
1ST JULY - 29TH JULY 2006
Pay less for your home entertainment
in the Sevenoaks Spectacular Summer
Sale. We've lowered prices on a host of
award winning home cinema and hi-fi
products. Some of these offers are
unrepeatable and stock is very limited,
so don't miss out, call us today.

MASSIVE SAVINGS
ON THESE SELECTED SYSTEMS FROM
CYRUS & MONITOR AUDIO

IP

Monitor
Audio RS6

25

OUR NORMAL COMBINED PRICE

Cyrus CD8x CD Player, 8vs Amplifier Plus
Monitor Audio Silver RS8 Speakers

Looks dressed to
kill, delivers
plenty of detail
and punches like
a heavyweight

£1995

Teen? "The CD8x is abrilliant
player that still beats
all-corners at this price"

WAS £ 2635 SAVE £ 640

LIMITED STOCK

Cyrus CD6s CD Player, 6vs Amplifier Plus
Monitor Audio Silver RS6 Speakers
"Astonishing performer for the money
with the usual Cyrus advantage of easy
upgradability and fine build"
Illeg
-"_"1"- r
2

1

°

CI

WHAT II
AWARDS 2003

LIMITED STOCK

VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE FOR FURTHER SALE OFFERS

£1495
WAS £ 1885 SAVE £ 390

LEADERS IN
QUALITY HI-FI

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

EXPERTS IN HI-FI COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS

Arcam Solo plus Alto
FOR GREAT SOUNDING MUSIC

•Amazing Sound from an Integrated System
•With Exceptional Quality CD, FM and DAB
Digital Radio
•Integrated iPod Connection - Hear How
Good Your iPod Can Sound
•From Arcam, aGreat
British Company

Y.1119281M
AWARDS 2005

Teac
REFERENCE 300DAB II
Arcam Solo Music System

•System Comprises:
T-H3OODAB Mk11 DAB/AM/FM Tuner

Plus Arcam Alto Speakers

A- H300 Mk11 Amplifier

£1395.0.

PD- H300 Mk11 CD player
•Supports CD, CD-R/RW Discs
•35W+35VV RMS Output Power

ote

WOO &
\NORIter

LIMITED STOCK

•Silver Finish
•Full Function System Remote

£95
WAS £ 495 SAVE £ 100

£100
off OUe

YOU

it

3CONW °

NESIIS

8tri

Primare
CD31 CD PLAYER PLUS 130 AMPLIFIER
Primare has built aworldwide reputation for producing innovative audio and
video products that challenge convention. With aunique blend of sophisticated
Scandinavian design, class-leading build quality ana proprietary state-ofthe-art technological advance, they build elegant, rehable, easy-touse systems that promise years of high quality performance.
WHAT WM
SISSAIRWS 2001

MAROS 2001

£590
WAS f2990 SAVE f100

11111a11111

caNIE
£400
?RICE
&le e '''. tyre
80 8
MEN •

off o

VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE FOR FURTHER SALE OFFERS

2

MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE TO ENHANCE YOUR
LISTENING PLEASURE

,

Denon

''

pR‘CE

ulttgO e ''
ou TSUI
ebetil

off °

Pioneer
PDP436SXE 43" PLASMA TV

DVD-3910 DVD PLAYER
PLUS AVR-3806 AV RECEIVER

Class Leading Picture Qual ty

Denon has established an enviable reputation for the
performance of both its hi-fi and home cinema products,
winning numerous awards and accolades over the years. Its
stylish systems have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by
which all other are judged.

Twin HDMI sockets
Wall or Stand Mount
Integrated Freeview Tuner

What HiFi Award-Winner

Soundstyle

ST310 EQUIPMENT RACK
Silver/Aqua Green Glass

WAS f395 SAVE £ 80

MORE FANTASTIC ACCESSORY
OFFERS AVAILABLE IN-STORE

3

VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE FOR FURTHER SALE OFFERS

WAS £ 2195

SAVE £ 200

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one of
the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

We have 49 stores and are specialists in:•

Hi Fi

•

Home Cinema

NATIONWIDE STORE GUIDE

• Custom Design and Installation

Exceptional Product Range
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products from
leading brands.

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET

• 69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

• 29-31 ST PETERS STREET

• 19 NEVVGATE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

• 29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

To find out more:-

• 92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

• Call in to one of our stores

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

•

Call us on 0800 587 9909

• 39A EAST STREET

•

Log on to www.ssay.com

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770
• 17 BURLEIGH STREET

Custom Design and Install
Our custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best
results effortlessly.

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899
• 104-106 ALBANY ROAD

• We visit your home to review the best options
• Agree asystem specification and cost
• We manage the Installation
• You have years of enjoyment

2006 Sevenoaks
Guides
Pick-up our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema or
Custom Install Guides at your nearest
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store. Alternatively,
either can be ordered via our Website and
posted to you ( UK mainland addresses only)
FREE OF CHARGE.

• 403 KINGS ROAD

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171
CRAWLEY 01293 510777
CROYDON 020 8665 1203
• 369-373 LONDON ROAD

EALING 020 8579 8777

POOLE 01202 671677
PRESTON 01772 825777
• 40-41 LUNE STREET OPEN SUNDAY

READING 0118 959 7768
• 34 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555
•109-113 LONDON ROAD

• 2-1 THE GREEN OPEN &MAY

SHEFFIELD 01114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN SUNDAY

• 5THE GRASSMARKET

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUNDAY

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

EXETER 01392 218895

• 33 LONDON ROAD

• 28 COWICK STREET

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

• 77 CHASE SIDE

• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

STAINES 01784 460777

GUILDFORD 01483 536666
• 738 NORTH STREET

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540
• 144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPEN suNaw
• 43 FIFE ROAD

f PRICING POLICY

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

• LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. In the event
you can find the same products and excellent service a-.a lower price, please

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

• 107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

• 32 THE BOULEVARD

or Multi- Room system

OXFORD 01865 241773
•41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
• 36 38 PARK ROAD °
Pews/ma«

• 14 PITTVILLE STREET

• We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema

• 597 599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

• 4THAMES STREET OPEN SUNDAY

SWINDON 01793 610992
• 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777
• 21 NORTHWAYS PDE,TINCHLEY RD OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
28 30 ST JOHNS ROAD

WATFORD 01923 213533

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD

• 62 NORTH STREET

bring it to our store managers' attention.

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS

• 20-22 CORPORATION STREET (
OFF NIGH STREET)

LINCOLN 01522 527397

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525
• 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance optionçaiie available on

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770 NEW

the majority of products we stock.. Written details on request Liccetsed oedit brokers.

• 79 GOLDINGS HILL

• 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366
•96 WEEK STREET

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

Minimum balance (400. Subject to status.

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/brands are not available at all stores.
Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advert valid unta at least 29/07/2006, E&OE.

• la SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

wwvv.ssay.com

This is only aselection of the
many offers available in the
Spectacular Sevenoaks
Summer Sale. Visit your local
store for further sale offers.
VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE FOR FURTHER SALE OFFERS
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In 1986, we developed
the world's first Hi Fi
mains cable...
4adiaamp
e

"The first-class customer service
from Russ Andrews Accessories
is the finest hallmark in
business practice."
Channa Vithana, HiFi Reviewer

"I started this journey through
your mains cables, extensions,
interconnects and speaker cables
many years ago and can honestly
say what an enjoyable experience
it has been. Iwas very sceptical
when Istarted but from my first
purchase oía PowerKordTM have
never looked back."
PMatthews, Yorkshire

Russ Andrews 20th Anniversary
Silver Signature PowerKordTm

...and 20 years on,
we're still leading the field.

Solutions for better music & movies

Hi-FiNews
POWER PURE AND SIMPLE...

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Avery special offer on the whole range of Ben Duncan's
Pure Power Mains Conditioners

p

roblems associated with the quality
of the 240V mains supply system
have, over recent years, become

Accessories Club Order Form

even greater and more variec than in the
past. In this digital age, extraneous

PRODUCTS

signals

are being squirted into the

TO ORDER Please send completed

system from all angles
and at all leveS, and that,

Item

plus all the other forms

Pure Power 50VA nominal/nominal volts

[128

HFN Accessories Club & CO Service,

of interference and noise

Pure Power 150VA nominal/nominal volts

080

OR Fax your completed order form to:

that are invariably present

Pure Power 150VA adjustable o/p volts

E204

Pure Power 150VA international stepped volts

E204

Pure Power 500VA nominal/nominal volts

[308

Pure Power 500VA adjustable cdp volts

[348

Pure Power 500VA international stepped volts

E348

Pure Power 1kVA nominal/nominal volts

[400

Pure Power IkVA adjustable alp volts

[440

refund for any or no reason within the first

Pure Power IkVA international stepped volts

E440

28 days! So, if you have even the slightest

Pure Power 2kVA nominal/nominal volts

E700

reason to think that your system suffers
from contaminated mains, give one awhirl!

Pure Power 2kVA adjustable o/p volts

[740

Pure Power 2kVA international stepped volts

[740

have established aparticularly high

Pure Power 3kVA nominal/nominal volt

[960

reputation since their launch in 1998. The

Pure Power 3kVA adjustable o/p volts

[1000

current range spans power requirements

Pure Power 3kVA international stepped volts

0000

make cleansing the supply
to your audio system amajor
undertaking!
The difficulty is knowing how mucii

of

aproblem you actually have! tis at this
point that we highlight our * No quibble'
returns policy. Everything supplied by the
Accessories Club allows for areturn or full

Ben Duncan's Pure Power components

Regular
price

Offer
price

Oty

order form lot aphotocopy of the

tormito:

PO Box 200, Bedford MK4D 1YH, UK
01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR e-mail: salestahifiaccessoriesclub.
com
OR Visit the secure order facility at
wmwhifiarressoriesclub.com
UK SALES All pnces include VAT.
Accessories Clue prices include
postage and packing for all items,
whatever their size, anywhere in
the UK.
EXPORT SALES Export sates are
always very wee orne. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT
!Sales Tan but will be subject to
additional shipping at cost. Please
contact us for quotation. Delivery
subject to availability. E&OE.

from 50VA up to 3kVA with prices from £ 160
to £ 1200. Each model, with the exception of
the 50VA, is available in asimple Nominal/
Nominal configuration, ie 240V input/240V

Name

Address

output, or 120/120V, in an Adjustable
Output form allowing the output volts to be
reduced by either 5% or by 1C%

Post Code

The rule of thumb to determine which
unit is applicaole to your system is either

Telephone

to take the rated output power for both
channels and allow approximately 20%
headroom, or to take the cumulative
maximum power draw of the equipment to

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)
Card Number

LJ

be connected : oeach unit, as specified by

II

I
1
-1L1

the manufactLrer, and allowing 10% more
as aminimum. Call us, phone fax or email
to discuss application.
Accessories Club is offering a20%
discount on all of our Pure Power units, an

Expires ( date)

Signature

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - e-mail orders welcome

offer that extends until the end of August.
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No comparison
No compromise
.1111111111111›-

Make no mistake!
Today we have access to music quite
literally everywhere, its influence seems to
be all pervading. Music excites us, it relaxes
us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins
every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music

is our second language and ' without it life
would be a mistake' Yes, philosophical we
know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged
to indulge our senses in the absolute finest audio
equipment available today. From time to time we
are introduced to certain new products whose
performance pushes back the boundaries to
provide new higher levels of sound reproduction,
which exceeds all our expectations. Recently we've
seen the release of several new ground breaking
products. The most significant ones are '
previewed'
for you here.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with
us, so call in soon or better still make an appointment
for apersonal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no rnistak(

Visit Ki West One

UU

Preview - take five
audio research

Audio Research Reference 7CD player...
"a record player for the digital age"

This press comment aptly sums up our thogghts on this wonderful CD player. For years now we
have witnessed steady progress being made in improving digital recording techniques. we have
also enjoyed the benefits achieved technologically in the replay. Sadly, however, there has still
existed asense that fundamentally the CD format would never be able to replace the analogue
masters of old. Audio Research are rightly proud to award the CD 7their 9th official ' reference'
product. this being given for the very 1st time lo asource component. The Ref. 7is without doubt
an authority in reproducing 'High Definition in aunique & distinctly analogue way.
Krell Fvr.1tion 505 SACO/CO player....
E

,
'
asynthesis

of almost impossible contradictions..."

This is an extract from aMessage written by Dan D'Agostino, the founder of Ki ell. It I
et ers to
the latest range of electronics called the Evolution Series. These represent the culmination of
26 years of dedication & are considered to be the best sounding products ever built.
The eagerly awaited 505 player claims to be the 1st player to preserve the ' perfect' analogue
of any original recording. This inspired achievement in design ensures that the finest musical
subtleties and textural shading remain undisturbed. This player will astound us all ' that's for
sure' and there is no contridiction there!

Sonusfaber

3. Sonus Faber
"M agnific o"

Guarneri Memento...

1993 heralded the revolutionary debut of awhole generation of Sonus Faber loudspeakers. The
original Guarneri was defined by the audio critics as" amusical instrument". Subsequently the
very 1st hand-crafted pair were later chosen by the museum of Cremona to voice the famous
'Sala dei Violini'. After 1.3 extremely successful years of production came the ' transition'. The
renewal matured with the rediscovering of the core values of the Sonus Faber sound... enter the
Guarneri Memento, the ultimate tribute to "del Gesu" - truly magnifico!

Summit
'In search of the holy grail'
4. Martin Logan

For over 50 years now, manufacturers have been trying to exploit fully the virtues of the electrostatic
speaker principle. It started commercially with Quad, followed by many others, KLH. Dayton Wright,
Beveridge, Acoustat. Stax, just to name afew. Martin Logan are now unequivocally the leaders in the
field. The new technology applied to the Summit successfully overcomes and perfects the
electrostatic virtues. With the breakthrough 'X-stat' electrostatic panel coupled, to the 'powerforce'
active base chamber the Summit really is able to elevate you to anew and thoroughly convincing level
of musical satisfaction, all with effortless ease. Search no more, the Summit has it all!

VALMN"

5. Wilson Audio Duette...
"when size really matters"

Pioneering to the extreme, has been the commitment David Wilson has dedicated himself to.
Building loudspeakers truly capable of transmitting the full force and intricate dynamics of live
performances. The engineering team at Wilson Audio have always claimed that the 'size' is
irrelevant in their approach to design. However, when given the challenge to create aspeaker
able to 'work acceptably' in so called compromising environments, they were forced to
brainstorm the best way to the characteristic 'big' sound from asmall enclosure. Ultimately
the solution ' the Duette' stunned and shocked them all. When size really matters, this is the
only one... Awesome achievement!

west

• one

eaders in the Irorldssfinest high 26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 1NA

020 7486 8262/3
01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

020 7487 3452

01733 358 14 I

telephone (new)

'iguy.co.uk
web
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'sit our web site for a
complete list of brands
stocked and special offers!

bri ghj

J. hi;
-

NEW: Below are just five
of the brands that we are
very proud to represent.

mobile
3416

guy.co.uk

:change

asr amplifiers
emitter 1 : The Emitter 1is the
entry model, offering all the qualities
of the Emitter- family. Separate power
supply are keeping electromagnetic
fields and vibrations away from the
control unit.

Acoustic Signature

Hand-crafted
masterpieces of music making, which are
developed, produced and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell you about the ' Mambo'
model...

Emille : From the moment you meet Emilie,
you can expect the sound from 1,500 years ago
and its an attractiveness that you've never before
experienced.The 4different new Emilie models

emitter 2 : The sovereign entrance
into the class of our large integrated
amplifiers.The Emitter 11 was developed
in order to drive the most pretentious
loudspeakers with ease of power.

each with diverse tubes will expand the range of
your choices and bring your music to life like never
before!

akku:

For aperfect sound and musical
picture, an amplifier has to be supplied
with avery dean and stable supply voltage
to the input stage.This is of the up-most
importance.You have the option to supply
the input stage of the Emitter with a
perfect voltage, achieved with aseparate
accumulator power unit.

Gershrnan

The attractive stylist inherent
in any Gershman model is immediately evident.
The exotic shape of the top three designs is no
accident. Based on the strongest architectural
design known to man, the pyramidal enclosures,
these speakers from Canada are more than a
little special.

11111efflIllg

We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hlfiguy.co.uk
as the list changes daily.

Luxnnan : A range of products are available
and we just have to mention the L- 509F Integrated
model.

manger audio speakers

Falling in love with the sound of the L- 509F Integrated
Amplifier is easy but leaving our place without one
could prove rather more challenging!

swing: The idea of developing aloudspeaker
exdusively tailored ta the Manger sound
transducer has fascinated us for along time.
A design that would successfully celebrate this
broadband transducer's longstanding reputation
for excellence was both challenging and

The Funk Firm : The Funk Firm
was created by Pink Triangle founder Arthur
Khoubesserian. These turntables don't just look very
distinctive, they use very dever engineering and unique
design elements to ensure no other turntable at the
price comes even close on performance. Demand is
already very high... so get your order in early!!

Just afew of our latest
used bargains...
Acoustic Signature
Audiomeca Obssesion
Audio Artistry Dvorak Speakers
Audio Note JSP Speakers

VISA

£2995
£800
£2500
£1800

Audio Research VT200 MK III

£5995

AVI Integrated

£295
£
700

AVI Pro 9 Plus Speakers

£350

Cadence Arca Speakers

£2750

Chord 1200E Poweramp ( 3yrs old)

£2800

Clearaudio Master Reference

£4500

Conrad Johnson Premier 8A Monoblocks

£5500

Cyrus DAC-XP/PSX-R

£1600

Cyrus DAC-XP

El«

Jadis JPS-2

£2800

Krell FPB250 Monoblocks

£4500

Krell KAV300IL Integrated Amplifier

LUC°

Lumley Lampros 200

£1200

Maranu PM17 Integrated Amp

overwhelming, to say the least.
Throughout de.velopnient our design engineers
were often reminded of their self-imposed
challenge to create an architectural structure
that would reflect the innermost qualities of the
Manger transducer - an irresistibly simple form, yet
uncannily musical in performance.

re

109 zerobox : The Zerobox 109 is
aprecise monitoring system for recording
studios, broadcasting, home recording
-small cabinet dimensions for an excellent
integration in living areas with little space.

£550

Audio Research VS55
AVI Preamp

Services include
collect your hi-fi
deliver your hi-fi
home installation
trade-in
part- exchange
commission sales

kid

£800

107 zerobox: The Zerobox 107
is apassive sound transducer system with
extended woofer expansion.The acoustical
quality of the MANGER Sound Transducer
is enlarged through two efficient 8" woofers
from Vifa.

*1 0
s

103 zerobox :

Our sound system.

aptly called "Zerobox", lives up to its name and
does not draw attention to tself but rather
steps back to allow the more important task
of propagation medium to come forward: - The
reproduction of music maintaining the dynamics
and spatial imaging with which the microphone
recorded it. without any technical interference.

Marantz SA- 1SACD/CD Player

£2400

Mark Levinson 360S DAC

£2500

Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amplifier

£28C0

Martin Logan Ascent i

£2500

In other words, as amusic lover experiences a
live concert.

Meridian GO8

£1400

Active Bass version available soon.

I

Visit our wonderful new listening studio, where you will find
beautiful demonstration rooms and the latest equipment in a
friendly, relaxed environment.

weiss

mcintosh

mcd201 : The MCD20 Iwill play
your CDs. CD-R, CD-RVV. SACD and MP3.
Utilizing apurpose-designed transport that
spins CDs at 4times normal read speed
and SACD discs at 2times normal read
speed gives the laser multiple chances to
extract and refocus through imperfect
discs resulting in fewer errors. A stunning
CD/SACD Player.
mcd1000 : As demands of
CD players grow ever finer; those
seeking the ultimate in sonic purity find
salvation through separation — one
box for the transport one box for the
converter.The MCD1000% advanced
optomechanical design makes it the last
CD transport you may ever need.
mda1000 :
The proliferation of digital
sources argues for the use of one, superior,
makiinput D/A converter.The MDAI000
features abreak through balanced/parallel
design for unparalleled clarity. With 7digital
inputs and automatic selection of the correct
sampling frequency from 32 to 96 kHz. the
Mdntosh MDAI000 will ensure uniformly
excellent sound from all of asystem's digital
SOW-C*5.

tC2200 Mdntosh's newest addition
to its acclaimed Heritage Products
series. Created to make the most of
both new and venerable technology, the
C2200 relies on vacuum tubes for all
signal amplification, with spectacular
results.

Jason :

Areige,j,„

The CD Transport of
choice not only in conjunction
with the MEDEA DAC, but with all
kinds of D/A Converters or Digital
Amplifiers.
It it the best CD Transport we have
ever heard - bar None!!

1
medea: The MEDEA is astereo
24 bit! 192kHz Digital to Analogue
conver ter designed with the aim of
keeping an absolutely uncompromised
audio signal path.VVeiss refuse to
accept any compromises in both
electronics or software. Medea was
built to be immune to jitter down to
subsonic frequencies.This means you
simply forget about expensive digital
audio cables!

other favourites

basis audio: Basis make
some of the most beautiful turntables
we have every laid our eyes on. Did
we also mention it makes some of
the best sounds we have ever laid our
eyes on as well? Call for more details
and to arrange ademonstration.

kings audio :

Martin Logan
has some competition from a
beautiful new electrostatic. Its already
making waves over here and we think
is going to be agreat success. Give us
acall to arrange ademonstration trust us, you will not be disappointed!

0

ma2275 : Combines the world class
performance characteristics of our highly
acclaimed tube control and power amplifier s
into one, compact chassis. Created to
make the most of both new and venerable
technology, the MA2275 relies on vacuum
tubes for all signal amplification, with
incredible results.

A few more used
bargains...
Meridian S6000 Speakers

£1900
£
1100

Monitor Audio Studio 205E

£995

Musical Fidelity CDPRE

£995

Musical Fide/ityAS Pre and Power teach)

mcI201 :

Fully double balanced
from input to speaker output.Tvvo
matched amplifiers with complimentary
balanced circuitry operate in aPUSHPULL configuration.Their outputs are
combined in abalanced "OUTPUT
AL/TOFORMER". The resulting double
balanced configuration cancels virtually
all distortion.This àrcuit is ONLY
possible with the exdusive"MdNTOSH
OUTPUT AUTOFORMER".

£4500

Nagra P- PL Pre

£995

Pass Labs DAC 1

£450

Pink Triangle
PMC BB5 Speakers

£4500

Reference 3a Veena

£2200
£995

Resolution Audio CD55
Sonus Faber Extrema

£2800

Sound L-11;Al Speakers

£6500
£4995

Tannoy Canterbury
Tenor 300HP Hybrid Monoblocks
Tube Technology Synergy

o

Services include
collect your hi.
deliver your hi-fi
home installation
trade-in
part- exchange
commission sales

£750
£3750

Transparent Ultra 8ft speaker cable

£900

Trichord Research Pulsor

£600

Visit www.hifiguy.co.uk
for the most up-to-date
listing

Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes da'

£12000

Tube Technology Prophet Signature

MCSO
The MC50I. 500 watt mono
block amplifier has anew and bold, yet
unmistakably Mdntosh look. It features
3-dimensional glass and new cool-running,
ultra long life, fiber optic LED lighting. The
extraordinary quad-differential amplifier
design reduces noise and distortion to
record low levels.

We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the left is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.

VISA

Power and
Control
Chord SPM14000
Reference Mono
Power Amplifer

T he Chord SPM

14000 Ultimate Mono

power amplifier has been designed
as simply the best amplifier Chord
Electronics have ever built.

Chord SPM 14000 is an
outstanding example of applied
engineering. It is the finest solid
state amplifier Ihave auditioned
and one of the very finest amplifiers
to be found.
Stereophile

99

NOW ON DEMO
Find out why Stereophile magazine found

For an appointment please call 01634 880037 or email info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

it the finest only at Rochester Hi Fi now.

•
Rochester Hi Fi
30 High Street, Rochester
Kent ME1 1LD
T 01634 880037
E info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

OCHORD()

)

Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E sales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk
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Gershman
'Black Swan'
With understatement typically
characteristic of Canadians,
loudspeaker manufacturer Gershman
have created ahigh-end model
uncompromised by cost factors yet
remaining within reach for the
most aspirational of audiophiles.
"Super natural naturalism..."
Chris Martens - The Absolute Sound

"Another of my favourite sounds was
provided by the new Black Swan...
bass was particularly impressive,
combining precise pitch definition,
lack of coloration, and considerable
weight, heft and extension..."
Robert Harley - The Absolute Sound

Basis
'Vector' Tonearm
Vinyl specialists Basis return to the UK
with an awesome range of turntables,
high-end interconnects, speaker cables,
and the incomparable Vector toneann.
This outstanding multi-pivot design
has already gained an international
reputation that places ft at the very top
of atiny list of world-leading designs.
Quite possibly the most precise
tracking performance yet seen has been
acknowledged by reviewers, enthusiasts
and even one prominent designer of
state-of-the-art pickup arms!
Rare and exclusive, the new Basis Vector
toneann is available only from
appointed specialists. Please enquire.

SELECT

AUDIO

Distributors of Superior Audio F,quipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNIA1URE
a
BASIS
u
BASIS CABLES u EMILLE
GERSHMAN
u
HANNL
u
KINGSOUND
u
LUXMAN

For details of your nearest specialist retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

cartridges

IMPACT AUDIO

lyra
ortofon

For The Best In Audio Components

sumiko
>cables

ou

spea er

us —

P rive

uni s —

it

chord company

ccessones

eichmann
nordost

New Visaton bass drive units

>headphones

Specially designed for sub woofers and high quality loudspeakers, the new TlW range features long throw cone, high power

grado

handling, diecast chassis and composite cone construction.
TIW 200 XS - 8inch.
TIW 250 XS - 10 inch.
WS 20 E

stax
>hardware
atc

TIW 300 - 12 inch.

arcam
castle
creek
epos
focal / jrn labs
harbeth
Replacement speakers

lexicon

Replacement and upgrade

michell

speakers for many well known
brands
- ,

Accessories
Wide range of Visaton parts available. ,

m+k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
origin live
primare
runco
ame
something solid
spendor
trichord

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883?43 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

,ma
Audiolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acou
Monitor
Mordauntm
NAD
Norclost
a,
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shelling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hut
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

hi-ti for grown-ups

ipswich ( 01473)

65517

VISA d

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available.., with up to 3yrs 0% fiinailce

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Specialists in

1

fax ( 01473) 655172
email:eng@signals.uk.com
signals
bucklesham
Ipswich
suffolk
IP10 ODY
www.signals.uk.com

•

hielfide/try

.
Lweimcf kerrneyee,-tfee, -

Since .1967

hriff sou ncl

by enthusiasts, tor enthusiasts, in the

North East

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable,
Consonance, Creakttv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, Isotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, ShanlIng, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hul, Wadia and morel
30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL

rrE.

Tel: 01325 241 MIS Erna& newsehltbound.co.uk

Nice new family car? Alternatively...

for the best sounding and best looking audio equipment from achoice of specialist companies without the hype, visit
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 11E. Telephone 01325 241888 or email audioeifisound.co.uk

Featured model: Michell Engineehng Odyssey.
pec,,•cation Powertrain: Belt with twin speed manual geabox, 33 and 45 rpm. Torque: Not much, ( too busy listening). Fuel consumption: Alcoholic beverage and chocolate. Emissions: 2channel stereo bliss.

turntableworIci!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from ail the best brands Including__
Aesthetix, Clearaudlo, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Tr:chord, Wheat Audio and Wilson Benesch

.there is no better analogue decision
turnta bleworld Iis

at 30b Larchflela St, Darlington, DL3 TTE. Tel 01325 241888 or small neveseturntableworld.co.ult

shadow audio:)

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT.
THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TEUFAX

0121 747 4246

Call

BOUGHT. SOLD.
PART EXCHANGED
Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T• Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

r]

AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16L
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACCUPHASE DP75V

ro

RRP NOW
2895.. 1795
1999 .. 1295
2500 .. 1695
2500.. 1495
7500 .. 3995
6500 .. 2995
3000.. 1695
7000 .. 3995

ACCUPHASE E212
2200 .. 1295
AMPHION XENON
2700.. 1295
AV1 LAB SERIES CD
1500 ... 895
AYRE CX7 CD
2200.. 1195
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED BUBINGA
7000 .. 2495
BAT VK220 WITH BAT PACK
3150 .. 1495
BAT VKD5SE CD
5495 .. 2695
BOULDER 1012 DAC PRE
12950 .. 5995
BOULDER 1060
16500 .. 9995
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000 .. 1495
CHORD CHAMELEON 1 MTR RCA NEW
120 .... 65
DENON A1SR 7.1 HOME CINEMA BLACK
3000 ... 995
EAR V20
3500 .. 1795
EAR 834L
710 ... 395
FOCAL JMLABS 714
480 ... 245
FOCAL JMLABS 716
610... 345
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
180 ... 95
HOVLAND HP100 MC PHONO
5750 .. 2995
HOVLAND HP200 LINE ONLY
6450 .. 3495
KIMBER YELLOW MAINS CABLE
70.
40
KOETSU BLACK BRAND NEW
1200 ... 695
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000 . 7995
KRELL KSA80
N/A ... 795
KRELL SACD STANDARD 5.2
4000 . 2595
KRELL 280P
3000 .. 1995
KRELL 2250
4000 .. 2595
KRELL 400XI
2500 .. 1595
LINN 2250 AMP
1900 ... 895
LINN AKURATE 242 ACTIV CARDS
1250 ... 295
LINN KINOS
4500 .. 2995
MANA RFERENCE TOP
200. .. 125
MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT ALLOY TRIM OPTION
9000 .. 5995
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
4333 .. 2295
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT
4000.. 1795
MARANTZ CD95 TRANSPORT
2000 ... 395
MARANTZ MA9S1 MONOS
12000 .. 6995
MCINTOSH MA2275 VALVE INTEGRATED
5773 .. 3695
MERIDIAN DSP6000 24/192
11000 .. 5495
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
7000.. 1295
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
2000 .... 395
MICHELL ALECTO MONOS MK1
2000 ... 795
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
3000.. 1495
NAGRA DAC
7800 .. 4495
NAGRA PL- L
5500 .. 3795
NAGRA VPA MONOS
11000 .. 5995
NAIM 02 TUNER s/n 601xx
n/a ... 595
NAIM 05 TUNER s/n 212xxx
825 ... 545
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207xxx
1300 ... 795
NAIM CDX s/n144xx
2500.. 1095
NHT WI SUB WITH AMP AND XOVER
1030 ... 495
NHT Al MONOBLOCKS
325... 195
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1495
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS OAK
5300 .. 3495
PS AUDIO P500 POWER SUPPLY
1900 ... 995
RE VOX H6 TUNER
N/A . 295
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION... 1900... 695
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
1000 ... 595
SPECTRAL DMC15
4700 .. 2995
SPECTRAL DMA100S
4825 .. 2995
SPECTRAL MH750 8FT PAIR
900 ... 545
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL- SS IMTR XLR
3500 .. 1795
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL XLR IMTR
1000 ... 595
WILSON BENESCH ARC
2500 .. 1595
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 3.2 BLACK
14000 .. 3495
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • VVADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNIVI • NAKAMICHI • KOEFSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROVVLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

•
•
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Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
WebSite:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

7-"'

for th,e best part- ex prices!
regularly!

ClasseCDP-10,excedentœndition, boxed wit!' manuals (f1600!
Minant2 CD' 7Ki Signature, boxed, champagne finish
Hel iosStargate, black, 1owner, stunning looks and condition
Audio Research CD3 Mk II, silver, as new condition (£ 5190)
Shanling CD1r30C. Omega Drive, exdent. sensational looks! (
fopoo)
Cram iD8x, silver, immaculate conditce, boxed witi remote (09991
Wadia 302 CD player, black, mint, only afew months old (£4000)
Audio Analogue Maestro MkII, 3.5yrs otd, excellent condition ( E1500)
Corsonance22 Linear, brand new; boxed, remote areal giant Wert (£ 140))
Musical Fidelity A300 CD, immaciulate. boxed (£2000
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport. stunning, mint (£40001
Musical Fidelty kW SACO player, boxed as new, unrr arked (£4000)
Unison Research Unicoiâlve output OD, latest spec 24/192 model (f1250) ,
DOE Delius 24/19.2 CIAC, newer firewire node', boxed (£ 5999
5hailimg CDT10C (3D acoustics JK model), boxed as new (£ 16001
Resolution Audio Opus 21, 2box cd piayer boxed, unmarked (£ 2950)
Unison Research Unit° CD, latest spec 24t 92. Ex-d C£995)
Marant2SA-11S1 lagship SACDplbyer (020001
AdVanisacjeCD'IS ir black just fully•servicel(£4495)

£895
£449
£895
£3595
£3295
£595
£2795
£695
£995
£995
£2995
f2395
£795
£2495
£995
£2150
£995
£1595
£1395

Bryston BP25/4BSST pre/power combo. sillier, mint, baicf 20yr varranty!
EAR 8E9Integrated, mint, boxed, 1owr er 'rom new. (£ 2440)
Maran:z PM" 551 integrated, 1owner,•sJperb conditon (£ 1039)
AV _ab Series amplifier, boxed 35 new., multi award wmning 1E1500)
Pathos Inpol2 Inte.grated, only 6mntbs.olc, as new, boxed (£3650)
Mcintesn MC252 Power Amp, boxed as. new, only 6mnths cord ; 0812)
Qinpu Al .0x, ex What HiFi review model, boxed, mint (£ 300)
Croft TS' with Epoch Pre, ex-dem, both boxed as neni (£ 300))
Qinpu A-8000 MK II, ex HiF World review model , boxed as new .:£ 1295)
Musical idelity T•i-Vrsta Integrated, boxed, mint ( f4000)
Canary 301 Valve Power Amp, superb conoition, 300b (£ 3200)
Quad I' Forty Mono Blocks and QC24 Pre, 2yrs old, boxed (£4000)
A/C
In! Amo, Pure Class A, varey rare amp, mint, 1yr old i£2000)
Easterm Electric M52 ,
3Int Amp, es
-What Mili 5star review model
McIntosh MA6500 integra:ed, boxed, excelent condition, (£ 3317)
Audion Silve ,Night 3006 Valve list Amp, 7wpc, excellent, boxed.
McIntosh MA6900 int amg, boxed as new (14549)
feicntolhiC2200 Vail& pre amplifier, boxed as new, ex-dem (£4318)
Audio Note fileisbu Integrated amplifie , with internal phono stage +
£1000 Border Patrol Upgrade. (£4300) sensational

£1995
£995
£795
£995
£4395
£2795
£230
£1795
£895
£1995
£1495
£2495
£1295
£1199
£P0A
£795
£2895
£P0A
£2295

Hov.ard Radia Pcwe ,amp - boxed as new„ex-dem Cost new f7995
044 .864 valve pre amp, as new, balanced/se inputs ( E2000)
Erystom 4BSST-C series, power amp, black unmarked condition 112750)
Musical Fidelity kW (6112)Tube Pre, as new, simply sensaMonal. ( f3000)
Musical Fidelity kW750 power amplfier :£ 5399)
Mc'retcsh MC501 Monoblcks(pairl, exd(£ 7800)
Gras! GM50 Integrated Valrve Amp (£4,300)
EAR:8341_ de luxe line stage valve pre £ 11123)
Groft 151 hybrid power amp, exd, unmarked(£20C01
Pass Labs X350.5, suppied by us new (£ 7Eop)
Mcinto..h MA2275 valve int ([57733 as newex-dem
NIcirstothiMH12008x150 wats, ex-dem (£65C3>
Audio Imrovations 2ndlAudio Monoblock; I£3000)
Hovland HP1C0 pre+bwilt in phstage (£5350):
Howland HP2C0 + phono stage (£ 7325)

£4995
£1095
£1995
£1995
£3795
£P0A
£2795
f695
f995
f4995
£P0A
£3950
£995
f3595
£4995

PMCIB2 in cherry, immaculate condition, ) years old (f6995)
L.vii-rg\roice Avatartl, rraple, new in J'an OE, ,-nirt, be quick' (£3000)
Me,lin 115/v1 MM in exc condition 10/10 (£8000)
Gershman Acoustics Avantgarde. speakers,'finished in Piano Black
Louer one owner, 4:months ord!, ([ 7000)
Lying Voice OBX02 soeakers, boxed as new, ex-dem. (£ 4400)
ATC SCM-35, one owner, cberry, boxec as new ( f1999)
Wilson IBenesch Discovery„5 months did, boxed as new (£ 5700 ,
PMC FB1+ ( recently upraded to full + gpec) in cherry,.(£1695) ,
PM' 03 speakers, cherry, latest spec,5 months old. ( f2700)
AFC SCM-20A STower speakers, walnut (£5127)
Ref 3a Dacapo i, boxed as new in maple, onlk,r2 months old. £2700
tEL Q400E subwocfer in premium maple MOO)
Wilson Senesch ARC.'s with stands, silver finSh (£2.5k)
Lvitig Voice Atuditoriunn II in Chen, (£219.9
Alt scm-soAsL, in Cherry, 4nnthsold (£ 7947)
GanuT L3, in Fosewood, boxed as new. 0750,
Wilson Renesch Curve speakers, 4mnthsoli(E5000)
Cal, Helicon 400, boxee as new (£ 3300)
Quad 909 ESL'Antage, new £3000
Quad 988 ESL nNouveau, cost new 03750
Auoio Phvsic Virgo III, Cherry

£4295
£1995
£2395
£2995

(£2500)

•SME • Sound lab
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Lna LP12, Lingo PSU upgrade, Ittok Arrt, ncluding Klyde cartrioge,
excellemt condition, fu ly serviced and upgraded 2years ago.
Crzs Ph ono X, black in excellert conditon, 1year old (£ 700).
Lehmamr Silver Cube SE Phono S:age, quite simply one of the very best
you car currently buy. ,
ex-dem as new (1ºP250
Wilson 3enesch Full &tie, boxed as nevi:, rc new Ply Cartridge. :£2100)
Roksan Xerxes, brand new Tabriz Zi arm,icomol service 2ears, as mew
Tiic-,.ord Dint' with the never connected power supp-y, boxed as new,
ow Wale, latest spec, sensationell performance. (£ 749)

Blueloce seiraria Reference Tonearm, one cwner, 3roc nths o.d (£ 15000
Mark Levinson JC-1 piono stage, very very rare

Micne lleGyroaleclçOcl.2in Live Tonearm, Trichord Never Connected DSU+DC
motor, boxed, manuals. one owner, excella -s:. 0E2000+)
Kiell (PI Reference Phono Stage
SUIE 10,tnxed AS NEW(f2800)
SME 20/2a +SME Vtonearm (f5695)
Nbreignam Analogue Spaceiec
Teiclhoràeino- silver front.
Pioneer DDP436-XDE.43"PlasinJ -rs'amd. Brand new sealed box (£29)C)
Oyu.* PD(R in silver, Iyear old, immaculate cordition
Isotek Gil Vision maims conditic ,ner,,2rronths•ord,;si(ver faceplate (£595)
Townshend SJper Tweeters in Titanium -nart. (£ 800)
Nardos: Valhalla 0.6m interconnect, as new conditior, ( f19953
Isotak
Qube2, boxed, ore owner. (£ 1595) in silver, sensational
JAS Audio Supertweeters, actua ,
Vk'c•rloll Review pair (£645)
Nonos: Vishr u2n mains lead, one owner as new
PS Midi° P500 power plant + latest Multiwave 2plus nnodule :fitted
Musica) FidefityX-Cans v2, upgradec to v3
Musical FidelityX-10/3 Tube buffer s.-age
NordostTHOR mains conditioner (
i1'99)
Vertex AaRoraima Plus, mains lead + filter (£4901

£2495
£1395
£3695
£895
£1695
£1995
£1650
£695
£1699
£1495
£4895
£2750
£3495
£1995
£3600
£2999
£2895
£1295
£395
£1399
£1495
£795
£495
£795
£1495
£995
£1395
£1895
£3695
£695
£199
£2400
£249
£495
£650
f849
£695
£549
£349
£1695
£149
£195
£995
£395

-KINGSOUND Electrostatic Loudspeakers

By popular agreement, the very best
sounds at the Northern HiFi Show, 2006
The KingSound KS3000 is agenuine
full range electrostatic that does not require
special amplification or sub-woofers for
utterb,convincing music reproduction.
This is an affordable, true high-end
loudspeaker that is also remarkably at ease
in most listening room.

LUXMAN
Integrated Amplifiers

World renowned Luxman introduce
the latest [fl range of integrated ampeers.
Setting incomparabb, high standards
of performance, there are three versions of
these beautiful Luxman amplifiersfor you to
audition right now. Contact us for details of
your nearest UK Luxman dealer!

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
Engineering Excellence for State-of-the-Art Vinyl replay
Advanced technology. combined
with micro-precision engineeringfrom
Germany underpins the incomparable
quality and value of this superb range
ofAcoustic Signature turntables.
Designed and constructed entirely
'in-house' at Acoustic Signature, each
model incorporates a highly refined,
self lubricating `Tidorfolon' bearing which is fully guaranteed by the

SELECT

manufacturerfor ten years.
Combining massive construction
with ultra-fine tolerances further
ensures that each one of these magnificent instruments will greatly exceed
your expectations in all respects.
Owning an Acoustic Signature
turntable could be your best long term
investment in the supreme medium for
music reproduction.

AUDIO

Distributors of Superior Audio Equipment
For details of your nearest specialist retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

incs

Extraordinary Sound Systems
HORNING Loudspeakers
"... just what I've been searching for." That's the relief so many of our
customers express when they come to audition Horning loudspeakers.
High sensitivity, valve friendly, deep powerful bass and ethereal highs
You'll experience agraceful and natural
recreation of music's dynamic contrasts and
subtlety through a sense of emotional
communication that's now rather rare. Horning
loudspeakers deliver recordings with no hint of
tiresome technological influence, no 'etched'
detail, no edgy, 'ringing' highs, just natural,
free flowing music. Could this be what you've
been searching for as well? Our photograph
shows the Horning Agathon, which is priced
at £6.300. Other models in the Horning range
are available from ¡ust £2,000 to £ 18,200.

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
High Mass Turntables
German precision engineering of the
highest calibre has elevated our vinyl
reference system very cost-effectively.
With aten ( 10) years warranty on the
self-lubricating Tidorforlon bearing,
this could be your best ever investment
in ahigh-end component. Illustrated is
the Acoustic Signature Mambo £3,295.
Other models available from only £999

KR AUDIO Antares VA340 Integrated Amplifier
Quite simply, the KR VA340 is the most naturally musical integra-ec amplifier we've ever heard.
Although 'nrwralness' is acharacteristic of 300B valves, this model uses the more powerful
KR 3008XL variant to recreate all types of music with an authority and effortless realism
that restores the vital emotional connection between recordings and listeners.
KR amplifiers are designed and constructed by the valve manufacturers themselves and we
are prod to be associated with one of the most musically aware companies in
today.
The KR Audio Antares VA340 is priced at £4,995. Other modes in the KR range include the
mighty Kronzille monoblocks which presently serve as our absolute reference amplifiers.

1111115d1
AUDIO DESK SYSTEME

CD LATHE

This remarkable device should be as important to own as arecord cleaning machine is for
vinyl collectors. The Audio Deske lathe trims afine edge off CD's before you re-seal them
to reduce laser light scatter as well as ensuring better mechonial integrity between disc
and laser, with discs that are properly circular! Your CO's will sound more natual than
you've ever hecrd them! Everyone we know who's tried the late agrees, it really works,
and we think fill serious music lovers will appreciate how the device narrows the gap
between digital and analogue reproduction. We've bought one for ourselves! £320

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ACOUSTIC ZEN *login Mk2 12ft Biwire speaker cable (( 1195)
ACOUSTIC. ZEN Silver Reference lmt Balanced XLR ((815)
ART ST] Indspeakers. Block/slate tops ((2,500)
AUDIONET OP .200wpc Power Amp'ter ((2995)
AUDIOSTATIC XI Loudspeakers in blo:k ((5,000)
BAT VK-5i Pre-omp ((4,000)
BAT VK-: 50SE Monoblocks (( 15,500)
BAT VK-P5 Phone stage
CARDAS Golder Reference lmtr RCA
CARDAS Quad- Link Loudspeaker Cable!, hi-wire, spades 12ft+
CAT Sil Ultime Pre-amp with phono stage (( 7,000)
CONRAD JOHNSON PV-1514 Une Stage
CYRUS CD6 CD player
DIAPASON Kara Bookshelf Speakers (Beautiful in solid walnut)
EPOS M12 loucspeours. Cherry
JADIS JPS2 Net mint but the performance is astounding (c(8,000)
KUZMA Stubi 'S' Brass

SHANLING

CD T80
Unbelievable! Avalve output CD player
at only £650. Several happy customers
fully endorse its outstanding quality and
remarkable value. Have you seen the
reviews? We'll repeat, yes, just £650!!

LU Loudspeakers
101dB - that's the sensitivity of every model in the truly exciting new
range of loudspeakers from Lu. For anyone who feels that 'hi-fi'
reproduction has become flat and lifeless, tired, clinical, or synthetic,
please think again, Lu loudspeakers, with valve amplification, can restore
that 'shock of the real!' Dynamic realism is aLu characteristic, in every
model from the standmount 'Tone' through the groundbreaking 'Druid
MkIV' to the awesome 'Definition' with it's four rear-mounted bass
drivers, abandwidth of 16Hz - 25kHz and adynamic range of 130d8.
So, be prepared for aamuch more exciting experience when you
audition any Lu loudspeaker, you'll be hearing life-like music again!
Prices from £ 1,600 to £7,500. Afull range of Lu cables also avoilabl ,

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex-Demonstration Components
Mint £795
Mint £595
Superb £895
Mint £995
Mint, boxed £2795
Mint, boxed £ 1595
Mint, cases £7995
New, boxed £ 1395
Mint £595
Superb £795
Mint, boxed £4195
Mint, boxed £895
Mint £495
Mint, boxed £595
Lovely, boxed £295
£2995
Mint, boxed £750

LINN SONDEK LP12 (Trampolin) - new Origin Use Ubrrr DC rnotor,
MADRIGAL 11PC Balanced (XLR) Interconnets 7(
seven) mtrs
MARANTZ CD6000 OSE C0 Player
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-amp (our own demonstrator)
MYRYAD MP100/MA120 Pre/Pwr ( Black)
NORDOST SPM Reference Interconnect 1.5mtr Balanced XLR
ORIGIN LIVE Aurora t/t with Silver Mk2 arm (( 1595)
ORTOFON MCA- 76 Moving Coil Phono Transformer (2gain levels)
PRECIOUS METALS 552028 lmtr Balanced Interconnect ((550)
REFERENCE 3a Veena Floorstand model ((3,000)
SHANLING CD-T100 Late spec
SME IV Toneorm (Less thon 12 hrs use)
SUMO Gold Volve Pre 8300B Push/Pull monoblocks
TALON Raven Loudspeakers. Black Glass. ((6995)
TRANSFIGURATION Esprit MC (Few hours personal use only)
UNISON RESEARCH Mystery Pre-omp
XTC CDT] LE CD Transport Remote contd.

Mint + New £1,195
Mint, boxed £495
Mint, boxed £125
Mint, boxed £1295
Mint, boxed £695
Mint, boxed £425
New £1295
Superb £125
Excellent £249
Ex-dem £2295
Ex-dem £1195
Mint, boxed £895
Serviced £ 1995
Mint £2995
Mint, boxed £495
Excellent £799
As new, boxed £495

www.audiolincs.com

PHONE:

GRANTHAM ( A1) LINCS

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY EXPORT SALES

or

01476 591090

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification

Verbatim Cables
SRA

Noteworthy Audio
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH, Tel: 01296 422224

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
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For outstanding state-of-the-art
hi-fi & home cinema entertainment

Look no further...

BOO
NOW!
wwwJlifinewsshow.com
or call 01733 385174

The Hi-Fikews
Show 2006
Listen to the world's greatest sounding hi-fi systems and feast
your eyes on be latest in home cinema with over 200 brands
all under one roof.
This unique experience allows you to
put the finest in high quality audio and
visual systems through their paces,
plus you'll be able to get all the expert
advice you need to decide on the right
home entertainment system for you.

.
Hi-FiNews

t

SHOW

there's no need to look further...

2006

VENUE Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

For all your home entertainment needs,

DATE 23 & 24 September 2006

23 & 24 Septembe

OPEN '0.00am - 5.00pm

ADMISSION PRICE: Adults £8.00 Children under 16

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 245250 - Adorns & Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio, Glasgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios. Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550
Holburn HI-F1 Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100 - Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002 - Phonography, Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Practical HI-FI, Lancaster. Tel. 01524 39657 - Practical HI-F1, Manchester, Tel. 01618
398869 - Practical HI-F1, Warrington, Tel. 01925 632179 - R.J.F, Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Sevenoaks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VIdeoTecn, Huddersfield, Tel. 01484 516670

The

New

Densen

B-110

The B-110 is the successor to the B-100, which became the most sold high-end amplifier ever from a Scandinavian audio manu
facturer. The reviews have confirmed the quality of the "old" B-100 by awarding the B-100 a string of very favourable reviews: "Yot
just can't beat it", " rhythmic magic" and " build quality that should embarrass everyone fighting in this price category" - words tha
tell you it is time to open your ears and listen! Even so the B-110 is in all aspects a giant step forward in terms of musicality, features
user friendliness and upgradability. This completely new design is simply sonically superior because of the high-end details and fea
tures it inherits from its close relation to the B-150. The B-110 even comes with liftetime warranty.
The B-110 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophis

ticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is c
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantial')
downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise!
Features:
-Upgradeable with external power supply
-Ready for SAXO electronic crossover

'er

-Ready for remote control and phono stages
-Ready for multiroom systems
-Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
-Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 pass-through surround board
B-110 2x6Ow 8ohms / 2x120w 4 ohms -

1,000

The B-150 has already been awarded Best
Integrated Amp of the year in Portugal and
Editors Choice in UK. The B-110 is a down-scalled
version of the B-150, so it is a real High End killer!

B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4 ohms - £ 3,000
Densen Audio Technologies - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

Kelease tke Magic

StereCi GC/
KT88 integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver
Triode mode 2x 30w
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers ( weight33kg)

After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

From £1,399 Inc Russian valves
Mere:, 60
l
Upgrades available)
Designed to get the best from the KT88 the Stereo 60 will deliver 65 watts of
vilve power at very low distortion from 20Hz to 20kHz (-- 0 -0.1db). Enough
Hower to drive almost any speaker with warmth & detail. Beautiful build quality.

DiN0

Liexe
Valve rectification. Twin choke smoothing. All triode design.
Remote control. Four mots plus lane loon

_waits gnu

MoviNq Coil

MMUS SIU111111111

MoviNg MAGNET

onifseemstobe bombproof"

SWÍICliAblE GAiN

Tony Bolton Hi Fi News July06
From £699.95 complete
i

SwitchAblE LoAclinaq
Supuz REctuktores

77
,7

l All STalsre Phcbrzez, Stage

Only apure valve design can get the best
from Ifs. All triode. No feedback
Passive RIAL Custom British moving
coil TX option. Choke regulated PSU
Separate power supply. High output
Will drive most power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

From only £449.95

DiscRET Output SIAEI
E
Upqrt.AdEAblE POWER Supply

,
1\le

Rd ThE REViEWS ON OUR WEbSiTE:

complete

Estabhshed UK Co Unbeatable back up service. Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted*

For more into visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales©ioonaudio.co.uk
€4--ri.dia-- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
*Conditions apply

Visa .
in,! MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Never-Connected

WWW.TRiChORdRESEARCh.COM

'Never Connected' - unique noise
reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
sound quality.

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

saies@trIchordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichordresearch.com

Breaking news:
the new Beauhom Rhapsody
Beauhom, leading single driver horn specialist, is
to introduce the slim-line 82 Rhapsody this
September. While the design is changed to a less
challenging styling, the characteristic Beauhom
sound is unaltered.
The first public showing will be at the London
Sound and Vision Show at the Park Inn, Heathrow,
on 23/24 September.
The new Rhapsody will fit more harmoniously into
smaller listening rooms and have greater appeal
to female music lovers (it is acknowledged that
choice of the current 82 has been very much a
'male thing).
If you want to enjoy the natural sound of real
instruments playing in your room, these are the
speakers to do it for you. Come and hear them.

Beauhorn
website: www.beauhorn.com

email: infon@beauhom.com

I\ I

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424 813888

iThe Guide

call 020 8726 8323 to advertise

Front End Problems?
then contact:

High End Cable

MADisou ND

call Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

doe

Abbey Road Cables

Ecosse

Stax earspeakers

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

0 0
Loud

HOME CINEMA &
MUITI-ROOM
RETAILER, INSTALLER

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES 8t LEMONS
ouRS/X / 10CH rAtvGY YEA/
0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
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NeYRDOST

Does This Seem Familiar?

THE INNOVATIVE H111.

51(1

I [ [ i

/‘1._.rei‘

020 8688 6565

(

Solen Fast Caps

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

•
\(

Tannoy Mini Autograph
Supertweeters

www.cartridgeman.com
Email: thecartridgeman@btinternet.com

11.I.55

C solen Inductors

van den Hul

Ortofon - Sumiko - Lyra
Echo Busters - Burn in service

551

QUALITY

AND ADVICE.

:in

IsoTek

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

SPEAKER

HIGHEST

sea
• '= +.
s

Nordost UK

'CARTRIDGE 1IAN STIRS GAMES NOW .11:1ILABLE'

5I<(

PROVIDES

THE

Stereovox

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"I3-EST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft. Moth. Hadcock, EAR. and others.

Friendly and efficient service

WITH

PARTS

Chord Company

"The Cartridge Man

Veeb Site:

BUILDERS

1(51(
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Too

Loud

0

scan-EpeaK

Way too Loud

It's a common problem: The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise flooi may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuatom. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost ir only £ 39 net ria,r delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, HiFi World,
F1, Fi Plus and on the web at wwwtnt-audio.com

S([(• [' le

020 7924 2040
61/63 WHIRS ROAD, SW II
website: www.oandlhdi.co.uk

ÍJ MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC
•
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA.

14

1
,11

1
TEL 608.831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail inIcemachsound con(

.
."4,1:(
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Stockists of: ARUM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE

•
MICRONIEGA • NAN AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROM
•
ROYD • SHAIHNIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

niueiityY
indecently good hi-fi

9High

Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
Sorrev KT I4D.\ Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

udio Destination
devons audio specialists

K LW

C -HOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

we make choosing the right music or
home-cinema system easy...
Stockists of: Analysis Plus, Audia, Audio Analogue,
Audio Physic, Avid, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter Audio,
Cairn, Chord, Einstein, Esoteric Research, Final, Grand
Pnx Audio, Heed Audio, IsoTek, Lexicon, Lyra, McIntosh,
Monitor Audio, Moon, Nordost, Parasound, Primare,
Project, Roksan, Stax, Sumiko, Tannoy Prestige, Thiel,
Totem Acoustics, VDH, Velodyne, VPI and many more.

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon -sat : 9am - 5pm. Tiverton, Devon

info@audiodestinationcouk www.audiodestination.co.uk

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell .
you what cables will work
best in your system.
on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

•FREE SHIPPING

1COMPONENTS
CCESSORIES
IlljTUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

www.souncitinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
spec... ( re home enleffa[nment

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Herman Kordon,
Infinity, Linn, Morantz, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926 I

Visit our website at:
http://wwwintwyre.com

fatwyre@futwyre.com

THE
CRIME
C0111PRIlli
125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CRE DIT CARDS

c:.

lc

Audio servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.
British, Japariese
8. American hi -fi
catered for.
Phase Linear 8. SAXE
specialists.

Custom equipment designed
IbLailt in house.
Sao Ie of pre-ovvrved
equipment.

01264 323573

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
components and
accessories
Phone today for your FREE
FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
check out our website.
00 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudlo.com

The Guide

call 020 8726 8323 to advertise

MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Maranta • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Nairn • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

SOLIHUL_ WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands 892 8JL
0111 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlards DY8 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON •COLDFIELD
10 Bordmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Co.-iiscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811

re

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selened items • 0% itiiFt
Written details on recii,est • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

•
CEDIA

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi- Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Legan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. SVV20 ODA'
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E shopeobrIenhiftcom

Free parkhg • Foe minutes from A3 • Open Toe - Sat 9 -

30

Scams Faber - Domos
Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • Gutvrtre • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Morel • Nairn
Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Rentan • Sertaeteer
Somas Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta - Totem
Transparent • Unison Research • Velodynr
Watedall

Moon - Supernova

cez;›

Please contact us for a li•t of ex-denn & din play pmdut

Chord - Cables
We are Currently
dernometr•ting the..
etunning new products
Please contact ua to
arrange adernormaration

Sugden - A21SE Amp Er CD

"
LockwoodAudio

atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
michell
,naim audio
neat acoustics

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANNUIC Cones
Hotline at

aottingham
Prime('
sme
spendor
runco

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Gil for appointment to visit us at Hanweii on
+44(0) 20 8579 7755
I

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156

71,2./

sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

HIGH END SALE

signals
hi-fi for grown-ups

1pswic
fax ( 01473)
W

W

Àl .

KOETSU URUSHI GOLD
£1800
PATHOS LOGOS
£ 1750
JADIS DA8 amp
CALL
ARC SP- 16 ( w/ phono)
£1950
A/A MAESTRO 24/96 CD £ 1050
M/LOGAN MOSAIC £ 1100
COPLAND ( various)
CALL
TRANSPARENT ULTRA
CALL

01473)
‘'1/2

655171

"I:encifps.gnali.uk corn
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System Sounds Flat?
Upgrade to SuperStereo with a Dnaseetor Adapter
"Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..." Hi Fi News
"Superb"

Hi Fi World

"Produces astonishing results" Hi Fi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" Hi Fi Choice
"Indispensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 1195) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495)
. Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873. E-mail: d‘ nay ector(a onetel.com
Web: http://web.oneteLcorri-d‘sasectur

o

Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e—mail: brianrivemac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk

Most Vital
Component
Back in the 70's. when LP12's were
king. there was this theory put about by
Linn that the front end was the most
important part of the hi-fi chain, and
providing that was right, the system
would sound great. While accepting that
there is some truth in this. Ihave never
full agreed and from experience know
that speakers are the most critical
component. Invariably, when visiting

Absolute Analogue
Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6'7GV
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8450 8113

.‘ta rum ' atilt's' Voila .

Email: Absolate_Analoguera emailmso.com
Website: ssa %. absoluteanalogue.eo.uk

"This is. the hest ChineNe
1
audio product Ihas e

It is not necessary to hare great
'equipment in order to listen to nmic...
if•-•

V.

...hut it
helps.

customers to sort out their problems. it
is invariably the speakers which are the

w

iste

-

N, -.
sier
b

e
Get it right!

For more information,
Pitase see our wehsite.

problem. though they

reN ieued to date."
Enjoy The
%lay

generally blame the amplification.
There are not many great speakers out there, which is why. visiting
Hi-fi Shows. Ionly really concentrate on speaker manufacturers
demo's, in the hope of finding something special. There was no

IAN HAIRIRISCIN HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES FREE

dought that at the Las Vegas Show in January the best sound came
from the Nola Pegasus and Viper IIA demos, and at the recent
Bristol Show was glad to accept a ' Product of the Year Award from
Hi -Fi+ Magazine ( see www.nolaspeakers.com). Idon't have those
on demo yet as they a-e a bit pricey and large for the average
British home, but tie smaller Viper's are on demo. Another great
range is that from AVI ( Neutron IV, Pro- Nine +. Duo.Trio,Brio).
(www.avihifi.com) of which the first three will generally be on
demo. So if you want something out of the ordinary.
do give a ring, or send an e-mail.

V. Audio
icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

NATIONWIDE

DELIVERY

SAL E
DEVON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KODSU RED T
MICKELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RS I
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GAMUT D200 MK3 DUAL MONO
GAMUT 13 LOUDSPEAKERS
MIChELL TURNTABLES
EAR MASTER DISK
SFAX HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
NORDOST CABLES

£173
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£675
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPCA
EPGA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
£170A
EPOA
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL,
SUMIKO, GRADO
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK EAR., OPERA.
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS.
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
,KG, HA_CRC, CAT., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDR3 VALVE GP.AAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM. TRANSPARENT SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL. VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, Aroi..o, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW á BOXED WITH FULL U.1( GUARANTEES. NO EU OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OF PRICES,
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA' - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE85 800
TEL: 01283 702875 ilern-Opm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

SIMPLY HI

HER FIDELITY

aiww.hifiportal.co.uk
www.hifiportal.co.uk has beeri established to act as acentral resource for
the UK hi-fi industry.
It is intended to be astatement of record and will include breaking news,
acomprehensin cross-referenced set of links and articles.
It should be avaluable tool both for the industry and the public.
Please visit us now for coverage of the recent Heathrow High Fidelity Show.

• CROFT MICRO SIZED PRE/POWER
• 1000 hour BATTERY PREAMP
• VIRI UAL JvIRE'TRANSVALVE
• CROv

rm

SILVER CAPACITORS

-

• EICHMANN CABLE PODS
• 25-60 WATTS
• ZERO

Tm

MICRO POWER
FEECBACK

.

ATV Services ( Mid Surrey)
For all your Hifi servicing needs.Valve and transistor amplifiers repaired and serviced. Kits built
and rescued. Bespoke one-offs designed and
built to your requirements. Restorations,
modifications and upgrades carried out.

•

CM

THE MASTER

CRAF

5MA
London enquiries:

Special one- day courses run on audio
electronics and acoustics to help demystify
all the industry gobbledegook!
Call 01372 456921 or
email toprepairman@aol.com

CROFT

+44

(
0)208 201 9286

o
4
:-MIN3NT

e.acrian©audioflair.co.Lk

11>

web:ww:.

t

-14 ( Of

746 71 ,
AERI
rn

077)? 470266 fix: + 44 (0) 12

e

681 8772

5.1teminitntaudio.co.uk
ROFT

MICRCiNP UT

SERIES

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST di. PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
CD/SACD/DVD

AYRE CD PLAYER
MICROMEGA DUO CD-3/BS-2 COMBO
DENON OVOA3300 (GOLD)
DENON DVD 280011 (GOLD)
LINN KAR1K/NUMERIK III
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS- III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-II CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
AUDIO ALCHEMY DAC IN THE BOX
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000 TRANS./DAC
ACCUPHASE DP- 90 TRANSPORT
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
PERP.TECH PI -A/P3-A/PSU 51G-2
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
PRIMARE V-25 CD/ DOD (£ 1000) LAST ONE'!
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT/DAC
THETA CARMAN CD/DOD TRANSPORT
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800)
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£ 1450)
TRAC P-500 TRANSPORT
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£1000 TRICHORD MODS)
DENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER

RING
MINT/BOXED ... £895
BOXED ... £395
BOXED ... £395
MINT/BOXED .. £1295
NOS/BOXED ... £395
NOS/BOXED ... £350
NOS/BOXED ... £275
NOS/BOXED ... £225
VGC £295
VGC
EXCLT/BOXED .. £1795
MINT .. £3250
BOXED... £895
BRAND NEW.. RING!
MINT/BOXED £12513
EX DIS./BOXED . £450
MINT/BOXED .. £1595
MINT/BOXED . £1695
EXCLT . £575
MINT/BOXED .. £2850
MINT/BOXED ... £375
MINT/BOXED ... £495
EXCLT... £350
REDUCED ... £795
EX.DEM . £ 195

VINYL

QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE 8ARM (RARE AS)
EXCLT .. £1275
EORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
EXCLT/BOXED £7495
LP12/LINGO/EIKOS/ARKIV/L1NTO/CIRKUS ETC
MINT/BOXED .. £2795
ORIGINAL LP-12/BASIK LW ARM/CART
EXCLT ... £395
LP-12NALHAllA/AKITO/NEW CART
EXCLT . £550
LINN LP- 12 /NORTON AIR POWER PSU
EXCLT .... TBC
LINN AXIS/BASIK+ ARM/NEW AT110E
MINT/BOXED . £275
ALPHASON SONATA/PSU/HR-100S MCS/GRADO
BOXED ... £995
NOUS ANA.SPACE.DECK/HEAVY KIT
MINT/BOXED . £950
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENT1/PSU/RB-300/CART.
MINT/BOXED ... £795
LOGIC DM- 101 (ONE OWNER)
MINT/BOXED . £250
SYSTEMDEK/REGA RB-300/CARTRIDGE
BOXED . £275
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM . £395
MOTH MM.MC PHONO STAGE
EXCLT . £175
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN THE BOX (NEW)
NOS./BOXED . £150
HADCOCK GH42 TONE ARM
AS NEW/BOXED ... £475
GRAHAM SLOE ELEVATOR EXP
AS NEW/BOXED . £375
VEGA RB-300 TONE ARM
EXCLT ... £110
MANTICORE MUSICIAN ARM
MINT . £250

SOLID STATE

SONY TAE- 1PRE AMP (ULTRA RARE)

MINT/BOXED £ 1995

thesoundsurgery

MARANTZ MA- 700 200 WATT MONO,S
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
AVI- S-2000 MONOBLOCS
THORENS 2000 PRE/POWER
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
'THE ALCHEMIST PRE AMP
THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
'THE ALCHEM1ST'MONOBLOCS
CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE
CLASSE CA-400 POWER AMP
PLIN1US SA- 102 POWER AMP (£4700)
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5E1
C. JOHNSON PFR.REMOTE PRE
QUAD 33/303/FM3 (QUAD SERVICED)

MINT/BOXED . . £645
EX OEM/BOXED .. £2895
MINT/BOXED .. £4995
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
BOXED ... £750
MINT/BOXED ... £695
NEW/BOXED ... £995
EXCLT .. £3750
EXCLT .. £2750
EXCLT ... RING
MINT.. £ 1695
VGC .. £3250
EXCLT .. £2795
EXCLT .. £2795
MINT/BOXED .. £1795
EMIT ... £375

VALVE AMPS

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK)
MINT/BOXED ... £895
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 30013 MONO'S
EXCLT/BOXED .. £2195
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
UN. RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£1650)
EXCLT ... £595
ROGUE MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE)
8STEREO 90 POWER AMP (CURRENT SPEC)
MINT/BOXED .. £2895
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
MINT/BOXED ...£995
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM 1NT.(£2800)
EX.DEM .. £ 1895
GRANE 50/50 POWER AMP
AS NEW .. £ 1295
AUDION REF, PRE/PHONO STAGE (£2500)
NEW OLD STOCK ... £995
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
JADIS DEFY- 7POWER AMP
EXCLT .. £2995
LUMLEY M-75 MONOBLOCS (HUGE!)
VGC ... £895

LOUDSPEAKERS

EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
BRAND NEW .. £9995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
BRAND NEW .. £6450
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
BRAND NEW .. £4450
TALON KHORUS-X 1918000)
VGC .. £6995
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM -3 (£9500)
EX.DEM .. £4995
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3
MINT .. £2850
MIRAGE Mis,
EXCLT .. 02750
KLIPSCH K- HORNS B.EYE MAPLE
EXCLT .. £2995
SNELL TYPE All
EXCLT/BOXED . . RING
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED .. £ 1695
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOB1NGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM .. £1250
SNELL CMKRI
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS Ft/WOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED .. £1195
ALR JORDAN NOTE- 5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM .. £1250
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY I
I
.. £895
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT ... £750
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
M1NT/BOXED.. £ 1295
CURA CA- 21 B.EYE MAPLE (£ 1800)
MINT. £750
KELLY KT- 3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED . £695

releasin

CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD (£1275)
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
AUDIONOTE ARE ROSEWOOD
KEF 04'S SILVER (£400)

£375
EXCLT ... £650
EXCLT ... £475
EXCLT . . . £275
GC . £795
MINT/BOXED ... £275

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS

QUAD FM-4TUNER
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE)
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE
CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST

EXCLT
IBC
VGC . £195
MINT . £250

LOUDSPEAKER

DPA BLACK SLINK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WBTS
£795
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LORS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW Bono ETC
£795
PS AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIFIVAkIA AUDIO 9,SERES 23 8E111 PAR EX DEM. FACTOR/ TERNTATED £475
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVER SPADES) £225
QED XT- 350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
TBA
NORDOST FLATL1NE GOLD BI-WIRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE)PER METRE . £20
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 X2 BI RIRE BRAND NEW (£20 METRE) PER METRE.. £9

INTERCONNECT

RACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BUNGED XLR 1METRE (£997 RETAI) BRIM AEW . £395
PUCK FIFICOUIA CRISCO° WINCED X1R 2WIFE (1£1503.- REIAL) BRIM PEW .. EEO
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
BRAND NEW ... £295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE
OR 1METRE
BRAND NEW . £75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW .... £65
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR £1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED ... £.275
XLO 3METRE PAIR (PHONO) EX.DEM
£225
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 6.5 METRE PAIR £299
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 1METRE PAIR
£55
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE PAIR EX.DIS BOXED £ 199
CABLE TALK-3DIGITAL COAX 1METRE NEW/BOXED £50
NORDOST VARIOUS INC.MOONGLOW
RING
JPS LABS SUPERCONDUCTOR+ 1METRE RCA
AS NEW ... £125
SONGS EUTE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100 .

STANDS

EACH ...
EX DEM ...
NEW . .
NEW . .
NEW . .
NEW. .
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turntables

Desk

Eastern Electric, JAS Audio, Monopulse,
Stillpoints, Supra Sword, Timber Matrix

Systeme,

and

digital

players

Exactpower,

Pearcable, Polar Cable, Stereovox,
Foundation, Vertex AQ, Whest Audio

£295
£ 149
£ 199
£ 195
£275
£250

The

Market

For sate
Sonus Faber Amati, Mark Levinson
335 power amp, recent overhaul by
Madrigal, boxed £ 3600, excellent
condition, Tel: 07796 545031 ( FH17)
Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable,
one pair 4.5m for £ 300 and two pairs
2.5m for £ 200 each pair terminated
bananas one end, as new, Tel: 01945
463077 ( FH171

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

Chord SPM 1400E x2mono power
amplifiers, black, £ 6500, Arcam FMJ
DV29 DVD player, 6months old, £ 850,
Nordost Valhalla 1m XLR analogue
interconnects, £ 1100, all mint and
boxed, Tel: 07941 424322/01789 261585
or email: idbruntfaf2s.com ( FH171
Meridian 201 pre ( mint) £ 280, 204 tuner
(good) £ 250, 105 monoblocks £ 350,
remote £ 50, Pink Triangle, Cardinal
and Ordinal (v.g.c) £ 730, all boxed,
except 105s, Tel: 0115 9566288 ( GH17)

Garrard turntable with amplifiers in
very good condition, has new Ortofon
cartridge, serious offers only, Tel: 0161
792 7007 [ FH171

Mark Levinson 336 power amp, few
marks £ 2995 (£ 10k), Tel: 07966 267404
(Essex) [ 04141

Burmester power amps 828 Mk 2
German high- end, 200 watt, factory
service 3years ago, any trial, (£ 4000)
£1000, Audio Research SP14 pre silver
ex con. valve phone £ 975, Tel: Steve on
01733 561375 ( Peterborough) [ FH17]

Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable
0.5 tonearm, mint condition £ 1000
(£2000), Tag McLaren F3 Series phono
pre- amplifier PPA20 £ 50 (£ 1100),
sounds great together or separate, Tel:
07766 525927 [ 04141

Valve pre- amp with phono £ 300, Linn
LP12, Afromosia, SME Ill's Ortofon
VM520e £ 350, Pioneer PDS801 CD
PLAYER £ 150, Technics RSAZ7
cassette deck, mint, boxed £ 160, Tel:
Ray on 07708 431963 ( Cheshire) [ FH17]

Mark Levinson No 380s preamp
(E3800), and No 27.5 power amp
(£1800), phonomena two box battery
phono stage (£ 700), all in excellent
condition, Tel: 020 8868 0369/07711
064480 ( Please leave message) ( 04161

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers
(£18000 new) £4995, Krell FPB 600C
power amp 600 wpc Class A (£ 15000
new) £ 4995, all crated and in excellent
condition, priced to sell, can demo, Tel:
07905 338232 [ FH17]

EAR 834L valve preamp £ 295, Cyrus
CD6 £ 295, KEF Q1511speakers £ 100,
24 -stands £ 35, Lyra Lydian M.C. £ 225,
Ortofon MC25E £ 100, Goldring Elite
M.C. £ 100, all mint/boxed, Tel: 01243
863371 [ 04141

800 Region 1DVDs, average cost each
£15+, all mint condition and played
only once, quantities less than 50 price
£6 each, over 50 price £ 5each, full list
available by email: deregle1faaol.com,
Tel: 01945 463077 ( FH17]

Bohlender Radia 420 hybrid ribbons,
mint, boxed £ 1500 ono Bks 107 Mk II
supreme ribbon speaker, mint £ 1150
ono, May PX, Tel: 01942 707751 or
mobile 07979 300421 ( GH17)

EAR V20, superb, boxed, £ 1700,
Shanling CDT- 100, mint, boxed, £ 800.
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck, RB250 with Origin Live upgrades, Sumiko
BPS, manuals, boxed, mint, £ 900, EAR
834P- MM, £ 250, Quad ESL- 57, sound
fantastic, £ 400, Quadraspire large 4shelf rack, oak, boxed, £ 200, various
harmonic technology cables, little use,
under half-price, McCormack Line Drive Deluxe passive pre- amp, £ 50,
Tel: 07843 589042 EFH3050)
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Wilson Benesch Arc speakers with
integral stands, black and silver finish,
one year old, excellent condition £ 1495.
Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) ( GH17)
SMEV Gold, 13 months old and used
for less than 20hrs £ 1350, Rouge
99/120 pre/mono, been in storage for
over 18months £ 1350/£1650, pre has
home theatre switch mode, VTL 125
mono £ 1400, using at present, all mint
with boxes and manuals, Tel: 020 8357
1264/07962 888988 [ 04191

Pink Triangle two box Dacapo DAC,
boxed, needs new battery hence £ 500
price tag, v.g.c. is fitted with 22- bit filter
module Tel: Roger on 01565 632796
(home) or Mobile: 07773 514085 ( 0414)
Soundstyle XS250 CD rack ( black)
£150, Mission 77ds surround
speakers ( white) £ 100, both good
condition and half new price Tel: 0159
829633 ( Gloucestershire) or email:
talgarthrafreenet.co.uk ( 0414)
Monoblock Marantz MA6100 ideal
for centre channel £ 150, Totem
Dreamcatcher centre speaker, white
£250, Cyrus XPA power amp £ 200,
Loewe Aconda 32in TV, black £ 700, Tel
Martin on 020 7684 0995 ( GH14)
Mark Levinson reference pre- amp
and power amps for sale, ML 32 ref and
ML 33H mono block ref amps for sale,
all with manuals original packaging,
link cables etc. All in perfect working
condition and recently serviced
-serious offers, Tel: 07813 661682
[04141
Krell KPE Reference phono stage
+PSU, mint, boxed, £ 1000, Musical
FidelityA308 CD player, mint, boxed
with remote £ 850, Lyra Argo 100 hours,
£500, Nibiru V2 5R phonoestage, 9
months old £ 1200, Tel: Clive on 01590
622573 ( Hampshire) [ 0J17]
Linn pair of Klimax 500 Solo power
amps, good condition, boxes £ 7500,
Tel: 01323 487781 ( East Sussex) ( GH17)
Tom Evans The Vibe - plus £ 2300, Tom
Evans, The Groove - plus £ 2300, both
one year old, Tel: 00 49 5192 4426 or
email: kenNightfdt-online.de ( 0E117)
dCS Elgar and Purcell, just serviced by
dCS £ 4995, Jeff Rowland model 8T and
BPS- 8battery pack £ 7995, Krell KAV
300i integrated amplifier £ 1195, Wilson
System Five loudspeakers [ 5995, Tel:
01403 251587 [ GH17]
Siltech Signature Eskay Creek
gold/silver speaker cables 2m pair
spades, boxed, mint £ 3000 (£ 6300),
magnificent, Tel: 01904 345374 ( GH17)
Linn Unidisk 1.1, silver, bought May'05,
recent software and firmware updates

£5500, B&W 803, cherry finish, boxed,
new £ 2500, Naim Nap 250 stereo power
amplifier £ 900, Arcam AV65 integrated
power amplifier, silver £ 250, Marantz
RC9200 colour programmable remote
control, boxed, new £320, Tel: Wasim
on 07740 285087 or email: wkhan_
01fdyahoo.co.uk [ GA281

Meridian M3 Active speakers, integral
amplifiers, interconnect/mains cables,
quality stands, EAR 834L valve preamp, Pioneer 656 universal player,
System £ 800, Orelle DA180 DAC £ 125,
Cambridge Azur 640 CD £ 140, Tel:
01243 863371 [A8]
Pair Naim 135, serial 108851, recent
full Naim service, supporting invoices,
boxed £ 1985, Russ Andrews switch
mode power supplies for 82 pre- amps
CD etc 24V DC with Kimber link cables
(£169.95 mint £ 125 each, Tel: 01825
722936 [A1050)

Spendor S8e speakers ( maple) as
new, boxed (£ 1895) selling £ 800, buyer
collects, Monitor Audio GR20 speakers,
piano black finish, as new, boxed
(£1800) selling £ 750, buyer collects,
Tel: 01491 613760 ( Oxford area) [A8]

Pioneer DVD DV- 09 player, does not
play region 1, CD replay OK, superb
finish, mint, manual and boxed, 15kg
weight, buyer collects - offers please,
Tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex) [AH14)
Snell Type Cloudspeaker, light oak,
very good condition £ 1000, Mirage BPS
400 sub woofer, piano finish, excellent
condition £ 800, Nakamichi DVD 10's
player £ 100, as new, Tel: 01252 614055
(Hampshire) )4J17]
Nordost Valhalla, speaker cable
1.5m factory bi-wire £ 1850 (£ 3750),
interconnects 0.6m factory RCA £ 850

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole molloyfaipcmedia.com. Foryour security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399
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The Market
(£1900), 0.6m xlr £ 550, 0.25m RCA
£275, Sony DVP-S7700 DVD/CD player
£175 ( POO), Tel: 0131 6610126, or
07811 335060 [A8]
Oracle CD2000 Transport, pristine
£3500, Audio Note DAC 3 £ 1000
upgrade to Signature, As New and just
serviced by Audio Note £ 900, 3xGolden
Dragon 211s new boxed £ 50 each,
email: eliseathomefdhotmail.co.uk,
Tel: 07796 957142 [AH141
Theta Dreadnaught 5channel
amp awesome £ 375017500 new),
Musical Fidelity FX power amp £ 299
Transparent Audio Ultra Balance
cables 3x ( F,C & R) £ 750, Siltech
1m Digital cable £ 100, Harmonic
Technology Pro 900 bi-wired speaker
cable 15 foot £ 850, Kimber OPT- 1
cable 1m £ 20, Osborn Reference Titan
speakers £ 750, Osborn Reference
Centre £ 500, Acoustic Energy ME109
speakers black, £ 75, Tel: 07789 543751
or email: audioaerofahotmail.com
[AG21]
Bryston BP25DA pre- amp with
integral DAC and MPS1 DC PSU, silver
finish, two years old, as new (£ 2300),
boxed with remote and instructions,
accept £ 1650 ono, Tel Paul 07747
564251 [AH14]
Mark Levinson No.331 power amp
£1850.00, Tannoy sub- woofer R- sub
15 £ 250, Technics 1500 reel to reel
£300, Pioneer cassette tape deck CT F950 £ 200, Tel 01527 543442 after 6pm
[AJ17]
Audio Synthesis Transcend ASL and
Dax Discrete Variable Blackgate,
£2250/£3000, Rogue ST90 amp, £ 1100,
all owned from new, in excellent
condition with boxes and recently
factory serviced, latest specs, new
valves, audition possible in central
London, Tel 0798 5093985 [AJ221

1
-

•

1

,

'

Audiopax
Boulder
highReferenceand
system,
mint,
Ref end
100
speakers ( red) £ 8999 ( El 5450), Model
98 amp ( new) silver £4999, (£ 7999),
Model 5pre- amp ( black) £ 2000, (£ 4299)
and Boulder 1012 DAC, phono, preamp
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£6999, (£ 13000) 4xEcosse Big Red
Powerchords £ 300 ( E860), email:
infoObybees.co.uk [AJ17]

Cyrus CD8x CD player, boxed, as new
with guarantee, can demo £ 550, Tel:
07947 427768 [A]

Audio Research amplification
Reference 2Mk II pre- amplifier,
superb absolutely stunning mint £4950
(£10000), VT 200 Mk 2valve power
amplifier 200W superb £ 4950, Audio
Research reference phono stage state
of the art valve design, mint £ 3500, Tel:
01923 235423 [AJ]

Acoustic Zen MC- 2digital
interconnect, balanced, 1metre £ 125
(£328), Pro Silway 2interconnects, 1
metre pairs. RCA or XLR, Superlative
cables ( and plugs!) £ 100 each (£ 245).
Tel: 07815 810904 [ FOC]

SME Series Vextremely rare special
order gold plated with gold lettering
version rare 20 hours use wired with
VdH silver, like new £ 1495, (£ 2500)
LFD dac 3, one of the most musical
D/A converters money can buy £ 1500
(£35001, Tel: 01923 235423 [AJ]
Kuzma Reference turntable complete
with airline arm and compressor mint
boxed very musical bit of kit absolutely
boxed superb £4900, (£ 10,000),
Impusle H1 horn- loaded loudspeakers
flagship model rare finished in
mahogany wired with Kimber stunning
£1350 Tel: 01923 235423 [AJ1
SME model 10 precision turntable few
hours use just like brand new, boxed
tools and manual £ 1700, Chord CPA
3200e pre- amp with Integra legs, mint
£2550, (£ 6000), Nordost Valhalla 1m
RCA interconnect mint £ 950, Tel: 01923
235423 [AJ]

Meridian 502 pre with m- m & m- c
phono BDS + 505 monoblock power
amps+ MSR + balanced cables
£15,500, Krell KAV300i integrated amp
£825, Marantz PM- 15S1 integrated
amp £ 825, SA- 15S1 CD/SACD player
£825, Nakamichi CR 4E £ 350, Ortofon
Kontrapunkra' £ 200, Sony MiniDisc
MDS-JA 20ES E325, SME arm M10
£525, Tel: 01474 326220 [ FOC]
Wharfedale Mach 5speakers,
Technics RS- T20 cassette deck,
Technics 57-G4L tuner, Technics S
QL15 turntable, offers, Tel: Stephen
on 01525 403771 ( evenings) or 07817
622679 ( daytime) [ GA14]
Cyrus CD7Q CD player, silver, mint
condition, boxed, normal price £ 1100,
willaccept £ 650, Tel: 07950 594569
[GA141

evi

Wadia 861 CD player, fully upgraded by
importer from 860 boxed and manual,
fully documented, extremely musical
sound £ 3695, (£ 8000), Tel: 01923
235423 [AJ]

Complete Naim active system, mint
condition, still boxed, includes CDX2
CD Player, 282 pre- amp, 2Hi- Cap
power supplies, 2NAP- 200 power
amps, Snaxo 242, SL2 ( cherry)
speakers, complete Naim frame,
seven levels, cost new September 2003
£17,528 ( receipt available) £ 11,000, Tel:
Owen on 01799502510 [ GA14]

SonyXA9000ES multi- channel SACO
player, under warranty, weight too
heavy for elderly owner, HFN review
May 2004 Stereophile Aplus rated list
£2400, mint condition, accept £ 995. Tel:
020 8951 3178 [AJ17]

Leak Trough Line tuner, Leak Stereo
30 plus, Celestion Ditton 33 speakers
with stands, Technics direct drive auto
turntable SL-DL5, condition unknown,
prefer to sell as one tot, any fair offer
Tel: 01420 80914 (Alton, Hants) [ FOC]

Arcam AVR 350 home cinema receiver,
brand new, unused, makers warranty
list £ 1500, accept £ 1295, KEF 5001
centre channel speaker list £ 150,
accept £ 95 Tel: 020 8951 3178 [ JK]

Naim CD1 £ 300, Nairn 72 pre- amp
£300, Naim 140 amplifier £ 300, Naim
NAT30 tuner £ 200, Nairn SBL speakers
£300, Alphason glass rack £ 50, Russ
Andrews powerblock £ 50, Tel: 077436 *.
30656 [ FOC]

www.chowe-htli
. .com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

CD Players and DACs

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee
No limit to numbers of items
No Time Limit on adverts
Credit Card Payments

Accuphase DP 55V
01500
Accuphase DP- 75V
(
2999
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mklIl
;:2795
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
i:2250
Arcam 5
£200
Arcam 8se cd player
£250
Audia Flight Cot
13795
11695
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
;:3550
Audiolab 8000 cd
£290
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 ( 24/192)
3300
Burmester OOTCDP
6500
CEC DX 51 DAC
1095
Cyrus C070
£650
Cyrus cd7ct/psxr
£750
Cyrus PDX- R
£390
dOS Delius 24/192
2500
EAD OSP 9000 Pro III
1495
EMM Labs DCC2 and COSO
8250
Gamut CD lnikll
1495
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
£495
Goldmund Meta Laser- 11
:1650
kenwood OPF-J5010
£90
Krell KAV300CD
1450
Krell KPS 20 it.
4250
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
9995
Krell ( PS 28c CAST II
5500
Linn Karik
£350
Murano CD12
:1195
Marantz SACO SA17S1
£695
Mark Levinson 390S
3300
Mark Levinson ML 390s
3495
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player
£180
Meridian Audio 203 DAG
£190
Meridian Audio 563 DAC
£375
MICROMEGA Stage 5
£250
Muse Mod9 DVD/CD
:1450
Naim Audio CDS 1CO PLAYER
£595
Onkyo MS13-1HDD+CO MSB-1 HOD recorder £500
Pioneer PD- Ft 009
£120
Bolet RCD-02 cd player
£225
Sonic frontiers Anthem
£300
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
£675
Teac VRDS 20
£895
Theta Data II Transport
:1095
Theta Data II Transport
£400
Theta DS Pro Gen Al
£995
Theta Pearl CD Transport
£500
Theta Pro Gen Va
1250
Theta Pro Prime 2
£500
Theta Progeny
£395
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
:1785
Wader 830
'1495
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
'2895

Complete System

Tried and tested items Guaranteed
Insured Delivery

Dali & Epos
EZO system
Linn active system
Meridian Audio System
Nairn Audio SRL System
Berta
Ro el RCD-02 cd player + RA 01 amplifier

£2000
£2700
£4500
£995
£6975
£2000
£ 350

Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive

£225

DVD Players

World wide Online Exposure

Arcam dv79
£ 850
£600
Arcam 0079
Lexicon 9110
£ 1395
Pioneer DVD656A
£ 150

HI FI Other

Independent & Safe brokerage
15 Years Experience & Dedication to
udity Used Audio Equipment
New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£ 250
Nakamichi 682zx
£ 390
Rotel 0T9215 tuner
£ 75

Intergrated Amplifiers
A,cuppiis,

£3250
£450
£250
£995
£1900
£1950
£1295
£2250
£2000
£2200
£895
£1250
450

Arcam ASS
Audio Analogue Primo Settanta
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
Chord Electronics CPM 2600
Krell KAY 300i
Krell KAY 400xi
McIntosh MC 275 mk1V tube amp
McIntosh MC 275 SS
Musical Fidel A1000
oea coso
Roksan rocLan kandy ka1
Rotel RA 01 amplifier £ 125
Acoustic Labs Bolero£4 5
Arcam One
£ 300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
£9999
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£ 19999
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha £ 17999
Audio Physic Libra
£ 1695
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £2500
Audio Physic Padua
£ 1999
Audio Physic Spark 3
£999
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£ 2000
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
£ 2750
Auchovector M3signature active £ 2100
Bose ACOUSTIMASS® 3
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP3000 £ 2500
Dynaudio Audience 122
£ 595
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mkt'
£ 600
Dynaudio Contour S5.4
£ 2950
Dynaudio S1.4
£ 1095
Eggleston Works Fontaine £2850
Efac Jet CL310 Jet
£ 550
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry
£225
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£ 395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£ 2200
Infinite Primus Centre speaker £60
JAS Ursa
£995
JBL TLX103.121,111 £ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia
£ 5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£ 3400
JMLab Electra 906
£ 595
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands £ 3600
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands £ 450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF Coda 80
£ 60
lnema SPLX12 sub woofer
£650
Magneplanar MG 20x
£ 8500

Magneplanar MG36/R
£ 3600
Martin Logan Ascent 1
£ 2695
Martin Logan reOuest
£ 1495
Mirage Fe 9
£600
Mission 780 SE Alder
175
£
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE 6 £ 2750
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £ 2995
PMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£ 800
Proac Tablettes mkt£ 250
BEL 0200E
BEL Stadium III
£650
BEL Strata
£ 295
Revel b15a subwoofer
1800
£
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£ 300
Sanos Faber Electa Amators + 51w stds £ 1095
SoundLab Al
£ 8990
Talon Kite Centre
Velodine FSR 10£
495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£ 475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler £ 4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£ 28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£ 5900
Wilson Audio System 6.1
7000
£
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
£3
1
34
79
59
5

Mufti Channel Amps

Audio Research LS2
Audio Research LS22
Audio Research LS9
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
Audio Valve Eklipse
BAT. V(3I
Bonnec Timpano
Boulder 2010 Pre
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Conrad Johnson P1/5 Pre Amp
DNM series 213
Electrocompaniet EC 4.6
Exposure 17 MC Pre
EZO Nanda ( face nord)
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell (CT CAST II
McCormak RLD 1
Meridian Audio GO2
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Tact RCS 2.000
Tom Evans The Vibe
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre

£795
£1895
£895
£795
£1500
£1500
£2500
£9995
£2995
£5995
£595
£325
£550
£250
£550
£5500
£3595
£5995
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£1995
£1995
£995
£3995

Arcam P7
£1995
Bryston 98 ST1995
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07£ 575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught II£
3900

Projectors

Mufti Channel Speaker Systems

Attacama Equinox
£ 175
Base Cabinet
£ 550
Black Diamond Racing Shelf & Cones
£400
Mana Acoustics reference sound table £ 250
Mana Acoustics Reference Table £ 250
Partington Dreadnought
£90
Stands Unique chunky

Audio Physic Centre 1
£450
creative 7700
150
£
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR £ 3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors£
JMLab Sib 8 Cub 5.1
£4
19
50
5
Vienna Acoustics 3Webem/2 Berg/ Subson £ 2650

Power Amplifiers

Accuphase P700
£ 4000
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Acoustic408
Albarry
Arts Power 1
£
£
123415905
395
Aloia ST 1101
Aloia ST 15.01
£10
99
95
5
Arcam P85£ 395
Audia Flight Flight 100£
4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated £ 3495
Audio Research D400 MKII
£2250
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks £ 5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
£ 12995
Audio Research V70
1595
£
Audio Research VT200 MK!!
£ 6000
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade £800
Audio Valve Baldar 70
1795
£
Audiolab 8000 P/C
785
£
Audiolab 8000a mklIl£ 300
B.A.T. 150SE
BA .T. GOOSE
£6950
£4950
B.A.T. VK 600se
£ 5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks
1900
£
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
1250
£
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£ 1950
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
C.A.T JL2 Signature
11500
£
Carver A500x
£ 275
Carver TFM-42
£ 360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS £ 1200
Cary OLA 70
£895
Cello Duet 350
4995
£
Chord Electronics SPM4000 £ 6950
Counterpoint NP100 ( SA100) £695
Cyrus Ilfi
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP 60
A
2259
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp VP 20 + SL 20001£1
1
75
£1850
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5
£ 2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£ 790
Exposure XVIII Monoblocks
55
Exposure )0/11I Power Amp
££ 4
775
EZO Kl(face nord) Monoblocks £ 1100
Gamut El 100 mkt'
£ 1395
Gamut 0200 mkiii
£3395
Goldmund 18.4£
7365
GRAAF GM51313
£ 2895
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£ 15500
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200 £395
Jeff Rowland Model- 2 rbattery PSU
Krell FPB 600e
300

£
£ 5995
371505

Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded)
£ 7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£ 22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks £ 13550
Krell FPB-700CX
£9995
Krell KSA 150
£ 1295
Krell ( SA 80 Ballanced £ 1295
Lumley Reference M120
1750
£
Mark Levinson 336
5
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
£149
49
99
5
Mark Levinson ML436
£ 7975
McCormak DNA 125
1150
£
McIntosh MC352
£5
3250
0
McIntosh Mc501Monoblocks
MC501 Monoblocks
£ 5750
75
meracus Intrare 6
£ 850
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£ 1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £ 2495
Naim Audio Nac 62. Nap140 £ 595
Passlabs 0350
£ 3395
Passlabs 0600
£6495
Quad 33, 303. FM3
£ 280
Tag Avantgarde 100x4£ 1295
VERITAS F400
£ 999
XIC power one1300
£
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£ 6995

Pre Amplifiers

Acoustic Arts Pre 1
1495
£
Adyton Modus1295
£
Aloia PST 11.01t1450
£
Aloia PST 11.011
£ 995
Aragon aurum
£ 1150
Audia Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3
£ 1795
Audio Note M3 Ultimate £2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£395

In Focus SP 7205
£2250
Madrigal MP 9CRT
£ 19990

Stands

lentableslAnns/Cartridges & Phonostages

AHRC Grim Reaper
4.80
Basis Debut Gold Stol/SME V
5:4995
Breuer Type 8
£ 2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£ 2395
EAR The Head
£ 390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£ 200
Goldmund Ref erence/T3F
MOO
Graham Slee Elevator EXP
£ 350
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£ 395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £ 200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
£ 3250
Kuzma Reference + Pere Arm +
Cart £4995
Linn K9
£ 40
Linn LP12JARO/Armegedon £2495
Mark Levinson JC-1 DC
£ 1500
Origin Live Encounter
£ 750
Ortofon 510 MM
£ 35
Ortofon 540
£ 85
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£ 550
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/Jubilee £ 3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm
£4250
SME 30/29 Tumtable & Arm
£ 11495
SME Series 10A
£ 2795
SME Series Vkm
£ 1400
SME VCounterweight £20
Systemdek 11XE900
£ 350
VPI TNT 4 tRokport Arm
£ 6500

ill/Plasma/ LCD

NEC 42 XM3/XR3
£ 1495
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
£ 3000
Panasonic 42 PVVD8
£ 1495
Panasonic 42 PWD8H0
£ 1995

Accessories

AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo COO iPad Docking+Sats
LP Record Boxes
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

£90
£70
£0
£75
£150
£395

AV Processors

Arcam AV8
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC128
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSO

AV Receivers

Pioneer VSX-02011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

£2395
£3995
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£4500
£2995
£1995
£450

Northstar
Extremo DAC and 192 Transport

At £ 649 ( pair) - this is
quite possibly one of
the most cost effective
and extraordinary
speaker upgrades you
can make...

HiFi World May 2006 Verdict - 5 Globes
"Superbly finessed and loquacious sound allied to
excellent build and lin.sh make for a brilliant value
high end buy".
An excellent wor d class transport/DAC combination"

RAP £ 1249 + £ 1669

Other North Star products include a line stage pre
amp, mono amps. phono stage and DAC model 192

Bosendorfer
Loudspeakers

JAS SuperTweeter
LCY-100K ( only £ 649 pair)

Audusa Eupen
true ferrite power cords
and interconnects A
must with all digital
equimeit, power and
pre- amps, TV's, sky
boxes

•easy speaker matching
•beautifully finished compact chassis
•twin ribbon super tweeter
•extremely high frequency response
(7KHz-100KHz)
•use of parallel multi- wiring method ensures
high frequency extension and power
handling efficiency
•free next- day home delivery ( uk)*
•30- day money back guarantee*
Special offer: JAS Audio LCY-100K
inc linking cable ( E699)*

LAT International
power cords,interconnects,video,
digital and speaker cables

*subject to conditions
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www.shadowaudio.co.u 10
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
info@shadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

wvvw.auc'usa.com
salesgaudusa.com
02082419826 or 02082640249

audio
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A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...
...the only de er in the world specialising
purely in th

world class products

Extensive s

tion of current Nairn Audio product

range on
pre- loved

onstration and the largest stock of
im Audio equipment on the planet

• Part exchanges very welcome
• Friendly help and advice
• Open 7 days till late
• Compare current with previous Nairn ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities
Border Patrol

Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Clearaudio, Diapason.
EARFoshino, l:xperience
Filhation, Lector, LIFE
Aud:o Lyra, MLsic. First
Audio, Nottingham

Alternativ e
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
www.alternativeaudio.co.uk
e: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk

esnalogue, Cpera
Quadraipire

New!

—

Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.com for details

HOW TO CONTACT U

Hi-FiNews
T.

ransfigurazion,

SME, Shun Mooll,
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

Unison Rewarch

Ex-dem & used equipment for sale

lifndersteun

Home evaluat

Ly recycle
When

this

you have finished with
please recycle it

magazine

EDITORIAL TEAM

WE LIVE

Our editorial, advertisement and

Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges

Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

publishing offices are at: Hi Fi News,

Associate Publisher • Richard Marcroft

Production Editor • Patrick Fraser

IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,

General Manager • Niel Clarkson

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs

Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ, England.

Managing Director • Paul Williams

Acting Art Editor • Heathcliffe Bird

Tot • 020 8726 8311

Chief Executive • Sylvia Milan

Consultart Editor • Steve Harris

Fax • 020 8
726 8397

Technical Director • Paul Miller'

e-mail • hi-finewAipcmedia.com

PHOTOGRAPAIC TEAM

Technical Adviser • Martin Corbels

ADVERTISEMENT TEAM

Anthony Butler, Clare Canins,

Consultant technical Editor •

Group Sales Manager

Ellie Dowds

Keith Howard

Paul Reynolds • 020 8726 8322

Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

Display Sales Exesutive

KEY CONTRIBUTORS

Office Runner • Liam Wachs

James Bush • 020 8726 8324

CLASSICAL • Christopher Breunig

Sales Executive

JAll • Ben Watson & Steve Harris

OUR WEBSITE...

Ben Foster • 020 3726 8399

ROCK • Johnny Black & Ken Kessler

For test reprints, subscriptions and
news go to www.hifinews.co.uk

C:assified Sales Executive

HI-FI • David Aticock, David Berriman,

Gemma Bown • OZO 8726 8323

Tony Bolton, Christopher Breunig,

The Market ( Reader Ads)

Martin Colloms, John Crabbe, Barry

Carole Molloy • 020 8726 8321

Fox, Alvin Gold, Jonathan Gorse, Keith

Production Manager

Howard, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller
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Roger Phillips, Mike Prio -,

Cdare Lardan • 020 8726 8315
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Senior Contllbuting Editor • Ken Kessler
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«UT" COVERS

Yellow borders, Brazilian tree frogs, Louis Armstrong, chimpanzees
and Leonard Bernstein! Yes, all have featured on past covers of
Hi-Fi News for avariety of weird and wonderful reasons...

Hi- Fi News

JUNE In

JULY'82

MILT'76

John

June 1956: Well, there

Big in Japan.

Atkinson's

was little alternative.

Journalist

'favourite'

The debut issue of

Adrian Hope

in- car issue

Hi Fi News features

travelled

that tested

a 1902 photograph

East to find

out seven car stereo

of an Edison- Bell

out the latest developments

systems. Notable mainly

phonograph with Ernest

at aTechnics seminar They

for the fact that this was

Watts ( father

the smallest ever issue of

contributor Cecil Watts,

devetcped by Matsushita,

Hi Fi News at just 90 pages!

who later invented

Sony and TEAC1 and a

Clearly the advertisers

the Dust Bug tracking

loudspeaker product,on tine

weren't biting that month.

record cleane -)sitting

that could produce 4303

Cover graphic by Geoff Hunt.

beside it.

units per day.
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DEC'84

HI-FI

Stars and

News

Satchmo in aBrimer 613J6

Monkey

stripes

valve on acover published

business as

dominate

the trend

the cover of

on April 1! Awind-up?
No, just acombination

one of the

of Armstrong in avalve

HFN *
animal

oft- remembered

because ' Satchmo plays

covers continued. DLtch

issues in which Ken Kessler

King Oliver is in our opinion

author H. van de Wer ,(en

reported on the hi-fi scene

one of the most lively discs

decided to record various

from the USA. ' KK' hit the

that has yet come our way',

West Coast and ran into the

plus the background of a

members of the animal
kingdom via aGrundig 7K 30

legendary Head Monster

Shirley Labs TW/PA4 stereo

and then attached afree disc

Noel Lee. as well as putting

tape amptifier ' because it

of the results with his A.rtis

on two kilos along the way.

fitted the space'!

Encyclopaedia!

rTY -11, 1/

for early

rogrfflimmkt

1461•11.1.1..deuwan...,,,M

1.11-111 blew.

reeindm,

osmium

OCT '97

ffluiumemiii•ounumei

OCT '75

'57

JAN '72

The Hyla

Leonard

This cover

This

Faber la

Bernstein

caught our

turntable

Brazilian

featured on

eyes as its

tree frog)

the cover

main test

llustration
was also
from the ....fflummfflompumm,

graced the

to mark

was nearly

cover and luckily enough a

the release of Bernstein

a ' goer' in this 50th

pen of Geoff Hunt. It was

paragraph inside explained

conducting the Vienna

anniversary issue - Linn

asimple way to illustrate

why. Ralph West wrote about

Philharmonic's recording of

2006 vLinn 1972. Marking

an issue with reviews of

batteries and explained that

Strauss' Rosenkayalier.

the quarter century of the

British turntables suc'l

Linn LP12 Ken Kessler

the Strathearn ST M4 from
Northe -nIreland and the

agentleman called Galvani

Also included was a

.
35

conducted avariety of

notable piece on getting

compared Linn '
72 vintage

experiments after observing

great sound from aQuad

versus its 1997 update. The

Linn Sondek t._P12 and Fons

the twitching of afrog's leg.

system in a 10 x8ft bedsit

1997 vintage came out best.

CQ30 decks from Scottend.
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Ayre

Family Portrait

The Ayre 5-series has been created to provide
alifetime of excitement and discovery.
Combining stunning realism with exceptional
clarity, the 5-series offers adynamic high
resolution presentation that draws you in to
your favourite music as never before.
Ayres bold unique design approach ensures
superlative levels of performance. The 5 series
employs Ayres exclusive fully balanced, zero
feedback circuitry, with special emphasis
lavished on the power supply.
Every design detail is focused on a
single aim, unprecedented musical delight.

symmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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THE

INCELs

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells' passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
.............. the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

IMF
IVOL 0110N 402

absolute sounds ltd

IMF
EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: + 44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

